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“Architecture and . . . fashion,” by Jesse Brink, LA Architect, March/April 2004.

(Four photographs by Joe Day: The design for this house by Joe Day folds flat as though it were a  
clothing pattern.)
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Viewed objectively, without jealously or disdain, architecture and fashion are virtually the same. They share 
the utilitarian goals of enclosure and protection; the processes of transforming two-dimensional designs 
into three-dimensional spaces; a concern with structure and materials; and the burdens of self-expression. 
Indeed, the similarities far exceed those of the “fine” arts with which architecture is typically associated. So 
it is no wonder that architects willing to cross the line between buildings and clothes have learned a great 
deal about both.

Something to Wear

There was a period in Southern California, during the ’90s when just about everyone was starting their 
own line of clothing. Plenty of architects joined this crowd, bringing their field’s own approach to the 
process. In part this included a level of practicality: They began designing clothes so that they would have 
something to wear. 

Joe Day, a practicing architect and member of the design collective Hedge, got interested in making 
clothes just out of architectural school. The impetus was the need of the members of Hedge for clothes 

they liked that could be worn to client meetings—something more sophisticated than the remaindered 
surfer wear they favored. That short-term goal evolved into a thriving clothing line called Dayware. 

He began with shirts and coats—a corduroy shirt-jacket based on a boxy pajama top. Day feels now that, 
“I was learning architecture and clothes-making simultaneously. Both processes consist of pattern mak-
ing—creating complex surfaces from flat sheets. Also, they share a similar fine-tuning/tailor stage.” He 
would literally go from working on the sheet metal for his house to matching the lining on a jacket. His life 
was split between making buildings and making clothes, and still is, with the addition of teaching. 

What Day has learned from tailoring directly affects his understanding of architecture in terms of shells 
and lining. This has given him a peculiar view of buildings— which he now sees from inside (the internal 
volume) out (the external skin).  He loves the dialogue of surfaces in clothing how they give definition.  In 
addition, the level of detail in clothes making developed his education beyond his more “generalist” ap-
proach in school. “Detailing is an overriding issue with both clothes and architecture—keeping Satan out 
of the details.”  

Adam Silverman, ceramist, former architect and cofounder of the clothing company X-large, knows well 
the importance of details. In them live and die not only the style of a project, be it architecture or sartorial, 
but the economics. “You have to think about where you are going to spend your money; it’s a matter of 
priorities.” Subtle refinements and enhancements to the fundamental elements —funky details—elevate 
clothes (and buildings) in terms of design, but also raise the cost. 

In the early ’90s, Silverman and his friend Eli Bonerz were both making about $11 an hour and figured they 
didn’t have much to lose, so they rented a space where they could set up two drafting tables and do small 
architectural projects. “At the time we were super into work wear,” Silverman says, “which we would search 
out at dockworkers’ stores or wherever.” But after a while they thought, “Hey, this stuff is uncomfortable, 
how can we make it in cotton?”

The process, as Silverman sees it, is the same as building design, but in this case you are the designer, 
client and frequently contractor. There are fewer voices affecting the end result, so it is more pure. The 
partners even drafted their first shirts because they didn’t know how else to do it. They always felt like they 
were building clothes—not just as a trick of semantics but as an approach. Perhaps the cross-disciplinary 
work informs aesthetics—distilling shared traits through process. 

CAD couture

Architect and engineer Elena Manferdini sees the fundamental exchange between architecture and fashion 
as being between their techniques of moving between two and three dimensions. “Fashion designers have 
such long and valuable experience in creating three-dimensional forms from flat materials.” But at the 
same time, “architecture brings a level of rigor that is missing from clothing design because steel, unlike 
fabrics, does not stretch.”

Architects, and Manferdini in particular, also have a set of specialized design tools that ease and enhance 
the transition between plan, or pattern, and form. Programs such as MAYA allow her to design an entire 
gown in three-dimensional space, with accurate representations of contour and drape, built on a virtual 
mannequin, without cutting a scrap of fabric. What is more, the software can then unwrap the design into 
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flat component pieces. Taken even further, the resulting schematics can be directed to a laser-cutting ma-
chine to produce patterns automatically. 

Manferdini and collaborator Gulbin Yaviz used these techniques to realize an entire line of clothing that 
was shown this past winter. She has also brought the method to the classroom, where her SCI-Arc stu-
dents have been designing and making clothes themselves. But Manferdini sees this as only the very 
beginning. For her the ultimate goal is to provide “the ability to create automated couture: one-of-a-kind, 
mass-produced for everyone.”

Sidebar:  Fashion as Inspiration

A few years ago, Sigrid Miller Pollin, formerly of Siteworks Architecture, now a professor of architecture 
at the University of Massachusetts, began teaching a studio that took fashion as its inspiration. The class 
looked at images of high fashion depicting designs that ranged from the previous season to the 1950s. 
The clothes were mostly gowns and dresses, from which Miller Pollin instructed the students to abstract 
designs. She notes that, “A large part of the work was getting them to see fashion’s extreme sensitivity to 
form and color.” 

The extraction process began with paintings and drawings and then those studies were expanded into 
three-dimensional models, establishing spaces. They then looked to the source images for ideas of materi-
ality. “I wanted them to find inspiration in the opacity, gauziness, shininess, and the texture of fabrics.” To 
that end, Miller Pollin sent the students out to find new materials that weren’t necessarily exotic, but could 
be combined to evoke or create facsimiles of fabric (such as two translucent boards sandwiching a blown-
up print of a textile). 

Miller Pollin was pleased with the students’ response to the experiment. “Starting with the dresses sped 
up the design process, and the results were much more vibrant, daring designs.” She plans to employ the 
technique again soon. 

CROSS
DRESSING
Fashion designers have decorated products before,
and architects have designed clothes. But what
happens when designers such as Issey Miyake and
Ron Arad work together? Introducing the Trampoline
collection, Henrietta Thompson reports
PORTRAITS BY RICHARD LEGGE

Embracing the good,
the bad, and the
bizarre results of 
their collaborative
experiments at 
the Miyake Design
Studio in Tokyo, Arad,
Fujiwara and team
enthuse about the
process of trial and
error in finding
workable patterns
that can be woven
into the flat A-POC
tube, and sit as
happily on human
curves as they do on
Moroso’s Ripple chair
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Ron Arad and Dai Fujiwara are pole
dancing. Well, they are making a pretty
impressive attempt at it anyway, given
that there’s no music to dance to and
given that their small audience consists
of the team of people here for our
photoshoot: none of who were quite
expecting this, and none of who are
completely sure about the messages it
might be sending out...  

With a wink from Arad and a smile
from Fujiwara, the designers brush any
nervous PR protests aside. It’s clear
that they are quite happy not to take
anything much too seriously today. In
their nearly matching hats, messing
around on the undulating floor at 
the front of Arad’s studio in north
London, they resemble quite the
comedy double act, and it’s really 
very refreshing. 

Fujiwara needs little introduction
these days, due to the success of his
work with Issey Miyake, where he is
managing director, product design and
development. He is visiting Arad from
Tokyo where he is based, to continue
work on their long-running
collaboration. The project in question
and the reason for the shoot is
Trampoline – and it involves Arad’s
Ripple Chair for Moroso being dressed
up in A-POC, Miyake Design Studio’s
innovative clothing line.

It’s a series of outfits for a chair,
then – to keep this in perspective. It’s
not so trivial as it might sound, however.
Trampoline is not a product any
designer, or pair thereof, could have
made work. The garments each
undergo an astonishing metamorphosis
from chair-cover to person-cover and
back again, as attractive and well fitting
in one role as they are in the other. The
Trampoline collection so far includes
four finished pieces, and many more
conceptual ones besides. The four
garments to date, in their human-dress
incarnations, include a pair of long
trousers, a pair of cropped trousers, 
a shawl and a top. 

Miyake Design Studio was
established in 1970 with the intention
of finding new ways of making things.
It is not, contrary to popular
perception, a fashion label so much as
a design lab. A-POC, which stands for
‘a piece of cloth’ was invented in
1997, and sees clothes woven into
continuous tubes of fabric. The
consumer cuts the garments out,
taking their own part in the design of
their outfit. A-POC is one (in many
ways the archetypal) outcome of Issey
Miyake’s long-standing mission to
demonstrate how complexity and
beauty can be created from absolute

simplicity. Fujiwara was its design
engineer, and there have been several,
not quite seasonal, collections since 
its inception. 

Despite that, it’s too early to tell
whether we’re all going to be wearing
Trampoline next season, and indeed
no one is completely sure that the
garments will ever go into production.
It was supposed to be launched
during the 2005 Salone, but wasn’t
finished in time. This year it may have
missed the boat for a big fanfare, but
it will not go unnoticed. 

The Trampoline project is exciting
for several reasons: most obviously it
marks a collaboration between two of
the best-respected design teams in
the world. From Moroso’s point of
view, Trampoline is about celebrating
the artistic, experimental side of its
brand. Arad has long been a trailblazer
when it comes to design research –
relentless experimentation informs
every one of his playful forms, his
constant challenges to processes,
materials and manufacture are what
he is best known for. 

The Ripple Chair, with its generous
bucket seat, creates a striking profile.
Made of white polished and natural
injection-moulded thermoplastic, it’s a
signature fluid Arad shape, and like
the Tom Vac Chair before it (for Vitra),

ARAD HAS LONG BEEN 
A TRAILBLAZER WHEN 
IT COMES TO DESIGN
RESEARCH –
RELENTLESS
EXPERIMENTATION
INFORMS EVERY ONE 
OF HIS PLAYFUL
FORMS…

Main picture: Dai
Fujiwara (left) and
Ron Arad (right) with
the Ripple Chair
dressed in Long Pants.
Issey Miyake is
pictured right RI
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the double loop of the Ripple will
surely be a popular choice for many 
a corporate and domestic interior 
in years to come.

Arad, who had been discussing 
the idea of designing a cover for the
chair with Moroso for some time,
approached Miyake Design Studio in
2004 with an invitation to collaborate.
‘I have always found A-POC very
interesting in industrial design terms,’
says Arad. ‘And the more sophisticated
the machining gets the more like a
product it is. I thought it would be
really nice to partner with A-POC, and
see what could be done for the Ripple
Chair. But A-POC is not just a
company, and it was very important
that we didn’t try to use it as a service
– A-POC is more than that, it’s not just
a technology, it’s an aesthetic.’

From Fujiwara’s point of view, 
it was a wonderful opportunity. 
‘There are plenty of possibilities in
architecture for textiles – it’s not just
for fashion,’ he explains. The designer
is animated on the subject of cross
disciplinary collaboration, something
he has engaged in many times before.
However, the value he sees in it is not
just about learning about your own
specialism from someone else’s view
of it. ‘At Miyake Design Studio we
don’t view what we do as being in 
the world of fashion or in the world 
of interiors, even,’ he says. ‘We 
make things.’ 

Although he is reluctant to divulge
details, it is clear that Miyake Design
Studio is imminently branching into
much broader territory beyond
fashion, and Fujiwara hints that it will
move far beyond interiors too.
‘Designers nowadays have to think

The basic patterns 
for the garments
include complex
systems of open 
and closed weaves,
but no fastenings
other than the
occasional drawstring
or built-in tie. Each
can be worn in 
myriads of ways, 
whether on the 
chair or a person

‘WE NEED TO THINK OF THE BIGGER SYSTEM – NOT ONLY WITHIN
THE DESIGN WORLD, BUT EVEN AS FAR AS THE SCIENTIFIC AND
MEDICAL INDUSTRIES,’ DAI FUJIWARA

about scientific practicality. I have big
plans for our projects and future work,
but we need to think of the bigger
system – not only within the design
world, but even as far as the scientific
and medical industries.’ Fujiwara takes
the Royal College of Art in London as
an example of how well it can work.
‘There, Ron’s design students are
mixing freely with the engineers and
scientists next door – when different
departments start working together
much bigger things can happen.
Designers need to connect with each
other, and with technology too – it’s
time to change.’

The astonishing potential of
textiles, in particular, has been largely
ignored, believes Fujiwara. ‘Textiles
have been standing still, or moving
forward only in neutral. 
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sometimes I like them with clothes on
but I also like them naked.’ 

The world of interiors has been
increasingly fusing with the fashion
scene of late as trends in colours,
forms and textures in furniture, fittings
and accessories are closer than ever to
those seen on the catwalks, and
furniture fairs are now scheduled
alongside fashion week in London,
Paris and Tokyo. Crossovers happen
ever more frequently as industrial
designers try their hand at fashion
(such as Konstantin Grcic’s jewellery
for Biegel, or Marc Newson’s collection
for G-Star to name just two) and
fashion designers apply their motifs to
phones, laptops, interior furnishings
and crockery. But it’s very rare that the
two decide to work together for real.

‘We knew nothing about the
interior world, which is why we were
happy to do this – why we are saying
“hello” to this industry,’ says Fujiwara.
The learning curve has been a useful
one: ‘The fashion world is about how

to sell more to the consumer. That is
the basic point of this collaboration.
We at Miyake Design Studio are used
to the pace of the fashion industry and
we can move faster than the interior
world. The interior industry’s customers
buy fewer items. They use the products
they buy more, and keep them in use
for longer. But sometimes they get
bored. Changing the outfit can keep
the chair interesting for longer. In
fashion, people change clothes as
often as the weather, the fashion world
moves very fast compared to the
furniture world. We also have to think
about adapting for inside and outside
– with Trampoline, the idea is that
people can customise the chair to 
their lifestyles.’ 

Design, says Fujiwara, is the same
process across the board. ‘The
medium that you apply determines
how you search for solutions.’ But with
the Trampoline project, agrees Arad,
there is no solution, ‘because there’s
no problem...’

‘It’s time to change gear. Borders
are disappearing between disciplines,
and designers should not think about
them – we would like to make
architecture with textiles, but there are
many other ideas too.’ 

‘Through this collaboration with
Arad and Moroso,’ explains Fujiwara,
‘could emerge the perfect opportunity
to say “hello” to Europe, to say “hello”
to the furniture and architecture
industries. To say, this is A-POC, and to
walk in each others’ shoes and see
each others’ point of view, and mostly
to see what we can all do together.’

Trampoline (the name comes from
the shape of the garments on the
chair), is very much a work in progress.
So where did it come from and where
is it going? Do Arad and Fujiwara
envisage a future in which people
come in from the cold and hang 
their coat on the back of the chair 
in an entirely new fashion? Will
wardrobes become a thing of the 
past as our interiorscapes evolve 
to unprecedented new levels of
multifunctionality? ‘I can see it
happening,’ smiles Arad. ‘But it just as
easily might not. Or it might take a

hundred years. And if it happens it
happens – if not, we tried. There’s 
no hurry.’

As you might expect from such a
pairing of innovators, the design for
Trampoline is progressing in the very
freest spirit of experimentation and
playfulness. ‘We had no idea about
how it would look when we started out
– there was no desired image of what
it might be. So we are still very open
about the outcome, we don’t really
know where it is going... Whatever
inspires us,’ says Arad. 

The logical starting point for the
collaboration – given that A-POC has
previously lent itself to clothing – was
to dress the chair. ‘This was the
original idea,’ says Arad. Not only
would that satisfy Moroso’s curiosity
about how a softer, covered or
upholstered version of the Ripple Chair
might look, it could also respond with
greater flexibility to the various ways
in which a chair is used and can be
adapted. ‘It’s a bit like dressing a
person – sometimes one thing will be
suitable and sometimes something
else will be better,’ says Arad. ‘I like
the chair naked too. It’s like people –

Arad and Fujiwara are
using the Trampoline
project as a
springboard to
experiment on a wider
scale with conceptual
ideas such as this
duvet-style gilet,
which can be inflated
or deflated to the
user’s requirements,
though is sadly far

TEXTILES HAVE BEEN MOVING FORWARD ONLY IN
NEUTRAL... WE WOULD LIKE TO MAKE ARCHITECTURE
WITH TEXTILES, BUT THERE ARE MANY OTHER IDEAS

from being production
ready. Below, some 
of the Miyake Design
Studio’s other
experiments into 
the potentials of
textiles beyond the
fashion industry –
including structural
ideas for weaves in
furniture and building
components
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“Mark Rios on a roll: The architect and his L.A. firm, best known for its landscape design projects, use 
Southern California as a muse for everything from dishes to government buildings,” by Susan Heeger, Los 
Angeles Times, September 11, 2005.

On a hot Friday afternoon, when most office workers already have cleared out, Mark Rios heads to down-
town L.A. to check on one of his firm’s projects: a staff headquarters and education center for the non-
profit California Endowment. Near Olvera Street, on a block edged with chain-link and a few sofa cushions 
abandoned by transient sleepers, the complex is shiny with promise, its office building awash in shades of 
the sky. Rios, in a black polo shirt and jeans—his usual dressed-down garb—is jazzed by the progress he 
sees.

“This is an organization that serves the underserved and promotes health for all Californians,” he says. 
“They wanted a center that represents their mission of health and the diversity of their staff.” Squinting 
through the fence, he warms to his description of how Rios Clementi Hale Studios—known as RCH Stu-
dios—translated this mission into glass and steel.

The office building’s atrium is topped with clerestory windows that draw the sun and fresh air inside. Blue 
window slots set at different levels in the facade celebrate that phenomenal California sky and, like jaunty 
piano keys, evoke a multilayered urban music. When work is finished next year, spilling fountains will invite 
employees onto cool plazas to enjoy redwoods and sycamores planted in groves inspired by California’s 
natural landscape.

The $62-million project, for which the company did both the architecture and landscape design, contrasts 
dramatically with the commercial office towers in the distance. The center’s low-slung forms are graphical-
ly accented in a range of coordinated colors. The atrium area is clad in four different greens, which blend 
together like graded hues in a fabric. Each precise green, and the reds and golds on the other buildings, 
were culled from the colors of Chinatown and Olvera Street. The sycamores echo the Los Angeles River 
tree plantings a short distance away. Even the emphasis on light and fluid indoor-outdoor spaces marks 
the complex as tailor-made for Angelenos instead of, say, New Yorkers.

Not that RCH Studios doesn’t export its West Coast sensibility to the east. Rios and his three partners, 
Frank Clementi, Julie Smith-Clementi and Bob Hale, are designing New York offices for J Records and RCA 
as well as a Trump World Tower apartment for TV producer Darren Star. And the firm has taken its made-
in-California look international with its zippy housewares line, notNeutral, selling boldly patterned prod-
ucts wholesale, online and through museum gift shops and retail stores such as Bed, Bath and Beyond.

Here at home, the company’s designs for houses, gardens, child-care centers and public plazas are influ-
enced by Southern California’s culture and landscape: A chess-players’ park in Glendale is decked with gi-
ant lights shaped like chess pieces that allow people to play on through mild evenings; outdoor courtyards 
at two Los Angeles Unified School District primary schools use stylized graphics of birds, ladybugs and 
leaves to distinguish the walls of modular classrooms; plans for private homes often update the simple 
lines and open plans of California’s mid-century architects and garden makers.

“This is a great city to design in,” says Rios, 49, who directs the landscape architecture department at USC 
and has been practicing in L.A. since 1985. His ongoing projects number more than 70, including the rede-
velopment of a two-mile stretch of 1st Street downtown. And the General Services Administration recently 
hired the firm to propose strategies for creating secure but accessible public plazas.
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“More than Boston or New York, there’s a value given to originality and invention here,” Rios says. “It’s 
the influence of the entertainment industry. We’re less reliant on tradition.” Which is why, he adds, his 30-
member company of creative generalists has managed to thrive in an era that prizes specialization.

Six years ago, when USC recruited Rios to breathe new life into its landscape program, the diversity of his 
practice was a selling point. “Mark’s inclusiveness and his openness to different philosophies reflect the 
spirit of the program we want to build,” says professor Robert Timme, dean of USC’s architecture school. 
“His approach is the future. His embracing notion of pluralism and interdisciplinary work will one day be 
much closer to the norm.”

Perhaps best-known for his landscape work—high-profile gardens for Eli Broad, David Geffen and Cindy 
Crawford—Rios has always practiced multidisciplinary design. After graduating from USC in 1978, he 
earned two master’s degrees from Harvard, one in architecture, one in landscape architecture. His first 
office, Rios Pearson, which he and Harvard colleague Charles Pearson founded in a Los Angeles garage, 
started with small residential and public projects, and soon added an interior design component. Before 
long, they were drawing up site-specific furniture and lighting. Rios’ former partner describes him as 
someone who sees the dishes in a restaurant, knows he can design better ones and then does. “He’s got 
an original eye. He pushes limits,” Pearson says.

For a child-care center at Warner Bros. in Burbank, Rios arranged buildings around a dead—but beautiful 
and sculptural—tree as a symbol of the resonant past. He has carpeted gardens with inlaid-tile “rugs,” 
turned landscape walls into glowing lanterns and crafted antic, wave-backed Adirondack benches that look 
as if they’ve been squeezed through an extruder. He is quick to emphasize that he never designs anything 
alone. “I see our office as a think tank, a collective,” he says. He and Pearson worked this way, and Rios 
continued the practice, first with Rios Associates, founded in 1991, and with RCH Studios, established four 
years ago.

Nevertheless, Rios is the firm’s most high-profile partner and often serves as its spokesman. He has had 
to be inventive when explaining sometimes unconventional ideas to clients. Once, to make a point about 
achieving harmony among paving patterns, he raced home before a meeting and grabbed a handful of 
neckties to scatter across a conference table. To show how strong paint colors might work together in a 
house, he loaded the same table with a mix of vegetables from a farmers’ market.

Rios’ story helps explain the trajectory of his career from that first garage office to his present sleek two-
story Melrose headquarters. He grew up in Fullerton, the only child of a Norwegian American dietitian and 
a Mexican-born surgeon who spoke five languages and sat on the board of Santa Ana’s Bowers Museum. 
Their ‘60s tract house rose amid tropical greens arranged by Clark B. Lutschg, one of California’s first 
registered landscape architects. Rios, who by age 10 had already designed and built a series of backyard 
forts, watched Lutschg with fascination, and later augmented the finished garden with his own full-scale, 
rock-edged pond.

An even greater influence on his developing aesthetic were his family’s frequent visits to relatives in 
Mexico. Rios was enthralled by the exaggerated lushness of the jungle, and by the pounding rain, baking 
heat and rich, saturated colors of buildings, flowers and people’s clothes. “Everything seemed extra-vivid 
and emotional there, full of heightened sensations and suggestions,” he recalls.

These same qualities often are evident in his firm’s work, such as the stylized flowers that etch the win-
dows of the RCH Studios building and the vibrant orange-and-pink lanterns in the entry. “Mark and his 
office have been leaders in the mid-century design revival,” says Marina del Rey architect and landscape 
architect Katherine Spitz. “But they’ve made modernism more engaging, not as cold, infused with color 
and fun.”

Perhaps nowhere is this more apparent than in the offerings of notNeutral, which the firm launched in 
2001. Julie Smith-Clementi, the architect who heads the division, says its dinnerware, table linens and wall 
panels are meant to “counteract the status quo and feel very Southern Californian. So much on the market 
is plain, white and safe. Our world includes skateboarding and surf culture. It’s relaxed, loose, multiethnic, 
very different stylistically from the East.”

The colorful, practical products have struck a nerve with consumers raised on Marimekko, and with their 
children. NotNeutral’s Black Links dishes and other pop-patterned items have appeared on “Friends,” 
“The Apprentice” and MTV’s “The Real World: Las Vegas.” Brisk business has led the firm to contemplate 
opening stores, but not yet. “We’re focusing on wholesale now,” says Smith-Clementi, who has worked 
with Rios for 16 years.

Meanwhile, notNeutral’s graphic-mad look provides an additional outlet for a busy staff’s ideas. Gener-
ated partly by computer, the designs they dream up for one purpose often wind up serving others. A block-
letter pattern developed for a notNeutral fabric became the design on a custom carpet for a client’s house. 
A sycamore-leaf pattern for a commercial lobby by Clementi (Smith-Clementi’s husband, a graphics whiz) 
surfaced on wall panels for notNeutral. Similarly, says Bob Hale, the firm’s lead architect on much public 
and commercial work, an idea for a public project—a lightweight plant container—may be useful in the 
private realm, and vice versa.

To keep ideas moving, the firm has research committees that staffers join according to their interests. The 
committees meet weekly to share related discoveries in different areas of design. For a commercial proj-
ect that required roof-top planting, the sustainability committee presented historic research into sod-roof 
culture, the landscape group recommended specific plants for the site and the technology committee 
weighed in with proposed computer-generated planting patterns. “What we do is exploratory, more in the 
vein of Lewis and Clark than Procter & Gamble,” Clementi says.

USC’s Timme calls Rios’ firm “the closest thing we have now to the creative richness of Charles and Ray 
Eames’ studio during the mid-20th century. Looking back, it’s easy to see the Eames’ work in so many 
design fields as iconic. In another 20 years, I think we might look back that way on the Rios office.”

*

Resource Guide
Rios Clementi Hale Studios, Los Angeles, (323) 634-9220. 
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“‘Take a seat’ . . . and consider the concept of chair-ness, the subject of designer Kevin Walz’s re-
cent exhibit at the American Academy in Rome,” by Kevin Walz, Interior Design magazine, March 
1, 2004.

The chair is a servile object, made to support human forms of all sizes and status levels. It’s also a mea-
sure of the human spirit—contemplating beauty and balance, expressing aspirations, and celebrating 
cultural values via materials, technology, and craftsmanship.

When I was asked to curate “Designer’s Eye: The Chair” at the American Academy in Rome, I didn’t set out 
to present the best new designer chairs. Nor was this an academic survey of a period of time, a specific 
society, or a particular design movement. Instead, I made a garden of what delights this designer—chairs 
I find to be leaps of the imagination, technical wonders, follies. As well as noble, poetic, prophetic, flip, or 
ominous.

Asking visitors to forget all they knew about the chair icons of our Western consumer culture, I cast the net 
widely. Not only did designers range from Arne Jacobsen to, yes, Kevin Walz—getting us from A to Z—but 
the selection also included chairs from five centuries and four continents. Some of the designers are re-
nowned; some are not. Others cannot be identified.

Each is a kind of cultural portrait, a marker of time and place. The Ashanti chair from Ghana, circa 1890, 
demonstrates a mastery of composition and craft. A single piece of carved wood, it expresses a sophisti-
cated understanding of materials, geometry, and traditions as well as a joy in the rhythms of life.

Many agricultural societies prefer their chairs lower to the ground. Just look at the Lobi chair from Burkina 
Faso, circa 1950. Hovering just 4 inches off the floor, the shallow sweep of the carved seat barely supports 
the buttocks.

Other groups have never understood the need for backrests. The figure-eight seat of a 100-year-old chair 
from Kenya calls for a straddle position, giving flexibility and balance to craftsmen as they cut, carve, and 
pound.

Another anonymous chair, an important representation of Czechoslovakian deco, is innovative and space-
conscious: The seat opens into a narrow bed. Despite a naive desire to be modern, the fabrication remains 
traditional.

Czechoslovakia was far from the influence of the Bauhaus. Authorship by a “name” designer is no guar-
antee of comfort. Charles Rennie Macintosh, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Mario Botta all designed models as 
famous as they are difficult to sit in. But Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier have created chairs 
that support not only the body but also their architectural theories. Frank Gehry’s corrugated-cardboard 
Little Beaver lounge is a perfect example of his “architecture is art” philosophy.

Several well known contemporary designers have looked outside their own societies for inspiration. Recall-
ing the wisdom and restraint of older Eastern cultures—and celebrating the resonance found in reduc-
tion—Maya Lin has turned fiberglass into a series of low stools and tables called Stones.

Imagine Boris Tabacoff’s 1973 Sphere chair in a hip Parisian apartment—Serge Gainsbourg on the stereo, 
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miniskirts, white suits, champagne. The smoked-acrylic shell encases a shearling-covered seat, and the 
chromed pedestal curls like something eaten with dip. Talk about an exercise in extreme style.

For form, comfort, and convenience, my favorite chair is Arne Jacobsen’s stacking Series 7, Model 3107. 
Because it uses the resiliency of bent plywood to flex, one can sit for hours. (I do, in my studio, and I never 
tire of looking at the form.) 

Creating a chair is the most complex engineering effort a furniture designer can undertake. In the industri-
alized world, chairs are expected to allow occupants to sit with their feet flat on the floor when the legs are 
bent at the knee by the front edge of the seat. Sitters’ thighs should continue to the back of the seat, with 
the upper portion of the buttocks touching but not pressing the lower part of the backrest. At the same 
time, the top of the backrest should support the shoulder blades, and the elbows should meet the armrest. 
All this should occur with some degree of comfort.

Studies show that Westerners have become physically dependent on the chair—it has become a pros-
thesis. There are dining chairs, lounge chairs, and chaise longues. There are portable and folding chairs. 
There are task chairs for the office, more complex than the desk chair of old. Chairs in the airport allow 
us to wait for our chairs on the plane. We have chairs for dental procedures and beauty appointments. To 
hold small children for eating, there are high chairs. A French example, circa 1880, flips over onto itself to 
become a wagon, a desk, and a rocking chair. For my own collection, I went to the Italian island of Sardinia 
to manufacture chairs of 100 percent cork, using heat and pressure to strengthen a substance with natural 
resilience and perfect memory. I admit I have a big prejudice against plastic, but it’s often the material of 
choice in Milan. A compression mold created Vico Magistretti’s 1969 Selene stacking chair in reinforced 
fiberglass—and paved the way for a design process that’s become the low-cost standard.

This type of “generic” chair, which concludes my exhibition, can be found around the world, from Venice’s 
Piazza San Marco to—rumor has it—the private wing of the White House. There must be more of these 
chairs than the next 50 most popular ones combined. Without the assistance of being branded, the gener-
ics are multiplying geometrically. We give them no thought. And they may be lurking in our own backyards.

What do these “generic” chairs say about the future of humanity? Are they a symbol of the dissolution of 
the richness of our pasts, a sacrificing of diverse points of view for the sake of low-cost globalization? Or is 
this the first worldwide agreement on an essential subject?

“Why not fly Versace, and then cook in Armani,” by J.J. Martin, Los Angeles Times, May 11, 2006.

Donatella Versace, commander in chief of slit-down-to-there gowns, has a new runway to conquer—and 
it’s not the one festooned with flashbulbs, 6-inch heels or absurdly scrawny 15-year-old models. Rather, it is 
at the airport, where the Milan-based fashion designer plans to sex up the interiors of your private jet.

Giorgio Armani, who taught the world that beige is beautiful—and later put his minimalist magic touch 
on chic couches and coffee tables—soon will be encouraging you to make spaghetti with him, using the 
Armani/Casa kitchen (pasta not included).

Bottega Veneta, which produces coveted, bank-breaking handbags for the discreetly rich, now has a niche 
line of furniture that brings the company’s exotic skins and artisan techniques to your dining room con-
sole.

Never has the phrase “home fashions” seemed so appropriate. Fashion designers, forever on a makeover 
quest, cannot help but be drawn to the world of interiors. The entry of Bottega Veneta to the home furnish-
ings market, plus additional product lines and hotel interiors by the likes of Etro, Missoni, Armani and 
Versace reveal just how savvy these brands are at expanding their empires beyond the confines of clothing.

“We are a fashion group, but Versace is not just about fashion,” says Versace Chief Executive Giancarlo Di 
Risio. “It’s about luxury in every aspect of life.”

Versace’s plane interiors are appointed in Home Couture, a newly launched line within the company’s 
home collection. Home Couture is tamer than Versace’s usual gold gilt fare, but the jet interiors’ abun-
dance of leather and fur is decidedly over the top and conveys the rap-star fabulousness that dominates 
Versace’s runways.

“I love to travel by plane, especially by private plane!” says Donatella Versace, who used a Greek key fret 
motif, a recognizable symbol for the fashion brand, as a graphic treatment on leather.

The company also is designing a new Versace Palazzo hotel, to open in 2008 in Dubai, where Armani and 
Missoni also have licensing agreements to open hotels with hospitality partners.

“Fashion designers have become more authoritative in our culture than ever before,” observes luxury 
product consultant Robert Burke. “They realize that their take and approach is not just limited to fashion. 
It extends to how they sleep, how they eat, how they dine. It’s much more far reaching.”

This foray into the home is nothing new. Ralph Lauren and Missoni have stamped their expensive labels 
on high-style bed and bath linens for more than 20 years. But these days a growing number of designers 
are expanding their presence, quickly gaining ground because they offer something that many longtime 
furniture companies do not: a famous name and a recognizable aesthetic sensibility to match.

Creating a stylish, consistent “mood” for the home gives them an edge over fragmented furniture special-
ists who focus on single products by a variety of designers.

“Fashion designers are better at ambience,” concedes Diva owner Philippe Rousselin, who has sold high-
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end furniture in Los Angeles for 20 years, offering tabletop items and decorative accessories from Missoni 
and Kenzo next to his B&B Italia couches and Baccarat chandeliers. “Everyone wants to see a brand name 
to secure what they spend, especially at the high end of the market.”

Sew a dress, make a couch, and quickly you may find yourself designing an entire hotel. Lodging operators, 
realizing the marketing power of a well-known fashion name, are pursuing clothing designers, especially 
those who already have lines of home furnishings.

“It gives people a sense that it’s going to be of good quality and taste,” consultant Burke says.

Armani’s hotel is under construction in the stratospheric Burj Dubai building, whose exact number of 
floors is secret but rumored to approach 200. It will feature subtle hues and a rigorous, sophisticated envi-
ronment. In addition to offering who-knew-you-needed-it features such as temperature-controlled sand on 
the beach, Versace’s Dubai outpost will be as Baroque as the late Gianni Versace’s private residences. At 
the Missoni hotel, one of a string of global openings, the decor blends the brand’s colorful prints with the 
streamlined architecture of Matteo Thun.

“The choice of designer is the choice of a lifestyle,” says Missoni co-founder Rosita Missoni. “At the ho-
tels, I hope we will give the lifestyle that people recognize we have: I want people to feel spoiled, greeted 
and warm.”

Fashion and textile company Etro is working on a new line of furniture that will bow next year at the world’s 
most prestigious furniture fair, Salone Internazionale del Mobile in Milan.

“So many hotels have asked us to design suites and even the whole hotel,” says Jacopo Etro, who is trying 
to grow the $20-million home division, a small slice of Etro’s $293 million in annual sales. “The only thing 
we were missing was the furniture.”

Even new players such as Bottega Veneta are getting into the hotel game. This fall a 1,700-square-foot Bot-
tega Veneta Suite will open on the seventh floor of the St. Regis Hotel in New York, which blends the St. 
Regis’ Louis XVI-style furniture with pieces from Bottega’s new home line, such as leather-covered book-
cases and leather-woven tables. The whole environment is given a healthy shot of muted, urban cool under 
the watchful eye of creative director Tomas Maier.

So what is in it for consumers? Another dose of democratic luxury. You may not be able to buy a Bottega 
bag or an Armani black label suit, but you just may be able to slide into one of their hotel bars, or even stay 
the night.

With or without high heels, the leap from the closet to the living room is a difficult one for designers to 
negotiate.

“Sometimes they don’t realize that it’s not easy,” says Diva’s Rousselin, citing the greater skills and in-
creased time required to sell on a furniture sales floor. “And we don’t really have seasons in furniture, like 
you do in fashion. People want to buy a piece that will last for three years or more.” Designers who em-
brace a new shoe style every six months without a complaint from the consumer now need to assume that 
a couch may be forever.

Another big challenge is moving from textiles and tabletop goods to large furniture, which requires greater 
manufacturing skill and quality control. The jury is still out on whether fashion designers are capable of 
dabbling in such a specialized field.

Armani jumped immediately into furniture in 2000, while Ralph Lauren segued later in his home career. 
Some, such as Etro, which has focused on textiles and tabletop for 12 years, are just starting.

“I’m not really excited about it,” admits Etro. “Finding the right producer to make the quality good enough 
and with a price range that’s competitive is really tough.” Sometimes, the Italian says, designers are forced 
to source or manufacture pieces in Asia—a taboo in the high-end clothing sector.

Missoni is leaving the furniture to the experts.

“We don’t really ‘design,’ “ explains Missoni, referring to large furniture. “I have too much respect for 
designers.”

Though occasionally teaming up with experts such as Kartell or Verner Panton to create one-off products, 
her company primarily focuses on what Missoni calls “pieces of charm or small objects that give a per-
sonal touch to a corner of the room.”

“Most of us, we don’t need another couch,” adds Bottega Veneta’s Maier. “But we’re always looking for 
unique pieces that will change the look of a room.”

Fittingly, the company’s limited collection of home furnishings, launched at this year’s Milan furniture 
fair and produced using the same carpenters who make the company’s hard case luggage, are meant to 
complement a customer’s existing furniture while infusing a sense of the brand’s luxury.

“I don’t subscribe to the ‘head-to-toe’ philosophy of designing—neither on the body, nor for the home,” 
Maier says.

It’s an approach that wins praise from Rousselin, who saw Versace’s glass collection for Venini fly off his 
store’s shelves a few years back.

By merely downloading their aesthetic DNA, fashion designers can naturally create home products infused 
with personality and poised to define one’s personal image. At Bottega Veneta, you can get your bookcase 
lined in luxurious python or ostrich, just like your handbag. At Missoni, patterned pillows, circular floral 
motif carpets and colorful fringe curtains are all signature elements that match seamlessly with the fash-
ion collections.

“I fish for fabrics in the fashion collection because I have them there,” Missoni says.

Etro wants to “see Etro in the furniture” he is designing, and he is working on pieces that combine many 
kinds of wood. “The idea of mixing, it’s funky and fun,” he explains. “That’s the same idea we have with 
our fashion.”
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Similarly, Giorgio Armani’s new sukupira wood kitchen is devoid of bulky cabinet knobs and unsightly 
fixtures, much like his man’s jacket was stripped of its stiff lining when he launched his fashion career 30 
years ago.

“In the end, all kitchens are the same,” Armani said when he unveiled his design at the Milan show last 
month. “They’re all black holes. The solution has been to try to find a ‘dress’ for the kitchen.” With its wo-
ven bronze cabinets and fabric-covered drawers, this dress is the epitome in restraint. The man who gave 
women the putty pantsuits wouldn’t have it any other way.

J.J. Martin is a contributing editor for Harper’s Bazaar. She can be reached at home@latimes.com.
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The Felicity™ Sofa
Visit thomasville.com to browse our furniture collections

and to locate the Thomasville store nearest you. 
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The Hills of Tuscany™ Pisa Mansion Bed

Visit thomasville.com to browse our furniture collections

and to locate the Thomasville store nearest you. 
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“Bagged treasures: Even Hermes wants to buy Hermes. The design house hunts vintage pieces to 
study for inspiration,” by Booth Moore, Los Angeles Times, November 16, 2004.

Women who dream about Birkin and Kelly bags know it by heart: 24 Faubourg Saint-Honore. It’s the name 
of a fragrance, a logo on a silk scarf, but most important, it’s the address for the style temple that is the 
original Hermes store. The harness shop turned luxury fashion house has been open on this particular cor-
ner of Paris’ chicest shopping street since 1880, when Charles-Emile Hermes moved his father’s workshop 
from the Grands Boulevards.

Today, the company has swelled to 5,000 employees, with stores across the globe. But the brand’s heritage 
remains intact in three creaky rooms above the boutique. With more than 400 historical objects, the at-
tic-like space could be a museum. Except it’s not open to the public. The treasures are kept as inspiration 
for the house’s designers. “It’s a place to keep the link between tradition and the future,” says Hermes 
cultural historian Menehould du Chatelle.

Every nook and cranny is crammed with iconic Hermes pieces as well as the cultural artifacts that inspired 
them. Du Chatelle spends her days on the phone bidding on collectibles in auctions around the world; 
her most recent acquisition is a 19th century men’s needlepoint bag depicting a hunter and his hounds. 
Several framed drawings of the “duc carriage” are a reminder that the house’s first customers were horses. 
(The horse-drawn carriage without a driver is the brand’s unofficial logo.) Tall black leather boots stand 
sentinel near the door, near an aged leather saddle.

Under the name of Hermes-Freres, the third generation by 1914 employed 70 to 80 saddlers. But soon 
after, Adolphe and his younger brother, Emile-Maurice, had to confront the age of the automobile. Sent to 
the U.S. during World War I to supervise leather purchases for the French army, Emile discovered a country 
transformed by mass production, modern technology and transportation. He was particularly impressed 
with the zipper, or the American fastener as it was then known, and became the first to introduce it in 
France.

The First World War was a turning point for the company. With many women newly widowed and becom-
ing independent, Emile—the father of four daughters—moved the house into designing leather goods for 
women, as well as the now-famous silk scarves.

At the museum, hidden in the corner of a glass case are three dog collars—not the kind that would fit 
Paris Hilton’s handbag-size canine. In thick leather with imposing spikes and doorknocker rings, these 
seem better suited to the beefy necks of wolves. Hermes began making the collars in 1923, says Du Chat-
elle, when it became chic for Parisian women to travel the city with packs of giant dogs protecting them.

“We started to make dog collars but then discovered that many designers were buying them to use as 
belts,” she says. So, in 1927, the famous Hermes belt, with its signature chunky hardware, was born. 
Bracelets followed and, this fall, more than 75 years later, the house’s ready-to-wear designer, Jean-Paul 
Gaultier, created evening gowns with leather collars. Indeed, the French couturier’s two seasons with the 
house have brought about a revival of the clothing line, which had taken a back seat to the accessories 
business.

*

Traveling companions

Beneath a window near Emile’s original desk is an 18th century British cherrywood and bronze trunk that 
folds out into a bed. “Servants did not have regular places to sleep when their masters traveled, so they 
used these,” Du Chatelle says.

In 1987, Hermes introduced the Pippa chair in pear wood—a kind of folding chaise designed by architect 
Rene Dumas, wife of Hermes chairman Jean-Louis Dumas. It has evolved into the line of Pippa foldable 
furniture.

The impressive collection of luxury travel chests includes a piece owned by France’s last queen, Marie-
Amelie d’Orleans, that is fitted with dozens of tiny crystal toiletry bottles. Hermes began producing its own 
leather chests in the 20th century. One of the earliest pieces is a pigskin picnic set from 1925, with indi-
vidual sterling silver containers for sandwiches, tea and dessert that fit inside like puzzle pieces. In 1957, a 
suitcase-sized bar set was fashioned out of black crocodile for Sammy Davis Jr.

The sets, with their elaborate compartments, were the inspiration behind today’s In the Pocket line of 
men’s accessories, with such things as a corkscrew in a leather sheath.

But Hermes may be most famous for its bags, still made by hand, some in a workshop just steps away 
from the private museum. The first designs, called “sac-mallettes,” or bag-suitcases, appeared in the 
1920s but were modeled after the carpetbags popularized with the advent of public transportation in the 
19th century. They combined the suppleness of a pouch on top with the sturdiness of a separate box com-
partment underneath.

“You were assured to have the essentials with you, since the rest of your luggage would not be available,” 
says Du Chatelle, gesturing toward a tattered tapestry bag on the floor. “You would send your big trunks 
ahead one week before and travel with this.” (The later Hermes versions came with zipper tops in leather, 
crocodile or the canvas favored by Humphrey Bogart.)

In 1956, the house gained the worldwide attention that only celebrity can bring when Grace Kelly was pho-
tographed carrying a leather purse modeled after a saddlebag, with a short, top handle and flap top. The 
bag had been introduced in 1930 but was renamed the Kelly bag in 1959. The Birkin bag, named after the 
British actress Jane Birkin, was popularized in the 1980s.

*

A history of handbags

Today, art and fashion are more closely entwined than ever, and like many luxury companies, Hermes is 
a deep-pocketed benefactor, which means offering store windows for exhibitions, as well as awarding an-
nual prizes in contemporary art and photography. This fall, the house collaborated with Paris’ Musee de 
la Mode et du Textile to produce “Le Cas Du Sac,” an exhibit open to the public that explores the handbag 
as totem. (The exhibition book, “Carried Away: All About Bags,” will be published in March by Vendome 
Press.)
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The more than 400 objects on display through February trace the importance of bags throughout world 
history, from pocket-shaped pouches embroidered with scenes from court life that date from the Middle 
Ages to last year’s multicolored logo bag created by artist Takashi Murakami for Louis Vuitton.

The exhibition is organized by theme, the first examining the domestic, professional and traveling func-
tions of the bag, and the second the religious, symbolic and aesthetic purposes. It begins with the topic of 
convenience, displaying a simple rope fishing bag next to a gold mesh Chanel tote.

More exotic specimens include a 17th century French bag that resembles an amoeba with eight drawstring 
pouches, and a “sorcerer’s bag” used today in Papua New Guinea to hold herbs and other ingredients for 
spells. Made from hibiscus bark and bamboo, dripping with bones and shells, the Papuan bag doesn’t 
look much different from Chloe’s au courant designs.

Bags were on their way to becoming coveted accessories after World War II, but it wasn’t until the 1980s 
that they became a market unto themselves. Now, handbags come in innumerable varieties, from Judith 
Leiber’s headphone-shaped minaudiere, to Jamin Puech’s corset-shaped purse, both on display.

In the exhibit’s “iconic” section, the legendary French houses are well represented, including the newly 
hip Goyard, as well as Dior and Vuitton. And, of course, there’s plenty of Hermes, including the famous 
$6,000-plus Kelly. And with the waiting list now closed for the precious bag, a glass museum case may be 
the closest some women ever get. =
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Let’s set the record straight. With his recently completed New York
flagship for Prada, Rem Koolhaas may be the most publicized store designer
around. And some—especially Koolhaas—might insist that this store, with its
performance space and other destination-making attractions, is revolutionary.
But when it comes to retail design, the greatest single innovator of recent
decades just may be a fashion designer. As she enters her fourth decade of
building an empire that now includes more than 150 shops, Rei Kawakubo—
the 59-year-old designer, founder, and owner of fashion house Comme des
Garçons—has quietly led the way.

Kawakubo has an impressive track record. She was designing starkly mini-
mal shops as early as the mid-1970s, well before minimalism became the glob-
al de facto style for boutiques. By the late 1980s she was incorporating space
for artist installations, foreshadowing the spate of shops-as-galleries that fol-
lowed (Koolhaas’s Prada store is only the latest example). Other high-profile
retailers may now be forsaking the cookie-cutter outlets of the past for desti-
nation flagships, but Kawakubo has insisted on the near theatrical individual-
ity of each of her shops from the beginning: “I adapt the store, the design, to
the environment around it,” she explains in convincingly simple terms. With a
new project opened this spring—an unorthodox collaboration between Comme
des Garçons and Milan’s prestigious 10 Corso Como multibrand boutique—she
looks once again to be redefining the retail venue.

Called 10 Corso Como Comme des Garçons, this new development in Tokyo’s
Aoyama district joins the two retailers under one roof. Two adjacent symmetri-
cal spaces are unified by a two-story facade that both joins and distinguishes
them with an aluminum half cylinder (which Kawakubo calls an “egg”)
embossed with polka dots. Inside, a counter on each floor spans the width of

Rei Kawakubo’s latest store is 10 Corso
Como Comme des Garçons (opposite 
page, bottom), in Tokyo, which houses 
the Italian and Japanese retailers side 
by side. A screen of aluminum hoops
(opposite page, top) is the only thing 
separating the two spaces. Her Chelsea
store (1999; left) is equally surprising.
From an anonymous brick facade in
Manhattan’s Chelsea neighborhood, an
aluminum tunnel entryway spills into a
bright white space. Kawakubo’s uninhib-
ited style began with her fashions, such 
as this suit from 2001 (below) and dress
from 1983 (below right).

BETTER THAN THE

The most influential figure in 
retail architecture isn’t an architect—

she’s Comme des Garçons’s 
fashion designer Rei Kawakubo.

By Aric Chen
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both spaces, seemingly penetrating the wall that
divides them and providing the only internal
visual cue that the stores, which have separate
street entrances, are affiliated. The vast majority
of Comme des Garçons shops exist within Japan’s
brand-segmented department stores, and Kawa-
kubo is often dissatisfied with these contexts,
which she has little control over. Here she has
placed the single label on equal footing with the
multilabel store. 

“She is vanguard in appropriating the right
strategy in architecture for her purposes of
expression,” says Calvin Tsao, principal of New
York architecture firm Tsao & McKown. “It
helps, though, that she’s her own client.” As
president of Harvard University’s Graduate
School of Design alumni council, Tsao nominat-
ed Kawakubo for the Excellence in Design award
that the school presented to her in 2000. “She
absolutely does what she wants,” says Adrian
Joffe, the managing director of the Paris compa-
ny, who also happens to be her husband. “She
has no architectural training, but as with her
fashion, she’s benefited from that. If you don’t
know the rules, they’re easier to break.”

Kawakubo, who still lives in Tokyo, is famous-
ly independent and elusive. This March when I
visited her Paris office—which she designed—I
was well aware of her reputation for being private
and shy, for rarely granting interviews, and for
desiring that her work speak for itself. Indeed,
after entering her Place Vendôme showroom—
bustling with buyers in for fashion week and a
cadre of employees that bear an uncanny resem-
blance to her—I was with Kawakubo for only a
few minutes before she quietly retreated. A petite
woman wearing her trademark black clothes and
harsh Cleopatra bob, she was distant but not
unfriendly and, in fact, left an impression of
unspoken warmth. She has difficulty with Eng-
lish and prefers to answer questions in writing;
either way, her statements are disarmingly brief.
(“I do not consider clothing as architecture nor
vice versa,” she responded via e-mail when I
asked for her thoughts on their relationship.
“Fashion is just fashion. I just make clothes that
I would like people to enjoy wearing.”)

Born in Tokyo in 1942 and raised in American-
occupied Japan, Kawakubo studied fine art at the
city’s Keio University, where her father worked.
She graduated in 1964 and began work as a styl-
ist in the advertising department of a large chem-
ical and textile producer before

NEW YORK
In 1999 Kawakubo closed her stark Soho store (far
left) for a more pioneering address in Chelsea. The
futuristic interiors (left and lower left) reflect her
progressive outlook.

PARIS
Comme des Garçons’s 2001 Paris store (left and
below), which has no signage, is meant for devotees.

Kawakubo “has no
architectural training,
but as with her fashion,
she’s benefited from
that. If you don’t know
the rules, they’re easier
to break.”

TOKYO
Kawakubo’s first flagship store in Tokyo (1989; 
left) also served as an art gallery. She renovated 
that space with Future Systems in 1999, 
creating a curving glass facade (above) and 
a brightly colored enameled-steel interior (right).
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The discreet entrance of the Comme des Garçons 
store in New York City’s Chelsea neighborhood. The space

used to belong to the Heavenly auto body shop. 

Photograph by Todd Eberle
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taking an especially bold step for a Japanese woman at the time: she went
freelance. Working with various advertising clients, she soon found herself
dissatisfied with the clothes available for photo shoots and began making
her own. By 1969, without any formal fashion training, Kawakubo was mak-
ing clothes under the name Comme des Garçons (French for “like the
boys”) and officially incorporated the label in 1973. “I wanted to have some
kind of job to earn money,” she told the Independent last year. “I never
dreamt of being a fashion designer like other people.” Coinciding with
Japan’s development into an industrial giant, Kawakubo became part of
a generation of creative triumvirates: herself, Issey Miyake, and Yohji
Yamamoto in fashion; and Tadao Ando, Arata Isozaki, and Shiro Kuramata
in architecture and design. 

However, it wasn’t until 1981, when Kawakubo began presenting her
clothes at the Paris fashion shows, that she first gained international at-
tention. With her deconstructed garments, severe asymmetry, and harsh
monochromes, she immediately set the tone for a career in which she would
consistently “start from zero,” as she often says, indefatigably questioning
convention, notions of beauty, and clothing’s relationship to the body. Kawa-
kubo has twisted garments around the body, pulled and punctured knitted
fabrics, and added exaggerated humps to deform the wearer. She is credited
with making black-on-black a fashionable color palette (in itself enough to
demand the indebtedness of the architecture profession), introducing new
materials and techniques, and irrevocably transforming the fashion show
from what was a relatively sedate runway presentation to the concept-heavy
performance it’s known as today. As a result, she has influenced innumer-
able designers, from Helmut Lang and Jil Sander to Martin Margiela and
Ann Demeulemeester; a recent Women’s Wear Daily survey of her peers
named Kawakubo the third most influential designer since 1980. (She tied
for eighth for the twentieth century.)

Kawakubo has also started from zero with her stores. In 1975—while
other boutiques opened in fashionable areas, clad in fine finishes and filled
with props and mannequins—Kawakubo opened her first shop in Tokyo’s
Aoyama district, then a relatively obscure residential area. Covered in clin-
ical white tiles, the spare space was the first of many that over the next
decade would help usher in minimalism as a compelling retail aesthetic. “I
remember one [store] in which there was basically no merchandise whatso-
ever,” Tsao recalls. “It was all limestone with a few panes of frosted glass
and a raised platform with just one item in the window. All the clothes hung
behind these frosted panels, so you just saw their shadows.” 

By the late 1980s Kawakubo began to incorporate color and especially a
sense of movement as she opened new stores and renovated existing ones.
A new Tokyo flagship opened in Aoyama with dedicated space for artist
exhibitions, a meandering ceiling installation of skewed fluorescent tubes,
and a granite wall that cut through the glass facade. Her austere New York
store—first opened in 1983 in Soho when it was still a quiet neighborhood
of galleries and artists’ lofts—was redesigned in 1989 to include a curving
wall that took shoppers on a spiraling path into a changing room. “It is basi-
cally the same struggle to find something new,” she says of designing cloth-
ing and spaces, “but I can sometimes enjoy interiors more because the time
scales are different. I can do them when I want, not as part of fashion’s sys-
tem of seasons.” 

And then came her latest, most dynamic, cycle of stores. In 1999
Kawakubo transformed her Aoyama flagship with a dramatically undulating
tilted glass facade designed with the London firm Future Systems. Inside,
a system of similarly curved, irregularly slanting walls—blocks, really—
break the space into a disorienting labyrinth of Richard Serra proportions.
The vocabulary was expanded that same year when she
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moved her New York store from the saturated shopping area that Soho had
become to the younger gallery district of west Chelsea, where Comme des
Garçons remains the only shop of its kind. (The Soho store she had
redesigned ten years earlier, however, was apparently still considered fash-
ionable: Prada left the space largely intact when it opened a Prada Sport
boutique there.) In Chelsea, Future Systems once again helped Kawakubo
design a dramatic entry: hidden behind the facade of a former auto-body
shop, a space-age tunnel of brushed aluminum shuttles you into a gleaming
white 5,000-square-foot space with the signature curving walls.

Collaborations such as those with Future Systems and Milan artist Kris
Ruhs, who is responsible for several elements of the 10 Corso Como Comme
des Garçons store, are major components of Kawakubo’s undertakings. “In
every project the essence of the collaborating artist, architect, or interior
designer is ‘kneaded’ into Rei Kawakubo’s concept,” says Takao Kawasaki,
a Tokyo architect who, along with designer Toshiaki Oshiba, has worked on
Kawakubo’s stores for more than two decades. “This leads us to the creation
of a shop that we couldn’t imagine in the beginning.”

“The whole is greater than the sum,” agrees Ab Rogers, who with Shona
Kitchen is principal of London design firm KRD. “You’re not sure how it all
happens, but what happens is very powerful in the end.” Last year KRD,
among others, helped design Comme des Garçons’s new Paris flagship. As
with all Comme des Garçons stores, Kawakubo defined the concept, sel-
ected the collaborators, and engaged them in an iterative back-and-forth
design process. Tucked away in a nondescript courtyard off rue du
faubourg Saint-Honoré, the store is marked only by red panels visible
through the building’s windows and a red steel door that slides open as one
approaches. Across the courtyard is a glaring red 500-square-foot pavilion
that was left empty except for six spinning fiberglass cubes devised by
KRD. “By nature, Comme des Garçons can’t be for everybody,” Joffe
explains, referring to the store’s obscure location and enigmatic entryway.
“We wanted this store to be something special made for the people who
already know us.” 

Comme des Garçons capitalizes on the collective “I wouldn’t join a club
that would have me as a member” mentality of its intensely faithful follow-
ing, employing a reverse-marketing strategy that enhances the desirability
of its products by making them appear less available. Perhaps it’s a sort of
elitism, but Kawakubo much more closely resembles the misunderstood
genius than the fashion snob. Her elusiveness corroborates her visceral
approach to design, an intuitive sense that’s perhaps best judged by its
influence than by lengthy explanation. One would be hard-pressed, for
example, to rationalize her decision to replace the cedilla in the Comme des
Garçons logo with an asterisk, but she is nevertheless credited with bring-
ing attention to a symbol that found its way into some of the trendier graph-
ic designs and magazine logos of the 1990s.

Indeed, trying to find a literal reading of her work is futile. (And even dan-
gerous: a 1995 Comme des Garçons menswear collection included pajamas
with printed numbers. Meant to evoke the idea of sleep,
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these pieces were misinterpreted by an overzeal-
ous fashion editor as a reference to Nazi concen-
tration camps. Kawakubo was soon vindicated of
any anti-Semitic associations, though the sugges-
tion initially caused a scandal.) Although it’s
often been suggested that the translation of
Comme des Garçons (“like the boys”) amounts to
a feminist critique or at least refers to the androg-
yny of many of her garments, Kawakubo insists
that she simply chose it because she likes the
way it sounds. In either case, it’s no coincidence
that the company isn’t named for its designer, as
is customary. In many ways, Comme des Garçons
is less about Kawakubo than the vision she chan-
nels. It’s a lyrical conflation of disciplines in
which the clothes, the spaces that articulate them,
the furniture that surrounds them (she has de-
signed six furniture collections), and the graphics
that represent them are conjoined in a language
marked by flux. It’s an incessantly evolving
branding exercise deeply rooted in sober reflec-
tion, or, as she explains more straightforwardly,
“Everything for me is interconnected.”

In architecture and design as well as fashion,
determining influences and firsts is tricky busi-
ness. But as architecture, art, and fashion con-
tinue to find ways to make themselves relevant
to one another, perhaps Kawakubo’s greatest
legacy will be the persuasive confluence between
them that she has created with Comme des
Garçons. Her minimalist shops began a conver-
sation between crafted objects—her garments—
and the sites in which they are both rarefied
and contained, all the while helping to revolu-
tionize the manner in which they’re commodified.
Kawakubo’s use of color—traditionally the obses-
sion of fashion—has helped to boldly reintro-
duce it as an integral architectural element and
undermine the neutral palette’s hegemony over
progressive design. Her jarringly fluid forms and
follies have subverted the notion of the static
retail space. And the promise of the aesthetic,
even philosophical, provocations her stores offer
often makes them—as hidden or out-of-the-way
as many of them are—more of a pilgrimage than
a destination.

It’s a total creative vision so strong it has
allowed Kawakubo to influence architecture
without actually being an architect. “She’s made
choices that have definitely had an impact in the
architectural realm,” Tsao says. “Maybe it’s a
reminder of how we become so isolated in our
own little world that it takes someone from the
outside to make us see how we can do things dif-
ferently.” In some ways, Kawasaki suggests, “She
surpasses an architect.”
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“Not Fade Away,” by Austin Bunn, The New York Times, December 1, 2002.

This is how ‘’vintage’’ jeans happen: Troy Pierce buys a pair of new Levi’s and wears them six days a week 
for more than a year. He rides his motorcycle in them, commuting from his place in Williamsburg to work 
in SoHo. He eats his Subway lunch on them. He works in them, loafs in them, D.J.’s in them. And he 
washes them, in cold water by hand, but only twice. ‘’They are really gross,’’ he says. ‘’But that is the whole 
idea—I wanted them to be completely natural.’’ He knows the biography of every tear, from the tattered 
hem of the leg (‘’that’s from slipping off the kick-start of my bike’’) to the shredded back pocket (where the 
zipper of his wallet cut it up) to the imprint of his favorite pen. Then, in August, Sun Choe, a Levi’s de-
signer from San Francisco, comes by the company’s Selvedge store on Mulberry Street, where Troy works. 
Choe likes the look of the grimy life contained in Troy’s jeans so much that she wants to make a copy of 
them, distressed in exactly the same way that his jeans are—with identical 3-D ‘’whisker’’ folds below the 
front pockets, fades along the thighs and that shredded back pocket. As a designer in an industry dealing 
with the same material and same basic shape for the past 130 years, Choe’s options for innovation are left 
largely to the realm of ‘’character.’’ 

Troy resists her request—his jeans are his uniform, his second skin, and he has no intention of turning 
them into a rough draft for Levi’s next line. ‘’It was weird,’’ he says. ‘’They wanted to duplicate my hard 
work and take all these shortcuts on a year’s worth of my life.’’ But a week later, Troy caves and sends 
them in. ‘’I guess I thought it would be funny to see a stack of my jeans in a store,’’ he says. He never even 
asked to be paid for them. ‘’I don’t really think that way,’’ he says. ‘’Maybe I should.’’ 

At this point, any notion of authenticity ends, and Bart Sights begins. He operates Sights Denim Systems 
out of an old brick W.P.A. building in Henderson, Ky., and he is in the business of making new jeans look 
credibly old, which is to say crummy and beautiful. Troy’s jeans arrived here in late September. They lay 
on a table in the research-and-development garage where Sights and Dick Gaines, an ex-landscape artist 
and Sights’s lead forger, could take a good close look. ‘’They smelled awful,’’ Sights says. Two days later, 
after a run of chemical washes, resins, hand-bleaching, hand-sanding and strategic application of mineral 
funk, Sights had a passable facsimile of Troy’s previous year, told in denim. He points to a greasy, dirty, 
crumpled pair of jeans on the couch in his office. The code tag on them reads ‘’Stinky.’’ ‘’That’s just our 
first pass,’’ he says. ‘’They don’t smell bad.’’ 

Time was, vintage jeans happened the old-fashioned way, which is to say by being good and old. Now, 
‘’vintage’’ happens when companies feel like it: when Adidas releases a replica of its 1962 World Cup soc-
cer shoe in fall 2002, when sparkly KISS concert T-shirts from the 1980’s go for $200 at SoHo boutiques 
or when Levi’s unveils the Celebration Jean, 501 pairs of which will be sold at $501 a pop. If the word vin-
tage has come to mean much less, the ‘’vintage’’ look—at least in the $10.5 billion-a-year jeans market and 
elsewhere—has come to mean so much more. 

As one of the oldest consistently produced items of clothing in the country (first pair of Levi’s: 1873), jeans 
are still one of the most worn. The average American owns eight pairs, and last year more than half of all 
consumers bought another. Over the course of the 1990’s, prompted by a Japanese frenzy for denim, old 
jeans became a new kind of antique. With decades-old jeans fetching thousands of dollars at flea markets, 
denim developed a basic taxonomy: rigid, used, vintage and, by the late 90’s, distressed or ‘’new vintage.’’ 
Rigid jeans are the new starchy, solid blue pairs on the shelves, and ‘’used’’ are the ones that, odds are, 
you’re wearing. The vintage category begins with pre-80’s jeans, before companies switched from natu-

ral to synthetic indigo for mass production and from ring-spun yarn to open-end yarn (the former, when 
woven, looks more uneven and textured). ‘’New vintage’’ jeans are jeans, like Troy’s, that have met people 
like Bart Sights. 

Sights stands right in the middle of the vintage and ‘’new vintage’’ vogue. He’s a connoisseur of the real 
thing and an expert counterfeiter. In his 50’s Converse basketball shoes, shrunken college sweatshirt from 
the early 80’s and well-worn jeans rolled up in a ‘’Happy Days’’ cuff, the 38-year-old, shaven-headed Sights 
is a nostalgia hound, a purveyor of the quality past. Without any background cues or hairstyle to give 
Sights away, it really is impossible to know what decade it is by looking at him. ‘’Every day I have to have 
some kind of indigo denim on me,’’ he says. ‘’Dressing up for me is wearing something that is 75 years 
old.’’ 

Three years back, Sights showed up—before dawn—at the enormous monthly flea market in the parking 
lot outside the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. Vintage jeans lie in heaps on the acres of asphalt. He goes regular-
ly, but that day he made a huge score: a pair of intact 1933 Levi’s with straw in the pockets and an elegant, 
embroidered repair on the knee. (Levi’s archivists identified the date and then fabricated an ‘’authentic’’ 
detail to evoke 1933 on the reproductions: a little linen label with the letters N.R.A., for National Recovery 
Act, a New Deal program.) 

Sights paid less than $1,000 for a pair of jeans that is probably worth 10 times that but looks to the out-
sider like a very cozy pair of last year’s 501’s. The jeans hang on the wall in his office, somewhere between 
art and the laundry pile. ‘’They feel great,’’ he says. ‘’It’s almost like wearing a ghost.’’ 

After he bought them, he immediately turned around and told Levi’s about them. By last fall, Sights had 
produced thousands of copies of his beloved ‘’Rose Bowl ‘33,’’ replete with quirky patch and verdigris on 
the rivets, for the Levi’s high-end vintage LVC line. (They sold for $242 each.) It would seem there’s a con-
tradiction between his adoration of authentic vintage and his expertise as a forger. This is a guy who, as a 
kid, asked his baby-sitter to take the Lacoste crocodile off one shirt and put it on another. But if Sights’s 
handiwork could be said to be partly responsible for the wave of bad antique finishes that can be seen 
all over the place—and the faltering of the vintage-jeans market—Sights sees it as an act of generosity. 
‘’Look,’’ he says, ‘’there just aren’t enough original Rose Bowl ‘33’s to go around.’’ 

It took the Japanese to tell Americans what they had. In the early 1990’s, Japanese consumers developed a 
fetish for authentic American denim, and their frenzied buying sparked the vintage market and a new way 
of seeing jeans. ‘’Before the Japanese got involved, you just identified 40’s, 50’s and 60’s jeans as differ-
ent, but not necessarily more or less valuable,’’ says Seth Weisser, co-owner of the SoHo vintage boutique 
What Comes Around Goes Around. ‘’They were just all ‘used jeans.’’’ With a long appreciation for indigo 
dye and a kink for Made in the U.S.A. heritage, the Japanese identified the vintage vocabulary. Where 
Americans just saw minute design alterations, the Japanese saw old-loom ‘’selvedge’’ (a runner at the end 
of the denim cloth), the archaic big E on the Levi’s tag or the XX on the leather patch and single-stitch rear 
pockets and frontier-style buckle-backs. Each of these markers could add hundreds of dollars to the value 
of the jeans. 

The ‘’discovery’’ of jeans as antiques required a society that could aestheticize the ordinary. ‘’The Japanese 
see everything,’’ says Rogan Gregory, a TriBeCa-based clothing designer who sells a line of signature dis-
tressed denim pants and work wear domestically and to Europe and Japan. ‘’If I send my Japanese distrib-
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utors something that is a shade off what they saw before—even if it’s better—they’re like, ‘This is different; 
we don’t want it,’’’ he says. ‘’It’s a pain, but it’s beautiful.’’ Even appreciating flaws of vintage clothing 
is part of the Zen tradition of wabi/sabi—the idea that the value of an object comes from its imperfec-
tions. It’s as if jeans are the answer to a society steeped in simulacra. ‘’There’s so much plastic in Japan,’’ 
Gregory says. ‘’People were starving for the real thing.’’ 

Stateside, Japanese buyers made quick, huge hits by approaching independent stores and army-navy 
outfits that had longstanding accounts with jeans manufacturers and getting them to turn over their ‘’dead 
stock,’’ jeans too old for retailing and therefore deemed worthless. In 1996, the vintage market accelerated 
when a denim exporter from Utah named John Farley published a magazine called Wanted in Japan and 
sent it to thrift stores and rag dealers who go through castoff clothing by the ton. The magazine created a 
pricing guide for vintage jeans and included a teaser about a pair of buckle-backs that Farley had sold for 
$25,000 to a Japanese buyer. 

Suddenly, every musty, ignored pair of jeans promised a windfall, particularly if Farley was involved. 
‘’Originally, we were buying big-E jeans for $200 and selling them for $400,’’ says Weisser of What Comes 
Around. ‘’Then they shot up to $1,000, and we were selling them for $1,500.’’ Weisser openly ‘’hates’’ 
Farley. ‘’After Farley’s book,’’ he says, ‘’everybody knew what a double-X Levi’s was. He said he was just 
distributing information, but in fact it just meant that any worthwhile vintage jean went to him. He created 
the bubble, and he hurt the whole industry.’’ 

Japanese hot spots, like America Mura (America Town) in Osaka, became glutted with vintage stores. 
Quality finds, in any reasonable size, were harder to come by. Weisser and his business partner, Gerard 
Maione, eventually dropped $25,000 on a pair of intact 1890’s Levi’s (a standard 32x32 size, and therefore 
especially valuable) they got from a dealer in Seattle. ‘’They say they found them in a mine in Arizona,’’ 
Maione says. ‘’They always say they got them in a mine.’’ But these high-end jeans aren’t to wear. They’re 
museum pieces without a museum yet. Weisser keeps them stored, along with a white pair from the 
Spanish-American War and a wide 1930’s pair (‘’for a heifer,’’ Weisser says), in an immense, appropriately 
vintage 19th-century safe in their showroom. ‘’If this building goes down,’’ Weisser says, ‘’we’ll be buried 
in the rubble, but the safe will be fine.’’ 

Where ‘’new vintage’’ jeans are stylistically over the top, the distinguishing marks of true vintage jeans 
can require a discerning eye. Weisser and Maione take a $685 pair of 1960’s Levi’s out of a locked glass 
cabinet to show them off, and the first thing you realize is that the vintage-jeans market is less like antique 
furniture or cars and more like numismatics. There’s no way to know if the jeans have selvedge unless 
you’re wearing them, since it runs up the interior of the pant leg. You’d have to flip the top hem of the 
back pocket to see if it was single stitch or not. You’d have to be even closer to see if the tiny Levi’s tag had 
a capital E. To Bart Sights, that is exactly what makes vintage jeans more interesting. ‘’A lot of fashion is 
what other people see in it,’’ he says. ‘’But with jeans, it’s more about what you think. They are the closest 
thing in apparel to a life form because they evolve around you.’’ 

By 1998, the vintage-jeans trade sloped off—the yen collapsed at the same moment that Sights’s knockoffs 
began to infiltrate the jeans market. Sandblasting and stone-washing had been a part of denim finishing 
since the 70’s, but whiskering and resin washes arrived in 1999; that same year, Tom Ford sold out his 
run of ripped, distressed, beaded and weirdly feathered blue jeans for $3,500 each. Consumer-level ‘’new 
vintage’’ jeans followed at Diesel, Ralph Lauren and Levi’s, hovering around $150 to $200 for a well-weath-

ered pair. It’s a specialized look, representing less than 3 percent of all jeans sold, but distressed style 
has already filtered down to mass-market outfits, like the Gap, for under $50—the sweet-spot price point 
where 89 percent of jeans are sold. 

‘’New vintage’’ jeans deflated real vintage dealers. ‘’The repros started coming in, and people said, ‘Why 
pay $1,000 for the original when the replica is $200?’’’ Maione says. ‘’We had to bring our prices down.’’ 
Now, the store’s best-selling jeans are priced between $125 and $300, almost equal to the prices for ‘’new 
vintage.’’ There are still exceptional vintage-jeans sales—like a May 2001 auction on eBay in which Levi’s 
paid $46,532 for the 1880’s Nevada jeans that Sights later made 501 replicas of at a retail price of $400 
each. But the good stuff is increasingly hard to find, driving up prices to the point where even high-end 
shoppers experience a bit of sticker shock. ‘’Kirsten Dunst came in here the other day,’’ says a saleswoman 
at What Comes Around Goes Around. ‘’She looked at the prices and said, ‘You guys are just mean.’ We 
were like, ‘And you made how much on ‘Spider-Man?’’’ 

The vintage market, with its bubble prices and irregular sizes, was hard for the general consumer to crack 
into. But ‘’new vintage’’ solved the fundamental problem of vintage itself: the dull, exhaustive search. 
Replicas provide idiosyncratic clothes without the hunt for them, evidence of a lifestyle without the effort 
involved in a life. Sights has watched his finishing business balloon, opening factories in Mexico and Tur-
key, and now produces close to one million jeans a month for Levi’s and designer brands like Rogan and 
Paper Denim & Cloth. And the replicas are only getting more complicated. For Levi’s 130th anniversary, the 
company produced 501 pairs of the ‘’Celebration Jean’’—duplicates of an absurdly battered 1917 pair worn 
by a horse farrier—and each duplicate required 52 steps to guarantee that the jeans would go to pieces 
without falling apart. Telling the difference between the replicas and the trash has become difficult. ‘’When 
we put the new jeans in the washers with filler junk jeans,’’ Dick Gaines of Sights says, ‘’we have to put 
tags on them so we know which is which. You can’t always tell by looking.’’ 

The funny thing about the high-end ‘’new vintage’’ market is that key distressing effects are as low-fi as 
they sound. Rogan Gregory, who has consulted on finish effects for Calvin Klein and Levi’s, has a process 
for aging his jeans overnight: ‘’I will wear a pair of new, dark jeans for a couple days. They will get stretch 
marks, so I’ll spray them with water to set the folds—the starch in the denim will make the wrinkles stick. 
Then, if I’m in a meeting and I’m totally bored, I’ll take a little piece of sandpaper and start highlighting the 
knee or the thigh. I don’t even realize I’m doing it. The other people will be like, ‘Hello?’ Then they say, ‘I 
guess he really is a jeans guy.’’’ 

Woven up in this appreciation of old clothes is not only an envy for an older way of life but also a nostalgia 
for hard, damaging work. ‘’Jeans get distressed because people work their rears off in them, mining gold 
or on farms,’’ Sights says. ‘’They didn’t get that way from sitting behind a desk.’’ In Sight’s garage, with 
MTV’s ‘’Cribs’’ playing on the company television, a copy of Lewis Hine’s ‘’Men at Work’’ lies on one of the 
designing tables. The photographs of sky boys and welders constructing the Empire State Building (all in 
blue jeans) are there for clues. ‘’We study what that person did to make them look like that,’’ Sights says. 
‘’We have to be able to know Arizona clay from California clay from Georgia clay.’’ 

Unlike Weisser and Maione’s immaculate $685 pair of old jeans, new vintage jeans aren’t supposed to 
be polished, high-grade antiques. They’re supposed to suggest a life that—from the looks of it—has you 
crawling around on your knees, crouching for long periods of time and smearing your thighs with your 
life’s dirt. ‘’People spend too much time in sterile environments,’’ Gregory, the jeans designer, says. ‘’They 
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get up, go to the gym and the office, and they move from one air-conditioned room to another. People are 
into the authenticity of vintage jeans because they don’t want to look like they spend all day at a com-
puter.’’ The unspoken factor here is that the appeal of back-breaking work—at least, the mythology of it in 
the clothes—is largely a guy thing. Mindy Wright, spokeswoman for Farley Enterprises, says: ‘’Ninety-eight 
percent of our business is for men. I think women just have more of an aversion to wearing used things. 
They’d rather wear a designer name from Italy.’’ 

As the supply of actual used jeans has dwindled and the replica side of the business grows, entrepreneurs 
are busy trying to invent new vintage markets they can dominate the way Farley once dominated jeans. The 
trade in old T-shirts and sneakers—the other legs of men’s nonfashion fashion triumvirate—is already 
intensifying. Farley Enterprises has shifted its business into sneakers, auctioning top-grade late-70’s sneak-
ers for $300 to $400 and original Air Jordans for $1,000. ‘’It’s all the same channels we used before,’’ 
Wright says. ‘’We’re just adapting to what the Japanese want.’’ 

In this case, though, the follow-on replicas are already on the market. Adidas’s Originals line captures the 
same mustard-and-teal color schemes from the 80’s. Even Pony sneakers, which ceased production in 
1990, are getting a re-release from The Firm, a talent management company. ‘’There is just a huge revival 
for old sneakers happening in Europe now,’’ says David Schulte, the company’s president, who sees the 
allure drawing from a nostalgia for a hard-core, American inner-city image. ‘’You’ll see kids walking down 
the street in Gucci T-shirt knockoffs and Pony high-tops. That is the uniform.’’ But if there’s a quality to the 
sneaker boomlet that smacks of the next little thing, it’s because vintage built on nostalgia is famous for 
being short-lived. Today’s Pony Starter-Mids are yesterday’s Camper bowling shoes. ‘’With these old sneak-
ers, it’s about showing that you were there back in the day,’’ Schulte says, even when you weren’t anywhere 
close. But you’ve got to wonder. Which day? And how long does that day last? 
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INTRODUCTION

In a dynamic new venture Cone Denim, a leader
in the development and manufacture of textiles,
is collaborating with Susan Cianciolo, the New
York-based designer and artist, in the creation 
of her newest fashion collection entitled The

Woman the Crowd. It may at first appear to 
be an odd pairing. Cone, founded in the late
nineteenth century, was a pioneer in the estab-
lishment of the Southern textile industry and 
is renowned for its superb denims. Cianciolo, on
the other hand, is a fashion designer, painter and
illustrator, film maker and musician, celebrated for
garments with organically-rendered construction
and naively-applied ornamentation that celebrate
the traditions of handwork and craft. 

Yet Cone and Cianciolo do in fact share a
number of key ideas and connections. Both are
integral entities in American fashion design, both
share in the belief of excellence and honesty, and
most importantly, Cone and Cianciolo believe 
in the importance of tradition and a serious 
allocation of time and resources for research.
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CONE AND THE IMPACT OF DENIM

When one thinks of American fashion, a range of images immediately jump to mind-from
sportswear and western wear, to New York high fashion and Hollywood film costumes. While
these forms of dress are recognized by a global audience, none have had quite the impact
on fashion as denim blue jeans. Cone Denim is one of the most important companies to both
advance and preserve the crucial role of denim in the history of modern dress. 

Since the nineteenth century, American cotton denim has been a durable and 
simple fabric that has made it the ideal base for utilitarian wear. Hundreds of years ago in
Genoa, sailors wore a basic cloth known as “jeans.” The word denim itself stems from a
French fabric known as “serge de Nîmes.” Origin uncertain, clothing made of indigo-dyed
cotton twill began to go beyond its humble working roots throughout the twentieth century.
Today, at the apex of its popularity, denim dressed up on the runway seamlessly extends its
impact to the street.

The role of denim as both a high fashion garment and ubiquitous element of dress
is only a recent phenomenon. Denim’s enduring qualities have a great deal to do with its
roots as the uniform of the American working class. Though most recognized as the pants
designed by Levi Strauss and worn by miners in California in the mid-nineteenth century,
denim resonates as the fabric that built America. The great Southern textile industry 
pioneered by the Cone brothers produced denim relied upon by both workers and farmers
across the country.

The story of Cone Denim began in 1891 when brother’s Moses and Ceasar 
created Cone Export and Commission Company. By 1905 the brothers established a mill that
would become a landmark in North Carolina and the world beyond. White Oak, named for
a huge white oak tree on its grounds had a swift and dramatic impact within the denim 
industry lasting over a century. Regarded as a stronghold of textile history, White Oak remains
an indispensable resource for its extensive archives and an endless inspiration to denim
designers and fanatics alike, thus sustaining its position as the heart and soul of Cone Denim.

Of particular significance to the archives of White Oak are some forty pieces of
recently acquired vintage denim. A collection of farmer's overalls dating to the early part of
this century are now being understood as valued objects, as they bear Cone’s trademark
labels. These vintage pieces are made from fabrics woven on narrow fly shuttle looms
proudly still used at Cone today. 

In this collection the vintage denim is thoroughly worn, badly faded, abraded, and
soiled. Most likely the clothing belonged to a family of tobacco sharecroppers with each and
every item being mended, patched and even reconfigured. Some items of clothing are 
not only “deconstructed” but have even been “reconstructed.” Deconstruction involves
taking garments apart in order to reveal their inner structure and is a necessary prelude to 
reconstruction, when the separate parts are reassembled in new ways. 

Unlike designers of today who deliberately create fashions using deconstruction
and reconstruction, these early sharecroppers were neither artistic visionaries nor early 
conservationists. In our age of abundance and waste, the humble efforts of these people to
preserve their basic goods are viewed by contemporary eyes as both beautiful and noble.
This utilitarian process has provided an aesthetic goldmine that resonates with the contem-
porary designer Susan Cianciolo. This connection to the past and the inherent reliance on
self-taught craft is the cornerstone of Cianciolo’s work.
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Laces and linens, knits and crochets are not the only fabrics that influenced her
naïve and gentle sensibilities. Denim has also been the cornerstone of her work. Cianciolo
notes that the high quality of Cone Denim’s fabric has given her a range of flexibility that
allowed her to tap years of design experience and wide-ranging artistic influences into a
single unified collection. On the one hand, she designed fitted wrap and asymmetrical 
zipper-front dresses, structured suits and separates made from amazingly complex pattern
pieces. On the other, she refurbished a wide range of unisex T-shirts, loose and semi-fitted,
emblazoned with profound slogans sewn on with hand-cut denim letters, and worn over
reconstructed jeans. The range of colors is purposely simple: black, white and navy. While
the color palette in the collection maintains a balance of both light and dark, also included
is white denim that Cianciolo custom dyes. 

Most of these garments are also adorned with embroidered patches that find their
inspiration from the Dada and Surrealist vernacular. The look and feel of the 1920s and
1930s, the decades that gave birth to these art movements, can be seen in the silhouettes
of Cianciolo’s dresses, the complex collars, as well as the embroidered eyes and lips that
appear unexpectedly on her garments. Inspiration was gleaned from artists with whom
Cianciolo has had a particular affinity such as Max Ernst, René Magritte, Lee Miller, Man
Ray, and Kay Sage. The clothes are further enriched with remnant vintage pieces of the
Cone Denim archive collection such as overall suspenders and bib front-pockets.

Less obvious in Cianciolo’s collection is the influence of artists such as the
Constructivist, Alexander Rodchenko, and the color field painter, Ellsworth Kelly. Their work
inspired the complex geometric forms that become integral and functional components 
of the garment such as interior pockets. Hidden details enhance the mystery of these 
pieces while, simultaneously, illustrating a parallel to the masterful workmanship that is the 
hallmark of haute couture. 

The Woman of the Crowd is a three tiered collection: gold, silver and copper. At
the high end is the gold line; these garments are unique and one-of-a-kind. The silver line
is a limited edition set of designs based on the unique patterns. Accessories, books, and
other pieces form the core of the more accessible copper line.

Upon reflection, it is fitting that Cone Denim and Susan Cianciolo should blend
their unique resources. By using a wide range of remarkable denim fabrics — selvage,
chambray, raw and hand-washed — Cianciolo makes a distinctly modern statement by 
fusing old and new, art and design, craft and technology, and her own technical skills. The
fabrics and finished garments are further enhanced by the accompanying photographic
essay by Mark Borthwick. The images of young people on the streets of New York City’s
East Village become a kind of timeless, post-modern “American Gothic.” This merger of
corporation and cottage industry brilliantly illustrates how seemingly incongruous entities
can be joined to produce unique and viable objects of beauty.

CIANCIOLO AND HER AESTHETIC

From the earliest stages of her career, Cianciolo has been a leader of the young “indie”
designers who readily utilized elements like deconstruction and eschewed the refined look
of manufactured fashion. She was labeled the “darling of the New York fashion scene” and
a “ragamuffin poster girl” for the creativity that many critics noted had been missing from
the runway for years.

Born in 1969 and hailing from Providence, Rhode Island, Cianciolo is a graduate
of the Parsons School of Design. By 1995, she was producing her own fashion line entitled
“Run Collection” with the support of a cooperative of her extended family and friends. Her
emphasis on the uniqueness of each piece meant that the labor-intensive and traditional
methods of production and intuitive design philosophy could not be sustained in the 
business of fashion. By late 2000, Cianciolo decided to close her business and to focus on
the creation of artwork and one-of-a-kind-custom pieces. 

This independence from the global fashion system, with its billion dollar mega
brands and corporate conglomerations, closely aligns Cianciolo with other design innova-
tors from the past such as William Morris and the founders of the Weiner Werkstätte.
Morris, for example, had a disdain for industrialization and mass manufacturing. He 
advocated a return to an aesthetic that incorporated both cultural vernacular and hand
work. A century-and-a-half later, Cianciolo still embraces the essence of this ideal.

It is perhaps ironic that this gentle vision could be blended with an aesthetic 
like deconstruction which began as a violent, anti-establishment style. “Deconstruction” 
has been a powerful and complex label applied to a wide range of artistic disciplines for 
nearly forty years. Garments labeled as “deconstructed” share qualities such as being
unfinished-looking with loose, frayed hems and edges, appear to be coming apart, or look
as if they were recycled or made from composite parts. Often, these fashions were darkly
colored, lacked clear frontality, obscured the female form and gave of the aura of poverty,
devastation and degradation. Furthermore, this deconstructed aesthetic violently and 
dramatically severed a connection to the polished and finely finished garments that 
dominated the prevailing tastes in clothing during the 1970s and 1980s. 

Cianciolo’s brand of deconstruction is decidedly more user friendly but still far from
conventional. Each object she designs can never be duplicated exactly because of her
reliance on individual workmanship and vintage textiles. This belief in customization means
that Cianciolo embraces reconstruction, or perhaps resurrection, as much as deconstruction.  

Another strong part of Cianciolo’s vision is the incorporation of women’s work,
primarily needlecraft, into her designs. She was born into a family of women who were all
taught how to sew (including hand sewing techniques like embroidery). From her earliest
memories, she was surrounded by linens ornamented with cut and drawn work, tatted and
crocheted doilies, and a plethora of hand-sewn garments. Cianciolo openly acknowledges
that her respect for “women’s work” stems in large part from her upbringing.
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“Couture Rooms,” The Color Association of the United States, November 2006. 

No longer content with dressing their customers, fashion brands have morphed into lifestyle brands by 
creating their own namesake hotels and resorts. In 2004, Bulgari [http://www.bulgarihotels.com/], noted 
for their exquisite jewelry, opened a hotel in Milan, and have recently expanded with a secluded resort 
in Bali that showcases traditional architecture alongside modern design with a Bulgari flair. Meanwhile, 
the young trendsetter should check out Miss Sixty’s first hotel, opened just this summer in Riccione, 
Italy. Thirty young artists designed the interior, outfitted in colors reminiscent of the 1970’s. Rooms are 
equipped with web cams, making it a breeze for guests to mingle and together enjoy the sights of Ric-
cione.

Also see Miss Sixty’s scultural hotel [http://www.sixtyhotel.com/]

http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?t=njjubzbab.0.kquryzbab.xltfbvn6.5739&ts=S0211&p=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bulgarihotels.com
http://www.bulgarihotels.com/
http://www.sixtyhotel.com/
http://www.sixtyhotel.com/
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“The Way We Live Now: ‘Crash Course: Color Cognition,’ ” by Dirk Olin, The New York Times, 
November 30, 2003.

Roses are red; violets are blue. But if we called a violet red, what color would it be? This is not a rhetori-
cal question. How we label things can affect how we perceive them. Naming can impose meaning. And 
though science and anthropology have provided significant support for the proposition that color percep-
tion is basically identical across societies, recent studies have found evidence that we also see our rain-
bows through cultural lenses. 

Tinted History 

Theories about color were developed at least as far back as the time of Socrates, in the fifth century B.C. 
But Aristotle’s notion of seven basic colors—with primary hues, related to the four elements—held sway 
through the Renaissance. No enduring paradigms for the organization of color emerged until Sir Isaac 
Newton, building on the laws of refraction discovered by Willebrord Snell and René Descartes in the early 
17th century, shone light through a prism and revealed the spectrum. This was not a purely scientific 
result, however, since Newton sorted out seven major colors to ‘’harmonize’’ his categories with the (then 
known) seven planets and the seven notes of the diatonic scale. In the 1720’s J.C. Le Blon’s treatise on 
color revealed how mixtures could create secondary colors. 

As findings in recent years have demonstrated, however, color is in the mind as well as the wavelength. 
Yes, physical objects have intrinsic properties, and their absorption and reflection of particular wave-
lengths have an existence independent of the observer. But color is a neural response triggered in our eyes, 
a biochemical reaction processed in our photoreceptors and a psychological phenomenon occurring in our 
brains. Categorizing colors is also affected by culture and by our very acquisition of language. 

Clashing Colors 

The world clearly has many shades of color meaning. Literary Welsh has no words that correspond with 
green, blue, gray or brown in English, but it uses others that English speakers don’t (including one that 
covers part of green, part of gray and the whole of our blue). Hungarian has two words for what we call 
red; Navajo, a single word for blue and green but two words for black. Ancient Greek’s emphases on vari-
ables like luminosity (as opposed to just hue) led some scholars to wonder seriously whether the culture 
at large was colorblind. 

In a series of classic studies conducted during the late 1960’s, Eleanor Rosch, now with the University of 
California at Berkeley, compared color discrimination by Americans with that of the Dani people of In-
donesia. English speakers typically use 11 separate ‘’elemental’’ color words (including black, white and 
gray), whereas the Dani use only two. Rosch tested the color memory of the two groups’ members—first 
showing them a color, then (after a short delay) asking them to find it in a separate group of similar colors. 
Despite the groups’ big difference in nomenclature, she found that they were perceiving colors in the same 
way. Rosch’s findings were seized upon by advocates of universality, who said terminology doesn’t affect 
cognition: color transcends culture. 

But recent studies conducted by Debi Roberson, Ian Davies and Jules Davidoff (at the universities of Es-
sex, Surrey and London) suggest otherwise. They examined the hunter-gatherer Berinmo tribe of Papua, 
New Guinea, a people with five basic color terms who don’t distinguish blue from green. (They do, howev-
er, have a distinction for shades of green—called nol and wor—that are not shared by Westerners.) In es-
sence, they found that the Berinmo handled their nol-wor differences better than their blue v. green (while 
it was vice versa for English speakers). After practice, both groups were able to improve their discernment 
of the distinction that they previously hadn’t shared with their counterparts. ‘’These results,’’ Davidoff and 
his colleagues contended, ‘’indicate that categorical perception occurs, but only for speakers of the lan-
guage that marks the categorical distinction, which is consistent with the linguistic relativity hypothesis.’’ 
(The relativity of color naming is just one manifestation of this broader concept, for which the Stanford 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy provides a formula: ‘’large differences in language lead to large differences in 
thought.’’) 

According to Paul Kay, an emeritus professor of linguistics at the University of California at Berkeley, the 
relativists have simply overstated their claim. He concedes that naming can affect memory of colors. But 
in findings presented in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in July 2003, Kay reported 
conducting statistical tests on color-naming data from more than 100 languages in both industrial and 
nonindustrialized societies and concluded that ‘’strong universal tendencies in color naming exist across 
both.’’ 

Hue and Cry

Dueling theories of universality and relativity are not likely to disappear any time soon. But there may be 
some room for a, well, gray area. Roberson, in a paper soon to be published in the Journal of Cross-Cultur-
al Research, suggests that ‘’no language has ever been reported to have a category that includes two areas 
of color space (e.g., yellow and blue) but excludes an area in between them (green).’’ Yet when asked to 
square that with her relativism, she expands: ‘’Although the physiological basis of color vision is the same 
for all humans (and some primates) with normal color vision, higher order processing and categorization 
differ between cultures.’’ 

In a recent presentation to the Psychonomic Society, Roberson and her colleagues compared color-cat-
egory acquisition in English-speaking children and seminomadic Himba children in Southwest Africa. Her 
evidence suggests the learning of labels may tune the perceptual system to become more sensitive to 
some distinctions than others. 

Objectivity and subjectivity can coexist here. Color can be understood both scientifically and artistically. It 
is experienced as a phenomenon, but it is also learned, like a language. A rose by any other name might 
smell as sweet, but one called by any other color might look a bit different. 

A Spectrum of Meanings 

From the introduction to ‘’Colour: Art & Science’’ (Cambridge University Press, 1995, reprinted in 1999), 
edited by Trevor Lamb and Janine Bourriau. 
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‘’Although the idea of ‘colour’ may seem a simple concept, it conjures up very different ideas for each of 
us. To the physicist, colour is determined by the wavelength of light. To the physiologist and psychologist, 
our perception of colour involves neural responses in the eye and the brain, and is subject to the limita-
tions of our nervous system. To the naturalist, colour is not only a thing of beauty but also a determinant 
of survival in nature. To the social historian and linguist, our understanding and interpretation of colour 
are inextricably linked to our own culture. To the art historian, the development of colour in painting can 
be traced both in artistic and technological terms. And for the painter, colour provides a means of express-
ing feelings and the intangible, making possible the creation of a work of art. . . . In the field of colour, the 
arts and the sciences now travel in unison, and together they provide a rich and comprehensive under-
standing of the subject.’’ 

Dirk Olin is national editor of The American Lawyer. 

“Creating a Couch Of Many Colors: New Digital Fabric Printers Can Make Many More Hues; $50 
a Yard for 40 Shades,” by Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan, The Wall Street Journal, Thursday, September 8, 
2005.

THE DIGITAL AGE has hit an unlikely industry: upholstered furniture.

Some makers of fabric for sofas and chairs now are using digital printing machines that allow them to cre-
ate patterns incorporating as many as 50 colors. Fabrics printed in traditional ways—by hand or with rotary 
machines—hardly ever used more than 15 or 20 colors, because adding shades was time-consuming and 
expensive.

For consumers, the new technology will lead to more-complex, multihued patterns and new custom op-
tions. In the past few weeks, an array of splashy digitally printed fabrics has become widely available for 
the first time. (Many of them sport patterns that aren’t for the faint of heart—think loud animal prints and 
large renderings of obscure plants.) Digital printers—which work much like computer printers—also make 
it easier to print small batches of fabrics. One company, Bacon & Wing Inc., has started allowing interior 
designers to bring in logos or images and have chair fabrics printed up.

Although the technology has been available in home textile printing since the late 1990s, high prices have 
kept these fabrics too expensive for retailers to sell them until recently. For now, only interior decorators 
and a handful of high-end home-furnishing manufacturers, such as Pearson Co. and Dransfield & Ross, 
are offering digitally printed fabrics. That’s because prices still remain high, mostly due to the cost of the 
new printers, which can be as much as $200,000.

Geoffrey Ross, president of New York City home-furnishings company Dransfield & Ross, which is using 
digitally printed fabrics for throw pillows and bedding, says one of these fabrics bearing about 40 colors 
costs about $50 a yard at retail, while the average rotary-printed cloth (with 15 to 20 colors) goes for about 
$30 a yard.

Not everyone, however, thinks that having three or four times the number of colors in a fabric is necessar-
ily a good thing. Some interior designers have shied away from colorful digital prints. They deem them too 
gaudy. Upholstered-furniture maker Carter Furniture Co. in Salisbury, N.C., has used the digital fabrics only 
in small doses so far. Carter just started selling a contemporary-looking, circular chaise called “MyPod.” 
The $1,599 chair comes in a plain microfiber with several brightly colored, oversize cushions made out 
of digitally printed fabrics. Other manufacturers have been careful to use them in smaller pieces such as 
armchairs, as opposed to large sofas or loveseats.

Still, fabric and furniture makers are watching the new technology closely. The new fabrics are hitting the 
market amid a trend in home design toward more colors and patterns in everything from fabrics to wallpa-
pers to housewares.

Digital printers offer “a new outlet for printed textile design that until now was inconceivable,” says Ste-
phen Elrod, vice president and creative director for New York fabric company Lee Jofa, who notes it’s a big 
leap from “conventional printing methods that haven’t changed for over a half a century.”
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Printing many shades through rotary-or hand-printing methods is costly because a different “screen,” or 
stencil, has to be engraved for each color printed. The colors are inked onto the fabric through the screens; 
each one costs about $300 to $600, fabric makers say. Engraving multiple screens can take three to four 
weeks. With digital printing, since the colors are sprayed onto fabrics the same way a computer printer 
churns out documents, screens aren’t required and printing can begin immediately.

But once they’re up and running, the new digital machines tend to be much slower. New printers churn 
out 17 to 20 yards per hour, compared with rotary machines, which can print about 60 yards a minute, esti-
mates Irwin Kaplan, national sales manager for Qual Fab in Miami, a division of QF Industries Inc., which 
recently started digitally printing fabrics.

An upside of digital printers is that they can create much larger designs. Rotary machines generally can 
print designs that are up to about 36 inches long and handprinting can produce patterns that go up to 
about 50 inches in length. But there isn’t a limit to the length of a digitally printed design. Lee Jofa, which 
is based in Bethpage, N.Y., recently started selling “Glenn Tapestry,” a fabric with a 90-inch-long design. 
(To find new digitally printed fabrics, ask interior designers or go to the fabric companies’ Web sites. Most 
are sold through small retailers.)

High-end upholstered furniture manufacturer Pearson showed several chairs in digitally printed fabrics in 
the April home-furnishings show in High Point, N.C., because “they’re very dramatic looking and have lots 
of unexpected color,” says Terry Allen, a spokesman for the company. One fabric, in particular, resembled a 
complex Impressionist print of lush green plants speckled with brilliantly colored flowers. A Pearson chair 
in one of the new fabrics is available at retail now for just under $2,000; the same piece done in a rotary 
printed fabric costs about $1,330.

Meanwhile, Laurie Jenkins, owner of outdoor home-accessories company Laurie Bell LLC in Greensboro, 
N.C., says she passed on the new fabrics even though the colorful prints worked well for her outdoor cush-
ions and pillows because in general, digital prints can fade faster.

Others worry that the digital prints often look less layered and more one-dimensional than rotary-or hand-
printed ones. The difference is akin to the one between darkroom-processed photographs and digitally 
printed ones. “I’m definitely an interested observer of this, but they’re still not as beautifully blended or 
opulent-looking” as conventionally printed items, says Jack Arthur, senior vice president of marketing for 
Norwalk Furniture Corp., an upholstered-furniture manufacturer based in Norwalk, Ohio.

Furniture makers and interior designers say they remain excited by the opportunity for custom options, 
however. Debbie Mastenbroek, owner of Debbie Mastenbroek Interiors Inc. in Sarasota, Fla., has ordered 
several sets of dining chairs from Bacon & Wing, the fabric firm that offers to digitally print custom fabrics 
from photos, images or company logos. “You get something that’s not mass-produced,” she says. “It’s 
not on 10,000 other chairs.” 
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“A timeless exhibition with exquisite timing: A touring collection of centuries-old Islamic art, 
taken from London’s Victoria & Albert Museum, presents an alternative to the images of terror-
ism that seem to fill our lives,” by Stanley Meisler, Los Angeles Times, August 29, 2004.

In an era when American newspapers and television bristle with images of Islamic terrorism, another side 
of Islam is on view at the National Gallery of Art in Washington—a show devoted to the calm and mesmer-
izing beauty of Islamic art.

The exhibition, “Palace and Mosque: Islamic Art from the Victoria & Albert Museum,” was not put to-
gether for political reasons. It has a more mundane genesis. The Victoria & Albert in London has closed its 
Islamic rooms for reconstruction. While the revamping goes on, the museum has agreed to send a small 
but exquisite portion of its 10,000 Middle Eastern objects on a worldwide tour. The first stop is Washing-
ton, where the exhibition opened July 18 and will close Feb. 6.

The 150 pieces in the Washington show include some of the Victoria & Albert’s finest holdings, including 
a 15th century minbar or pulpit from Egypt, an 18th century ceramic fireplace from Turkey, wonderful 17th 
century miniature drawings from Iran, delicately enameled glassware from several countries, ivory carv-
ings from 10th century Muslim Spain, and a large sampling of extraordinary calligraphy on paper, tiles and 
other materials.

Although the show owes its life to the happenstance of reconstruction in London, the political importance 
of the timing is not lost on its organizers and sponsors. “We’re not out to make a political point,” said Tim 
Stanley of the Victoria & Albert, curator of the traveling exhibition. “But we have a mission to educate. Will 
the exhibition help people understand Islamic culture? I hope so.”

It is surely no accident that Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the Saudi ambassador to the United States, is con-
tributing funds to pay part of the expenses of the exhibition in Washington. Saudi officials have long been 
embarrassed by the Saudi nationalities of Osama bin Laden and many of the 9/11 terrorists.

“Now, more than ever,” Prince Bandar said in a statement before the exhibition opened, “we need to work 
to build bridges of understanding between our societies and cultures.”

The show highlights works of Islamic art from the rise of the religion in the 7th century to the breakup of 
the Ottoman Empire after the end of World War I in 1918. The area covered, reflecting the extent of Arab 
domination of the world centuries ago, stretches from Spain across the Mediterranean and the Middle 
East to Uzbekistan in central Asia.

Although this history and geography created a variety of styles, the exhibition makes clear that a few char-
acteristics dominate Islamic art. The most important stems from the prohibition of the use of images of 
humans and other living creatures in the decoration of mosques and religious books and objects. As Stan-
ley puts it, this prohibition, a strict interpretation of the Koran’s ban on idolatry, “has made Islamic artists 
more creative.” As a result, nonfigurative decoration dominates Islamic art. The artists relied mainly on two 
kinds of patterns. The first featured entwined tendrils, vines and other vegetation; we now call these “ara-
besques.” The second pattern displayed an array of fanciful geometric forms. These patterns are repeated 
relentlessly in much of Islamic art until finally broken, often by a dash of calligraphy quoting verses from the 
Koran. The continual repetition is so soothing that it encourages an onlooker to linger and meditate.

Both patterns are used in the exhibition’s most spectacular piece, the 20-foot-high minbar from which 
sermons were delivered in a mosque in Cairo during the long rein of Sultan Qa’itbay from 1468 to 1496. 
Craftsmen fit strips of wood into the surface of the minbar in a wild geometric pattern. Medallion-like ivory 
pieces, each covered in arabesques, were then placed into the gaps left by the crisscrossing strips of wood. 
The result is an intriguing mosaic of wood and ivory. Calligraphy on top of the pulpit extols the virtues of 
the sultan.

In another extraordinary piece in the show, the colorful, arabesque patterns on the ceramic tiles of an early 
18th century Turkish fireplace are broken both by the curves that shape the structure and by its calligraphy.

There is an astonishing variety of calligraphy in the exhibition. Since the Koran represents the revelations 
God made to the prophet Mohammed, it has always been vital to the religion for the Koran’s contents to 
be set down in writing and passed on to others. This was accomplished in the main by handwritten and 
decorated books much like the illuminated Christian manuscripts of the European Middle Ages except 
for a complete absence of people and animals. The written teachings were spread in other ways as well, 
inscribed on ceramics, metalwork, woodwork, ivory, enameled glass bottles and lamps, and even the blade 
of swords.

Arabic writing became an art form as calligraphers strove to create ever more magnificent script. Often 
the writing is so beautiful that it morphs into decoration and even takes on a life of its own. Pictures form 
in the mind of an onlooker. To someone who cannot read Arabic, for example, the white lettering against 
the green background of a 14th century ceramic frieze in the show looks from afar like a gaggle of geese. 
But the frieze has nothing to do with geese. It comes from the tomb of Buyanquli Khan in Bukhara, Uz-
bekistan, and the writing is a Koranic verse urging Muslims to prepare for the afterlife by performing good 
deeds.

The ban on Islamic figurative art extended only to religious decoration. When artists produced works for 
the home, they could portray people and animals and often did so. Some of the most delightful figurative 
works came from Iran. The exhibition displays a couple of hand-painted illustrations from an early 17th 
century book that relates the ancient Persian story of King Khusraw and his love for the Armenian Princess 
Shirin. The paintings have a joyful innocence even when Khushaw attacks a lion to protect his princess. 
The king is determined, the lion is more cuddly than fierce, and the princess is sighing with admiration.

Islamic artists did not work in isolation. The Islamic countries traded with Europe, Africa and Asia for cen-
turies, and there was a lively exchange of products and techniques. The sophisticated Islamic technique 
of adding luster or a metal sheen to ceramics, for example, was highly prized elsewhere. The exhibition 
includes a large, 15th century luster bowl with the striking image of a Portuguese sailing ship. Made by 
an Arab workshop in the Spanish city of Malaga, the bowl was probably commissioned by a Portuguese 
merchant. After 1496, when the Spanish Christians conquered Malaga, the luster ware industry shifted to 
Valencia in Christian Spain and eventually to Venice in Italy.

A storied (and well-traveled) beaker

On the other hand, Chinese porcelain and other ceramics became popular in the Middle East. Struggling 
for centuries to catch up, Islamic artists developed new techniques, experimented with color, and engaged 
in unabashed imitation of Chinese designs.
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An enameled and gilded glass beaker, featured in a special case at the exhibition, illustrates how far 
Islamic art traveled centuries ago. The beaker, decorated in arabesques of blue, green, red and white, was 
made in either Egypt or Syria in the 13th century. A hundred years later, an Englishman, perhaps a crusader, 
brought the piece to a house known as Edenhall in the most northern part of England. The fragile-looking 
beaker must have astounded the English, for the technique of making glass like that was then unknown in 
northern Europe.

The origin of the beaker, probably used as a chalice in church services, was forgotten over the centuries, 
and a fanciful legend grew that the piece had been left behind at a nearby well by frightened fairies running 
away from intruders. As the fairies fled, one shouted out, “If this cup should break or fall, farewell the luck 
of Edenhall.” The story was so engaging that Henry Wadsworth Longfellow repeated it in a 19th century 
poem. The glass beaker has lasted for 700 years without a break or a fall, but that did not help Edenhall. 
The house was demolished in 1926.

The Victoria & Albert itself is a good example of the influence of Islamic design on Europe. The museum 
was founded in 1852 because the British realized that the design of their wares was too lackluster to keep 
up with chic products from France and other competitors in Europe. They hoped that the museum would 
serve as a showcase inspiring British designers. Owen Jones, a critic and architect who had studied the 
Alhambra in Spain, persuaded the curators to start collecting Islamic art as one of the museum’s special-
ties. British design soon flourished with the Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau movements, and the echoes 
of Islamic patterns within the new designs are obvious.

The venerable Victoria & Albert is a crowded museum with galleries that often seem cramped and clut-
tered. But the National Gallery of Art’s superlative design team led by Mark Leithauser placed the pieces 
of the exhibition in spacious and subdued rooms surrounded by high cutouts that resemble the turrets 
of an Islamic palace. “It’s been a revelation to me,” Mark A. Jones, director of the Victoria & Albert, said 
after looking at the show in Washington. “The objects look far more wonderful than I have ever seen them 
before.” Far less clutter has been promised when the Islamic rooms at the Victoria & Albert are renovated, 
and the touring exhibition returns in 2006 after its stops in Washington, the Kimbell Art Museum in Fort 
Worth, Texas, the Setagaya Art Museum in Tokyo, and the Millennium Galleries in Sheffield, England.
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Acceptance Letters
Watch Out, Bodoni. The Amateurs Are Coming.

EMIGREFONTS of Sacramento, one of the
pioneer American digital-type foundries, in-
troduced different families of primitive bit-
mapped (or pixelated) faces, and its maga-
zine, Emigre, is a laboratory and launching
pad for experimental digital typography.
Paradoxically, the foundry’s best-seller is
an homage to a classic. Mrs. Eaves, de-
signed by Zuzana Licko in 1996, was inspired
by the typeface Baskerville, designed by the
English founder John Baskerville (1706-75),
who influenced the ‘‘modern’’ designs of Di-
dot and Bodoni. ‘‘Since Baskerville is a neu-
tral and well-known design,’’ Ms. Licko ex-
plained, ‘‘it allowedme significant leeway in
the interpretation, while retaining the famil-
iarity of a classic.’’ Mrs. Eaves, named af-
ter Sarah Eaves, the live-in housekeeper
who became Baskerville’s wife and later
ran his printing business, does not exactly
mimic Baskerville’s basic model but is a
bridge between old and new. It is popular for
headlines, book titles and short texts and is
particularly successful for setting poetry.

http://emigre.com/EF.php?fid=109

CÉZANNE is themost popular font re-
leased by P22 of Buffalo. Designed byMi-
chael Want in 1996, it derives from Cé-
zanne’s handwriting (rather than his signa-
ture, which was a bit different in style). The
rationale, said P22’s director, Richard Keg-
ler, ‘‘was to fill a perceived void for natural
writing, and its intentional roughness is
very popular with the food industry.’’ Its
first large-scale commercial use came
when the Advanta credit card company, one
of the underwriters of the PhiladelphiaMu-
seum’s Cézanne exhibit in 1996, included it
in mailings advertising the exhibit. It has
since been spotted on wine bottles, hockey
tickets, cookie tins, wrapping paper and
cards, and Starbucks has used it for years.
It’s often set for fauxmanuscripts, too.

http://p22.com/products/cezanne.html

HOEFLER&FRERE-JONES inManhat-
tan designs custom alphabets for major pe-
riodical publishers and other corporations,
including Apple Computer. One of their
typefaces, Gotham, was used for the corner-
stone of the Freedom Tower. The principal
designers, Jonathan Hoefler and Tobias
Frere-Jones, are inspired by what they call
‘‘idiosyncratic stimuli,’’ like the look of ver-
nacular signs, parking tickets and architec-
tural lettering. Mr. Hoefler designed Re-
quiem from 1991 to 1996 based on a set of
wood engravings that are important to the
evolution of calligraphy, but not especially
related to the history of printing types. ‘‘Let-
termaking can involve any number of differ-
ent disciplines— stonecutting, engraving,
calligraphy, sign painting, typefounding—
and historically, each of these crafts has op-
erated in complete isolation,’’ Mr. Hoefler
explained. ‘‘Requiemwas an attempt to see
whether a typeface could capture all the vir-
tues of an engraving, and whether these
ideas could be extended into new territo-
ries.’’ Mr. Hoefler did not want Requiem
used exclusively for ‘‘dainty book covers
and greeting cards,’’ so in addition to the
versions of the font with delicate features,
there’s a text family that is a little more
rugged, andmuchmore practical in small
sizes.

http://www.typography.com/catalog
/requiem/index.html

HOUSE INDUSTRIES of Wilmington, Del.,
designed Neutraface in 2001, a collection of
sans serifs (no little feet) inspired by the let-
tering on blueprints for commercial build-
ings and private houses designed by the
modernist architect Richard Neutra. It is in-
tended for widespread application, from
fine print on advertisements to headlines on
billboards, and withmore than 30 variations
has become an alternative to the leading
sans serifs, Helvetica and Univers.

http://houseind.com/house.php?kit
=NEUTRAFACE-FO.

PLAZMFONTS of Portland, Ore., has had
success with its quirky INKy-black, de-
signed in 1994 by PeteMcCracken, the com-
pany’s director. It comes from printing an
overinked sans serif typeface very poorly on
an old hand-press. ‘‘I have seen the typeface
pop up in themost unlikely places,’’ Mr.
McCracken said. ‘‘Including a sandwich
wrapper at a fast food joint.’’

Plazm’s Retrospecta was designed by
Christian Küsters in 1994 while he was
studying typography at Yale under themas-
ter digital-type designerMatthew Carter, as
an exercise to learn the computer program
Fontographer. ‘‘I simply used his font, Gal-
liard, and ‘deconstructed’ it,’’ Mr. Küsters
said. ‘‘I thought it would annoy him. But he
seemed to like it that his font is taken a step
further.’’ The name Retrospecta comes
from the Yale School of Architecture’s an-
nual publication, which he designed that
year. It was used there for the first time. It
is also used in books and used for somemov-
ie titles, notably in the sci-fi thriller
‘‘Sphere.’’

http://www.plazm.com/fonts/catalog
/catalog.asp. Click on ‘‘family’’ and then
scroll to get the right font.

HOUSE INDUSTRIES’ Street Van Hauln-
house, released in 1995, is a celebration of
custom lettering used specifically on vans
and trucks and is part of the Street Van
fonts collection, which includes Power-
house, a variation of which is used for the
Powerpuff Girls logo. The retro face is fre-
quently used for display advertising, book
covers and toy packaging.

http://houseind.com/house.php?kit
=SVANKIT-FO.

AFEW decades ago, before the personal computer
became ubiquitous, I designed a display (or
headline) typeface called Klaus Bubula Bold,
so named because the upper-case K and B and

lower-case U and O were the most eccentric of the 26
letters. The rest were pretty mundane and, therefore,
not a single typeface company was interested in distrib-
uting it.

Back then a novice could not produce a viable
typeface without having a type foundry or type shop
make and sell it. Type design was the province of skilled

artisans who were expert at achieving the finer points of
legibility through graphic subtleties invisible to the
reader’s eye but crucial to a good reading experience.

Now, for well over a decade, computer programs
like FontLab and Fontographer have allowed neophytes,
as well as veterans, to create a new generation of digital
type. During the ensuing digital typographic revolution
of the 90’s, a slew of designers and illustrators who had
never designed an alphabet before flooded Internet sites
with bizarrely named, peculiarly styled and sometimes
illegible faces. Typeface design became something of an

expressive art.
Many current digital faces are revivals of classics,

akin to remixed music, while others are raucous novel-
ties designed to grab attention or send signals to young
audiences. The personal computer provides immediate
access to hundreds of typefaces, also known as fonts, for
sprucing up anything from shopping lists to missing-pet
flyers without an iota of typographic training — or taste.
Some of the less sophisticated types can be downloaded
free from the Internet, but the better ones, in various
sizes with complementary decorative rules, borders and

dingbats, are licensed and cost between $100 and $300.
The increasing array of letterforms, however, does

not mean that type designing is any less rigorous today
than when masters like Claude Garamond in the 16th
century and Giambattista Bodoni in the 18th painstak-
ingly drew and hand-punched their elegant types. While
the experimentation of the 90’s has evolved into a
serious applied art form and business, digital type
design retains much of its early creativity. Below are
seven of the most popular fonts issued over the last 10
years by whiz kids turned pros. STEVEN HELLER
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“Art of the everyday: California’s pottery, blazing with color and bold in form, launched a nation-
wide revolution in tableware in the 1930s—one that still resonates today,” by Jake Klein, Los Ange-
les Times, August 14, 2003.

To call Bill Stern’s Hancock Park apartment a showcase of California pottery would be to radically under-
state the case: It is a shrine.

Stern is a man possessed. In corners and on shelves, in stacks under and on top of tables, in boxes by 
the bed, in alcoves and nooks, on counter tops and mantels and finally spilling out on the balcony is every 
imaginable example of the solid-color commercial pottery that revolutionized American tableware in the 
1930s and sparked a nationwide design trend.

Here, in this unlikely setting—the shaded upper floor of an unassuming duplex—is a startling collection of 
more than 3,000 platters, plates, pitchers, bowls, and cups and saucers that have taken over not only the 
rooms but his life.

Two years ago Stern, executive director of the Museum of California Design, guest-curated the first major 
exhibition of these utilitarian ceramics, “California Pottery: From Missions to Modernism,” at the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art; Chronicle Books recently published his comprehensive history of the 
genre by the same name.

In July (and running through January), Stern brought the show of 370 pieces from 47 collections, includ-
ing his own, to the Autry Museum of Western Heritage in Griffith Park. The elegant and concisely edited 
displays map the evolution of California’s mass-produced pottery, with pieces culled from many of the 600 
potteries that flourished here between 1900 and 1955.

Upon entering Stern’s home in the mottled half-light of midmorning, it is readily apparent that he has the 
instincts of a painter, one who has an innate sense of what he calls “the arrangement of color.” Everywhere 
you look, even inside drawers, there are carefully composed still-lifes in cobalt blue, red-orange, yellow, 
green, turquoise, eggplant, fuchsia and lavender-gray. “I’ll often rearrange these in different groupings, al-
ternating colors,” says Stern, opening a cabinet in his kitchen to reveal hundreds of vintage plates in what 
is most likely every color they ever came in. “I just love them.”

He comes by his talent naturally. In nearly every room is a painting by Stern’s mother, whose intense 
colors are a direct mirror of the pottery on display around it. “I didn’t know that the pottery pieces I was 
buying were the same colors in my mother’s paintings,” Stern says. “Through collecting, I was reconnect-
ing to my own childhood.”

His collecting began in 1980, and the obsession was immediate. Until then, his kitchen cabinets were filled 
with mostly serviceable white dishes, but he couldn’t help himself when he saw a set of vibrantly colored 
Vernon Kilns plates at a neighbor’s estate sale. He brought them home, cleared a space on a shelf, stood 
back, took a look, and was hooked.

The cabinet, he says, cried “more!” And more and more. The colors were jubilant; the room came alive. 
Stern remembers a sign that hung over one of the antiques markets that he frequented during the height 
of his collecting: “If you can’t be happy,” it read, “at least be cheerful.”

Soon enough, he began to learn everything he could about California pottery and its amazing potters, 
becoming an expert and now a published historian on the genre, which made an art form of the ordinary. 
Stern is also an enthusiastic educator on the subject.

“People take for granted what they see everyday,” says Stern, motioning to the upper floor of another 
Spanish Colonial Revival apartment complex nearby. He points to the tiled lip of a chimney festooned with 
several small tiles arranged in a simple, spare pattern.

“That’s where it began, in a way,” he says. “It’s those Spanish-Moorish colors used in geometric shapes on 
glazed tiles that literally paved the way.” As Stern notes in his book, the first great cultural fusion in Califor-
nia pottery design took place with the 1915 Panama-California International Exposition in San Diego. The 
architect Bertram Goodhue ornamented the Balboa Park buildings with glazed Spanish-Moorish tiles, and 
in short order designers reconfigured the patterns and replaced the pale Hispano-Moresque colors with 
bold Mexican colors.

The next big event, he writes, occurred in the 1930s with the solid-color revolution—pioneered by J.A. Bau-
er Pottery Co., Catalina Pottery, Brayton Laguna and Pacific Pottery—that swept the country and sparked 
further innovations in form and decoration. Everyone wanted these cheap and cheerful tablewares.

“The solid-color pottery kitchenware, dinnerware and gardenware we now take for granted was a shock-
ing innovation,” writes Stern. “In America ‘good’ dinnerware was French or English porcelain—an ivory 
background decorated with an elaborate floral or geometric pattern—and everyday dishes were cheaper 
American imitations of it.” But the mass-produced California pottery, he explains, was made possible by 
aesthetic and technological innovations introduced by commercial potteries around 1930. By adding white 
mineral talc to the region’s red clay, makers could achieve brilliant saturated glazes that could reach an 
even, craze-free hardness—an advance not previously possible in low-firing.

But it took the Depression to popularize the pottery. To recover the loss of their construction market—roof 
and decorative tiles and terra-cotta facing—they turned to dinnerware and other low-priced pottery in 
vibrant, cheerful colors for the home. The imitations were quick to follow, most famously in the West Vir-
ginia-produced Fiestaware.

With the market eventually flooded by even cheaper European and Asian knockoffs, the production of 
California pottery steadily declined after World War II—and along with it the careers of many of its gifted 
potters.

From the late ‘50s until the mid-’90s, Barbara Willis disappeared from the pottery scene after years of cre-
ating some of California pottery’s most remarkable works: She is behind the mass production of between 
350,000 to 500,000 pieces, as best she can estimate.

The surviving pieces are among the finest examples of the Modernist aesthetic translated into wet clay and 
glaze. Though her plates and vases were mass-produced, to the untrained eye they appear to be one of a 
kind, bearing all the traits of studio pottery.

Her simple geometries emblazoned with eye-popping colors on rough bisques are highly prized collect-
ibles, some 50 years after she made them. A trio of bright red, yellow and blue pieces from the mid-‘40s—
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the height of her career—were chosen as the key image in the Autry show’s literature and advertisements.

Now 86, Willis’ sea-blue eyes flash when she modestly recounts her early success. “I’m a gal who got 
lucky,” she says. “But I’ve never worked for anyone but myself. Ever.”

After studying at UCLA in the early ‘40s with master potter Laura Andreson, another key figure in the 
movement, Willis started a small commercial pottery firm on her family property near today’s Farmers 
Market at Third and Fairfax. She was soon making $25,000 a year in an era when, in her words, “My girl-
friends were making $1,200 a year. I was very successful, especially for a woman.”

Willis decided it was time to move on. “It was just a business and it was over with,” she says with charac-
teristic candor. She closed her pottery in 1958 and started an artificial flower import business—it too flour-
ished. “You find a hole in the market and you fill it,” she says simply. She didn’t sit down with a mound 
of clay for 40 years. Until recently. “Wow” is Willis’ one-word reaction to the current market prices of her 
pieces—some fetch upward of $1,200.

Willis has spent the last few years buying back as much of her work as possible. Grouped by color, her 
work is characterized by a technique that she invented—one using a course, sand-like material made from 
pre-fired terra cotta called “grog.”

It is with grog that Willis was able to achieve a distinctive lined texture that had never been seen, and 
hasn’t been successfully copied since. Many tried, of course. Bill Stern has a display of Willis imitations in 
his collection, but “no one could get it right,” Stern says.

“I can’t get over this; it’s so ridiculous,” she says of her reemergence as the grand dame of Southern Cali-
fornia’s commercial Modernist pottery. Her cast pottery, though sold at the time of production at high end 
stores like Gump’s, Lord & Taylor and Bullocks, was produced in the cheapest way possible. She now sits 
at a tiny fluorescent-lighted work table in her Malibu garage, separated from the constant flow of cars on 
Pacific Coast Highway by a garage door. Her white Cadillac takes up most of the room, leaving just enough 
space for a small kiln to be tucked into a far corner. She works four days a week. “I do it now for therapy.”

Ever the entrepreneur, she has been making delicate fired-clay pendants, hand dying the beads and string-
ing them herself. It’s no surprise that these too have become highly collectible.

“I still have sales all the time here at the house. Anyone can come—just look me up, I’m listed,” she says 
as she uncovers stacks of her signature glaze-and-bisque pots at the ready for her periodic home sales.

The Autry museum gift shop, which is carrying her work for the length of the show, says new pieces by Wil-
lis are selling well—more than 40 years after her kilns were closed.

The shop is also carrying the work of a new generation of potters, including works by a man who is some-
thing of a Willis disciple, Andrew Frank, a dentist by trade—and, by coincidence, Stern’s dentist—and a 
potter by passion.

After seeing Willis’ work at a show some years back, Frank was taken by her unusual ability to work bisque 
and glaze in concert.

Then, at a recent charity function at the Autry, he happened to be carrying one of his own bisque-and-glaze 
pieces that he creates as “my homage to Barbara Willis’ work.”

Stern introduced Frank to Willis. Who, she wanted to know, was the potter who made the beautiful blue-
and-black vase he was clutching? Frank gave Willis his piece. “I love Andy’s work,” Willis says, as she pulls 
the piece from its place among the shelves displaying her own work.

This resurgence of a medium often relegated to the category of “craft” couldn’t be more pleasing to Stern.

“Part of my role,” he says, “is to transmit this knowledge of a heretofore unacknowledged part of American 
culture. I firmly believe that every human being has to be taught that what they see wasn’t always there.”
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aRTiSTiC TiLE, dESiGNEd BY NaNCY EPSTEiN
pampa leatHer–tile FlOOr, and Undersea BlUe
pearl mOsaics On Wall and taBles FrOm tHe
sOUtH sea pearl cOllectiOn; all BY artistic tile,
877.528.5384; artistictile.cOm. Wall UpHOlsterY
BY micHel Baladi/UpHOlsterY Unlimited,
212.924.1230. cOcKtail taBle BY William sWitZer
and assOc., 212.207.8332. cHairs and BencHes BY vi
cente WOlF FOr niedermaier, 212.888.8680; nieder
maier.cOm. BlUe smOKe stemWare BY marc
BlacKWell neW YOrK, 212.696.2827; marcBlacKWell.
cOm. driFtWOOd lamps and reptile mirrOrs BY an
dreW martin internatiOnal, 212.688.4498. alpaca
pitcHers and traYs BY airedelsUr FrOm tHe lOOm
cO., 212.889.1182. BrOnZe leHti traYs BY maria JaUHi
ainen FOr 2Jane cO.; 2Jane.cOm. ZeBra FaBric BY 
cOrtina leatHers; cOrtinaleatHers.cOm. ZeBra
pillOWs BY cHelsea WOrKrOOm ltd., 212.243.0023

BaRCLaY BUTERa & TWO’S COMPaNY/TOZai HOME
dininG taBle and HUdsOn cHairs BY BarclaY
BUtera HOme, 310.289.2885 Or 212.207.8665; BarclaY
BUteraHOme.cOm. BUddHas and mirrOrs FrOm
tOZai HOme, 914.345.8967; tOZaiHOme.cOm

BiLL SOFiELd FOR BaKER
desiGn BY William sOField OF stUdiO sOField,
212.473.1300. all FUrnitUre, accessOries, and
liGHtinG FrOm tHe Bill sOField cOllectiOn FOr
BaKer FUrnitUre; KOHlerinteriOrs.cOm. metal
FrameWOrK BY viGilant desiGns; viGilantdesiGn.
cOm. place settinGs craFted FrOm KiKU KOmOn
Wallpaper BY JOHn maHOneY desiGn FOr stUdiO
printWOrKs; Jm@JOHnmaHOneYdesiGns
.cOm. seaGrass carpetinG FrOm ap desiGns
at alvin pOsKar, 917.328.3631. 

BRiZO, dESiGNEd BY KaREN SEaLY aNd
STEPHEN SUTCH
877.345.BriZO; BriZO.cOm

CaLviN KLEiN HOME
lUna maHOGanY taBleWare, FUmO stemWare,
Ki WOOd FlatWare, BUrnisHed metal cHarGers,
lUminOUs HUrricanes, cHiseled vOtives, silver
slivers taBle rUnner, satin Band napKins in Zinc,
silver sQUares place mats; all FrOm calvin Klein
HOme madisOn avenUe, 212.292.9000

CHRiSTOFLE FOR THE NEW YORK TiMES
tHe dOnald leatHer cHairs and leatHer taBle
FrOm artU line BY pOltrOna FraU, 212.777.7592; 
FraUUsa.cOm. GUillOcHe platinUm cHarGers; 
malmaisOn platinUm dinner plates; FleUr
d’arGent dessert plates; tenere FlatWare; K+t
traYs, sHaKer, cOcKtail Glasses, Glass cOasters,
and BOWl; and iriana crYstal; all BY cHristO
Fle, 877.728.4556; cHristOFle.cOm

CRaTE & BaRREL
FOr a stOre nearest YOU, cOntact 800.996.9960; 
crateandBarrel.cOm

david EaSTON FOR LEE JOFa
desiGn BY david eastOn, 212.334.3820; davideast
Oninc.cOm. set cOnstrUctiOn BY cOmpOsitiOn
WOrKsHOp; setinBrOOKlYn.cOm. all FaBrics BY 
david eastOn FOr lee JOFa, and david eastOn ii
cOllectiOn Wallpapers BY cOle & sOn FrOm lee
JOFa, 800.453.3563; leeJOFa.cOm. rUG FrOm BeaU
vais. taBles FrOm West elm; Westelm.cOm. lan
tern FrOm timBUKtU, 212.473.4955. Urns FrOm Far
eastern antiQUes, 212.460.5030. mirrOr, HOO
KaHs, and accessOries FrOm sHeHeraZade; sHe
HeraZadenYc.cOm. Wall lanterns FrOm impOrts
FrOm marraKesH; impOrtsFrOmmarraKesH.cOm

ELLE dECOR, dESiGNEd BY MaRGaRET RUSSELL
aFter BlUe WillOW dinner plates BY WedGWOOd;
WedGWOOdUsa.cOm. BamBOO FlatWare BY ralpH
laUren HOme; rlHOme.pOlO.cOm. vOtives FrOm
JOHn derian cO; JOHnderian.cOm. napKins and
seat cOvers OF cOmO silK BY tHe silK tradinG cO.; 
silKtradinG.cOm. BlacK BasKetWeave FlOOr cOv
erinG BY cHileWicH; cHileWicH.cOm. taBles and
UmBrellas HandcraFted BY paUl lUdicK

ERiC COHLER FOR JiM THOMPSON
desiGn cOncept BY eric cOHler desiGn;
212.737.8600; ericcOHler.cOm. cOnstrUctiOn BY 
dUce cOnstrUctiOn, 212.316.2400. FaBrics BY Jim
tHOmpsOn FaBrics, 404325 5004. pedestals BY an

dreW martin, 212.688.4498. aQUariUm BY aQUariUm
desiGn; aQUariUmdesiGn.cOm. ceilinG WitH arm
strOnG inFUsiOns accent canOpies BY arm
strOnG WOrld indUstries; armstrOnG.cOm.
cHOFas BY FOUr Han ds at aBc carpet & HOme,
212.473.3000. FlOOrs and Walls OF armstrOnG
FlOOrinG FrOm HOBOKen FlOOrinG, 212.758.0669. 
eGee cHina and Onde FlatWare BY art de la taBle,
and amadeUs and GrandlieU crYstal BY saint
lOUis crYstal, FrOm Hermes, 800.238.5522. FlOW
ers BY l’Olivier FlOral atelier, 212.255.2828. 
recessed liGHts BY reGencY arcHitectUral
liGHtinG, 212.355.8205. taBle FrOm tUcKer rOB
Bins; tUcKerrOBBins.cOm. UpHOlsterY and drap
eries FrOm WindOWs, Walls & mOre, 212.472.4800

ERiC WaRNER aNd iiKH
pOrcelain dinnerWare and vases BY alice GOld
smitH, smOKed GreY tUmBlers, OldFasHiOneds,
HiGHBalls, WOven cellUlOse place mats,
OrGanic cOttOn napKins, palm WOOd napKin
rinGs, BamBOO cHOpsticK sets, alpaca silver
andBOneHandled servers, cUrved BOne
spOOns; all FrOm iiKH, 866.458.1017

GE, dESiGNEd BY david ROCKWELL,
ROCKWELL GROUP
FaBricatiOn BY sHOWmOtiOn, 203.866.1866. liGHtinG
desiGn BY Ben stantOn, 212.634.8158. cHerrY trees
and WHeat Grass BY FlOra tecH, 212.941.0021. lime
stOne taBletOp tiles BY artistic tile, 212.727.9331. 
cUsHiOns BY cOra James, 917.318.2660. stOOls BY 
JUst plastics, 212.569.8500. cHampaGne FlUtes BY 
Omni Glass, 973.667.6664. pavinGstOne steps BY 
Braen stOne indUstries inc., 973.595.6250. stOne en
GravinG BY sUper mOdel prOdUctiOns nYc,
917.992.4084. dinner plates BY miKasa; miKasa.cOm

GLENN WaLLaCE FOR THE SavaNNaH COLLEGE
OF aRT aNd dESiGN
desiGn BY Glenn e. Wallace Jr. OF tHe savannaH
cOlleGe OF art and desiGn. Ben mOrris
FasHiOn plates BY sHOpscad, 912.525.5180; sHOp
scadOnline.cOm. vase BY draYtOn Glass
WOrKs, 912.234.8654. cHarGers, stemWare, and
FlatWare BY crate and Barrel, 800.967.6696; crate
andBarrel.cOm. all OtHer items— inclUdinG
carriaGe—Were desiGned and FaBricated BY 
tHe savannaH cOlleGe OF art and desiGn stU
dents, FacUltY, and alUmni; scad.edU

J C PENNEY, dESiGNEd BY JES GORdON
desiGn BY Jes GOrdOn/prOperFUn, 212.229.2165; 
JesGOrdOn.cOm. taBleWare rentals FrOm partY
rental ltd.; partYrentalltd.cOm

JaMiE dRaKE FOR BERGaMO FaBRiCS 
desiGn BY Jamie draKe, draKe desiGn assOciates,
212.754.3099; draKedesiGnassOciates.cOm. FaB
rics BY saHcO and rUBelli, tHrOUGH BerGamO
FaBrics inc., 914.665.0800. neGOrO nUri WOOd
cHarGers, sUsHi plates, and vOtive candles, cUs
tOm driFtWOOd cOnsOle and displaY FaBrica
tiOn; all BY alpHa WOrKsHOps, 212.594.7320; 
alpHaWOrKsHOps.OrG. dininG cHairs FrOm red
eGG; inFO@redeGG.cOm. diFFerence stemWare
BY OrreFOrs; OrreFOrs.Us. milleFiOre FlOral
desiGn BY renÉ HOFstede, 212.714.2202

JOHN LaNdRUM BRYaNT
sHOreGlass FlatWare and stemWare; OctOpUs
napKin HOlders; Ocean dreams silK napKins, place
mats, and Handpainted service plates; and
BrOnZe dOlpHin centerpiece; all created and
desiGned BY JOHn landrUm BrYant, 212.935.0999; 
inFO@JOHnlandrUmBrYant.cOm

JONaTHaN adLER FOR LaRSON-JUHL
academie Frames BY larsOnJUHl, 800.886.6126; 
larsOnJUHl.cOm. pOtterY, cHairs, cHina, linens,
and rUG; all BY JOnatHan adler; JOnatHanadler
.cOm. antiQUe mirrOrs and cUstOm FraminG BY 
cHelsea Frames, 212.807.8957. spUtniK cHandelier
FrOm Bre BaileY, 323.252.8309

KaRaSTaN
taBle cOncept BY veeder+perman, 212.966.3759; eX
ecUtiOn BY eventQUest; eventQUest.cOm. eXteri
Or/interiOr Wall and FlOOr sUrFaces BY Karastan
carpet & rUGs, 800.848.2020; Karastan.cOm. cHina
and stainlesssteel FlatWare BY villerOY & BOcH, 
800.villerOY; villerOYBOcH.cOm

KiLN dESiGN STUdiO & CHiLEWiCH
cOpperandenamel cHarGers, dinner plates,
salad plates, BOWls, candle HOlders, vases, BlacK
pYreX cHOpsticKs, and 24KtGOld vermeil cHOp
sticK rests; all BY Kiln desiGn internatiOnal,
718.456.6722; Kilnenamel.cOm. mint and BlacK spUn
vinYl taBle cOverinG, BlacK sHaG mat FlOOr cOver
inG, BasKetWeave saBle cUBe OttOmans, and
nicKel BOUcle and saBle BasKetWeave BacKdrOp
FaBrics; all BY cHileWicH, 212.679 9204; cHileWicH.cOm

LEXUS, dESiGNEd BY J. KUSaKaRi aNd K. SHiSHidO,
TOYOTa MOTOR CORPORaTiON
vintaGe tHe Wave dinner plates BY anGela cUm
minGs. vintaGe BlacK Basalt salad plates BY 
WedGWOOd. GiO pOnti FlatWare BY rOsentHal.
stemWare BY villerOY & BOcH. crYstal Water
Glasses BY david H. HUdleY FOr tHe leXUs cOllec
tiOn, 888.58.stYle

MaRSTON & LaNGiNGER FOR THE NEW YORK TiMES
OaK martin taBle, BUrnHam cHairs, celestria
cHandelier, Wire vOtive HOlders, place mats,
WOOdland silverWare, linen napKins, HUrricane
lanterns, Glass vases, mirrOred vOtives, caKe
stand, cOlOred Glasses, Glass plates, and Glass
Balls; all BY marstOn & lanGinGer, 212.965.0434; 
marstOnandlanGinGer.cOm

MaRTiN RaFFONE iNTERiOR dESiGN
desiGn BY martin raFFOne interiOr desiGn,
212.243.2027; martinraFFOne.cOm. FUrnitUre and
accessOries at art et maisOn; artetmaisOn.cOm.
steel FaBricatiOn BY sHaW & YOUnG metal WOrKs;
sHaWandYOUnG.cOm. drape BY marK david inte
riOrs, 212.714.1001. all OtHer accessOries
tHrOUGH martin raFFOne interiOr desiGn

NaUTiCa
tHe Bali dinnerWare cOllectiOn BY naUtica, 877.
naUtica; naUtica.cOm

PHiLiP GORRivaN FOR QUadRiLLE FaBRiCS
aNd WaLLPaPERS
cUstOm QUadrille FaBrics and Wallpapers,
212.753.2995. cUrtains and seat cOvers FaBricated
BY miKe milillO, 212.744.9139. cHandelier BY nier
mann WeeKs; niermannWeeKs.cOm. GlassWare BY 
William YeOWard; WilliamYeOWardcrYstal.cOm.
carpet BY BeaUvais carpets, 212.688.2265. linens BY 
matOUK, inc.; matOUK.cOm. FlOWers BY cOnnie
plaissaY FOr plaZa FlOWers, 212.472.7565

PROFiLES WiTH CHRiSTOFLE, CONCEPT BY
SHaNNON SHaPiRO
taBle and cHandelier BY sHannOn sHapirO FOr
mOtH desiGn. cHairs BY James dUncan. taBleWare
BY cHristOFle; cHristOFle.cOm. FlOWers BY 
elliOtt GerBer

RaLPH LaUREN HOME
cOte d’aZUr ceramics, neW KinGs vermeil Flat
Ware, BirGitte HiGHBalls, FlOUnce WineGlasses,
sOlaris WOven place mats, villa america HUrri
canes, cOllette and FlOUnce vOtives, sHelterinG
sKY dininG cHairs, caminO WOven tHrOW pillOWs;
all BY ralpH laUren HOme, 888.475.7674; rlHOme.
pOlO.cOm

REEd KRaKOFF FOR COaCH
pYtHOnleatHer taBle, metallicleatHer OttO
mans, siGnatUre c pattern cHina, WHiteleatHer
napKin rinGs, Handpainted Wall sKetcHes; all
cUstOm made, and desiGned BY reed KraKOFF FOr
cOacH, 866.262.2440

THE ROBERT aLLEN GROUP
all FaBrics, FUrnitUre, and accessOries availaBle
tO tHe trade tHrOUGH rOBert allen/BeacOn
Hill sHOWrOOms, 800.333.3776; rOBertallendesiGn
.cOm Or BeacOnHilldesiGn.cOm

SCRaPiLE FOR dESiGNTEX aNd TERRaTEX
rOUnd taBle and HOUse Frame BY scrapile,
718.218.6737; scrapile.cOm. BamBOO cHairs BY Bart
BettencOUrt; BettencOUrtWOOd.cOm. illUstra
tiOns BY paUl William tedescO FOr Brand6; 
Brand6.cOm. caraFes, tUmBlers, and vases BY 
tOrd BOOntJe and emma WOFFenden at cOG & 
pearl, 718.623.8200; BrancHOme.cOm. mOdUlar
FlOOrinG BY interFace; interFaceFlOr.cOm. Hip
lamp sHade BY emilianO GOdOY; GOdOYlaB.cOm.
alenteJO cOrK BOWls BY daniel micHaliK; daniel
micHaliK.cOm. dinner plates and dessert BOWls
BY HeatH ceramics; HeatHceramics.cOm. BasKet
BOWl BY percH!; percHdesiGn.net. napKins and
cUsHiOns BY cOlleen smileY FOr desiGnteX; drap
erY BY desiGnteX, 800.221.1540; dteX.cOm. FlatWare
BY Jasper mOrrisOn FOr alessi, 800.447.6662; mO
mastOre.cOm. BamBOO salad plate BY BamBOO, 
877.226.2829; BamBUHOme.cOm

SHavER/MELaHN STUdiOS FOR THE NEW YORK
dESiGN CENTER
cOnstrUctiOn and installatiOn BY dcm
FaBricatiOn, 718.625.7900. BanQUettes desiGned BY 
sHaver/melaHn stUdiOs, 212.366.9783; sHaver
melaHn.cOm. OdYsseY aGain Base FaBric and
KalOOn draperY FaBric BY desiGnteX, 800.221.1540; 
dteX.cOm. tUvalU cUsHiOn FaBric BY BerGamO, 
914.665.0800; BerGamOFaBrics.cOm. cOcO liGHtinG
FiXtUres BY Zia/previn, 718.398.0445; Ziapriven.cOm.
cOlOrWave plates BY nOritaKe; nOritaKe.cOm.
limeliGHt stemWare BY KOsta BOda; KOstaBOda.
se. vases BY OrreFOrs; OrreFOrs.cOm. metrO
pOlitan FlatWare BY Oneida; Oneida.cOm. nap
Kins, draperY, and slipcOvers BY rUBen rUenes,
201.863.6902. emmY dininG cHairs BY sHaver/melaHn
stUdiOs, 212.366.9783 sHavermelaHn.cOm. masland
KeYstOne carpetinG BY arOnsOn’s FlOOr cOver
inG, 212.243.4993; arOnsOnsFlOOrs.cOm

SHERRi dONGHia FOR dONGHia, iNC.
sUpper taBle, neWpOrt cOttOn stUdiO X dininG
cHairs, sOUK strip stUdiO X cOUnter cHairs, Grani
ta draperY, stellare cHandeliers, all BY dOnGHia,
inc., 800.dOnGHia; dOnGHia.cOm. vintaGe dOnGHia
marBle candlesticKs. rUGs BY OdeGard,
212.545.0069; OdeGardinc.cOm. cUstOm stemWare
FrOm mUranO, italY. reliGiOUs candles FrOm
meXicO. deep red plates FrOm GlOBal taBle,
212.431.5839. BlacK traYs FrOm pearl river,
800.878.4226; pearlriver.cOm

SKidMORE, OWiNGS & MERRiLL
plastic laminate BY FOrmica; FOrmica.cOm.
manUFactUrinG BY BaUerscHmidt & sOns; BaUer
scHmidtandsOns.cOm. Glasses, FlatWare and
cHina BY mOss; mOssOnline.cOm. led liGHtinG
and FiXtUres BY element laBs; elementlaBs.cOm.
cHairs BY GUBi; GUBi.cOm. speaKers BY BanG & 
OlUFsen; BanGOlUFsen.cOm

SWaROvSKi aNd B&B iTaLia BY GaBELLiNi SHEPPaRd
crYstal rain cHandelier BY GaBellini sHeppard
FOr sWarOvsKi crYstal palace, 212.935.4200; 
sWarOvsKisparKles.cOm. sWarOvsKi crYstals
applied tO leatHer cHair BacKs BY FOrmart,
212.819.1819. lens taBle and metrOpOlitan cHairs
BY B&B italia, 212.758.4046; BeBitalia.it. carpet BY 
taipinG carpets, 646.292.5613; taipinGcarpets.cOm.
platFOrm BY teamWOrK cOntractinG; teamWOrK
cOntractinG.cOm. rOse Brand mOnet scrim BY 
cOntinental UpHOlsterY & WOOdWOrK, 
516.483.7715. liGHtinG BY litelaB and William arm
strOnG liGHtinG desiGn; Waldinc.cOm

TEd aLLEN aNd BaRRY RiCE dESiGNS
liQUid liGHt FiXtUre BY masOOd KamandY, peter
rOss, and BarrY rice; BarrYricedesiGn.cOm. seat
inG BY tUcKer rOBBins, 718.764.0222; tUcKerrOBBins
.cOm. taBleWare and napKins BY GlOBal taBle,
212.431.5839; GlOBaltaBle.cOm. stemWare BY BOtte
Ga del vinO crYstal, 888.335.8466; BOtteGadelvinO
crYstal.cOm. namBÉ FlatWare cOUrtesY OF 
BlOOminGdale’s, 212.705.2000; BlOOminGdales.cOm

THOM FiLiCia FOR W HOTELS WORLdWidE
set cOnstrUctiOn BY sUper creatOr, 718.768.4667. 
tanGO armcHairs and FaUXBOis taBle Base FrOm
JanUs et cie, 310.652.7090. lOtUs pOnd plates,
lOtUs pOnd FlatWare, and Wisteria, all BY micHael
aram, 212.666.3261. captain’s mirrOr FrOm BddW, 
212.625.1230. cHandelier FrOm HUdsOn HOme,
518.822.8120. Green and BlUe UpHOlsterY FrOm
valleY FOrGe FaBrics, 800.223.7979. madisOn lat
tice FaBric FrOm lUlU dK, 212.223.4234. UpHOlsterY
FrOm Barrett Hill, 212.239.4314. Olivia FaBric On
BacK Wall FrOm cOUntrY sWedisH, 212.838.1976. Ka
trina FlUtes BY JUlisKa; JUlisKa.cOm. taBletOp
FrOm BencHmarK FUrnitUre, 718.257.4707. GaZelle
Heads FrOm JOHn saliBellO antiQUes, 212.688.7499. 
WineGlasses BY spieGelaU, 800.999.6347. nem Gt5000 
prOJectOr FrOm psav, 562.366.1920. videO prOJec
tiOns FrOm Klip cOllective, 215.977.9777. candles
FrOm reve de vivre, 718.389.8283

TOdd MERRiLL aNTiQUES FOR JEaN-MaRC XO vOdKa
lUcite aQUariUm taBle BY c.mOrOW, cHain cHande
lier BY tOsO, parcHment Bar BY aldO tUra, GOld
space cUrtain BY pacO raBanne, tOrcHeres BY GinO
vistOsi, eva plates BY pierO FOrnasetti, GreY smOKe
mirrOred screen, Gilt FlatWare BY tOWle; all
FrOm tOdd merrill antiQUes; merrillantiQUes.
cOm. Jeanmarc XO vOdKa; daUcOUrt.cOm

WaLT diSNEY SiGNaTURE
cHina BY lenOX cHina; lenOX.cOm. dininG cHairs
BY dreXel HeritaGe; dreXelHeritaGe.cOm.
mercUrY Balls BY vaGaBOnd vintaGe; vaGaBOnd
vintaGe.cOm. mercUrY Balls BY arteriOrs;
arteriOrsHOme.cOm. larGe samBa Heads BY OlY
stUdiOs; OlYstUdiO.cOm

elle decor’s dINING BY desIGN, PreseNTed BY Ge, Is A NATIoNAl FUNdrAIsING eF-
ForT To BeNeFIT dIFFA: desIGN INdUsTrIes FoUNdATIoN FIGHTING AIds. THe
serIes oF eVeNTs—Held THroUGHoUT THe YeAr ANd Across THe coUNTrY—
FeATUre oVer-THe-ToP TABle eNVIroNMeNTs BY soMe oF TodAY’s MosT celeBrAT-
ed NAMes IN desIGN. THIs sPecIAl secTIoN FeATUres PHoToGrAPHs oF TABles
ProdUced For THe PreMIere oF THe 2006 ToUr, WHIcH TooK PlAce MArcH 11–13 
AT THe WATerFroNT IN MANHATTAN. For More INForMATIoN, Go To dIFFA.orG.

EllE DEcor’s
 Dining by DEsign
prEsEntED by  gE

            special advertisement

“Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner,” by Helen Kirwan-Taylor and Candace Jackson, The Wall Street 
Journal, Saturday, January 7, 2006.

FASHION DESIGNERS want a place at your table.

Hoping to build on the success of Ralph Lauren and Calvin Klein, who extended their brands with tabletop 
lines in the 1980s and 1990s, respectively, clothing makers from Hermes to Zandra Rhodes are putting 
their signature styles on plates and bowls. Brooks Brothers even tried a china line this Christmas.

The new arrivals follow other designers who in recent years have branched out into home goods in an at-
tempt to establish what are known as lifestyle brands. This weekend Vera Wang, who launched her china 
line in October 2002, is scheduled to open her first “lifestyle boutique” at a resort in Hawaii. And Isaac 
Mizrahi’s home line, which includes porcelain dinnerware, went on sale at Target last February.

The explosion in designer dinnerware also comes as so-called “purchase incidence” of tabletop items is 
rising fastest among luxury consumers, with spending by them up 90% in 2004 from a year earlier, ac-
cording to Unity Marketing, a market researcher. The designers are pushing the idea that even a soup bowl 
can make a personal statement, making it worth spending a few—or a few hundred—extra dollars.
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 “The Future of Luxury: Custom Fashion, Cheap Chic,” by Teri Agins, The Wall Street Journal, 
Thursday, January 4, 2007. 

(Photograph by MJ Kim/Getty: Tom Ford)

Vera Wang, famous for her couture bridal gowns, is coming out with a line of $69 dresses and $99 hand-
bags at the Kohl’s department-store chain. French fashion house Christian Dior is expanding its line of 
$3,500-and-up customizable handbags, allowing shoppers to choose their own skins, colors and hardware. 
And pop star Gwen Stefani, on the strength of her successful L.A.M.B. fashion collection, will launch a line 
of fragrances with Coty Inc. in the fall.

These are only a few of the changes in store for fashion this year as the industry enjoys a boom in luxury 
goods and wrestles with a glut of fashion designers.

What can shoppers make of it? With so many sometimes contradictory currents in fashion, we sought out 
Tom Ford, former creative director of Gucci Group who became a major force in international fashion in 
the 1990s, to discuss where the industry is going and how to create your own personal style.

Though best known for flourishes such as hip huggers and plunging necklines for women in the 1990s, he 
is also considered one of the industry’s most articulate predictors of the zeitgeist. The 45-year-old Texas-
born designer, who left Gucci in 2004, will dive back into fashion apparel this spring when he introduces 
his first signature menswear line at a new Madison Avenue boutique.

As he surveys the global luxury-goods landscape today, Mr. Ford sees several big trends since his heyday at 
Gucci. In a shift from the era of mass luxury, which he himself helped usher in, consumers are demanding 
ever more uniqueness and customization in fashion. The designer also thinks that as high fashion be-
comes more democratic—with designer clothes available at Target and Wal-Mart—everyone is capable of 
pulling off a stylish individual look.

“You should never be intimidated by fashion,” he says. “It is meant to be fun.”

Mr. Ford’s approach to high fashion has always been a blend of innovation and accessibility—a character-
istic that has caused some critics to deride him as more of a marketer than an artiste. But Mr. Ford shrugs. 
“I have always had very mass tastes—mass taste on a high level—and I’m proud of it,” he says. Mr. Ford’s 
mission as a designer was always “to be ahead of the curve but never too far ahead,” he says.

His own personal style is a variation of an open shirt with a blazer. “I never wear a tie,” he says. “Tight 
things around my neck give me a headache.”

Since he left Gucci, Mr. Ford has worked on several projects, introducing Tom Ford sunglasses that aver-
age $350, and a new fragrance under license with Estee Lauder Cos.—the exotic Tom Ford Black Orchid at 
a starting price of $90 a bottle. Mr. Ford’s new menswear boutique will serve up a spread of pricey mens-
wear—including custom tailored suits—as well as shirts, ties, shoes, luggage, jewelry and cosmetics with 
a “new level of service—a niche that doesn’t exist today,” he says. He plans to open Tom Ford boutiques in 
cities such as London and Milan.

Here’s a look at some key themes Mr. Ford sees in fashion in the future, as well as a few tips on how 
people can define their own personal style today:
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Personalization of Luxury Goods

Mr. Ford’s tenure at Gucci occurred during a pivotal moment in high fashion, when Gucci, LVMH Moet 
Hennessy Louis Vuitton and Prada Group transformed the international fashion scene into multi-brand, 
billion-dollar empires, fueled by demand for $1,500 and up “it” handbags, the new status totems. From 
then on, upscale designer togs would be referred to as “luxury goods,” steeped in red-carpet hype and 
snob appeal.

Today, however, consumers no longer want to have the same thing at the same time. “Now everybody 
wants to have something different,” Mr. Ford says. “A woman doesn’t necessarily want the same bag her 
friend has. That is part of the appeal of vintage fashion—you don’t see yourself coming and going. It’s 
something that you found.”

Next spring, Mr. Ford will launch 12 new individual fragrances under his eponymous label marketed by Es-
tee Lauder. The idea is “to give everyone something they will be able to latch on to,” he says. “People want 
the ability to be an individual. And that is why luxury keeps growing.”

Trends such as the expansion of the customized Dior handbag line suggest other companies also share 
his vision. For the first time, Coach introduced last fall a collection of handbags and accessories that can 
be monogrammed with up to three initials.

Cheap Chic Will Stay Chic

As more mass chains—from H&M, which has most recently teamed with Viktor & Rolf, to Target, which 
has deals with Isaac Mizrahi and others—produce low-priced designer clothes and accessories, high fash-
ion is becoming more democratic than ever before.

Sitting in his London home, Mr. Ford says he himself is wearing a pair of Levis and a T-shirt. His T-shirts 
are always “from Gap or Banana Republic or some underwear label,” he notes. Such basic togs can hang 
in a women’s closet alongside, say, a $3,000 Chanel jacket because “the same chord is authenticity,” he 
says. “The idea is that good design should be affordable to all.”

“With Target, for example, you go in there and find something that is a great price and wonderful for its 
intrinsic value. This is democratization of fashion. I love this high-low concept,” he says, adding: “There is 
all this accessibility—everything is now online.”

Logos Lose Their Luster

During his years at Gucci, Mr. Ford used the GG logo as a launch pad for creating cachet, updating it and 
putting it on everything from shoes to handbags to dog beds.

Nowadays designers of every stripe high and low plaster logos on a broad array of merchandise, so that 
logos no longer carry the connoisseurship and cachet they once did. “I never thought logos were the way 
to sell products,” he says. Too often they are showy labels that don’t represent merchandise that is high 

quality. A logo is “only as valuable as the brand it represents,” Mr. Ford says. “People now are maybe more 
suspicious of that hollow product behind the logo.”

Still, he understands why many consumers are fixated on wearing logos: It demonstrates they belong to an 
elite group. “It’s just part of human nature,” he says.

Celebrity Marketing Is Here to Stay

“It has become so formulaic—the celebrities and the party pictures that run all over the world—and I am 
just tired of it,” says Mr. Ford, who spends part of the year at his home in Los Angeles. “I have a lot of 
friends who are actors and actresses, and in some cases [all this publicity centering on fashion] hurts their 
careers. It demystifies them—you get so tired of seeing someone’s face on an advertising billboard.”

In 2006, several luxury goods makers, including Versace, veered away from stars to showcase models in 
their ad campaigns. Yet celebrities continue to dominate most fashion advertising and product endorse-
ments. And a growing number of stars including Gwen Stefani and Beyonce have been pushing their own 
fashion lines.

“In a way, it is understandable [that celebrity marketing thrives]. They are a constant in our lives. In a way, 
they have become our family,” Mr. Ford says. “You can move from one city to another, but you can pick up 
a magazine and know what Lindsay Lohan is doing. You know everything about them.”

Sensual Is the New Sexy

At Gucci, Mr. Ford was the designer most responsible for ushering in the ultra-sexy style of the 1990s. 
There have always been sexy fashions, but that decade’s look, from low-cut pants to gowns with plunging 
necklines, sizzled with sex appeal.

“Right now, sexiness in fashion has given way to sensuality”—a more subtle look, he notes. But “every-
thing is cyclical,” says Mr. Ford. Sexiness in fashion “is never going to go away. Because we are human 
beings and that is one of our fundamental drives: our attraction to other people.”

The reality is that while beauty standards come and go, people “want to look beautiful and want to look 
attractive in clothing.”
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“When the answers just aren’t concrete,” by Hugh Hart, Los Angeles Times, September 26, 2004.

Eighty years ago in the Hollywood Hills, Frank Lloyd Wright embarked on a grand experiment in modular 
housing that he called the Textile Block System. The notion was to simplify construction to the point where 
clients with no special skills could help build their own homes by mixing cement, slamming sledgeham-
mers into aluminum molds to stamp the tablets with Wright’s elaborate Mayan-inspired patterns, then 
forming them into blocks. These blocks would simply be stacked, one atop another, woven together with a 
warp and woof of steel rods.

By unifying decoration and function, exterior and interior, earth and sky—perforated blocks served as 
skylights—Wright saw his Textile Block approach as an utterly modern, and democratic, expression of his 
organic architecture ideal.

It all came together—and slowly began falling apart—in a bilevel hillside cottage overlooking Highland 
Avenue that would come to be known as the Freeman House.

The method caused structural problems almost from the beginning, when businessman Sam Freeman 
and his bohemian wife, Harriet, complained about leaky roofs and rusting rebar. Earthquake damage and 
moisture-corroded concrete further deteriorated the building, now owned by the University of Southern 
California.

Two years ago as part of a $1.3-million restoration, USC teachers and students began collaborating with 
Los Angeles Trade Tech College machinists on a rescue effort aimed at replacing the home’s crumbling 
edifice with freshly minted blocks based on virtual 3-D models.

On a recent afternoon, Robert Timme, dean of the USC School of Architecture, toils in the broiling sun 
on the campus with a half-dozen architecture students-cum-builders. Amid the rumble of diesel-powered 
stamping machinery and rock music blaring from a radio, Timme pokes a still-moist slab with a makeshift 
vacuum nozzle duct-taped onto a copper pipe, sucking out loose gravel, as a couple of students mix a 
fresh batch of concrete precisely proportioned to Wright’s original specifications.

“How many people can say they’ve physically reconstructed part of a Frank Lloyd Wright house?” Timme 
notes, taking a break from his labors. “We realized we could have a class where the students make these 
blocks, apply them at the site to build a column. When it’s over with, every student knows what block 
they’ve made, and that column then becomes a part of them.”

Rogie Augustin, 27, a husky third-year architecture student, is doing his part by operating a stamping 
machine that applies 2 tons of pressure to an aluminum mold. That, in turn, imprints a wood-framed, 
16-inch-square tablet of freshly poured concrete with Wright’s elaborate Mayan-inspired design. Augustin 
then gingerly lifts the 40-pound slab and jiggles it onto a tray where it joins a new crop of tiles, drying like 
loaves of bread in a bakery.

“It’s kind of like going back in time to see how every little detail was considered in the design,” Augustin 
says of the block work. “Just getting into the nitty-gritty, you can really see how it all came together. I kind 
of feel like I’m taking part in history.”

Indigenous invention

The historical import of the Freeman House can’t be underestimated. Along with the 1923 La Miniatura 
in Pasadena, the 1921 Hollyhock House on Hollywood Boulevard, the massive 1924 Ennis-Brown House 
in Los Feliz and the 1924 Storer House also on Hollywood Boulevard (which was restored by its former 
owner, movie producer Joel Silver), the Freeman House represents an early expression of Wright’s en-
during fascination with concrete. “Buildings could grow right up out of the ground,” Wright wrote in an 
in-praise-of-concrete essay for Architectural Record shortly after completing his L.A. Textile Block homes. 
“Cement may be the secret stamina of the physical body of our new world.”

Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer, director of archives for the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation based at Taliesin West in 
Scottsdale, Ariz., says, “As designs, the Textile Block homes were a break from everything Wright had done 
before. He felt it was an architectural form more fitting to the Southwest, so he decided to take the con-
crete block, which previously had been a despised material, and render it as something beautiful.”

After completing the Textile Block homes, Wright applied his patterned block approach to the 1927 Arizona 
Biltmore hotel in Phoenix. In the ‘30s, he produced several more concrete-centric private residences before 
finally perfecting his everyman-a-builder concept in the late ‘40s with a series of seven homes he dubbed 
“Usonian Automatic.”

“His dream,” Pfeiffer says, “was that you could go into a lumberyard or a building supply place, buy his 
molds and a set of plans, and then build your own house. He really planned the Usonian Automatic 
homes to be a do-it-yourself, Home Depot sort of operation.”

When Wright died in 1959, he had, on his drawing board, plans for yet another private home built with 
blocks.

Build your own landmark

Eight miles northwest of the USC campus, Frank Dimster, supervising architect of the Freeman House 
restoration, conducts a tour of the work-in-progress Glencoe Way site: “Wright had a genuine interest in 
this idea that the foundation was to be built by the professionals, but the making and the laying of the 
blocks—everyone could do that on weekends as sort of a neighborhood project. That was visionary, but it 
also had problems. The most obvious one was, as you can see, he left out the mortar.”

Matters weren’t helped during the original construction when the cement mixer was repossessed for non-
payment of bills. “The composition varied wildly because when they made these blocks they just used a 
shovel and dug up two of these and three of those and threw in some water, and maybe got some dirt into 
the mix that shouldn’t be there,” Timme says.

Harriet Freeman, who lived in the house until her death in 1986, bequeathed the property to USC. It laid in 
disrepair for 13 years. “The school never had the money to do the restoration,” Timme says. That changed 
after Timme became dean in 1996 and raised about $1.3 million. The Federal Emergency Management 
Agency contributed $750,000 to repair earthquake damage and retrofit the building. A $60,000 Preserve 
L.A. grant from the J. Paul Getty Trust underwrote the block-replacement program. The rest of the money 
came from USC.
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“We’ve got discretionary funds given to the school, so over a three-or four-year period I earmarked a lot of 
funding toward this project,” Timme explains. “Previous deans told me they did not want to put resources 
into the house because they’d rather put it into the teaching programs. I saw it differently. To me it was 
very justifiable ... because we’d be developing what would become a teaching instrument for the school. 
Now we could use the Freeman House as a laboratory.”

By 2002, with the home’s three-year earthquake-related renovation completed, Timme and company fo-
cused on removing, and replicating, about 1,200 pattern blocks. One problem: The original decorative tiles 
had been produced by two aluminum molds. Only the “right-hand” engraving could be found. Enter USC 
architecture professor Doug Noble.

“My responsibility was to take one mold and make another one that is its mirror image,” says Noble, who 
decided the case of the missing mold could be solved by creating a digital doppelganger. “I proposed that 
we could work with some higher-tech technologies to accomplish that.”

Noble brought in L.A. Trade Tech professor Chuong Vo, who put his students to work laser-scanning the 
existing mold with stereoscopic cameras to create a virtual 3-D model. This was then “flipped” by software 
to generate the identical mold, but in reverse.

Wright’s extraordinarily intricate block pattern was hard to tame. Working their way through a succes-
sion of glitches, Trade Tech students eventually measured each of the piece’s 300 recessed surfaces and 
translated the raw geometry into software code. The “CAD-CAM” data then programmed robotic milling 
machines with the instructions needed to reproduce an almost perfect polyurethane prototype. This was 
then used to cast the final aluminum mold.

Only then did Vo and his team realize they’d made a mistake of microscopic proportions. The plastic tem-
plate shrank slightly as it dried. “This prototype we were using was a little smaller than it should be,” Vo 
says. How much smaller? A thousandth of an inch here, a thousandth of an inch there, he says, pointing 
out that a strand of human hair measures about three-thousandths of an inch wide.

Noble is pleased enough with the digitally reincarnated aluminum mold but admits: “In truth, we’re not 
really done. We’re using this as a prototype, but it has flaws since we did not match, exactly, the original. 
We’ve gone back to refine the model. We’re going to cut it again, the foam one first, and then another alu-
minum one, to get the real one.”

The shiny new cast, engraved with the names of the contributing Trade Tech students, isn’t likely to keep 
anyone but Vo and Noble awake at night.

Consider it obsession in the service of a famously finicky master architect who didn’t quite get it right the 
first time. “The new blocks are actually better,” Timme says, “but what is original is the design. When it’s 
finished you won’t see the concrete; you’ll see what Frank Wright intended in terms of external surfaces. 
And hopefully that structure will last.”
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By RICK MARIN

FORGET Angelina Jolie. Jennifer
Aniston may have lost Brad Pitt to
an even hotter muse.

Architecture. 
Mr. Pitt is collaborating with Frank

Gehry on a $450 million seafront redevel-
opment in England, and plans to take
time off from acting to make a documen-
tary about the project. He is also in-
vesting in a casino and hotel in Las
Vegas with George Clooney in which he
will no doubt want a say in the design. 

Forensic analysis of a 2001 W maga-
zine piece on Mr. Pitt’s house in the Hol-
lywood Hills reveals that: “When
pressed, Pitt admits his wife may have
slightly different ideas about decoration.
‘She has an — ah — more matronly take
on it,’ he says gingerly.”

He’s modern. She’s matronly. It could
never have worked!

But Mr. Pitt is not the only one who is
succumbing to the vocation that dares
not speak its name. 

Hayden Christensen, star of the latest
“Star Wars” films, recently announced
his willingness to trade his light saber for

a drafting table. “I don’t find Hollywood
interesting,” he told The Sun, a British
tabloid. “So I’m thinking of studying ar-
chitecture instead.” 

For male sex symbols who might have
once raced cars or farmed cattle, it is
now acceptable — cool even — to boast
about their obsession with travertine or
to pore over fabric swatches.

Lenny Kravitz, who owns some of the
funkiest bachelor pads around and says
if he hadn’t been a musician he would
have been a designer, this month an-
nounced the formation of Kravitz Design,
a firm focusing on commercial, resi-
dential and product design.

“When this tour ends in two weeks, it’s
going to be full-on designing,” Mr. Krav-
itz said in a phone interview from his ho-
tel in Paris. Without going into details of
deals in negotiation, he said his plans in-
clude “a hotel complex in Vegas, a hotel 

Above, Steve Cridland; top left, Philip Andelman; middle left, Carlo Allegri/Getty Images; left, Jim Smeal/BEImages

M A D E  I N  H O L L Y W O O D Brad Pitt works with Frank

Gehry; Hayden Christensen, above, may study design. 

Guy Décor

Continued on Page 4

But What I Really
Want to Do
Is Design

The next act for some
leading men may be a 
career in architecture.

L O V E  S H A C K

Lenny Kravitz, far

left, decorated one of

his Miami bachelor

pads with a sofa of

his own design.
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project in L.A., some residential places for
very well-known people.”

Mr. Pitt, who declined to be interviewed
for this article, met Mr. Gehry in 2001. He
went to Mr. Pitt and Ms. Aniston’s home to
renovate their wine cellar. Mr. Pitt subse-
quently did an informal apprenticeship in
Mr. Gehry’s Los Angeles office. In Vanity
Fair last year Mr. Pitt quoted Mr. Gehry the
way method actors cite Lee Strasberg: “He
said to me, ‘If you know where it’s going, it’s
not worth doing.’ That’s become like a man-
tra for me. That’s the life of the artist.”

At the Milan furniture fair in April, Swa-
rovski, the crystal company, showed a
Kravitz Design chandelier called Casino Ro-
yale. Two blackened chrome shades with
satin bronze linings surrounded amber, jet
and clear crystal strands — all of which
stood twice the height of a topless model
posed beside it in a publicity shot. 

With Mr. Kravitz’s
camera-ready resi-
dences in Miami, New
York, New Orleans and
the Bahamas, his hobby
has been well document-
ed in the shelter press.
“This was something I
did on the side, in be-
tween albums and
tours,” he said. “But how
many houses can I buy
and sell? How many
times can I change one
house that I’ve lived in?
I want to do interiors,
furniture. I want to do
architecture, although
I’m not an architect.
Nor am I a trained inte-
rior designer.”

But he has been play-
ing one for the last two
years. His team was
commissioned to design
a private residence in
Portland, Ore., and a re-
cording studio for the
Setai Resort and Resi-
dences in Miami Beach. 

In some circles, his
design fame has
eclipsed his musical
fame. “I’ll bump into
women on the Upper
East Side who might not
know me for my music,
but they know me for
my style,” he said. Women like Dawn Mello,
the fashion industry doyenne. “She said
since Tom Ford, my eye is the best eye she’s
ever seen,” he said. “She also kept asking
me, ‘Are you sure you’re straight?’ ” 

Maybe she should have asked Lisa Bonet,
Vanessa Paradis, Kylie Minogue, Natalie
Imbruglia, Madonna, Naomi Campbell and
Nicole Kidman.

You have to go back to Frank Sinatra’s
Palm Springs compound and Hef in his
Playboy prime (the Chicago Mansion) to
find an international love god this décor-
focused. 

Fed up with the way his 215-year-old Cre-
ole cottage in New Orleans looked, Mr.
Kravitz took a sledgehammer to it. Four
small downstairs rooms became one big
one: a mix of metal beading, gilded French
furniture and a zebra chair that evoke the
bordello-modern mood. 

He does not do it alone. On his first Miami
Beach house, Mr. Kravitz worked with an
architect friend, Michael Czysz, “who was
very into Bauhaus and taught me about all
that stuff,” he said. “And I turned him on to
my funky stuff.”

To transform his Biscayne Bay house Mr.
Kravitz sought out the mad, mod visionary
of Danish design, Verner Panton. 

“I love big monochromatic statements,”
he said. “Especially black and white,” an

aesthetic inclination whose racial relevance
is not lost on him, “since my mother was
black and my father white.” 

His mother, Roxie Roker, an actress,
starred on the TV sitcom “The Jeffersons.”
His father, Sy Kravitz, is a retired NBC pro-
ducer. They lived in a one-bedroom on East
82nd Street. Little Lenny got the bedroom,
and started decorating. 

“I had the regular kid room your mother
makes for you with the nice shelves and ev-
erything is nice and matchy,” he said. “Then
I started listening to Hendrix and Kiss and
Led Zeppelin. I got into putting lighting be-
hind things. In my environments, lighting is
always very important. It’s either going to
bring out what you’ve done, or it’s going to
ruin it.” 

It is fair to say that Mr. Kravitz’s retro-
futuristic love shack in Miami spurred the
Panton revival, just as the flares and big
glasses he wore in videos for his first album
15 years ago pioneered the 70’s comeback. 

“I was laughed at when I came out with
my whole vibe,” he said. “It took about five
years for the culture to catch up. I was one
of the first people to bring back shag car-
peting. You couldn’t find shag 15 years ago.”

NOW, Mr. Kravitz said, “I’ve become a
reference, which I think is hyster-
ical.” 

Mr. Kravitz’s principal collaborator has
been Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz, who did Mr.
Kravitz’s penthouse — Lucite grand piano,
Donald Deskey pool table — and worked on
the New Orleans place and the Bahamian
beach house Mr. Kravitz is building with a
local architect, Jackson Burnside. Mr. Nori-
ega-Ortiz, who is not involved in the Kravitz
Design venture, schooled his client in eclec-
ticism: that midcentury could also mean
mid-18th-century. 

As for his client’s design skills, Mr. Nori-
ega-Ortiz is generous. “He knows styles and
proportions and color,” he said. “And the
shopping was great.” And as a potential
competitor? “I don’t know how he’d mold
his design to other people’s taste,” he said.

For one, Mr. Kravitz is an insane perfec-
tionist. “Too much!” Mr. Noriega-Ortiz said.
“At some point, you have to let go. People
have to move in.” 

Mr. Kravitz thinks he shares this quality
with Mr. Pitt. (They met in a store once and
exchanged numbers but never followed up.)
“I think he’s obsessed the way I am,” he
said. “Every screw, every hinge. Dude, de-
tails are details!” 

Le Corbusier would surely have agreed. 
What drives a huge star into a field likely

to dismiss him as a dilettante? 
John Pawson, the British architect, said

in an e-mail message, “I think it reflects a
need to reconnect with something which
feels real, when you are involved in work
which is very intense, but which is conduct-
ed in a sort of parallel universe, at one re-
move from the everyday world.”

Hollywood depictions of the profession
have veered from the macho to the sensi-
tive: Gary Cooper in “The Fountainhead” to
Mike Brady. Keanu Reeves will play one op-
posite Sandra Bullock in the coming ro-
mance film “Il Mare.”

When Bernie Telsey, a casting director in
New York, thinks of architects, he sees an
Ivy League, urban, WASP type. “Short hair
and very together,” Mr. Telsey said. “Man-
icured to a point. Small glasses.” Campbell
Scott, Bradley Whitford, Robert Sean Leon-
ard. Not Matthew McConaughey. In 2002, for
Edward Albee’s play “The Goat, or Who Is
Sylvia?,” Mr. Telsey cast Bill Pullman as
the architect in love with a goat. 

Freaky, but nothing compared with “The
Black Cat,” a 1934 horror film in which an-
other architect, Boris Karloff, kills the wife
of his nemesis, Bela Lugosi, preserves her in
a glass coffin — Philippe Starck, call your
undertaker — then marries and kills Lugo-
si’s daughter. He also runs a satanic cult.

“They definitely all have a secret,” Mr.
Telsey said.

Sure. They want to be Brad Pitt. 

. . . But What I Really Want to Do Is Design
Continued From Page 1, This Section

B O R D E L L O  M O D E R N Lenny 

Kravitz designed his New Orleans 

living room, right, with an embossed

sofa and a Billie Holiday print. His

Miami home, below, has George 

Nelson chairs and a family portrait. 

T H E  A P P R E N T I C E

Brad Pitt remodeled

his house in the Hol-

lywood Hills, the

subject of a W maga-

zine article, with

travertine and mica.

In the new Hollywood,
entertainers who like

to decorate.

Above, Sara Essex for The New York Times; top left, Philip Andelman; left, Steve Cridland

Tony Cenicola/The New York Times; right, Koichi Kamoshida/Getty Images

“Defining art: What if you can sit in it? The distinction between design and art is an increasingly 
blurry one. Some objects are distinguished in terms of how they function, others in terms of 
where they are placed,” by Susan Freudenheim, Los Angeles Times, Mar 16, 2003.

While the intersection of art and design is one of the most interesting topics in both of those worlds 
these days, it’s hardly a new one. Artists—those who define themselves first as makers of objects without 
specific use—have been making functional objects for eons. The question “Is it art, or design?” probably 
did not occur, for example, to early 20th century Modernist sculptor Constantin Brancusi when he carved 
wooden pedestals for his lithe sculptures.

Since the early 1980s, the lines have become much less clear. Sculptor Scott Burton set the bar by creating 
series of sculptural chairs meant to be used. When he carved a seat into a slab of stone, however, it was a 
decidedly self-conscious action, a commentary on the meaning of “chair-ness” as well as on how art func-
tions in the world. Burton was probably most successful with his sculptures in the public arena, such as a 
small installation of seats in the sculpture garden of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, which can 
either prompt interaction by users or discourage it depending on the arrangement.

For Siah Armajani, among the most poetic of contemporary artists, the building of a bridge in 1989 in the 
sculpture garden at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis or a poetry garden in 1992 at the former Lannan 
Foundation in L.A. resulted in art that was both usable and a catalyst for dialogue about the experience of 
functional art objects. Among the artists continuing this tradition today are Jorge Pardo, who built a resi-
dence in Mount Washington and calls it a work of art, and Jim Isermann, also of L.A., who is well-known 
for his consciously decorative objects and installations. For all of these artists, the siting of the work and/
or the intellectual overlay of the artist’s concept is essential to understanding it.

Roy McMakin, who trained as an artist and makes furniture as well as works of art, is quite different. His 
furniture reexamines traditional forms through exaggeration, color and humor, but in most cases does not 
presume to step outside its functionalism. The siting of the pieces can be important, but usually for design 
reasons, and not philosophical ones.

When McMakin makes art objects, therefore, it is a separate endeavor, in which his commentary is much 
more layered and provocative. In that sense, he is kin to artists like Donald Judd, the Minimalist sculptor 
who also made furniture and never confused the two. However, in those instances when McMakin’s art be-
comes more functional and his furniture more filled with commentary, can the two truly be separated? As 
Marcel Duchamp once asked, is a urinal placed on a pedestal a work of art? There is no simple answer.
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“The Home Front: Design’s Next Wave,” by Ashley Chapman, The Wall Street Journal, Friday, 
April 21, 2006.

CERAMIC ANTLER chandeliers. A couch shaped like a skateboard ramp. Felt rocks.

These are some of the home-decor pieces showing up in stores now—and behind each idea is a relatively 
unknown designer hoping to become a household name in household furnishings. The industry already 
has its share of stars, from Martha Stewart and Philippe Starck to Karim Rashid, who created the award-
winning plastic Garbo wastebasket for Umbra. The question: Who’s next?

Companies constantly look to new names to drum up ideas and products, of course, but the field is grow-
ing more competitive. The number of college students receiving degrees in industrial design increased by 
65% from 1999 to 2004, according to the National Association of Schools of Art and Design. At the same 
time, business is getting tougher for name designers at some big chains. In December, two months after 
decorator Thomas O’Brien introduced his furnishings collection at Target stores, the company said the 
collection was selling slowly. And at La-Z-Boy stores, furniture by former fashion designer Todd Oldham 
hasn’t caught on in many areas of the country.

To find out which designers may be poised to become the next big names, we talked to curators at the 
Museum of Modern Art and at Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum, both in New York, and surveyed 
retailers. We looked for design firms with new deals and recent products widely available on the market, 
and we narrowed the initial list of a dozen down to five.

We found an eclectic group of offerings, including nesting chairs that fit together like puzzle pieces, a 
cracked mirror that looks like it has been taped back together and a collapsible, 6-foot-tall room partition 
made of paper. The designers range from 30-year-old Cory Grosser, who has taken inspiration from skate-
board parks and recently showed two pieces at the Milan Furniture Fair in Italy, to Sandy Chilewich, who 
previously founded a stockings company and now focuses on rubbery placemats, bags and ottomans.

Below, our list of up-and-coming designers.

Sandy Chilewich, Chilewich

KEY LOOK: Mats, mats, mats. The designer weaves strips of washable vinyl into floor mats ($38 to $525), 
placemats ($12 to $16) and table runners ($35 to $50).

MS. CHILEWICH, 55 years old, set up her studio in 1996, after selling HUE Legwear, the company she co-
founded and ran for 14 years. Her first product was Raybowl, a textile basket made from a type of stretch 
netting usually found in lingerie, which won her a mechanical and utility patent. More recently, she has 
become a go-to placemat maker—her designs appear at the W hotel chain and many New York restaurants 
(Jean Georges, Lever House, Craft), and are sold in stores including Bloomingdale’s and Simon Pearce. 
That helped business at her New York studio increase 40% annually in 2004 and 2005.

Ms. Chilewich develops the woven vinyl materials herself and sends them out for manufacturing. One of 
her fabrics, called Plynyl, is going into a new line of outdoor furniture due late this year from Troy, a con-
temporary design store in New York. In her own line of housewares, she just added lighter shades and 

lacier weaves that are still meant to be durable. “It’s not enough to just be beautiful,” she says. “It has to 
be washable.”

Hal McCullough, who often gives her placemats as gifts, has found one problem, though. “Sometimes the 
die-cutting is off, and the pieces are crooked,” says the designer from Seattle. Ms. Chilewich says this is 
common with heavy materials.

Stephanie Forsythe and Todd MacAllen, Molo Design

KEY LOOK: Collapsible room-divider screen that starts at an inch-and-a-half wide and expands to 20 feet 
long, for $690 to $1,990.

THIS VANCOUVER-BASED couple, who also work as architects, began Molo Design in 2003. After years 
of working on houses, says 35-year-old Ms. Forsythe, “we realized that there are better ways of building 
things than on-site construction.” The firm’s biggest design is Softwall, launched in 2005, a translucent, 
free-standing screen made from 400 layers of white, honeycombed paper. (It’s a foot deep and available in 
heights of four or six feet, and it can fold in half lengthwise for storage.) The wall recently became part of 
the Museum of Modern Art’s permanent collection, and Paola Antonelli, the museum’s architecture and 
design curator, has pushed against it to see if it would fall. It didn’t. “It’s well thought out, well packaged 
and folds up easily,” she says.

Softwall is also substantial enough that it takes two people to unfold—a process that Caroline Da Costa, 
Molo Design’s manager of customer relations, describes as “a shared experience.” Other products include 
6-inch sculptural balls of wool called Felt Rocks ($250 for a set of five), and the Float glassware collection 
($69 to $229), glass-in-a-glass pieces that look like lab beakers. In development: Softlight, a lamp in flame-
proof paper, and an expandable, fully enclosed Softroom.

Julie Smith-Clementi and Frank Clementi, notNeutral

KEY LOOK: No more matchy-matchy. Their 22-karat gold decorative plates ($76 each) and colorful china 
sets ($208 for 20 pieces) come in multiple patterns for mixing it up on the table.

THE MARRIED partners, who have worked together for almost 20 years, began notNeutral in 2001 in 
Venice, Calif., as the housewares extension of their landscape and architecture firm. (First product: porce-
lain dinnerware with black and red squiggles.) Their dishes have appeared on NBC’s “The Apprentice” and 
MTV’s “The Real World: Las Vegas.” NotNeutral has branched out into other home products recently, such 
as brightly colored steel garden stakes in the shape of flowers and animals, available at stores including 
Chiasso. Over the past year, the firm’s sales have grown almost fivefold.

Last fall, the Design Within Reach chain, based in San Francisco, picked up their plywood furniture line for 
kids, with tot-size bedframes, shelves, tables and chairs with simple, modern lines. One, a $250 wheeled 
toy caddy, doubles as a bench.

Jason Miller, Jason Miller Studio

KEY LOOK: All broken up: $4,950 Duct Tape Chairs (upholstered armchairs patched with strips of leather) 
and $450 Scotch Magic (a cracked mirror “mended” with laminated glass that looks like tape).
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MR. MILLER, 34, opened his studio in 2001; among his first products were fairly straightforward pieces 
such as a glass vase that changes color in the sunlight. As his designs have taken on more of an inside-
joke feel, sales have more than doubled in each of the past two years. This year’s National Design Trien-
nial, an exhibition to be held at the Cooper-Hewitt in December, will feature several of his works, including 
Beautifully Broken, a shattered vase reassembled with multicolored glue, and Dusty Table, a table sprayed 
with a film of permanent finger-printed dust. As he explains on his Web site: “Tables get dusty. Why wor-
ry?” Mr. Miller also makes ceramic chandeliers that resemble deer antlers dangling upside down ($1,500). 
Ellen Lupton, a curator at the Cooper-Hewitt, says his designs are “antiglamour, reflect a sense of humor 
and a D.I.Y. urban feeling.”

Yet not everyone is in on the joke. Mimi Park, an executive at a handbag manufacturer in New York, has 
one of Mr. Miller’s shattered vases in her office, and many of her colleagues have asked why it is broken. 
“They don’t get it, so I have to explain it to them,” she says.

Cory Grosser, Positive Industrial Design

KEY LOOK: Like plush Legos, his Sir and Lady Funk nesting chairs ($3,100 to $4,900) and modular couch-
es ($4,500 to $7,750) for Italian furniture maker Frighetto fit together for versatile seating.

MS. LUPTON of the Cooper-Hewitt compares Mr. Grosser to a young Karim Rashid and calls his furniture 
“very pop, happy, optimistic.” The 30-year-old designer, who teaches at Art Center College of Design in 
Pasadena, Calif., has already worked on product design and branding projects for Ford Motor (a backpack 
and watch for the Mercury division) and Bombay Sapphire (limited-edition stackable shelves for the home, 
called Ice Cubes). This month, he showcased two new collections at the Milan Furniture Fair: armchairs 
with a hexagonal silhouette for Frighetto and water-repellent rattan outdoor furniture for Indonesian de-
sign firm Accupunto.

Sharp angles are another common feature, as with Skate, a $4,300 sofa modeled after an Orange County, 
Calif., skateboarding park, for Dellarobbia of Irvine, Calif. The 2005 Sir and Lady Funk line features boxy 
seats with diagonal sides that gently slope either in or out—like an armchair reinvented by the Cubists—
and are meant to be placed side by side. Some say the look won’t appeal to everyone. “It’s like a fashion 
runway piece.” says Babak Hakakian, vice president at DDC—Domus Design Collection, a retailer in New 
York. “Only a select few will buy it, or wear it.”

---

For more information, and sample retailers:

Chilewich 
www.chilewich.com

Sur La Table; the Guggenheim Museum, New York; Acme Mercantile, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Molo Design 
www.molodesign.com

Velocity Art and Design, Seattle; Luminaire, Chicago and Coral Gables, Fla., the Museum of Modern Art, 
New York

notNeutral 
www.notneutral.com

Design Within Reach; the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Fred Segal, Los Angeles; Barneys 
New York

Jason Miller Studio 
www.millerstudio.us

Koo de Kir, Boston; Peel, Houston; Show, Los Angeles; The Future Perfect, New York

Positive Industrial Design 
www.corygrosser.com

Apartment Zero, Washington, D.C.; Functions, Santa Monica, Calif.; Minimalista, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

---

Corrections & Amplifications

ONE OF THE FABRICS developed by designer Sandy Chilewich—called Chilewich By-the-Yard, Bas-
ketweave—is going into a new line of outdoor furniture. An article in Friday’s Weekend Journal misidenti-
fied the fabric as Plynyl. Also, a caption to a photo accompanying the article should have read: Plynyl Shag 
Indoor/Outdoor Mats by Ms. Chilewich. The caption incorrectly read: Bold Stripe Shag Placemats.

(WSJ April 25, 2006)

www.chilewich.com
www.molodesign.com
www.notneutral.com
www.millerstudio.us
www.corygrosser.com
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“Designing Men,” by Pilar Viladas, The New York Times, July 27, 2003.

Design is finally losing its cool. At this year’s Milan furniture fair, the products that broke the buzz meter 
were either showy or whimsical or both. Crystal chandeliers—once beneath the notice of any designer 
worth his Helmut Lang jeans—thrilled fairgoers for the second year in a row. Damask—clearly not your 
grandmother’s fabric anymore—covered a chair with regulation mod, molded plastic legs. 

Of course, there were still plenty of low-slung sofas and steel-and-glass coffee tables around, but even 
the chilliest minimalists—several of them among the designers shown here—have melted a bit. Modern 
materials and high-tech manufacturing methods may prevail, but they can also serve human cravings for 
comfort, whimsy and beauty. For example, a simple wooden stool, carved by computer, couldn’t be more 
comfortable if it had been custom made, while reflective plastic lights combine soap-bubble delicacy and 
Pop punch. Maybe the cutting edge is going to be softer than we think. 

“Easy Pieces: Ralph Pucci’s Avant-Garde Furniture Designs Make Their West Coast Debut,” by 
Barbara Thornburg, Los Angeles Times, April 27, 2003.

Furniture impresario Ralph Pucci may have begun his career in the mannequin business, but he’s no 
dummy when it comes to talent. A little more than a decade after Pucci’s entree into furniture, his Ralph 
Pucci International is one of the most influential artisanal studios in the country. At a panoramic show-
room in New York City’s Chelsea district, Pucci has made a splash displaying the avant-garde sensibilities 
of Andree Putman, Chris Lehrecke, John Wigmore, David Weeks, Jerome Abel Seguin and others, showcas-
ing their designs like works of art in a sparse, gallery-like setting.

Now through May 10, Pucci is on display on the West Coast for the first time, with a show at Christopher 
Farr’s contemporary rug gallery in Los Angeles. Nearby, at Neiman Marcus in Beverly Hills, furnishings 
and mannequins by Pucci designer Ruben Toledo beckon from the windows to passers-by on Wilshire Bou-
levard.

Pucci made a name for himself in the mannequin world in the late 1970s by creating a line of hip figures in 
active poses—diving, swimming, jogging, doing handstands—that helped revolutionize the stodgy dum-
my. Then he received a commission to design a series of mannequins for Barneys New York in 1986 with 
French interior designer Putman, who had made her mark reproducing early 20th century furniture clas-
sics. They collaborated on a powerful, square-shouldered woman they dubbed “The Olympian Goddess.” 
“It was exactly the opposite of the anorexic-type models in vogue at the time,” Pucci says. They followed 
up with the husband and, later, his mistress. In the process, he and Putman became friends.

When Putman wasn’t pleased with how her furnishings were being marketed in the United States, she 
turned to Pucci for help. He began displaying her classic pieces in his 50,000-square-foot mannequin fac-
tory and penthouse showroom in New York City. “I had these beautiful mannequins surrounded by beauti-
ful French furnishings—Jean-Michel Frank sofas and Eileen Gray rugs, Jacques Henri Lartigue tables and 
Mariano Fortuny lamps,” Pucci says. “I ended up becoming Andree’s agent. All of a sudden, I was in the 
furniture business.”

Today Pucci represents 13 artists/designers in furniture, lighting, sculpture, photography and painting. The 
furniture ranges from classic reissues of Vladimir Kagan’s 1959 biomorphic-shaped Skulptur Collection to 
the Brancusi-like, hand-hewn wood pieces of Lehrecke, who won the Brooklyn Museum of Art’s Young De-
signer Award in 1996. Pucci’s studio also features Seguin’s organic, one-of-a-kind sculptures and seats of 
recycled wood; Vicente Wolf’s ethereal photographs; Weeks’ artful lighting, evoking Alexander Calder mo-
biles; and the classic 6 Easy Pieces collection by Putman, who did the interior of Bastide restaurant in West 
Hollywood and is known for pioneering the cheap chic boutique hotels in 1984, starting with Morgan’s in 
New York City.

The common thread Pucci looks for is timeless sculptural design. His furniture is “avant-garde and mod-
ern, yet classic,” says Donna Warner, editor of Metropolitan Home magazine. “I would never use the word 
‘trendy’ in describing his collection. His pieces are very thoughtful and exquisitely crafted. You see the art 
in them.”

Pucci’s line of contemporary house products is often played off against his new-generation of manne-
quins—by artist Kenny Scharf, architect Patrick Naggar and model Christy Turlington—in tony depart-
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ment stores across the country. The same pairings are a feature of the shows in his turn-of-the-century 
penthouse. “Several hundred people show up—the downtown art bunch as well as fashion people and the 
window display crowd,” says designer Weeks, who had his first lighting show last spring.

The minimalist settings are often the stars of the shows. For one he laid down nine of Christopher Farr’s 
graphic area rugs in the 5,000-square-foot penthouse and stationed a Seguin teak bench in the middle 
of the floor; Philip Glass music played in the background. A visitor asked Pucci when the show would be 
up. “It is up,” he responded. “I want people to be able to walk all around a piece as if they were viewing a 
sculpture. I want them to see the craftsmanship.”

For Pucci’s West Hollywood show, a 1940s building and exterior courtyard festooned with wisteria provide 
an Old Hollywood ambience. “I’m keeping it very simple—just a few pieces, one or two mannequins and a 
little jazz,” he says of the installation. A music enthusiast, Pucci selected Miles Davis’ classic 1959 album, 
“Kind of Blue,” to set the mood. “It’s as spectacular now as it was then,” Pucci says. “It’s timeless, really.”
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THE rigidity of sofas has always
bothered Amit Axelrod, an Is-
raeli furniture designer.

Couches, he believes, don’t adequate-
ly reflect the emotions of the person
sitting down, no matter how plush
the cushions. 

“If you are sad, you crumple or
you sit close,” said Mr. Axelrod, co-
founder of Animi Causa, a design
company in Rishon Le Zion, near Tel
Aviv. “And if you are happy, you sit
with your hands open. But the furni-
ture, it does not adjust to you; you
adjust yourself to the furniture.”

Mr. Axelrod’s distaste for unre-
sponsive sofas led to the creation of
the Feel, a “seating system” of 120
foam balls, each covered with fabric,
linked by strings. 

The Feel can be contorted into a
virtually limitless number of shapes.
Someone who’s had a rough day may
fold the Feel into a cocoon that is
sealed off from the world. But when
things pick up, the couch can be
transformed into a conical throne, to
reflect newfound confidence.

Mr. Axelrod and his partner, Sarit
Attias, began developing the Feel in
2002. They started by taking photo-
graphs of each other relaxing on so-
fas to better understand the correla-
tion between emotional state and
seating posture. 

Their initial idea was a couch with
a swiveling back and armrests, but
that proved restrictive. “We have too
many feelings, and we have too

many positions,” Mr. Axelrod said.
The designers then asked them-

selves: What is nature’s most pliable
structure? 

“That is how we came to the idea
of the molecule,” Mr. Axelrod said. 

The Feel bears more than a pass-
ing resemblance to the molecular
models used in high-school chem-
istry classes — especial-
ly when the sofa is twist-
ed into a helix. The foam
balls are like oxygen or
carbon atoms, joined to
create a cohesive whole.

Inflatable rubber
balls were tried as
stand-ins for the atoms,
but they proved surpris-
ingly uncomfortable.
Animi Causa (which
means “for reasons of spirit” in Lat-
in) instead chose foam spheres, each
one slightly smaller than an adult’s
head.

A prototype was shown in 2002 at
an Italian design show. 

“People really found it amazing —
they would sit down and the sound
you would hear from them was a
loud, ‘Aw,’ ” Mr. Axelrod said. “They
found it very kinky, very sexual.
They liked to touch it.”

The next year, the Feel was select-
ed for a furniture exhibition at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art.
Before the show, a curator flew to Is-
rael, where he suggested to Animi
Causa that an elastic fabric be lay-

ered atop the foam balls. This creat-
ed a softer texture than naked foam
and gave the balls better protection
against spills and grime.

It was only in the last year that
Animi Causa decided to manufac-
ture Feels for the consumer market.
Orders are placed through the com-
pany’s Web site, www.animicausa

.com, where customers
can select the fabric col-
or scheme that they
think best reflects their
temperament: dark
gray, red, blue, green, or
a multicolored mélange. 

The furniture is manu-
factured and assembled
in Israel and shipped
worldwide. So far, a ma-
jority of customers have

been American and European; Mr.
Axelrod said the Feel had enjoyed a
particularly warm reception in Swe-
den, a nation known for its apprecia-
tion of avant-garde furniture.

The privilege of owning a sofa that
can reflect an owner’s mood is one
currently reserved for the well-
heeled: the Feel, with dimensions
similar to those of a queen-sized mat-
tress, costs $2,950, including ship-
ping. (A new version, roughly 50 per-
cent smaller, is on sale through
Christmas for $899 plus shipping.)

The high price means many budg-
et-conscious consumers are stuck
with their old-fashioned, inflexible
couches. Pillow fort, anyone? Ø

Furniture that
will bend into
any shape you
can imagine.

The Mighty Morphin’ Mood Couch

THE GOODS
BRENDAN I. KOERNER
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All These Lawsuits
Make ‘Bleak House’
Look Like a Picnic

It is, increasingly, the all-Amer-
ican pastime. Feel angry, cheat-
ed, abused in any way? Sue some-
one. Think your company is get-
ting the short stick in some deal,
or suffering a cruel regulatory
burden? That’s right: sue.

Is it any wonder, then, that cor-
porations are awash in litigation?
Even now, the average company
has 37 lawsuits on the slow march
to resolution, according to a sur-
vey of American (and some Brit-
ish) companies by the law firm
Fulbright & Jaworski — and the
most common issue is a plain old
contract dispute, not the class ac-
tions and so-called toxic torts that
get so much attention. 

All this institutionalized squab-
bling doesn’t come cheap: compa-
nies that track these things say
litigation costs them an average
of $8 million a year. More than 10
percent of companies lay out a
staggering 5 percent or more of
gross revenues on legal fees.

Meanwhile, more than a quar-
ter of $1 billion-plus companies
did not even know their litigation
budgets. Maybe it was just too de-
pressing to add it all up. 

Hubert B. Herring

THE COUNT THE CHATTER 

‘‘The future isn’t
coming. It’s here.’’

‘‘If we’re going to
operate these
factories, we need
competitive wages
and benefits.’’

‘‘Who’s going to
afford to buy these
cars? Nobody making
$10 or $12 an hour
can afford a $30,000
automobile.’’

Robert S. Miller, Delphi’s
chairman and chief executive, on
his plan to make his company’s
American factories competitive
with foreign rivals by reducing
pay and benefits by two-thirds.

Bill Wineland, a Delphi worker 
in Flint, Mich., on Mr. Miller’s
plan, which calls for cutting
hourly pay to $10 to $12 an hour
from $26 to $30. Benefits would
be scaled back even more.

Jerri DeVard of Verizon
Communications, on how new
media and technologies enable
advertisers to aim their messages
more precisely and predictably.

The New York Times

Source: Fulbright & Jaworski
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for U.S. companies,
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What’s a Goldman Sachs partner supposed to
do after he retires at 38? Play golf, of course. But
David M. Baum, who ran the mergers and acqui-
sitions practice at Goldman at the height of merg-
er mania in the late 1990’s, can’t seem to stop
making deals, too. So, he’s doing both.

Mr. Baum has gone on an acquisition spree to
build a mini-publishing empire all about golf. So
far, he has acquired two premium monthly golf
newsletters, Golf Odyssey and The Golf Insider,
which review golf courses and resorts worldwide.
And he says he is not done with his buying binge.
“You can’t take the merger guy out of the golfer,”
said Mr. Baum, who has shaved 10 strokes off his
game since leaving Goldman.

And taking a lesson from the conflict-ridden
research reports that analysts published during
the dot-com bubble, Mr. Baum has instituted a
policy to keep his publications’ reviews objective:
he accepts no advertising. Now that’s a real Chi-
nese Wall. Andrew Ross Sorkin

FOR ART’S SAKE At an awards ceremony given by
Americans for the Arts last week at Cipriani 42nd
Street in Manhattan, the soft-spoken, properly
black-tied artist Jeff Koons, formerly a bad boy of
the art world (he was once married to an Italian
porn actress), presented the Frederick R. Weis-
man award for philanthropy in the arts to Eli
Broad, noting that the recipient owned a work en-
titled “Bloated Empire,” a comment that got a big
laugh. “I love to go to the Broads, where my chil-
dren also like to play, and see that work . . . ‘Bloat-
ed Empire.’ ” 

Sitting front and center, Mr. Broad, who also
owns, or at least runs, AIG SunAmerica and KB
Homes, smiled. Mr. Broad noted that his philan-
thropic endeavors in the arts were, to a large de-
gree, influenced by his wife, Edye Broad. “She is
interested in higher education, and she’s always
been ahead of me,” he said. 

So what, if one may presume, does a big-deal
tycoon have on his bedside table? “I was dyslexic
as a kid,” Mr. Broad said, “and I can only read
about 35 pages a night. My
wife can read 200. I’m
ashamed to say I just fin-
ished ‘Truman,’ and it’s been
out a dozen years.”

C.J. Satterwhite

IF IT DOESN’T FLY . . . Parts
are just parts, when it comes
to influencing the congres-
sional debate over pension
reform, Delphi’s chief execu-
tive, Robert S. Miller Jr., has
discovered.

Mr. Miller, whose auto
parts company filed for

Chapter 11 bankruptcy court protection on Oct. 3,
voiced frustration last week over the lack of ac-
tion on pension reform legislation in Congress.

The measure, which included a provision al-
lowing airlines to stretch out their overdue pen-
sion obligations, became bogged down in a com-
mittee battle that pitted two bankrupt carriers,
Northwest and Delta, against two solvent ones,
American and Continental. 

“Maybe if I call myself Delphi Airlines, I’ll
get a better deal,” Mr. Miller said.

Micheline Maynard

PERKS AHOY! Companies like Home Depot have
long required their directors to visit company
stores regularly and report back on their experi-

ences. Now the Carnival Corpo-
ration, the cruise giant, has in-
stituted a similar — presum-
ably far less arduous — pro-
gram for nonemployee direc-
tors and retired directors. 

Under the company’s
“Cruise Benefit Policy,” which
it disclosed in a recent filing
with the Securities and Ex-
change Commission, directors
are allowed to take up to two
cruises a year for a total of 14
days at a bargain rate of $35 a
night.

A Carnival spokeswoman,
Irene Lui, said the program

was put in place last year and that three directors
had taken cruises during the 2005 fiscal year.

The rate is for the “best outside cabin,” the
filing said. In return, directors are required to
take a “Cruise Experience Report” with them and
return it to Carnival’s legal department within 45
days. A small price to pay. Michelle Leder

EUPHEMISM INC. Even Orwell might have blinked
at this one. When Andrew A. Wiederhorn was
greeted back to his post as chairman and chief ex-
ecutive of the Fog Cutter Capital Group, a restau-
rant and real estate company in Portland, Ore.,
one might have been excused for thinking that for
14 months he’d been off, say, on a philanthropic
mission in some remote war-torn region, or per-
haps on a midlife-crisis round-the-world sail. Both
he and the company, after all, referred to the in-
terlude delicately as a “leave of absence,” while in
fact he’d been in federal prison for filing a false
tax return and giving an illegal gratuity to an as-
sociate. Hubert B. Herring

IN, OUT, IN Michael J. Soenen came out smelling
like a rose after being dismissed, then rehired, by
the FTD Group, the flower distributor. In 2004,
FTD was taken private and the new owners paid
Mr. Soenen, the chief operating officer, $1.4 mil-
lion in severance. Rehired three months later, he
is now chairman and chief executive, earning $1.3
million a year, according to a proxy statement
FTD filed last week. Patrick McGeehan

SUITS 

Sylvain Gaboury

Jeff Koons, left, giving Eli Broad the Frederick R. Weisman Award for Philanthropy in the Arts.

Cut Deals? Play Golf?
He’ll Just Do Both

Wilfredo Lee/Associated Press

For Carnival directors, cruises for
a bargain rate of $35 a night.

An article last Sunday in the
Mutual Funds Report, Part 2 of
this section, about efforts by the
pension management firm TIAA-
CREF to raise its national profile
referred incorrectly to its adver-
tising campaign. While the televi-
sion campaign is the first in its
history, the company has indeed
advertised nationally before, in a
variety of publications. 

•
The Boss column on Sunday,

about Robert A. Essner, chair-
man of Wyeth, misstated the
name of one of the company’s
drugs. It is Tavist, not Tavis.

Corrections

“Three Dots designer Yuchin Mao is expanding the high-end T-shirt company’s offerings with 
clothing that blends casual with couture,” by Randye Hoder, Los Angeles Times, July 30, 2006.

I’ve assumed that Yuchin Mao, creative director for T-shirt maker Three Dots, will show up for our inter-
view wearing—well, what else but a T-shirt? Instead, she arrives in a dress, which throws me off until I 
realize that Mao’s sleeveless cocoa-brown number is her way of telling me everything she needs to about 
the direction she’s taking the Garden Grove-based company.

Call it Three Dots multiplied.

“Hopefully, pretty soon I’ll be wearing Three Dots undergarments,” Mao says.

Once known exclusively for its high-end T-shirt line with its ellipses trademark, Three Dots has expanded 
into all sorts of clothing: dresses, skirts, pants, jackets, even flip-flops. The common thread, says Mao, 
who joined Three Dots a little more than a year ago after working in Manhattan as a senior designer for 
Helmut Lang, is simple elegance.

It’s a “laid-back style that at the same time” is “refined and well-designed,” she says. “It’s easy to wear, 
clean and sophisticated.”

Take the $148 “mixed-media dress” that Mao, a petite 35-year-old born in Taiwan and raised in New York, is 
sporting. It is, she tells me, an amalgam of six cotton fabrics. Among them: a lightweight sanded jersey, a 
high-twist cotton, a cotton rib, a lightweight sheer cotton and a cotton-Lycra blend. I remark that the dress 
is very pretty, but you’d never know that it is so intricate.

“That’s the whole point,” she says. “We, the design team, spend a lot of time to make it look effortless.”

What Mao is trying to pull off is an unusual combination of casual and couture. “We are blurring the lines 
between high end and low end,” she explains. “I worked with one of the great visionary thinkers” in fash-
ion, Mao says of her five years with Lang. Now, she’s applying some of the design techniques she learned 
from him—for instance, draping tiers of fabric on a $98 skirt made with everyday T-shirt material, just as 
she has in the past on a $7,000 gown.

“We can take that high-end aesthetic and apply it to our product for a much broader audience,” Mao says.

Just how much broader isn’t clear. Deborah Wolsh, owner of ethel, a boutique on Third Street in Los Ange-
les, is a big fan of Three Dots and of Mao’s work in particular. But she says some of the company’s newer 
offerings aren’t selling as well as some of its earlier items did. “The fabrics are very clingy,” Wolsh says. “It 
needs a very slim person . . . so it’s not for everyone.”

Even as Three Dots has moved into new arenas, it has not turned its back on its signature product. Of the 
80 or so garments in Three Dots’ spring-summer ‘06 collection, about 40 are T-shirts, ranging in price 
from $38 to $90. “You pay for the quality,” Mao says. “Every stitch, the color, the measurement of a cuff, 
the neck trim, every single detail down to the seam” is given close attention.

Sharon Lebon, president and co-founder of Three Dots, says she recruited Mao in the hopes of “pushing 
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the envelope” at the 11-year-old company. “We wanted to keep the same clean, simple lines that we are 
known for, but give it a twist,” says Lebon, who persuaded Mao to come to Orange County rather than go 
to Europe to work for Prada. “Yuchin is really great at that. She can take us to a whole new place.”

Eventually, that may be right out of the closet. Mao hopes to move Three Dots beyond clothing and into 
bed and bath. “We’re taking it from being just a T-shirt company to a lifestyle brand,” she says. “A home 
line is my dream.

“Can you imagine sleeping on sheets made from this fabric?” Mao asks, holding up a sumptuously soft, 
black Viscose Lycra dress. For her, it’s a natural progression: from Ts to Zzzzzs.

*

Three Dots designs are available at Nordstrom, Bloomingdale’s and Neiman Marcus stores, among oth-
ers, and at the new Three Dots boutique at 8117 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles.

“Whatever your fancy or fantasy: Cartoonish, futuristic and contemporary furnishings share space 
at the Maison & Objet design show in Paris,” by Achrene Sicakyuz, Los Angeles Times, February 2, 
2006.

For Marie Leblon, home decorating is synonymous with never-ending childhood dreams. She first became 
well-known in Europe after she created a series of statuettes of Tintin—the popular comic book reporter 
with pointy hair who travels with his little white fox terrier—and several other licensed comic book charac-
ters.

Since then, she has created a new line of home accessories and furniture for her design firm here Leblon-
Delienne. The style is contemporary, the colors are the hues of comic book characters—and the shapes 
are voluptuous. Her B.A-Ba table, on display at the giant biannual Maison & Objet design show here, has 
curves that make one want to touch it. Kids romped all over Leblon’s carpets and cushions featuring Ba-
boom, a round, ghostly shaped cartoon character of her own creation.

Whimsical, rustic, futuristic were among the many styles offered by hundreds of European designers, who 
put creations on display at the five-day, international design show, which ended Tuesday. About 70,000 
international exhibitors, buyers, design professionals, editors and journalists previewed home furnishings 
that included kitchen tools, storage ideas, garden equipment and decorating accessories.

Designers aimed not only for glitzy and chic but also for comfort and green. Leblon said her curvy B.A.-Ba 
table, “is love, an object which, while inviting our caress, caresses us as well.”

Letting a tree take root in a house is the goal for Lys Import, a 10-year-old family business based in the 
north of France that fashions tables, chairs and benches out of dead roots of trees such as balite and 
ebony.

“We work with Philippine foresters who help us find dead tree roots that have interesting shapes we can 
work from,” says Nicolas Cayet, a cabinet maker at the company.

Each piece of furniture is one of a kind. When the wood pieces arrive in France, they require only slight 
work because the shapes determine the products.

“There is not much finishing off to do, mainly sanding down, and we stock the pieces outdoors so they 
take a nice sheen,” says Cayet.

Cedri/Martini gets far away from nature into high-tech design. The Italian design firm put an extrater-
restrial touch on its exhibition with a space alien-looking armchair with speakers coming from behind the 
headrest like antennas.

The avant-garde Sheer kitchen is a small sphere intended to sit in the middle of a living room. This con-
cept is for those who want a small, stylish kitchen but do not want to devote a separate room to one.

Imagine a bubble horizontally split in two. On the top, the lights and a ventilated hood, on the lower half, 
three infrared burners, a lava stone cooking top, sinks, a hole to refrigerate a bottle and a chopping board. 
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The sphere can be opened or closed by pushing a button. When it’s closed it looks like a sculpture. But 
originality has its price: $35,000.

Not quite ready for the kitchen of the future? For a conversational piece in a traditional kitchen, there’s a 
little red plastic doll called Voodoo to hold knives. Bad taste or dark humor?

“A Clothing Renaissance: High-Tech Fabric Technology Embraces Sportswear, Delivering More 
Comfort And Performance, by Andrew Caffrey, Boston Globe, March 14, 2005.

This is you at play: gushing sweat, clothes like wet drapes. Legs dead, arms hanging. You’re too hot, or too 
cold. And gamey too.

This is you gussied up in muscle-supporting tights, an ultra-wicking, anti-odor T-shirt, and a sleek shell 
inflated for extra warmth: You strut like Carl Lewis and power down like Bode Miller, with the cool and 
aplomb of Tom Brady.

Time was when the standard cotton uniform got you through high-school calisthenics. But then synthetic 
fabrics such as spandex gave the weekend warrior a stylish, sleek profile, while wicking away sweat and 
drying quickly.

And now the rag trade has gone further uptown, via Silicon Valley, as apparel makers are using more 
technological materials, and more sophisticated manufacturing processes, to make outdoor wear more 
functional. Clothes are lighter, more comfortable, less smelly, and, in some cases, literally wired for sound.

“Fabric technology is accelerating pretty quickly on a number of levels,” said Peter Gilmore, vice president 
and general merchandise manager for Eastern Mountain Sports, the New Hampshire-based outfitter. And 
they’re not just for the hard-core, the winter ice-climbers you see in the catalogs. From badminton to yoga, 
these clothes are being made for the tamest to the most taxing activities.

Recently, the Globe tested a small, representative sample of the many technical garments coming onto the 
market, or entering their next generation. We enlisted Jennifer Shultis, 36, a part-time Harvard student who 
also captains an adventure racing team sponsored by EMS, to help us test some of the products. Her idea 
of fun is entering and winning off-road triathlons, and her idea of a clothes workout is running through the 
brambles of  Central Park.

Put a spring in your step 

It’s time for spring skiing, the marathon is coming soon, and the more intrepid among us are planning 
ahead for summer road races and challenging outdoor expeditions. But after the winter layover, that first 
pounding workout of the season has you feeling more than just one year older.

Slip on a pair of CW-X tights, with their specially mapped bands of Lycra looping down the legs to provide 
additional, targeted support to muscles during exercise. These tights also offer a layer of restraint to keep 
muscles in alignment and the legs from wobbling out in the wrong direction.

The CW-X tights are a popular new entry in the expanding field of performance-enhancing clothes, which 
purport to make you faster or stronger. Among their attributes: engineering that follows the contours of 
the body, providing more supportive materials at critical junctures.

An Australian company, Skins Compression Garments, also makes tights that exert greater support at 
various points and muscles on the body. Other manufacturers are making similar products, such as shorts 
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and bibs for cycling, socks for running, and shirts for general sports. The CW-X tights have a band of 
heavier-weight Lycra and nylon that courses down the legs to create a web of support for the muscles that 
come under greatest pressure during exercise, particularly around the knee. 

John Wilson, executive vice president of CW-X’s manufacturer, Wacoal Sports Science Corp., said the tights 
also keep blood circulating up through the legs, so athletes “don’t get as much lactic acid pooling. The key 
benefits are slowing down fatigue, minimizing fatigue, and speeding up cool down and recovery.”

Our tester, Jennifer Shultis, tried the tights while recovering from a knee injury she sustained during an 
ultra-marathon last November. “Putting on the tights, I immediately felt relief, and support on the knee, 
which seemed to indicate, `Hey this is working,’” she said.

Shultis also tested an entirely different performance-enhancing garment  one made with Holofiber. The 
fabric’s maker says Holofiber absorbs light from the sun and converts it into energy that, when passed to 
the body, increases oxygen levels and improves blood circulation.

Shultis tried a workout top made with Holofiber, which she loved for its comfort, but wondered if it really 
worked or just produced a placebo-like effect.

“I can’t say for sure it’s working and really improving my performance. But I’ve never had a bad training 
day while wearing it.”

Got stink?

If you don’t own any yet, do your family and friends a favor, and buy some workout clothes that don’t stink 
after a sweaty outing. Clothes that are treated or woven with materials that kill bacteria and eliminate 
odors are gaining popularity.

And why stop at odors? Now outdoor wear is treated to kill bugs, block the sun’s harmful rays, and even 
resist stains and discoloration. Wrap all of these together into a single garment and a weekend athlete can 
have a near-bulletproof cone of comfort.

Some clothes makers integrate antibacterial agents into fibers, others impregnate them with carbon or 
charcoal to kill body odors popular with hunters who don’t want their stink scaring off the buck of their life. 
Still more weave microscopic particles or thin strands of yarn made from silver directly into the garment; 
silver has natural properties that kill bacteria.

“We’re creating clothes an outdoor athlete can wear on a multi-day trip without offending their trip part-
ners,” said EMS’s Gilmore.

Now, your workout clothes don’t have to smell before you work out. I gave some of EMS’s lightweight 
Techwick shirts made with silver yarn the full gym treatment  stuffing them in my locker after a workout to 
ripen. I didn’t get threatening letters, and the shirts were remarkably neutral in the whiff department after 
several days.

But EMS tester Shultis pointed out that clothes accumulate odors over time. “The real test will come a 
year from now,” she said.

Chillin’ out

In an old brick mill in Lawrence, Allison Estabrook, a design consultant for Malden Mills Industries Inc., is 
weaving a new garment pixel by pixel. The goal is to create a pullover made of just a few pieces of fabric, to 
minimize seams that chafe and leak water or wind. The pullover will also have different weights and densi-
ties of fleece fibers, to vary the insulation, ventilation, and stretch depending on how different parts of the 
body perform during a workout.

To make it, though, Estabrook coils around a computer, and literally etches in, keystroke by keystroke, dif-
ferent amounts of fleece onto the computerized pattern of a pullover top.

The Malden Mills garment is among a class of clothes that try to do a smarter job of regulating the body’s 
climate zone. In essence, these garments are supposed to keep you warm and dry, or cool and dry when 
you need to be.

Many have a science-fiction aura to them. Duofold and Outlast Technologies Inc. use “phase change ma-
terials,” a compound applied to fabric that absorbs heat from an overworked body, to reduce overheating, 
and then stores it for release later when the body gets cold. Royal Robbins makes an outdoor, button-down 
shirt, the Klamath Falls, with “mineral base technology,” a fabric coating that reflects lost heat back onto 
the body for additional warmth.

For colder weather, EMS carries a winter coat that has a network of tiny air tubes inside that you can inflate 
with just a few breaths to provide an extra layer of insulation. Sun’s out? Release the air through the valve 
tucked in just below the collar.

Shultis said among her favorite items to test was a light Malden Mills Polertec top from apparel maker 
Ground that wicks moisture in one direction out.

“It seems to me a lot of fabrics are designed to pull moisture away from the skin, and then it sits there on 
the fabric,” she said. After a snow-shoeing workout in the Ground top, “the outside fabric was wet, and the 
inside was only slightly damp and my skin was slightly damp. In cold weather that’s where you really get in 
trouble,” by getting too wet.

Lights, cellphone camera, action!

You’re, um, “taking a meeting” with a client on a New England slope, some Henry Rollins mood music 
echoing through your hood, when the screen on your sleeve indicates the boss is on line two.

Yes, thanks to Motorola and Burton Snowboards, even your skiing or boarding jacket takes incoming calls. 
Or you can switch to music transmitted from a player over a connection using Bluetooth technology.
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These companies are also marketing a helmet and ski cap. In the jacket, stereo speakers are installed in 
the hood, a microphone near the collar, and the sleeve features a control panel with buttons that allow the 
wearer to navigate between music and phone calls.

When a call comes in, the jacket will literally pause the music, let you see the call coming in on the display 
panel of the module, and switch between the two, said Bruce Hawver, general manager of the companion 
products group for Motorola.

High-end gear maker Marmot has also created a mountain jacket with electronic components: in this case 
light panels on the shoulders, hood, and inside sleeves near the forearms that can signal to a rescue team 
or be used to read a map.

The jacket is designed for extreme ski guides, mountain rescue teams, and other emergency personnel 
who may need to be plucked out of a remote location during dicey conditions. Powered by a rechargeable 
cellphone battery, the electroluminescent panels produce a clean, clear bright light; the jacket has a control 
switch to flash an SOS signal.

Does it work? Shultis said she wore the jacket into a dark closet, and easily read a Chinese takeout menu 
by the light panels on the arms. 

This spring Marmot is introducing children’s backpacks and bicycle packs that will have the light panels as 
safety features.

And already Marmot and Motorola are at work on the next generation of jackets that will substantially 
raise the wow factor. Marmot is working on a jacket with a flexible,  computer-like screen and soft-button 
controls connected to a GPS device in a sleeve.

Motorola won’t give specifics about what’s coming next in jackets, but Hawver hints it could involve using 
cellphone wireless capacity to stream video of your stomps off the half-pipe or to record a diary of jumps 
to share with bloggers. All well and good for teenagers, but for the rest of us, perhaps some records for 
posterity are better left to aging memories.

“Dreamweavers,” by Cathy Newman, National Geographic, January 2003.

Photographs by Cary Wolinsky: 

Smart Shirt: Jeff Wolf, CEO of Sensatex in New York City, models the smart shirt developed by Sundaresan 
Jayaraman, a professor at the Georgia Institute of Technology. The shirt contains conductive fibers that can 
monitor vital functions, including heart rate and respiration. This information can be transmitted by wireless 
signal to a remote location such as a hospital or doctor’s office. Conventional monitoring requires a cumbersome 
tangle of wires. 
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Air Beams: Inflatable fabric beams arc over Lake Elsinore in California. When aligned to carry a fabric roof, the 
beams, developed by Vertigo, Inc., for the U.S. Army, can be configured into a portable aircraft hangar. The 
larger beam spans 80 feet, rises to a height of 33 feet, and can be packed into the back of a small pickup. “It’s 
strong enough to hang an SUV from,” says Vertigo CEO Roy Haggard.

Soza, a young Danish designer, agreed to take me to his studio in Valby, a Copenhagen suburb, to see the 
jacket, which had just been returned from being exhibited in a museum. Midway through the train ride 
from my hotel to his studio, his eyes turned heavy behind his fender-thick black-rimmed glasses, and his 
body slumped. Shortly, he shook himself awake and apologized. “I daydream,” he said. “That’s how I get 
ideas.” 

The antigravity jacket had materialized from such a daydream, he explained. “I was on the subway, and this 
picture of a floating jacket popped into my mind,” he said. “I envisioned a beautiful woman stepping out 
of a jacket and the jacket remaining suspended.” 

Unfortunately, my fantasy of floating was not part of the picture; although the jacket itself could float, Soza 
made it clear it could not levitate the wearer. 

In his studio he opened a cardboard box and pulled out the jacket, which looked like a beached jellyfish 
shriveled by sun. The jacket is made out of two layers of polyurethane membrane quilted into channels 
into which chemicals can be introduced that react to form helium. 

“Could I try it on?” I asked. 

Horror crossed his face. “It’s too fragile. But it works. I can show you pictures.” He handed me a photo-
graph showing the jacket suspended like a bit of ectoplasm in the air. 

When I said there didn’t seem to be much practical use for a jacket that just floated and couldn’t support 
the weight of the wearer, he gave me a pitying look. 

“It’s about imagination!” he said, with the gleam of a visionary. “It’s a beautiful dream! It’s turning science 
fiction into scientific fact!” 

To be a dreamer like Alex Soza is to be sensitive to sights and sounds invisible and inaudible to the rest of 
us. Soza—like many dreamers scattered around the globe—happens to dream about new textile systems. 
But not all flights of fancy get off the ground. Though some soar into reality, others crash-land. Even so, 
the dream world of high-tech textiles is an exciting place to be these days. 

Ever since our ancestors flung a pelt over themselves to shelter against the cold, textiles have protected us 
from the slings and arrows of weather, war, and much else. At first textiles were made from natural materi-
als like silk and wool. With the invention of rayon at the end of the 19th century, fibers became increasingly 
sophisticated and versatile. 

Now the field is poised on the edge of a new era. The newest generation of textiles may be so high-tech 
and smart that they take you into outer space, allow you to communicate (by wearing your phone, not just 
your heart, on your sleeve), and even save your life. 

The story of high-tech textiles is about creating fabric strong enough to float a building from one place 
to another or a camouflage suit that can—with the aid of fiber optics—allow a soldier to disappear into 
changing terrain. But it is also a story about dreamers who get ahead of themselves and sometimes slip 
over the edge. 

Once upon a time all fibers came from natural sources: wool from the hair of sheep; cotton from a plant 
with a downy fiber-filled pod; silk from the secretions of a caterpillar, Bombyx mori. 

“I have often thought, that probably there might be a way found out to make an artificial glutinous com-
position, much resembling . . . that excrement . . . out of which, the Silk-worm wire-draws his clew,” wrote 
Robert Hooke, the father of microscopy, in the 17th century. But the first true synthetic fiber  would not 
appear until 1935, when scientists at the DuPont Company invented nylon. 

Synthetic fibers are polymers, molecules based on carbon and linked in long chains, typically with hydro-
gen, nitrogen, and oxygen added on. Polymers can be melted or dissolved and drawn into a thread, and 
herein lies a difference between synthetic and natural fibers. 

“If I tried to melt cotton, it would disintegrate, whereas a synthetic like nylon can be melted and shaped 
into any form I want,” said Jim Romine, director of Material Science and Engineering at the DuPont Ex-
perimental Station in Wilmington, Delaware. DuPont is the biggest manufacturer of synthetic fibers in the 
world. 

Synthetics can do things beyond the reach of natural fibers. Take Kevlar, an early high-tech textile. Pound 
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for pound stronger than steel, Kevlar belongs to a class of carbon fibers called aramids, used in high-
strength applications such as antiballistic vests and astronaut tethers. Other high-tech fibers like Nomex 
and Zylon have high-temperature resistance, perfect for firefighters and race-car drivers. 

For the record, Romine was wearing a silk tie, gray wool pinstripe pants, and a blue shirt that was 60 per-
cent cotton, and when I pointed out the predominance of natural fibers in his clothes, it didn’t throw him a 
bit. 

“It’s a matter of aesthetics,” he said. “I may want the material I wear to drape or look a certain way.” He 
fingered his tie. “I may want the fabric to rustle. And there is an elite factor. 

“On the other hand,” he continued, “if you’re a race-car driver, forget cotton or silk. You will put on that 
Nomex suit.” 

“You just wouldn’t believe what we’re working on,” a colleague of Romine’s at DuPont told me with a 
knowing smile as we sat around a  
table at the research center. “It’d knock your socks off.” As I waited for the sock-knocking revelation, he 
added, “Unfortunately we can’t talk about it.” The curtain of proprietary rights and nondisclosure had 
descended—and not for the last time, as it would turn out. 

The closed-mouth syndrome is, at heart, a matter of money. Textiles are labor intensive. Much of the 
textile-manufacturing business has shifted to Asia and Eastern Europe where labor is cheaper. High-tech 
textiles are seen  
as a way to resurrect a flagging sector in the United States and Western European countries.  
Competition is fierce and global in scope. Why give away secrets? 

In London I visited Philips Design, a design laboratory run by the European manufacturer Philips Electron-
ics. The studio is a dream-tank for wearable electronics. Among the dreams spun by Philips are an intel-
ligent apron (“This linen apron with integrated power circuit and built-in microphone allows for hands-free 
operation of kitchen appliances. Turn down a hot plate. Recall a recipe on the screen.”) and the Queen of 
Clubs outfit (“Here’s an outfit for the girl who’s really into clubbing. Sensors hidden in her clothes allow 
her to affect the lights and beat of the music. . . . So that she can make contact with other people across 
the dance floor, she has pageable pants with lights that flash when someone is trying to get in touch.”), 
but these, it was explained, were prototypes rather than off-the-rack buyables. 

The only market item so far hit stores a few years ago, when Philips collaborated with denim-maker Levi 
Strauss to produce what was billed as the first wearable electronics jacket. The jacket, called the ICD+, 
sold for about a thousand dollars. The ICD+ was equipped with an MP3 audio player and cell phone. 
Headphones were built into the hood, and a microphone was embedded in the collar, but to me at least, it 
seemed little more than a snazzy-looking jacket with sewn-in wires and pockets. 

When I expressed disappointment, Clive van Heerden, director of Intelligent Fibres, pointed out that it was 
an early first step and a conservative one. “We want to make the jacket that makes the coffee and picks up 
the kids and keeps track of the shopping list, but it’s not going to happen overnight.” 

Van Heerden explained that Philips was working on other products like the jacket, but with advanced tech-

nology that actually incorporated the electronics into the fabric itself. Pressed for details, he balked and 
invoked the shroud of corporate secrecy. 

“I would love to tell you more,” van Heerden said, “but our client is absolutely paranoid.” 

In a larger sense, high-tech textiles like jackets wired for sight and sound may redefine what clothes are 
all about. “In the past, clothing protected us from the elements,” said Ian Scott, head of technology for 
women’s wear at British retailer Marks & Spencer. “Then clothing became about fashion. The future is 
about clothing that can do something for you. It’s no longer passive. It’s active.” In the next few years, M 
& S hopes to introduce an “intelligent bra,” a sports bra that can sense stress and adjust its dimensions to 
give perfect support. “We’re not divulging how it works,” Scott said. Somehow, I was not surprised. 

Jeff Wolf, head of a small start-up called Sensatex in New York City, enthused about a smart T-shirt with 
conductive fibers that feed into a small transmitter that can monitor vital signs like heartbeat, blood oxy-
gen, respiration, and body temperature—and that’s just for starters. He showed me a prototype, which 
looks pretty much like an ordinary T-shirt, but of thicker material—similar to an Ace bandage—with sev-
eral ports for phone-jack-like connectors. Down the road, he explained, sensors that carry light and video 
can be incorporated into the shirt, as can a GPS signal. 

Its inventor, Sundaresan Jayaraman, a professor at the Georgia Institute of Technology, envisions applica-
tions such as monitoring babies at risk for sudden infant death syndrome, keeping tabs on post-surgical 
geriatric patients at home, and making sure firefighters on the job don’t suffer from heat or other physi-
cal stress. “I call the shirt a wearable motherboard,” Jayaraman said. “There’s no limit. We can plug in as 
many sensors as you want.” The information travels via conductive fibers woven into the shirt to a small 
wireless transmitter, which will send the information to be interpreted wherever you specify—say your 
doctor’s office or hospital monitoring station. 

In the future, clothes won’t just sit there. They’ll be primed to do something. Though the potential of a 
product like Jayaraman’s smart shirt is impressive, just how active and garrulous we’ll want our street wear 
to be is another matter. 

“Do you really want your clothes to talk to you?” I asked Katharine Hamnett, a forward-thinking London 
designer noted for no-holds-barred opinions. 

“Absolutely not,” she said. “Imagine what they’d say. Things like ‘you liar.’ Besides, there’s enough chatter 
in the world.” 

“I’m opening my box of toys,” Hugues Vinchon promised. Vinchon is an executive with Dubar-Warneton, 
a manufacturer of technical textiles in Wattrelos, a French town near the Belgian border. As we sat in a 
conference room in the company offices, he pulled out samples of his inventory like a magician pulling 
scarves from a hat. 

First it’s a swatch of oil-eating textile, which absorbs five times its weight in oil (the perfect mop for pet-
rochemical spills); then a fabric that absorbs vibrations (“Can you imagine a motorboat you can’t hear?” 
he said); finally an ordinary looking cloth bag. “Completely water soluble,” he said. “It’s strong enough to 
carry heavy objects. But if I dip it in boiling water it disappears. Unfortunately I am a little ahead of myself. 
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I only have one potential customer for this vanishing fabric.” 

“Who?” I asked. 

“The French Atomic Energy Commission. But they won’t tell me how they intend to use it.”

On the other hand, the U.S. Army Soldier and Biological Chemical Command center in Natick, Massachu-
setts, is happy to play show-and-tell (within limits). At Natick, as the center is known, researchers develop 
materials needed to clothe and shelter military personnel. “I take frostbite personally,” a scientist in the 
textile division told me. 

“My son-in-law is a marine, and he suffered frostbite on a mission once.” 

High-tech textiles are everywhere at Natick. There are research projects focused on air beams, inflatable 
high-strength fabric tubes that would allow a team to erect an airplane hangar in a fraction of the time a 
conventional metal structure would take (pages 66-7). The largest air beams, about 30 inches in diameter 
and 80 feet long, are so strong you can hang a fully armored Humvee from one. Yet they pack down into 
the back of a truck. “We have a team of guys who run around the world setting up metal-frame mainte-
nance hangars,” said Jean Hampel, the engineer in charge of the project. “It takes ten people five days to 
set one up. We can set one made of air beams up with six people in two days.” 

In another building, Quoc Truong worked on an amphibious suit for Navy Seals that can take them from 
water to land and back to water again. Seals on a mission have to wear a wet suit and then carry and 
change into clothes for use on land, Truong explained. “So the Navy came to us and asked us to develop 
a single suit that does both.” The answer, he believes, is a paper-thin membrane made out of a material 
manufactured by the Japanese company Mitsubishi Heavy Industries that is sandwiched between two lay-
ers of stretchable polyester fleece. On land the membrane opens up, allowing heat to escape. In water the 
membrane closes down, retaining body heat and minimizing heat loss. The suit is currently being tested. 

In the lobby of Natick’s headquarters I could view a life-size model of the Future Warrior 2025, a soldier 
mannequin dressed to kill. The body-hugging black suit and helmet combine the sleekness of a racing 
skater with the menace of RoboCop. Future Warrior 2025 is a military wish list for what the well-dressed 
combat soldier will wear by the end of the first quarter of the 21st century. Among other marvels, the suit 
will incorporate communications hardware, monitor the wearer’s physical condition, tell commanders the 
location of every soldier, be able to sense light from the environment and adjust camouflage patterns ac-
cordingly, and protect against ballistics, radiation, and chemical and biological agents. 

“Someday we may have robots, but right now the soldier is the most important thing on the battlefield,” 
said Tom Tassinari, a Natick scientist. “Men and women fire weapons, fly planes, and drive tanks. Pro-
tecting that individual is one of our key missions—and I mean not just protection from bullets, but from 
climate, flame, lasers, biologicals, chemicals, and radiation.” 

“It’s a grim business you’re in,” I said. 

“Just the opposite. I’m trying to prevent death. I don’t think I could handle the other end of it.”

At Natick, scientists are also playing with the idea of an instant suit. “It’s blue-sky stuff,”  
admitted Carole Winterhalter, a textile expert. To make the suit, she suggested, you’d have a machine (and 
these already exist) that would scan your body with lasers and calibrate your dimensions. The heads of the 
lasers would be combined with a nozzle that would spray and wrap a polymer fiber around your contours 
to create an instantly fabricated, formfitting uniform ready for the battlefield or mess hall. “Instead of mak-
ing a fiber, spinning it into yarn, weaving it into fabric, cutting and sewing it into clothes, you’d go from 
fiber to garment with none of the steps in between,” she said. 

Of course, when you think about it, that kind of system has been in operation for eons. A spider goes di-
rectly from polymer fiber (spider silk) to application (a web). As usual, nature was there first. 

“My company is based on the lessons of the spider,” said Jeff Turner, as he picked up a plush spider toy 
the size of a dinner plate, started to show it to me, then stopped as concern flashed across his face. 

“You’re not arachnophobic, are you?” 

Turner, 42, heads a start-up biotech company in Montreal called Nexia Biotechnologies, whose big-bet 
project is the production of spider silk. Spider silk is the ultimate fiber dream. It is five times as strong as 
steel, yet has tenacity, or stretch, making it ideal for many applications. Turner, whose energy level resem-
bles one of those Quebec mega-hydro dams, was leaping with excitement as he explained the concept in 
Nexia’s offices. 

“Spiders are making high-impact materials right before your eyes,” he said. “And it only took them 400 
million years to get there. Nature is a series of solutions to questions of survival. In looking at a web, we’re 
looking at the end point of a life-and-death game that has been playing for years. The game rules say you 
only have what is on this table—20 different amino acids. The spider has taken the same amino acids that 
are in your hair, skin, body and has put them together to make a beautiful continuous filament with perfect 
crystallinity. And it’s truly biological; no high temperatures or noxious chemicals needed for manufactur-
ing.” 

Unfortunately, spiders can’t be farmed. They’re cannibalistic. So Turner’s group has come up with an alter-
native. Introduce the spider-silk-protein gene—which only affects the mammary gland—into the genetic 
makeup of a goat. Take the spider-silk protein out of the milk. Process the protein. Spin it. Voilà! Spider silk 
by way of goat milk. 

So what does a goat that has a spider-silk-protein gene look like? Like any other goat, it turns out. After all, 
Turner said, the genetically modified goat has 70,000 ordinary goat genes and a single spider-silk-protein 
gene. As for the ethics of tampering with a goat’s genes, Turner pointed out that the goats aren’t harmed. 
“Why are people afraid?” he asked rhetorically, then answered his question: “People fear newness; people 
fear change.” 

Production of spider silk is at least 18 months away, but already Turner envisions applications for the new 
material, called BioSteel. First on the market, he said, would be suture thread for eye surgery finer and 
stronger than today’s nylon, then antiballistic vests and biodegradable fishing lines. In the far-out future-
applications department, Turner proposes a space elevator. “Why use rockets to lift objects into orbit? Why 
not do something different? Why not have a honking big satellite and dangle a rope down to the Earth and 
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pull them up? OK—so it’s 200 miles, and there’s not a rope that will hold its weight at that length—but 
spider silk with its high strength-to-weight ratio could. 

“Civilizations define themselves by the materials they use,” Turner said. “The industrial revolution came 
about because of steel. Computers came from silicon. We are about to enter the age of bio-mimicry. It’s 
back to nature.” 

The biggest trial balloon I’ve ever seen sits like a giant pearl in a clamshell-like hangar made of a textile 
membrane four football fields in length and 35 stories tall in Brand, Germany, an hour’s drive south of Ber-
lin. It is called the CL 75 (CL stands for CargoLifter), and it is a 20-story-high balloon made of high-tensile-
strength fabric that is really a test craft for an even larger lighter-than-air ship, to be built sometime in the 
next five years. The CL 160 is a modern-day version of dirigibles like the ill-fated Hindenburg. Unlike the 
Hindenburg, which was filled with hydrogen, the CL 160 will use noncombustible helium. 

The CL 160 will be larger than the Hindenburg, and its envelope will be made of 420,000 square feet of 
a high-strength fabric known as Vectran. The dirigible will be in the business of heavy lifting. It will move 
huge factory turbines or structural steel beams or oil refinery equipment from one place to another without 
worrying about obstacles like roads, power lines, or traffic. But to watch Hinrich Schliep-hack, CargoLifter’s 
marketing director, and other company executives dream up applications is to sense that the sky is literally 
and figuratively the limit. 

“We can use it for tourism,” one executive suggested. “Instead of building a new hotel in a new location, 
simply move the hotel. Today Angel Falls! Tomorrow the Serengeti!” 

“The government of India is interested in using it to fly Muslim pilgrims to Mecca,” said another, as the 
incredulity index continued to rise. “You could pick up a whole village!” 

How much will CargoLifter spend before it carries its first payload? I asked. 

“About half a billion dollars,” Schliephack said.

“And if it doesn’t get off the ground?” I said. He shrugged; failure is out of the question. “We’ll just have to 
convince everyone!” 

Unfortunately, the company’s creditors weren’t among the convinced. Last summer a series of financial 
ups and downs led CargoLifter to file for insolvency. Despite a modest four-million-dollar government loan, 
the project may be grounded for good. 

Meanwhile, the French have their own super-size lighter-than-air-craft project in the works. The project, 
still on the drawing board, will engage a consortium of French textile and aeronautic companies and gov-
ernment agencies to create a cylindrical shaped lighter-than-air craft capable of lifting 500 tons. 

 “Suppose you have to change jobs and move to a new city,” said Patrice Gallant, a high-tech textile manu-
facturer in Lille, France, joining the dreamstakes. 

“Instead of buying a new house, you move your existing house!” 

The size and scope of such dreams made my head spin. Visions of flying hotels, spider silk pulled from the 
milk of a genetically altered goat, a smart bra that knew when to shape up, a disappearing cloth bag being 
evaluated by the French Atomic Energy Commission for who-knows-what made me long for something 
simple and uncomplicated. 

Something, it turned out, exactly like the bright yellow pillow the size of a magazine that Asha Peta Thomp-
son showed me at the Design for Life Centre at Brunel University in the south of England. 

“It’s a television remote control for somebody with motor-skill problems,” Thompson, a weaver, explained. 
The pillow, which has large numbers and volume control icons embroidered on it, relies on a switch made 
of a layer of mesh sandwiched between two layers of copper-coated nylon, allowing a person lacking 
manual dexterity and strength to manage the controls. 

It was functional, simple, and fun. It should be, Thompson explained. She has the admirable mission of 
not only designing products for people with disabilities but also making those things so appealing that 
able-bodied people will want them too. 

Thompson also showed me a soft fabric mat that a child with cerebral palsy could sit on and, by leaning 
forward or back, use as a joystick for video games. The marriage between textiles and technology made 
perfect sense, she said. “We surround ourselves with textiles. You come out of the womb, and they wrap 
you in a cloth; then they put you away in a coffin in a cloth. When you get out of the bath, you wrap your-
self in a towel. It seems natural that what we wear should be combined with technology.” 

Dreamweavers I met like Asha Thompson are creating astonishing things. Who could resist a textile that 
could communicate with the world, even save your life? 

True, all the wrinkles haven’t been ironed out yet. The high-flying German CargoLifter floundered. The an-
tigravity jacket created by Alex Soza deflated my hopes of flying when it turned out to be a wisp of fantasy. 
The high-tech electric blanket Malden Mills CEO Aaron Feuerstein showed me in Methuen, Massachu-
setts, had to be recalled when a blanket sold by the retailer malfunctioned. 

Still, there is something wonderful about the impulse to create textiles that can perform such feats and still 
make it through a permanent press laundry cycle. 

What’s so significant about this blanket? I asked Feuerstein, the day he unveiled his soon-to-be-marketed 
product. The blanket was soft, flat as a pancake, washable, and heated by stainless-steel fibers manufac-
tured by a secret process. 

“It takes a business as old as civilization and throws us into the 21st century,” he said, rubbing his hands 
together with the glee of a child on Christmas morning. “It’s a technology platform. Today a blanket, to-
morrow a wireless heated stadium blanket, a sleeping bag, or a jacket.” 

Dream on.
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“If Your Shirt Is Made Of Corn Fiber, Forget About Using an Iron,” by Vanessa O’Connell, The Wall 
Street Journal, Thursday, June 15, 2006.

In her Los Angeles design studio, Hellen Yuan handed the blouse she had just created to a seamstress for 
pressing and eagerly awaited the result.

When she picked up the garment a few minutes later, Ms. Yuan was surprised to see that her stylish cre-
ation, made of an unusual corn-fiber fabric called Ingeo, had been ruined. “There was a big, iron-shaped 
hole in my shirt,” says Ms. Yuan, a senior designer for Loudermilk Inc.

Ingeo (pronounced IN-gee-oh) is just one of the ecologically friendly fabrics that Loudermilk is using 
for jeans, tights and jersey tops for its spring 2007 season. To solve the melting problem, Ms. Yuan now 
thinks she will have to change the seams in the blouse so the garment will never need ironing. “I have to 
work the kinks out,” she says.

For the fashion industry, it isn’t easy being green. Designers from Katharine Hamnett and Stella McCart-
ney to Eileen Fisher and Rogan Gregory are marketing chemical-pesticide-and-insecticide-free cotton in 
their apparel. Nordstrom Inc. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc. use it in their private-label brands. Giorgio Armani, 
which already sells hemp shorts and sweaters, introduced a corn-fiber knit shirt this spring. “Ecologically 
responsible and technically advanced,” the shirt’s hangtag says. “Derived from 100% renewable natural 
resources and fully biodegradable.”

But as Ms. Yuan learned, some new all-natural fabrics, such as corn fiber, can’t survive hot irons. Others, 
like bamboo, don’t take abrasion well and can stretch out. Banana fiber works well for hats but is itchy 
when used in clothing.

Deborah Milner, a designer in London, has a grant from Aveda, a unit of Estee Lauder Cos., to produce 
a line of eco-friendly couture gowns. The centerpiece of her collection, which will debut at Rome’s haute 
couture show this summer, is a $14,700 “lace” bridal dress made with Swarovski crystals and 100 melted, 
recycled plastic bags. But Ms. Milner discovered she couldn’t sew the plastic lace without creating small, 
unwanted holes in it. Her solution was to mount the lace on netting, so it would stay together, at least for 
the time being.

When Linda Loudermilk began to work with all-natural bamboo fabric two years ago, she created a couple 
of prototype shirts to test them out. One disintegrated in the wash. “That particular weave of bamboo we 
found would, umm, fall apart,” Ms. Loudermilk says. A bamboo shirt, hung on a hanger, would stretch out 
and become a dress overnight. After organic cotton or wool was added to the fabric and the weave was 
changed, garments stood up better, she says. Today, the company is using the bamboo blend for honey-
comb knit T-shirts, among other pieces.

Despite hitches, ecologically friendly fabrics are making inroads. Organic cotton is more available and of 
better quality than it was in the early 1990s. Big manufacturers are using it, and Levi Strauss & Co. is ex-
pected to announce next week that it will begin to make Levi’s jeans with organic cotton and other environ-
mentally correct materials such as recycled-metal and natural-wood buttons.

Fleece made from recycled plastic pop bottles is in widespread use. And clothing manufacturers often use 

Tencel, a man-made fabric using cellulose found in wood pulp. Tencel can be found in everything from 
dresses to pajamas.

“The last time fabrics were this interesting was back in the 1960s when they were entirely unnatural, 
synthetic, and made in test tubes,” says David Wolfe, creative director at the Doneger Group, a fashion 
consultancy.

Still, many designers say there is a long way to go. Ms. Hamnett, the London designer, dismissed bamboo 
because chemicals are needed to break down the pulp into fiber. “We’ve looked at all the sustainable mate-
rials and found them failing, except for organic cotton, really,” she says.

Even that has its drawbacks. Because organic cotton is in short supply, Ms. Hamnett had to look far and 
wide for enough luxury-quality fabric to launch her spring/summer 2007 line. Designers have to deal with 
the fact that clothes made entirely of cotton can stretch out, lose shape and take forever to dry. They often 
add synthetics like Lycra to speed drying time and keep shape—which purists like Ms. Hamnett claim 
defeats the whole purpose. Yet even she found that she had to add elastic to underwear and sweatpants. 
“We’re trying to use as little as possible,” she says.

Prewashing organic cotton is also fraught with environmental peril. To soften denim and give it a vintage 
look, designers must subject the jeans to a battery of harsh chemicals, or use pumice, a volcanic rock 
extracted from mines that some deem ecologically unacceptable.

So Howies, a British jeans producer, came up with an alternative: Use old golf balls in the wash cycle. But 
they didn’t create enough friction, says David Hieatt, Howies co-founder. After an hour of washing, the 
jeans came out looking almost the same as they had looked unwashed. Howies ultimately found a Ger-
man company making a rubberized ball called the “Eco-Ball.” The Eco-Balls now give Howies denim the 
appearance of “a very light stone wash,” says Melanie Farmer, a Howies production manager, and allow 
the company to boast its jeans were “eco-ball washed for softness.”

Patagonia Inc., the outdoor-clothing company, rejected corn-fiber fabric because of concerns about geneti-
cally modified seeds, says Emily Leeder, a fabric-development analyst. Lately, the Ventura, Calif., company, 
which already uses lots of organic cotton, has begun testing banana fibers. Banana fibers can wick away 
moisture, so adding banana fiber to a cotton blend could speed up drying time. Ms. Leeder says. There is 
only one hitch: She hasn’t been able to find a certified pesticide-free banana farm.
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Excerpt from “The Development of Neoprene and Nylon,” pp. 268-269, Science and Corporate 
Strategy, Du Pont R&D, 1902-1980, by David A. Hounshell and John Kenly Smith, Jr., Cambridge 
University Press, 1988.

Before it could introduce its new fiber, DuPont had to come up with a name for it. It had started as Rayon 
66, but that was quickly dropped because no one wanted it to be associated with such a low-status fiber. 
Until 1938, it was usually called Fiber 66, but this was not the catchy name that the company sought. 
Several years earlier, Hale Charch had suggested the acronym Duparooh, which stood for DuPont Pulls a 
Rabbit Out of Hat, but it never caught on. 

To come up with a name for the fiber, DuPont set up a committee that consisted of Gladding, Yerkes, and 
his assistant, Benjamin M. May. An appeal for help brought nearly four hundred prospective names, but 
the list did not include nylon. Company president Lammot DuPont liked Delawear or neosheen. Gladding 
threw in Wacara, a play on Carothers’s name. Yerkes pushed for nuray. None of these or any of the 395 
other names appealed to everyone, so they started again. Gladding thought of norun, which would have 
caused problems because nylon stockings did run. He then turned it around to nuron but thought that 
sounded like a nerve tonic. So he changed the r to an l, making it nulon. This apparently was very similar 
to an existing trademark, and Gladding realized that many advertisements would refer to new nulon, a 
redundant-sounding phrase. Next, he changed the u to an i and got nilon, which unfortunately has three 
pronunciations: nillon, neelon, or nylon. The latter one was chosen, and Fiber 66 was given a name. 

Instead of registering nylon as a trademark, DuPont made it a generic word that anyone would be free to 
use. The company’s negative attitude toward trademarks had been engendered by the loss of its cello-
phane one in late 1937. The courts had ruled that DuPont had used its trademark as a descriptive word for 
its product and therefore it had become common usage. That hosiery became known as nylons probably 
would have cost them their trademark anyway. =
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In a Swiss mill last spring, Hella Jongerius walked past enor-
mous looms she described as “the size of four double beds.” The
noise forced her to cover her ears, but it was here that she found the
inspiration for two of her new sets of fabrics from Maharam. Amid
the mechanized cacophony and chaos lay the key to a revolution in
upholstery fabric as well as furniture design—no small feat for a few
yards of material. 

This is how Jongerius works: she finds her muse in industrial
processes and their debris. Sitting in her office in Rotterdam, the
designer leans forward and says, “I love what I find on factory
floors—the waste. I’m like, ‘Is this trash?’ It’s pure gold for me.” She
fingers her bobbed brown hair. A tall woman with a broad face,
Jongerius is quintessentially Dutch in her appearance. Her hands
are elegant, but her nails are short and chipped from working with
materials and experimenting with manufacturing techniques.

MoMA’s design curator Paola Antonelli pronounces Jongerius “a
unique talent who has no rivals.” Aaron Betsky, head of the
Netherlands Architecture Institute, declares, “She’s one of the most
significant designers in the world today.” Jongerius will have two
museum shows next March (planned separately and on different
continents, no less): one in New York at the Cooper-Hewitt, the
other at London’s Design Museum. Alice Rawsthorn, director of the
latter, puts Jongerius in the same league as Annie Albers, Charlotte
Perriand, and Eileen Gray. 

At this year’s Milan furniture fair Ilse Crawford commissioned
Jongerius to create a one-off chandelier for crystal-maker Swar-
ovski. An early proponent of the designer’s work when editor of
British Elle Decoration, Crawford put some Jongerius vases into
production while at the helm of Donna Karan’s home collection.
She also teaches with Jongerius at the Design Academy Eindhoven;

The Dutch designer—working the
seams between craft and art, 
past and present—explores the
industrialized one-off.

Jongerius’s textiles for Maharam—
Repeat Classic Print (left) and
Repeat Dot Print (far right)—have
such long repeats (nearly ten feet
and six-and-a-half feet respectively)
that no two cut pieces will look the
same. The white screenprinting was
inspired by production notes and
jacquard cards at the factory. This
vase from the Prince and Princess
series (2000; above), which is rem-
iniscent of fourteenth and fifteenth
century Chinese pottery, features a
pattern of perforations filled air-
tight with red silicon rubber. The
plates for the B-set dinner service
(1998; below) are baked at
extremely high temperatures until
they warp.
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they both run departments there. “Hella is the most
interesting designer of her generation,” Crawford says.
“She’s reinventing the domestic interior. Jongerius is
the new Vermeer.” 

Strong praise for someone not even ten years into her
career. Jongerius, 39, went back to school to study de-
sign at Eindhoven in her late twenties. Though she spe-
cialized in textiles, the Maharam fabrics are the first
she’s ever produced. As soon as she left school, she was
snapped up by Droog Design, which included Jongerius
in its revolutionary first show and continued to show her
work until 1999. “She is the most interesting designer to
emerge from Droog,” Rawsthorn says, “and the only one
whose reputation is completely independent of the
group now.” Clearly Jongerius no longer needs that con-
nection, but is much too Dutch, too restrained, and too
polite to say that in an interview. She now runs her own
studio, JongeriusLab. 

Before Christmas the studio was based in a gallery.
Currently JongeriusLab is housed—for at least the next
six months—in Rotterdam’s former Turkish Embassy. A
rundown building with a magical air, its ballroom has
exposed rafters and a lone disco ball hanging where an
elegant chandelier once did. Grand staircases with
cracked marble tiles wind their way up the two stories,
and mirrored walls make the whole place seem like an
enchanted squat or a kid’s ideal playhouse. Jongerius
has to run between offices spread across different floors,
with a workshop on the top. She’s in constant motion.
“Now me and my assistants don’t need to go to the
gym,” she jokes, jogging up the stairs. 

Sitting in her ground-floor office, whose windows are
painted with a border of exotic birds, Jongerius points to
swatches of her Maharam fabric pinned to the wall.
“The mill was great,” she says. “When I visit a factory
I’m always amazed with new machines and processes.
It’s where I find my inspiration.” On that first trip she
didn’t find her gold on the floor, in the production mis-
takes and castoffs, but in the machines themselves.
Amid the crashing noise of the giant looms, she discov-
ered jacquard cards. Like the IBM punch cards that
programmed the old mainframe computers, they tell the
machines what to weave. 

“It’s the sort of thing I would overlook,” says
Maharam’s vice president of design, Mary Murphy. She
recruited Jongerius to work with the company and
accompanied her to the mill. “I spend so much time in
mills, I’m used to seeing raw samples, and looking at

“The mill was great,” 
she says. “When I visit a 
factory I’m always amazed
with new machines and
processes. It’s where I find
my inspiration.”

Jongerius epoxyed shards of old pottery together to create 7
Pots/3 Centuries/2 Materials (lower left), two of which were 
cast in soft polyurethane with visible seams (Soft Urn; below). 
One of her designs for the Museum of Modern Art’s Workspheres
exhibition, Bed in Business (2001; bottom) is extra-long and
has computer screens at the foot and a keyboard and mouse
incorporated in the textiles.

Repeat Classic (right) and Repeat Dot (far right, bottom), the
two original versions of the textiles, are not screenprinted.
Another vase (lower left) from the Prince and Princess series. 
At this year’s Salone de Mobile in Milan, Swarovski exhibited 
a ball-gown chandelier (far right, top) that Jongerius made 
by weaving together the company’s teardrop-shaped crystals. things with writing all over them and ignoring them, but

that’s what she celebrates. Hella can just see differently
because she comes from the outside.” 

Indeed when Jongerius saw the card, she thought, “Yeah,
that’s it, use the data from the mills.” The holes punched
into the cardboard became the inspiration for her Dot pat-
tern, the first of two fabric sets. On it, the perforations are
translated and woven into dots and circles, some just an
outline, others pixellated. One section of dots is so tiny that
they look as if they’re a necktie pattern. To make the links
to the cards’ perforations even clearer, some of the bolts
will be screen-printed in white with the cards’ actual pat-
terns running across one edge of the textile.

Jongerius was also let loose in the mill’s design archives.
“Hella’s eyes just grew wider and wider,” Murphy says.
“She had this glazed-over look. The designers kept bring-
ing out more and more fabric. They hauled out these big
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books with swatches glued into them, different patterns that
the mill’s woven over the years.”

“I was like a kid in a candy store,” Jongerius says, laugh-
ing. “Mary and the designers at the mill said, ‘We’re going
to show you a lot of fabric, and you can choose whatever you
want and take it home.’ I loved everything. They’d show me
something, and I’d say, yes, and they’d snip off a piece for
me. Then they’d come back with another pattern, explain
that it was special because of this and that. In the end, I left
with hundreds of samples.” She finally distilled them down
to just a few patterns she used as references for her second
textile, the Classic design. Made of bands of traditional
motifs, it has stripes and an oversize houndstooth check plus
a thin line of pheasants flying across it. None of the bands in
either the Dot or Classic fabrics are the same size and span
from two to three meters before repeating, an unheard-of
length in traditional upholstery. 

When Jongerius went to the factory, the only firm idea she
had was that she wanted to “make an upholstery fabric
where if you have ten chairs, you don’t see a repeat in every
chair, so they look related to each other but not the same.”
She used the upholstery to turn every piece of furniture that
will ever be covered in it into a Hella Jongerius. By weaving
with different-size swaths and strips of patterns in each
warp, she makes it impossible for anyone using the fabric to
create a sense of uniformity or perfection. Jongerius has
designed in manufactured customization. “The whole point
is,” she says, kicking off her shoes so she won’t damage the
bolt of Dot fabric she’s just rolled out as she walks over it,
“you don’t see the repeats, so you have an industrial prod-
uct that looks like it’s been woven specially for you.”
Murphy explains, “It’s a totally revolutionary way to look at
textiles, one that really challenges how the furniture indus-
try uses fabrics.” 

Jongerius mines the seams between craft, design, and art.

Candle Holders for Atlantis Crystal
(2001; above left). Felt stool
(2000; above)—which has three
layers of felt around a metal
frame—is shaped like the sil-
houette of a stool. Prince and
Princess series vase (2000; 
opposite page).

Jongerius wanted to “make an
upholstery fabric where if you
have ten chairs, you don’t see
a repeat in every chair, so they
look related to each other but
not the same.” 

When she sets out to create something, she explores what
that object means, considering its heritage and arche-
types. This information gives whatever Jongerius touches
a layered feel, where history and technology, past and
present, high and low rub up against one another. “She
uses history not for references, the way the postmod-
ernists did, but for the raw materials out of which she
makes her work,” Betsky says. “She doesn’t treat it with
deference, but as a particularly Dutch cultural legacy.”

Jongerius also manipulates production techniques to
create industrialized one-offs. “Future craft,” Crawford
calls it, adding: “Hella’s not heavy-handed in her think-
ing. It’s not some middle-class joke, like William Morris.
She thinks about how to translate craft values to a
machine-made object without making it hokey or folksy.”

You can see this—feel it in fact—in Jongerius’s B-set
dishes, which celebrate deformity. Pick them up, eat off
them; it’s almost shocking to use them. The dishes seem
so fragile and precious that they make the simple lunch—
just salad, bread, and cheese—with Hella and her assis-
tant feel special. When she designed them, Jongerius was
thinking of those dishes you inherit from Grandma, a bit
chipped and worn—no longer perfect but infused with
love and meaning. She took her serially produced china
and fired it in an oven so hot the dishes warped, making
each unique. She stamped them with the “recipe,” as she
calls it, for the glaze and porcelain, so their heritage is
made manifest. 

When making a vase—and she’s designed many—
Jongerius turns to classic examples for inspiration. Her 7
Pots/3 Centuries/2 Materials series started with shards
from a museum. She built new pots from the pieces and
painted them. Cappellini distributed two vases in 1998,
cast with the seams visible to show where the pieces are
joined together. Then they were sprayed with car paint,
her riff on glazing. Jongerius’s Groove and Long Neck
bottles, based on traditional shapes and materials, force
porcelain and glass to meld together—a physical impos-
sibility, so she taped them together with red packing tape,
bearing the legend “Handle with care.”Bo
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The tape, car paint, and seams gave Jongerius’s work what she likes to
describe as “dirty realism,” but the pieces ended up as a meditation, a
haiku, on the vase, where they cross centuries and touch the past. 

Jongerius calls these “the new antiques.” They’re expensive, exclusive,
and often made in small batches. Her goal isn’t to create something every-
one can have. “I try to make products you really love, that you want to have
your whole life, want to pass down to your family,” she says and pauses.
Jongerius’s Dutch-inflected English has an upswing at the end of each
sentence, so it sounds like she’s asking a question instead of making a
statement about her work. “I want to make products that touch people,
and that go further than the values of the design world with its aims of
more and more, cheaper, cheaper, cheaper. I don’t believe everything has
to be cheap. It’s a commitment to pay for something, to have to save up
for it.” This is hardly design for the Target shopper, spurred by a more-
for-less quest that has fueled American design of late, with its pretty
plastics and “blobjects.” Jongerius’s work is a critique of that—even if
she means it as a subtle one. 

In London’s Borough Market, people spend vast sums on rare vegeta-
bles with dirt still clinging to their roots and unpasteurized “artisan”
cheeses fresh from the farm. Here in the coffee shop—where you can’t get
a skinny latté or skim milk and none of the chairs match—the crowds jam
past. From this perch overlooking the market, it’s clear Jongerius’s aes-
thetic has many fans. “The more and more, new and new, of the so-called
great design revolution is inhuman,” Crawford says from her view of the
market. “It’s hard to become attached to things. You always have to reject
what you were. From one year to the next everything from the previous sea-
son is thrown out, invalidated—and it leaves people cold. That’s why Hella
is interesting. She brings a newness to old things so you don’t have to chuck
everything out. Instead of thinking everything old is worthless, her work is
related to something real and human.” 

But beyond some trend for the handmade that’s the current fad of the
upper-middle classes, Jongerius’s work examines what design means—and
in Milan those existential questions were made manifest. Her chandelier
for Swarovski, a crystal frock, evokes the dreamy world of ballrooms and
Cinderella dreams. The light fixture was woven from teardrop-shaped cut
crystals and mesh the company uses in its fashion designs. The party dress
is made of questions cast in lurid pink rubber: Can industrial be affection-
ate? Can crafts be contemporary? Will design have to crossbreed? Can I
only translate what’s in the air? Can quality be made without affection? In
this nexus of ball gowns and fairy tales, Jongerius looked at the fantasy in
which design operates and probed her own larger questions. 

This will be her legacy—and it’s what Jongerius’s department at the
design academy teaches. Called simply Atelier, the program is dedicated
to hands-on work: making and getting messy, experimenting with different
methods and materials. The course started tentatively a couple of years
ago, because so many students were working with computers and only com-
ing up with conceptual products. They’d forgotten how to make things.
“Before we were appointed to run the school, our predecessors had decid-
ed that everything should be digital,” explains Liesbeth in ‘t Hout, who
runs the academy with the influential trend forecaster Li Edelkoort. “Now
there’s so much computer-led design available for less and less money.
Here in Holland you can buy good things everywhere for nothing. We’re
tired of all those mountains of good-shaped things. Li and I saw an interest
in industrial products made in smaller series with a more emotional, per-
sonal background based on working with materials, making with your
hands. So we decided to create a place for that in the

continued from page 113
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The Smart Hands of Hella Jongerius

school.” And they immediately thought of
Jongerius to lead the program. 

The designer has the students work with a
couple of techniques a year, focusing on one
specific material per semester. Last year 15 of
her students traveled to a small town in rural
Brazil to work with cowboys on tooling leather for
a month. “I try to teach them to work with smart
hands, so that whatever material they work with,
they can think with their hands. I want them to
work as individuals and see what qualities they
bring, rather than imposing the rules of the
design profession on everyone the same way. I try
to show them that you can really make a point in
design if you connect all the qualities in yourself
with the profession and the world.” Jongerius
laughs at the loftiness of her goals and says, “It’s
just the lesson of life, you know.” Still young, the
course was certified as a degree discipline only
last year. So far it has had only one graduate, so
it’s hard to gauge Atelier’s success, though Craw-
ford says the department is popular: “Atelier
steals students from the other programs,” she
jokes and smiles. “What the course really teach-
es them is to think.”

Thinking through her hands is what Jongerius
is all about. You can see it in her own hands and
in the top-floor workshop where all her failed trials
for the Swarovski chandelier are scattered. There
are mixing bowls full of solidified silicone and
the pink rubber script she dismissed as too girly.
Beaded curtains from a 99-cent store have been
experimented on, Styrofoam packing peanuts
meant to simulate crystals have been strung to-
gether with fishing wire, and attempts to weave
the “crystals” lie abandoned on a worktable.
Jongerius stands in her studio holding up the
discarded pink cursive questions. Surrounded by
all her experiments and shelves full of drills,
packing tape, and vases, I ask if her work repre-
sents a new direction in design—a shift in think-
ing about the world. “I have a bigger story than
what the profession is. I want to um, um, uh....”
She struggles to find the words. “It’s very hard to
describe in one sentence. I’m going to, though. I
would like to make a wider connection than only
making forms or a new product. That is not inter-
esting. In a way, I hate the design world. It’s not
my world.” Jongerius looks down as if she’s
embarrassed by what she’s saying. But perhaps
that is the future—or at least one of the futures—
of design: the struggle for meaning.

www.metropolismag.com

Jennifer Kabat is based in London. Her work
appears in Wired, The Guardian, and the
Financial Times.
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“The Kids’ Reading Room: Reading by 9 Women Inventors,” by Susan Casey, Los Angeles Times, 
March 5, 2002.

Madam C.J. Walker was born as Sarah Breedlove on a Louisiana cotton plantation in 1867, just two years 
after the end of the Civil War. She went on to start the most successful company in America owned by 
an African American woman. As a child, she worked as a sharecropper in the cotton fields alongside her 
parents, who were former slaves. They lived in a shack with no windows and slept on a dirt floor. When she 
was 7, both her parents died. At age 14 she married. At 18, she gave birth to a daughter and by age 20 she 
was a widow.

For the next 18 years she supported herself and her daughter working as a cook and washerwoman. Like 
many African American women of the day, she straightened her hair. When it began falling out, though, 
she invented a conditioning formula containing both shampoo and pomade, which she applied with a hot 
comb. She also brushed her hair vigorously. The treatment worked. Her hair became shiny and smooth.

In 1905, after moving to Denver and marrying Charles Joseph Walker, a newspaperman, she started a busi-
ness selling Madam C.J. Walker’s Wonderful Hair Grower and 16 other products. She went door-to-door in 
the African American community giving beauty treatments as part of her sales pitch. She started training 
others, called Walker Agents, to sell her product as she did. They wore white blouses and black skirts and 
carried her products in briefcases. By 1919 she had more than 20,000 agents. They worked on commission 
so everyone shared in the success. She also had a chain of beauty salons and a beauty school, Leila Col-
lege, named after her daughter who helped her run her various businesses.

Madam Walker contributed generously to the National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People, es-
pecially to the anti-lynching movement and the YMCA, and gave prizes to agents who did the most charity 
work.

In 1914, she moved to New York and lived on her estate, Villa Lewaro. She was the first female African 
American millionaire. She died in 1919.

Susan Casey is author of “Women Invent! Two Centuries of Discoveries That Have Shaped Our World,” from 
Chicago Review Press. This story will be on The Times’ Web site at www.latimes.com/ kids. 

“0 is the new 8: As waistlines grow, women’s clothing sizes shrink incredibly,” by Kate M. Jack-
son, Boston Globe, May 5, 2006.

Inside the dressing room at Ann Taylor, Wendy Chao found herself at a loss.

‘’I tried on a size 0 skirt and it was too big,” said Chao, a 30-year-old graduate student of molecular biology 
at Harvard University. ‘’To me, a size 0 is antimatter; it’s something devoid of any physical reality.”

Chao was already mystified by how she’d shrunk from a size 8 in high school to a size 2 today, despite 
gaining 15 pounds in the interim. But now at size 0, she realized something curious was afoot.

‘’As far as I can see, size means nothing,” she said. ‘’I am different sizes at different stores, but they’re all 
remarkably smaller than what I wore as a scrawny teenager. In my closet, I have everything from a size 0 to 
a size 12.” She added that a size 8 skirt she bought from Ann Taylor in 2000 is ‘’identical in cut” to the size 
0 she bought at the store late last year.

The incongruity in Chao’s closet is far from a fluke: While Americans have statistically gotten larger, wom-
en’s clothing has gotten smaller—that is, if the numbers on the size labels are to be believed. It’s no secret 
that retailers have been playing to women’s vanity for years by downsizing the sizes on garment labels, but 
the practice has reached an extreme in recent months with the introduction of the sizes ‘’double zero” and 
‘’extra, extra small.” If vanity sizing continues on this path, analysts say, it is only a matter of time before 
clothing sizes are available in negative integers.

In many ways we’re already there, said Bridgette Raes, an image and style consultant in New York who 
notes that the sizes double zero and extra, extra small available at stores like Banana Republic and Old 
Navy are essentially negative sizes. Instead of putting a -2 size on the label, manufacturers use 00, which 
is the same thing.

J. Jill introduced its ‘’extra, extra small” size last year in response to its petite customers’ demands for 
smaller sizes, said Lauren Cooke, a public relations manager for the company.

‘’We’ve always had size ‘extra small,’ but our clothing tends to be cut more generously because we cater 
to women over 35,” she said, noting that an extra small at J. Jill is the equivalent of a size 2 or 4 at other 
stores. Their extra, extra small is equivalent to a size 0.

The downward evolution of sizes illustrates the extent to which retailers, apparel manufacturers, and 
designers are conforming to American women’s obsession with wanting to be thin—even if it’s only in 
their minds, said Natalie Weathers, an assistant professor of fashion industry management at Philadelphia 
University.

In addition, the small sizes help retailers attract the junior-sized buyers—typically girls in their teens—to 
adult stores.

Vanity sizing has been a common practice in expensive women’s clothing for decades, but Weathers said 
the practice has crept into the mass market because a wider spectrum of women—teenagers through baby 
boomers—are more preoccupied with size than ever before.
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‘’We live in a world now where 14-year-olds shop at Victoria’s Secret,” said Weathers. ‘’On the other side, 
we’re always hearing how 50 is the new 30.”

And the gap between what’s reality for most women and fantasy also seems to be bigger. While more than 
60 percent of American women are overweight, women on television and on the big screen are getting 
skinnier and skinnier. In fact, after producers of ‘’Desperate Housewives” learned their star Eva Longoria is 
a size 00, they wrote a reference to her clothing size into an episode.

While images of Hollywood certainly feed the frenzy, there are other factors at work, said April Ainsworth, 
owner of VintageVixen.com, an online vintage clothing retailer. With some exceptions, manufacturers are 
simply making women’s clothing larger and labeling them with smaller sizes. As a result, what was a size 8 
in the 1950s had become a 4 by the 1970s and 00 today. The size labels just keep getting smaller, so it’s no 
surprise they’re diving below zero now, Ainsworth said.

If this trend continues, some petite women may find their own shopping options limited as the smaller 
sizes available at some of their favorite stores actually become too large for them.

Just ask Kelly O’Rourke, 27, of Roslindale. She loved shopping at such stores as Ann Taylor, the Gap, and J. 
Crew because their petite lines were cut to her silhouette. However, she said she recently found that sizes 
0 and 2 are too big for her at some of these retailers.

‘’It’s frustrating to me as a petite woman when I try on a size 2 suit and it’s swimming on me because it 
really has the measurements of a size 6,” she said.

The picture is further complicated by the fact that sizing varies among brands and stores, making it dif-
ficult for many women to know exactly what size they are. The problem has only become more acute since 
January 1983 when the US Department of Commerce dropped a uniform sizing system for women on the 
grounds that it no longer reflected the size and shape of the average consumer.

‘’Sizing has always shifted to match consumers’ changing behaviors,” said Kathleen Fasanella, a pattern 
maker and author who writes an apparel manufacturing blog called Fashion Incubator.

‘’For instance, when women stopped wearing corsets, manufacturers had to completely redesign their pat-
terns due to the great dissatisfaction of women who were no longer wearing the undergarments.”

But because women have gotten larger, Fasanella said, their clothing is cut larger today—though many of 
the labels won’t tell you that.

“Fashion’s Larger Problem,” by Susan D’Amato, The Washington Post, May 31, 2005.

As a 23-year-old woman who stands 5 foot 8, weighs 185 pounds and wears a size 16, Johleen Solly of 
Arlington exists in retail purgatory: too big to shop at stores like J. Crew and American Eagle, which rarely 
stock 16s, and “a little too cool,” as she puts it, for the dowdier clothes at plus-size stores like Lane Bryant.

“I’d like to be able to walk into a store with a size 2 friend, a size 22 friend and my size 16 self and all buy 
something to wear out on Friday night,” she said. Instead, Solly, a government affairs coordinator for a 
trade association, builds her wardrobe from an assortment of department stores, boutiques that carry 
bigger sizes and places like Old Navy. She makes a particular point of avoiding retailers that offer her size 
only online and not in their stores.

“I want to go in the store,” she said. “The way it is now, I feel like the market is telling us we’re supposed 
to feel different.”

The young, plus-size shopper, generally defined as a woman who wears a size 14 or greater, is becoming 
increasingly important to retailers. Plus-size apparel sales last year rose 13.2 percent, and teen plus-size 
rose 14.2 percent, compared with 5.6 percent for all women’s clothes, according to one survey. Yet many 
young, plus-size women say they are belittled in stores, relegated to buying online—or ignored, period.

“It’s like that ‘Pretty Woman’ feeling,” said Tracy Olivera, who is 5 foot 5 and 180 pounds, referring to a 
scene in the film in which snobbish salesclerks turn away Julia Roberts’s character from a Beverly Hills 
boutique. “You’re like, ‘I have money, okay?’ “

As of this spring, shoppers such as Olivera, 26, an actress who lives in the District, have two fewer op-
tions: H&M and Jennifer Lopez’s Sweetface Fashion LLC, brands known for style-conscious yet relatively 
affordable clothing, are discontinuing their plus-size lines in the United States. (H&M’s collection, called 
BiB for Big is Beautiful, will continue to be sold in other countries.)

The moves struck some industry watchers as counterintuitive—if only because Americans are becoming 
heavier. In 2002, 16 percent of teens were considered overweight, more than triple the figure in 1980. The 
average woman in her twenties weighs almost 29 pounds more than women did in 1960, according to the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

One frequently cited explanation for the companies’ withdrawal from the market: Fat just isn’t fashionable. 
No one wants to be associated with it.

“There are probably great debates in the boardrooms right now about how moving into that plus-size mar-
ket might impact their core customer,” said Wendy Farina, principal at retail consulting firm Kurt Salmon 
Associates.

“There’s a real stigma against fat for the fashion world,” said Laurie Henzel, the creative director of Bust 
magazine, a small-circulation glossy with a feminist bent. It is one of the few magazines to frequently fea-
ture plus-size models in fashion shoots.

Asked about H&M’s decision to phase out BiB, from which she borrowed samples when she had a plus-
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size shoot, Henzel said, “I can only imagine [they thought] it wasn’t cool enough for them.”

Several retailers, including the Gap and J. Crew as well as more explicitly teen-focused companies such as 
Delia’s and American Eagle, sell larger sizes online than they do in stores. Many women interpret the prac-
tice as a case of companies’ wanting to profit from the expansion of the American waistline without run-
ning the risk of tainting their image. “You can’t do it all, so something has to give,” said Marshal Cohen, 
chief industry analyst at NPD Group.

Industry research suggests that some plus-size women prefer to shop in private, often based on their 
negative experiences in stores. “Who are the people who are more willing to shop online than not? Plus-
size women. They’re so used to being shunned and sent out to the hinterlands that they expect this to be 
the situation,” Cohen said.

While some women may have come to expect that kind of treatment, a growing number find it insulting. 
“They’re made to feel like they have a special problem that has to be addressed by a ‘special’ part of the or-
ganization, and that part can only be found online,” said Stephanie Ouyoumjian, a director at Frank About 
Women, a communications firm that specializes in marketing to women. “They don’t belong.”

One company that has worked hard to make young, plus-size shoppers feel that they belong is Torrid. The 
four-year-old California chain has made its name catering to trendy women sizes 12 to 26. (In doing so, 
some analysts said, it helped offset parent company Hot Topic Inc.’s 17 percent drop in net income last 
year).

“We’re attuned to a recurring question,” said Torrid’s director of marketing, Regina Woodhouse. “ ‘I’m a 
plus-size customer, but I am hip, and there are not a lot of options for me.’ “

Torrid operates 91 stores nationwide and plans to open 30 more by the end of this year. But it must still 
deal with the same stereotypes its customers face. On a recent Saturday, an ad outside the Torrid store at 
Westfield Shoppingtown Montgomery featuring a curvy model in a clingy dress drew stares, snickers, and 
even a stern “You don’t ever want to have to go in here, do you?”—the latter issued by one sixty-something 
woman to her preteen companion. The girl shook her head.

“The best way to be reminded that you’re physically imperfect when you’re a size 14 to 18 is to go shop-
ping,” Ouyoumjian said.

To some fashion observers, it seemed more than coincidence that H&M discontinued BiB after Chanel 
designer Karl Lagerfeld complained publicly that in a much-hyped collaboration, the company had manu-
factured his line in larger sizes. “What I created was fashion for slim, slender people,” he was quoted as 
saying.

The designer’s recent book, “The Karl Lagerfeld Diet,” encourages readers to subsist on raw vegetables, 
curiously named “protein sachets,” and little else—ostensibly with the goal of looking like the emaciated 
Lagerfield himself, who pared his 5-foot-11 frame by 80 pounds on the plan.

Lagerfeld’s motivation? Not health, as he freely admits in the book’s introduction, but the desire to fit into 
designer clothes.

If you’re H&M, Cohen asked, which is more important to the image of your brand: your association with 
Karl Lagerfeld or serving this market?

The answer, Cohen said, is: “Today, Karl Lagerfeld.” That might not be the case three years from now, “but 
they’ll deal with that then,” he said.

Representatives for H&M, Sweetface, and other brands disagree.

“It’s absolutely not an image issue,” said Lisa Sandberg, director of communications for H&M in the 
United States. Her sentiment was echoed by Andy Hilfiger, president and co-founder of Sweetface, as well 
as representatives of the Gap, J. Crew and other companies that offer extended sizes online.

Sandberg declined to release sales figures, but she said of BiB: “The line did not do well here. I think the 
American customer was looking for something more colorful or fashion-forward.”

According to Hilfiger, the plus-size line “did okay.” The problem, he said, was that department stores 
stocked it in their plus-size departments; Hilfiger wanted it in juniors, next to the brand’s other sizes.

“A lot of designers, they’re not advertising the plus-size line,” Hilfiger said. “I wanted a girl that was a size 
2 to shop with a size 13.”

Hilfiger admitted that designing for plus-size customers takes experience—a point that Lane Bryant likes 
to emphasize.

“I think other retailers entering the market think, ‘Oh, there’s money to be made. Should we just scale up 
what we have and see what happens?’ “ said Catherine Lippincott, spokeswoman for Lane Bryant.

Retailers looking to increase their business have ample incentive to dive in the plus-size pool.

According to the National Center for Education Statistics, female college undergraduates outnumber 
males. “They will be controlling more money in years to come than ever before,” Ouyoumjian said. “And 
many of these women are already plus-sized.”

Jamie Cupples, 26, of Alexandria put it simply. “I’d love it if I could go shopping with a skinny friend, and 
she wouldn’t be bored out of her wits while I was at Lane Bryant, and I wouldn’t be bored when she was 
at American Eagle,” said Cupples, a program assistant with the National Park Service who is 5 foot 7, 220 
pounds and a size 18.

“If the options were there, I would be there.”
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“Haute Cyber: Fashion and computer students collaborate to create a virtual runway,” by Jeffrey R. 
Young, Chronicle of Higher Education, May 30, 2003.

New York—Rather than strut down a catwalk sporting attitudes of disdain, some of the models at a fash-
ion show at the Fashion Institute of Technology last month calmly took their cues from the audience about 
how best to show off the clothes they were wearing. The models didn’t talk back to anyone, gossip about 
one another, or demand Italian sparkling water in their dressing rooms. They existed only as three-dimen-
sional figures in cyberspace.

The setting for the show was more geeky than glamorous: a computer room with the virtual models pro-
jected on a screen. Visitors could also join in online, calling up the 3-D figures on their own computers.

The students who staged the event—and whose designs were on display—said the virtual fashion show 
was better than a glitzy real-life affair with celebrity models. “I’m very frustrated with how real models are,” 
said one of the student designers at the Fashion Institute, Renjith Vincent. “They give you attitude. I would 
rather show my clothes, not the model.” And the students suggest that putting their designs on virtual 
models on the Internet is a powerful way to show off their work to potential employers.

The goal of the high-tech event—which organizers called the first of its kind—was to demonstrate how 
fashion designers can use computer graphics and the Internet to collaborate with distant colleagues and 
to communicate with manufacturers and customers. It was also a chance to try to persuade administra-
tors at the Fashion Institute to invest more heavily in computers by showing new ways that technology 
could change the field of fashion, said Daria Dorosh, a professor at the institute who helped organize the 
presentation.

Ms. Dorosh and other fashion professors say that technology promises to revolutionize how clothes are 
made and sold in the next few years.

Guests at the event even described research that could one day make the use of traditional sewing ma-
chines for high fashion obsolete. And Bruce Damer, who heads the Contact Consortium, a nonprofit group 
that promotes the use of 3-D graphics technology in education, said scientists are working on ways to 
manufacture clothing using high-tech machines that can create clothes directly from computer sketches. 
Some day, he said, people may walk into stores, sit at computers, pick out clothing designs, and have 
them custom-made by machines in minutes.

Still, fashion colleges have been slow to embrace IT, said Ms. Dorosh. Although FIT and other fashion col-
leges now offer courses in basic computer-graphics programs, such as Photoshop, she said experimenting 
with computers is, well, not quite in fashion.

The virtual fashion show was a joint effort between 12 students working voluntarily with Ms. Dorosh at the 
Fashion Institute and 38 students in a computer-graphics course at Simon Fraser University, in Surrey, Brit-
ish Columbia.

The two groups have never met face to face, and they did all of their communication online. They were 
brought together by Contact Consortium’s Mr. Damer.

‘Runway World’

During the past semester, the fashion students in New York scanned their sketches for dresses, pants, 
shirts, and accessories into a computer, and then e-mailed the designs to their more tech-savvy peers at 
Simon Fraser. The students in Surrey then used 3-D modeling software to put the clothes on models in a 
virtual “runway world” that they designed.

Some of the designs have an otherworldly feel, and many are more like sketches than literal renderings of 
how the clothes would look on a human. One red and white dress in the show, for instance, looks like two 
hoop skirts stacked on top of each other, with a mesh top. Another design includes a wearable computer 
screen that hovers about a foot in front of the model’s face.

One of the most challenging aspects of the project was figuring out the best way to present fashion in 
cyberspace, the two groups of students said. At first, they planned to simulate a real-life fashion show, said 
Owen J. Milburn, who was involved with the project before he graduated from Simon Fraser this month 
with a degree in interactive art.

“We wanted to have models walking down a runway, but that’s really hard to do—it was really difficult get-
ting the walk to look right,” said Mr. Milburn. Even after several attempts, the students’ virtual models still 
looked awkward, he said, or overly cartoonish.

“Models spend years learning how to walk purposely, right?” he added. “For us to try to make that with a 
3-D program in a month was really not feasible.”

After much debate, the students decided to make a fashion showcase that looks more like a museum than 
a traditional fashion runway. They skipped the long catwalk and instead built a broad virtual stage where 
several models can stand at the same time, constantly rotating like cars in an automobile show. A com-
puter user entering the room over the Internet can walk up to the models and interact with them, using a 
computer mouse to make them move or wave (http://www.sfu.ca/sfufit). 

The students in Surrey, most of them specializing in computer graphics, created the online space using a 
virtual-reality platform called Atmosphere, made by Adobe, the software company that also makes Photo-
shop and other popular graphics programs. The platform allows several users to enter an online “room” 
at the same time and to communicate with one another by typing messages that appear in a chat window 
on each user’s screen. During the virtual fashion show, some of the student designers were on hand to 
answer questions from online visitors.

“It turned out a lot better than if we tried to totally re-create reality,” said Mr. Milburn.

The Plot Thickens

A visitor to this online world could even choose to be represented by a fashionable character, similar to a 
character in a video game. The students at the Fashion Institute designed outfits for these virtual people—
or “avatars,” as they are sometimes called—and the characters soon took on lives of their own. One is 
an arrogant upstart designer named Ratava, who sports a jaunty scarf and a giant mustache. Another is a 

http://www.sfu.ca/sfufit
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spoiled superstar model named Holly Dayinn, who wears too-short shorts and is always clutching stuffed 
animals. Then there’s a sharp-tongued fashion designer named Anna Winter, a spoof of Vogue magazine’s 
editor in chief, Anna Wintour.

To attract a broader crowd than just those who might attend a regular fashion show, the two groups of stu-
dents eventually decided to make their virtual event more like a video game. They created a story line that 
visitors could follow and participate in while they viewed the fashions. 

“We wanted to show a lot of fashions from the students, but we wanted to also show something that is 
funny and accessible to a bigger crowd and not just to the fashion people,” said David Aliperti, a junior at 
the Fashion Institute.

So Ratava became a designer with a dark secret that users could try to discover, while the other characters, 
jealous of Ratava’s success, sought to help visitors solve the mystery.

During the virtual fashion event last month, students at Simon Fraser played the roles of some of the char-
acters while interacting with visitors, some of whom logged on from as far away as Australia. 

They also showed off the project to parents and other guests attending an end-of-the-year exhibit of stu-
dent work at Simon Fraser that took place the same evening, said Steve DiPaola, an associate professor of 
computing arts and design sciences at the university.

Some visitors uncovered the mystery—that Ratava is a fraud who knows nothing about design. In the end, 
he turns out to be a janitor at the Fashion Institute who fished discarded sketches by students out of the 
trash and marketed the designs. (His name is “avatar” spelled backwards.)

Meanwhile during the presentation at the Fashion Institute, where the runway world was projected on a 
large screen, a few of the students dressed up like the virtual characters they created, wearing the designs 
featured in their virtual show. One of those students was Leonid Gourevitch, who wore long dreadlocks, 
camouflage pants, and a black muscle T-shirt with crisscrossing stripes. He said the outfit was something 
he had made and wore to classes before the project began. His classmates liked the look so much that 
they decided to base one of their avatars on it.

The two groups of students said they were impressed with each other’s skills and work. But Mr. Aliperti 
said that miscommunication was one problem of collaborating online with the students in Surrey. “Com-
puter people have a language that is just Yiddish to fashion people, so it was hard,” he said. “And New 
Yorkers are a bit more fast-forward to things” and impatient than folks on the West Coast.

One thing the students learned, said Ms. Dorosh, the FIT professor, is that “fashion is a lot about fiction, 
and fashion is about fantasy,” and that in a virtual space “our imaginations can be let loose in so many 
different ways.”

On a more practical note, Ms. Dorosh said that technology might open up new careers for her students. 
One example: designing clothing for characters in video games. She said Lara Croft, the busty protagonist 
of “Tomb Raider,” as well as other characters from video games, “aren’t wearing anything worth looking 

at.”

“They say that more girls are gaming,” she added. “Clothing is a language for girls, and women in general, 
and the clothing has to speak more.”

Behind the Times

Will virtual fashion shows sweep through the real fashion world? Not yet, said John Tomlinson, director 
of the New York Studio Program for the Association of Independent Colleges of Art and Design, who was 
among those watching the event in New York.

He sees a use for virtual fashion modeling as a kind of “Web calling card” for designers. But he thought 
that “the quality will have to be improved”—as far as the level of detail in the virtual models—before it 
really catches on in the fashion world, and that the fashion colleges were lagging behind the industry as far 
as using information technology.

The Fashion Institute’s dean of the school of art and design, Joseph S. Lewis III, also attended the dem-
onstration. He pointed out that technology would always be just one component of fashion education. 
“Students have to know how to drape, how to sew,” he said.

Virtual modeling of fashion, he asserted, will never replace attending fashion shows or stores. “People 
want to see how the fabric feels and how it fits,” according to Mr. Lewis.

After all, the biggest event of the year at the institute is still the traditional student fashion show, which 
took place this month, using a traditional catwalk.
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“Levi Strauss and the Price We Pay: The Cost of Apparel Has Declined for a Quarter Century, 
Helping Make Americans the Best-Clothed People in History. All Is Right in the Word, Unless You 
Ask How It Happened,” by Fred Dickey, Los Angeles Times, December 1, 2002.

Brenda Pope sits at the kitchen table and stares sadly at her work-hardened hands. Inside one wrist is the 
purple welt of a surgical scar that runs halfway to her elbow. Twenty years at a sewing machine gave her 
the carpal tunnel injury. That scar and $15,000 in severance is what she has to show for those years. Near 
the edge of Blue Ridge, Ga., the Levi Strauss plant where she once worked now sits empty, a glass-and-
brick shell overlooking acres of empty parking lot. Bored security guards stroll the grounds to protect what 
no one any longer values. A factory dies an honorable death when it falls apart from hard work and time. 
This one was cut down in full productivity.

For a half-century, this apparel sewing plant was a wellspring that pumped life into the town. The workday 
was switched on by the gathering of 400 workers, mainly women, chattering as they punched the clock. 
Hour after hour, they created a cadence from clacking sewing machines, generating wealth for their bosses 
and modest wages for themselves.

The plant was shut in June, one of six Levi plant closures that left the San Francisco apparel giant with just 
a tiny U.S. manufacturing presence—a plant in San Antonio, Texas, devoted to quick turn-around products 
that have deadlines overseas plants can’t meet. At the end, the Blue Ridge workers stood in small knots, 
tossed about by a maelstrom of emotions. Some were in shock. Some muttered that they would never 
again wear Levi clothing. Most worried about the future. Brenda Pope was one of those.

Blue Ridge is a town of nearly 2,000 in north Georgia, just south of the Tennessee and North Carolina 
lines. Blue-green hills rise sharply a few miles south of town and provide a gateway to the Appalachians, 
gaining loveliness as they gain height. Residents are mostly Scots-Irish, descendants of the hard-edged 
people who broke the Cherokees, and then broke the soil. Today, many here, like Pope, are working poor.

Measured against what most of us feel we need, the 44-year-old single mother asked little. She wanted to 
live among familiar pines and trustworthy people, create value with her hands and raise her child in the old 
ways. She did not think she needed a college degree to do these things. She was right, until she made the 
mistake of pricing herself out of the labor market—a feat accomplished by earning $14 per hour putting 
zippers in Levi’s famous blue jeans.

When Levi moved Pope’s job out of the country, she became one of hundreds of thousands of American 
workers who have lost jobs during the past six decades as the garment industry seeks lower wages in un-
derdeveloped countries. In that context, the decision to close the Blue Ridge plant was hardly unusual. Levi 
had clung to its last U.S. manufacturing plants long after most of its competitors had fled.

Yet when a company like Levi, with a reputation for good management and strong relations with employ-
ees, finally turns out the lights in the United States, it might be an occasion to measure the human toll, 
here and abroad, of the flight of garment industry jobs—and to remember that it’s happening so that 
American consumers, who buy more clothing than any people in history, can get a shirt for $20 instead of 
$25.

In 1950, 1.2 million Americans were employed in apparel manufacturing. By 2001, that figure had fallen to 

566,000. In the same time span, the U.S. population almost doubled. Jobs went out of the country, and 
finished products came in. In 1989, the U.S. imported $24.5 billion in apparel; in 2001, $63.8 billion. In the 
last quarter of 2001, 83% of all apparel sold in this country was imported.

The migration of these jobs is seen as the natural result of globalization, the economic process that melds 
the technology and finance of the developed world with the vast labor pool of the underdeveloped. This 
trend is especially attractive to the apparel industry because, basically, all it needs are sewing machines 
and low-paid workers.

Globalization has crept up so stealthily that it wasn’t generally recognized until full grown. It accelerated 
around the end of World War II, when the industrialized world was reshuffling, says Charles Derber of 
Boston College, author of “Corporation Nation,” a book that views corporate power through a populist 
filter. As American corporations witnessed the economic rise of Japan and other foreign competition, they 
started looking for an edge, and they found it in cheap labor abroad. “They realized that more money could 
be made by using those billions of workers as producers as well as consumers,” Derber says.

Many corporate executives view this sea of cheap labor as an attractive profit center, or, if they find it 
predatory and distasteful, as a competitive necessity. Economists say globalization will be the platform for 
Third World countries to build their own free-market economies, and that low wages are part of the growth 
process.

Michael M. Weinstein, a New York economist who has studied the job-flight phenomenon, says of the 
plight of Pope and others like her: “Any policy you give me for saving that person’s job is going to threaten 
somebody else’s. I don’t mean to sound callous, but there are plenty of low-end jobs [in the U.S.] that 
need filling. If we bar low-cost goods from abroad, it would be the poorest among us who depend on these 
products who would be punished most harshly.”

In other words, it is the poor who would suffer most if, say, clothing at Wal-Mart suddenly cost more. 
Weinstein adds, “We don’t need garment jobs to have full employment for Americans. It’s a good thing 
when these jobs go to the worst-off people in the world. I regard it as unconscionable to clamp down on 
sweatshops that are making these people’s lives better than they would otherwise be.”

The search for the worst-off people in the world means the garment industry is looking for a target that’s 
always moving. As soon as wages rise in one country, work can be moved to another. Charles Kernaghan, 
director of the National Labor Committee in New York City, calls this long-distance shuffle a “race to the 
bottom” of the wage scale. The committee has a list of hourly apparel wages in Third World countries, 
including: Guatemala, 37 cents; China, 28 cents; Nicaragua, 23 cents; Bangladesh, 13 to 20 cents.

In addition to low wages, manufacturers in many countries benefit from child labor and long workdays 
as well as the absence of health plans, environmental protections, workplace safety standards and efforts 
to organize workers. In fairness, some U.S. apparel makers, Levi among them, have taken steps to police 
conditions in plants overseas, and to pay fairly. But those efforts are far from universal.

“American companies make showcase visits to these offshore plants, but they always get the VIP tour and 
are maneuvered to talk only to employees who have been coached for such occasions,” says Kernaghan, 
an old-style, angry labor activist who knows his enemy, doesn’t trust him and never gets too close.
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Levi Strauss & Co. has taken on the role of dressing people to look sexy and cool, but the company began 
in 1853 as a wholesale dry goods business. Its first garments were work pants made of canvas-type mate-
rial to serve workers in dust-clogged mines and on docks. As the years passed, Levi grew, its sales reaching 
$4.3 billion by fiscal 2001, and the company expanded its manufacturing to other parts of the country. Levi 
became a paragon of corporate beneficence. It provided benefits, fair wages and even helped employees 
earn diplomas. It donated ball fields to the small towns where it operated. Even unions liked the company.

Ann Woody was a management employee at the Blue Ridge factory. She remembered when Bob Haas, a 
descendant of the founders and Levi’s president and CEO, visited the plant about a decade ago. Workers 
planted a tree in his behalf to show their affection. It was a touching moment of mutual fidelity.

Company fortunes faltered in the mid-’90s in the face of competition from goods made overseas. When 
the time came for Levi to close Blue Ridge, Haas had become chairman of the board, replaced as president 
and CEO by Philip A. Marineau, who was recruited from Pepsi-Cola to “turn this thing around.”

To reduce labor costs, Marineau had to break the paternal mold that the Haas family had formed over 
many years. Journalist Karl Schoenberger wrote in his 2001 book, “Levi’s Children,” that “Levi Strauss is 
one of the very few major companies in the apparel industry that has not been indelibly branded a scoun-
drel by human rights critics. . . . It has the distinction of trying harder and far longer than any other multi-
national corporation to do the right thing.”

The new boss was tough enough to say to the workers: Sorry, but this is about money.

Marineau doesn’t do fireside chats. He’s all business. Asked why the company closed Blue Ridge and 
turned out faithful workers, he says: “To be competitive in the marketplace required us to lower our cost of 
goods. It required us to go offshore. Apparel prices have gone down for the last 25 years, and it continues 
unabated, driven by an aging population that wants to spend less on clothing.”

In announcing the six plant closures, Levi said it was becoming a “marketing company,” and that future 
production in almost all cases would be by contract manufacturers. That would take place in 50 countries, 
including Mexico, Bangladesh and China.

To author Derber, that explanation is code language that actually says: We’re going for the cheap labor, 
and we don’t want the dirty hands of ownership that go with sweatshops. The goal is to have “plausible 
deniability” about labor conditions. He said that foreign plant owners are rarely steeped in touchy-feely 
management techniques and operate with the backing of powerful politicians who can impede whatever 
government oversight might technically be on the books.

Asked why Levi contracts out its manufacturing, Marineau gives several competitive business reasons, 
then he pauses and acknowledges, “The apparel industry is chasing low-cost labor.”

For Levi, the advantages became obvious this year. In the third quarter, which ended Aug. 25, Levi’s sales 
were up 3.5%, its first increase since 1996. Five weeks ago came an agreement to sell a new line of lower-
priced jeans through the vast Wal-Mart Stores chain. Marineau predicted that the new Levi Strauss Sig-
nature brand would generate hundreds of millions of dollars in sales each year—all from garments made 
abroad.

To its credit, Levi has been a pioneer overseas, creating a corporate code of standards for every manu-
facturer with which it contracts. Levi also pays inspectors to enforce the standards. Writer Schoenberger 
acknowledges Levi’s effort, but says, “How well they have managed to enforce that code is probably very 
debatable,” given the serpentine twists in Third World countries.

In fact, enforcing the codes of various private groups and international organizations is not achievable, 
Weinstein says. Groups such as the World Trade Organization, NAFTA and the International Labor Orga-
nization have no real leverage to control American multinationals because the United States has such vast 
economic clout. “Say the Philippines has a beef against American trade practices,” he says. “What are they 
going to do, refuse to do business with the U.S.?”

That segues into a main Kernaghan point. The labor activist says that the most effective step against 
globalization abuses would be to pass legislation in the United States prohibiting the entry of goods from 
countries whose products fall short of acceptable standards. In other words, the U.S. would be saying to 
multinationals operating offshore: We can’t stop you from making clothing in sweatshops, but you can’t 
sell it here.

“We have the power to determine what comes into our country,” says Jay Mazur, retired president of Unite, 
the union that traditionally represented most American apparel workers. “We say cocaine can’t come into 
our country; so we can say that goods produced in sweatshops can’t either.”

Kernaghan and his allies (human rights advocates and some labor unions, but thus far not many politi-
cians) believe that such legislation would eliminate the common explanation companies give for abusing 
humane standards—we do it because our competitors do. Opponents argue that the law would send 
clothing prices higher in the U.S.

Karen Collis was the president of the Unite local in Blue Ridge. When Levi announced the closure, there 
was little the union could do except negotiate severances. Collis, 31, is luckier than most. She’s bright, 
young and ambitious. She has a supportive husband and plans to use her $11,000 severance to pursue an 
accounting degree. She may be one of the few for whom being laid off will be a blessing.

Collis, though, knows her former co-workers do not need severance packages. They need employment. She 
is upset—at the union she believes gave up on the Blue Ridge plant, at Levi for turning its back on loyal 
workers, and even at Mexico, which is where she and other workers heard their jobs are going.

So in the race to the bottom, is Mexico the next stop?

In the sand-blown Mexican border town of Piedras Negras, two hours southwest of San Antonio, a mother 
of five prays that Collis’ prediction comes true. It won’t. The woman, who did not want her name used for 
fear of reprisal at work, lives in a two-bedroom crumbly stucco house so narrow it seems you can’t open 
the back door without closing the front. The tiny front room is filled with rows of family photos, religious 
symbols and a snowy old TV that is always on and seemingly never watched. Even the furniture coverings 
are threadbare. At the moment, the room is festive and crowded as several relatives have gathered for the 
momentous occasion of this interview. Her children are almost awkwardly polite and listen as attentively 
as if this were pay-per-view.
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She says she earns about $55 a week sewing cloth bags at the local factory. Two years ago, she earned twice 
that much working on Levi jeans at a large factory, but it closed and the jobs moved to Central America 
and the Far East. The closure left her and her husband, whose own job is spotty, with far more bills than 
money.

Today, she worries that she will fall behind on her sewing quota. She is not as nimble as she once was. She 
holds her bladder until lunch or quitting time to avoid slowing down. She knows that 100 people would 
line up for her job, and would gladly take the latest starting wage of about $35 per week. There is no job 
security and no one to appeal to because the union in her plant is as answerable to the company as she is.

This year’s economic downturn in the U.S. has hurt the Mexican apparel industry, but most jobs were lost 
because companies moved to countries with lower wages, says Julia Quinonez, head of CFO (Border Com-
mittee of Women Workers) in Piedras Negras. She says that 4,500 apparel jobs have disappeared from 
that small city in the past three years and that wages have gone from $4 per hour 10 years ago to an aver-
age of 80 cents today. Quinonez says the jobs are going abroad, or farther south in Mexico, where wages 
are about 60% of those along the border and labor protections are rarely enforced.

Martha Tovar, president of Solunet-InfoMex, an economic research company in El Paso, Texas, says that 
68 textile plants closed in Mexico last year, depressing conditions in the border area, including the poor 
woman’s family in Piedras Negras. Prices are so high, they cross the border to buy beans and rice, and oc-
casionally--very occasionally—some chicken or cheap beef. When told that some housekeepers in L.A. earn 
her weekly income by lunchtime, the mother’s eyes widen and she says, “How can that be?”

Her ambition is to gather her family and slip across the border, where she wishes to find out if such stories 
can be true for her. Asked how she would do that, she shrugs. “I’ll just use a guest pass to cross over, then 
not return.”

She has little curiosity about the companies responsible for her wages. She would, however, like to ask 
them—whoever they are—”Why is it that you can’t pay me enough so I can live decently? So that I can 
feed my family chicken even once in a while?”

She is not an economist and she has never heard of globalization, but her instincts tell her that the job 
that allows her barely to survive is soon going the way of thousands of other jobs in her town. In the race 
to the bottom, it turns out, Mexico is in the rearview mirror.

Lisa Rahman would consider that Mexican family blessed with riches, because $1 an hour far exceeds any 
amount the 19-year-old garment factory worker would dare dream of when asleep in her family’s shack. 
Her closer-to-earth ambition is to double her income to about 30 cents per hour. That would mean chicken 
in her rice maybe once a week.

Rahman lives with and is the main support for her parents and two young relatives in the vast slums of 
Dhaka, Bangladesh. All she can afford is one room, and during the rainy season, the family collects the 
bedding and moves to the one dry corner so that they don’t get soaked. She has never gone to school, 
ridden a bicycle or seen a movie. Her wages allow the eating of chicken maybe once every two months. 
She describes the neighborhood: “Ninety to 100 people in my neighborhood all use one water pump, one 
outhouse and one stove with four burners.”

Rahman has worked in garment factories since she was 10, the last three years at the Shah Makhdum 
factory. She says she often works from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m. seven days a week, with a day off maybe once a 
month. Her take-home pay is the equivalent of 14 cents per hour. The factory is hot, and the drinking water 
is dirty. If she gets sick and can’t work, she doesn’t get paid. If she gets sick very often, she’ll be unpaid 
permanently.

Rahman is waif-like—about 5 feet and 110 pounds—and has round eyes that float in her still-young brown 
skin. Everything about her begs for a protective arm around her, but that draws her no slack on the job: “If 
we fail to meet [production quota], the supervisors yell and curse at us. They curse our parents and call 
them filthy [names]. Sometimes they slap us.”

One product that Rahman worked on most recently was for the Walt Disney Co. of Burbank, a contract 
purchaser from the factory. It’s a Winnie the Pooh shirt that retails for $17.99. Asked to guess the shirt’s 
retail price in the U.S., Rahman says, “About 50 or 100 taka,” which is 86 cents to $1.72.

Rahman had never heard of Disney, Disneyland or Mickey Mouse until a labor dispute broke at the plant 
recently over working conditions. The Disney licensee promptly suspended its work there— forcing Rah-
man and others to reverse field. They are now trying to have the manufacturing resume.

Rahman says she hopes to work at the plant until she is old.

And what’s old?

“Thirty.”

A spokesman for the Disney company, Gary Foster, says of Rahman’s allegations about the Shah Makh-
dum plant: “We have visited that plant 12 separate times, and everything she says about it is untrue.” 
Asked if Disney garments are still being produced there, he says, “As far as we know, there is no Disney 
licensee making products in that plant.” Asked why he isn’t certain, he says, “That is the licensee’s deci-
sion.”

Bangladesh is a desperately poor nation of 134 million that needs a lot of Lisa Rahmans to staff its 3,300 
sewing factories. The country provides garments for most major American apparel manufacturers, includ-
ing Levi. In 2000, Bangladesh companies made 924 million garments for U.S. companies with a wholesale 
customs value of $2.2 billion.

Recently, however, the Bangladesh minister of commerce complained that wages in other countries, such 
as China, were undercutting laborers in his nation. That is not surprising to labor activist Kernaghan. He 
says that fickle multinationals have found new low-wage destinations, and China heads the list.

Richard H. Dekmejian, an international relations expert at USC, makes a judgment on where globalization 
is leading us: “Third World countries have no choice but to let these companies operate so their teeming 
populations don’t die of hunger. People take what crumbs they’re able to catch. But the overall impact of 
globalization is that the rich get richer and the poor starve. That will eventually lead to an explosion. It’s 
inevitable.”
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Union veteran Mazur is more sanguine. “The world sees us as the great economic engine, and they just 
want it to work for them, too. By giving the world fair wages for labor, we would create social stability, and 
make peace more possible.”

Sitting at the table with Brenda Pope is her 11-year-old son, Brian. He’s a chubby, pleasant boy, well-man-
nered in a “yes sir, no ma’am” way that sounds almost quaint to a Southern California ear. Brian was 
found to have lupus a year ago, and he has red splotches on his face and arms caused by the disease, 
which can kill if it’s not carefully—and expensively—controlled. He can do nothing about his face, but he 
reflexively tries to cover his sleeveless arms. When I ask if he would mind playing outside for a while, he 
complies without a murmur. When he’s gone, I ask his mother how he’s doing.

“Lots of kids give him a hard time. They call him pizza face and stuff like that. It just breaks my heart. He 
once asked me, ‘Momma, are you ashamed of how I look?’ When the doctor told him about the lupus, the 
only question he had was, ‘Am I gonna die?’ “

Pope has been pushed around by life, but some of it was her own doing, and she knows it; to wit: the two 
men she married, including Brian’s father, whom she divorced 10 years ago. The look on her face as she 
discusses them tells me I could write the familiar script. “I dropped out of school; figured I could live on 
love. I was stupid, I reckon,” she says with a hollow laugh.

When Pope switches attention to her lost job, she says she anticipates drudging trips to the welfare and 
unemployment offices, and endless job hunts that promise little for her limited skills. She could flip burg-
ers for about $6 an hour—if they’d hire a middle-aged woman with a G.E.D. and an old-fashioned work 
ethic—but that wouldn’t be enough to save her house and pay the costs of treating her son’s sickness. “I’d 
dig ditches if the pay’s good,” she says.

Helen M. Lewis, who also lives near Blue Ridge, is an author and authority on the familiar Appalachian 
struggle to make a living. She doesn’t know Pope, but she has known thousands in the same situation. 
“I’m sorry to say it, but she’ll probably lose her house and move onto her parents’ property with a trailer 
home. It’s an old pattern. There are millions of people in this country like her who want to be productive 
workers and who are content to live marginally middle-class lives; instead, they become dependent on 
society because large corporations tromp on them chasing more profits from sweatshop foreign workers.”

No one in Blue Ridge, currently, is looking for a woman who has sewn a couple million zippers into pants. 
In fact, not many in Blue Ridge are looking for anyone. The town is rapidly turning into a mountain resort 
of antique shops, summer houses for rich Atlantans, and retirement and convalescent homes. In job-avail-
ability shorthand, that comes down to bedsheets and bedpans serving those low-paying industries.

The state of Georgia has set up a job agency for the former Levi workers. State employees eagerly staff job 
banks, but for far too few positions. They encourage people who can’t type to learn computer skills, and 
provide some funding to go back to college or trade school. That’s of marginal value to middle-aged peo-
ple conditioned to manual work and who, in any event, can’t afford to stop working while going to school.

Brian is invited back to the kitchen table. He listens to his mother vent at her ex-employer. Levi was part of 
the Pope family. Her mother worked there for 26 years before retiring, and three other members of her imme-
diate family were let go with Brenda. “Four of us are out of a job.” It’s as though another husband took off.

“They said they was going to give us a commemorative denim bag.” She pauses for the irony of that to 
settle. “Twenty years, and I get a denim bag made out of the same damn scraps I threw in a basket?” She 
laughs. “I just can’t wait to get that denim bag.” Brian chuckles, too, but isn’t sure why. Asked about his 
mother’s situation, he responds with a child’s heart. He smiles at her proudly and says he wants to give 
back his allowance to help out. She hugs him tightly. As I walk down the driveway, I look back and see 
Brenda and Brian Pope standing on the step holding hands.

American consumers are blessed in many ways. As the nation’s standard of living has risen and the cost 
of clothing has dropped, homes have grown bigger, as have closets. Shopping for clothes has become a 
pastime for millions of people because they can afford to do it regularly. Thanks to this Levi closure, we 
can buy, say, five shirts for $100 instead of four.

The cost of having that fifth shirt? Higher welfare, health-care and job retraining costs for hard-working 
people like Brenda Pope, the shrinking lives of people like Lisa Rahman and the family in Piedras Negras, 
and perhaps the explosion forecast by Dekmejian.

It is part of the American character to believe that things will always get better. However, many poor coun-
tries are mired in the depression that says bad things never change. Both are often right.

On March 25, 1911, 275 young immigrant women who sewed garments for six bucks a week were about 
to go home. It was quitting time in the cluttered Triangle Shirtwaist Company factory in Manhattan. A 
fire broke out and spread quickly through clutter on the floor. The rush to get out turned to panic as they 
realized they were trapped on the upper floors, where the doors opened inward. Many leapt onto pave-
ment from eight stories up. At the end, 146 died. Photographs of their bodies laid in an orderly line on the 
sidewalk shocked America. In response, laws were passed establishing workplace safety standards. Wage 
laws eventually followed, decreeing that apparel workers should not only not die, but their lives should be 
worth living.

Ninety years later, on Nov. 25, 2000, a fire broke out on the fourth floor at the Chowdhury Knitwear factory 
in Narsingdi, Bangladesh. It darted across the factory floor and enveloped tables piled with shirts. A can of 
solvent exploded into a fireball. Someone grabbed an extinguisher. It was broken. The 1,250 apparel work-
ers panicked. Some dashed to the roof, where they were cornered and jumped to their deaths. Some raced 
down the stairs to the main exit, where they discovered the metal gate was locked. As their pounding went 
unanswered, others piled up behind them. Fifty-two workers died, mostly young women and children. The 
factory was soon back in production. No new laws were passed and nothing much changed, except about 
50 new faces at the sewing machines. 
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“In Praise of Consumerism: When the tough gets going, the tough go shopping. And sometimes 
even get happy,” by James B. Twitchell, reason.com, August/September 2000.

Sell them their dreams. Sell them what they longed for and hoped for and almost despaired of 
having. Sell them hats by splashing sunlight across them. Sell them dreams—dreams of country 
clubs and proms and visions of what might happen if only. After all, people don’t buy things to 
have things. They buy things to work for them. They buy hope—hope of what your merchandise 
will do for them. Sell them this hope and you won’t have to worry about selling them goods.

—Helen Landon Cass

Those words were spoken some years ago by a female radio announcer to a convention of salesmen in 
Philadelphia. The Philadelphia Retail Ledger for June 6, 1923, recorded Ms. Cass’ invocations with no sur-
rounding explanation. They were simply noted as a matter of record, not as a startling insight.

There are two ways to read her spiel. You can read it like a melancholy Marxist and see the barely veiled 
indictment of the selling process. What does she think consumers are—dopes to be duped? What is she 
selling? Snake oil?

Or you can read it like an unrepentant capitalist and see the connection between consuming goods and 
gathering meaning. The reason producers splash magical promise over their goods is because consum-
ers demand it. Consumers are not sold a bill of goods; they insist on it. Snake oil to the cynic is often holy 
water to the eager. What looks like exploiting desire may be fulfilling desire.

How you come down in this matter depends on your estimation of the audience. Does the audience ma-
nipulate things to make meaning, or do other people use things to manipulate the audience? Clearly, this 
is a variation of “I persuade, you educate, they manipulate,” for both points of view are supportable. Let’s 
split the difference and be done with it.

More interesting to me, however, is to wonder why such a statement, so challenging, so revolutionary, so 
provocative in many respects was, in the early 1920s, so understandable, so acceptable, even so passé that 
it appears with no gloss. Why is it that when you read the early descriptions of capitalism, all the current 
bugaboos—advertising, packaging, branding, fashion, and retailing techniques—seem so much better 
understood?

And why has the consumer—playing an active, albeit usually secondary, part in the consumptive dyad of 
earlier interpretations—become almost totally listless in our current descriptions? From Thomas Hobbes 
in the mid-17th century (“As in other things, so in men, not the seller but the buyer determines the price”) 
to Edwin S. Gingham in the mid-20th century (“Consumers with dollars in their pockets are not, by any 
stretch of the imagination, weak. To the contrary, they are the most merciless, meanest, toughest market 
disciplinarians I know”), the consumer was seen as participating in the meaning-making of the material 
world. How and why did the consumer get dumbed down and phased out so quickly? Why has the hypo-
dermic metaphor (false needs injected into a docile populace) become the unchallenged explanation of 
consumerism?

I think that much of our current refusal to consider the liberating role of consumption is the result of who 
has been doing the describing. Since the 1960s, the primary “readers” of the commercial “text” have been 
the well-tended and -tenured members of the academy. For any number of reasons—the most obvious 
being their low levels of disposable income, average age, and gender, and the fact that these critics are 
selling a competing product, high-cult (which is also coated with its own dream values)—the academy has 
casually passed off as “hegemonic brainwashing” what seems to me, at least, a self-evident truth about 
human nature: We like having stuff.

In place of the obvious, they have substituted an interpretation that they themselves often call vulgar Marx-
ism. It is supposedly vulgar in the sense that it is not as sophisticated as the real stuff, but it has enough 
spin on it to be more appropriately called Marxism lite. Go into almost any cultural studies course in this 
country and you will hear the condemnation of consumerism expounded: What we see in the marketplace 
is the result of the manipulation of the many for the profit of the few. Consumers are led around by the 
nose. We live in a squirrel cage. Left alone we would read Wordsworth, eat lots of salad, and have meetings 
to discuss Really Important Subjects.

In cultural studies today, everything is oppression and we are all victims. In macrocosmic form, the op-
pression is economic—the “free” market. In microcosmic form, oppression is media—your “free” TV. 
Here, in the jargon of this downmarket Marxism, is how the system works: The manipulators, a.k.a. “the 
culture industry,” attempt to enlarge their hegemony by establishing their ideological base in the hearts 
and pocketbooks of a weak and demoralized populace. Left alone, we would never desire things (ugh!). 
They have made us materialistic. But for them, we would be spiritual.

To these critics, the masters of industry and their henchmen, the media lords, are predators, and what 
they do in no way reflects or resolves genuine audience concerns. Just the opposite. The masters of the 
media collude, striving to infantilize us so that we are docile, anxious, and filled with “reified desire.” While 
we may think advertising is just “talking about the product,” that packaging just “wraps the object,” that 
retailing is just “trading the product,” or that fashion is just “the style of the product,” this is not so. That 
you may think so only proves their power over you. The marginalized among us—the African American, 
the child, the immigrant, and especially the female—are trapped into this commodifying system, this false 
consciousness, and this fetishism that only the enlightened can correct. Legendary ad man David Ogilvy’s 
observation that, “The consumer is no fool, she is your wife” is just an example of the repressive tolerance 
of such a sexist, materialist culture.

Needless to say, in such a system the only safe place to be is tenured, underpaid, self-defined as marginal-
ized, teaching two days a week for nine months a year, and writing really perceptive social criticism that 
your colleagues can pretend to read. Or rather, you would be writing such articles if only you could find the 
time.

The Triumph of Stuff

The idea that consumerism creates artificial desires rests on a wistful ignorance of history and human na-
ture, on the hazy, romantic feeling that there existed some halcyon era of noble savages with purely natural 
needs. Once fed and sheltered, our needs have always been cultural, not natural. Until there is some other 
system to codify and satisfy those needs and yearnings, capitalism—and the culture it carries with it—will 
continue not just to thrive but to triumph.
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In the way we live now, it is simply impossible to consume objects without consuming meaning. Mean-
ing is pumped and drawn everywhere throughout the modern commercial world, into the farthest reaches 
of space and into the smallest divisions of time. Commercialism is the water we all swim in, the air we 
breathe, our sunlight and shade. Currents of desire flow around objects like smoke in a wind tunnel. The 
complications of my Miata purchase (see “How I Bought My Miata,” page 24) are the norm.

This isn’t to say that I’m simply sanguine about such a material culture. It has many problems that I have 
glossed over. Consumerism is wasteful, it is devoid of otherworldly concerns, it lives for today and cel-
ebrates the body. It overindulges and spoils the young with impossible promises. It encourages reckless-
ness, living beyond one’s means, gambling. Consumer culture is always new, always without a past. Like 
religion, which it has displaced, it afflicts the comfortable and comforts the afflicted. It is heedless of the 
truly poor who cannot gain access to the loop of meaningful information that is carried through its cease-
less exchanges. It is a one-dimensional world, a wafer-thin world, a world low on significance and high on 
glitz, a world without yesterdays.

On a personal level, I struggle daily to keep it at bay. For instance, I am offended by billboards (how do 
they externalize costs?); I fight to keep Chris Whittle’s Channel One TV and all place-based advertising 
from entering the classroom; political advertising makes me sick, especially the last-minute negative ads; 
I contribute to PBS in hopes they will stop slipping down the slope of commercialism (although I know 
better); I am annoyed that Coke has bought all the “pouring rights” at my school and is now trying to do 
the same to the world; I think it’s bad enough that the state now sponsors gambling, do they also have to 
support deceptive advertising about it?; I despise the way that amateur athletics has become a venue for 
shoe companies (why not just replace the football with the Nike swoosh and be done with it?); and I just 
go nuts at Christmas.

But I also realize that while you don’t have to like it, it doesn’t hurt to understand it and our part in it. We 
have not been led astray. Henry Luce was not far off when he claimed in a February 1941 editorial in Life 
magazine that the next era was to be the American Century: “The Greeks, the Romans, the English and the 
French had their eras, and now it was ours.” Not only that, but we are likely to commandeer much of the 
21st century as well.

Almost a decade ago, Francis Fukuyama, a State Department official, contended in his controversial essay 
(and later book) “The End of History?” that “the ineluctable spread of consumerist Western culture” pres-
ages “not just the end of the Cold War, or the passing of a particular period of postwar history, but the end 
of history as such: that is, the end point of mankind’s ideological evolution.” OK, such predictions are not 
new. “The End of History” (as we know it) and “the end point of mankind’s ideological evolution” have 
been predicted before by philosophers. Hegel claimed it had already happened in 1806 when Napoleon 
embodied the ideals of the French Revolution, and Marx said the end was coming soon with world com-
munism. What legitimizes this modern claim is that it is demonstrably true. For better or for worse, Ameri-
can commercial culture is well on its way to becoming world culture. The Soviets have fallen. Only quixotic 
French intellectuals and anxious Islamic fundamentalists are trying to stand up to it.

To some degree, the triumph of consumerism is the triumph of the popular will. You may not like what is 
manufactured, advertised, packaged, branded, and broadcast, but it is far closer to what most people want 
most of the time than at any other period of modern history.

Trollope and the Jerk

Two fictional characters personify to me the great divide: Augustus Melmotte, the protagonist of Anthony 
Trollope’s 19th-century novel, The Way We Live Now, and Navin R. Johnson, the eponymous hero of Steve 
Martin’s 1979 movie, The Jerk.

Melmotte, a Jew, comes from Paris to London with his daughter and his Bohemian wife. When the action 
of the novel is over and Augustus has committed suicide because he cannot fit in to proper Victorian so-
ciety, wife and daughter head off to America—to San Francisco, to be exact. Trollope is always exact in let-
ting you know that geography determines character. So too we know that Ruby Ruggles and her bumpkin 
brother belong at Sheep’s Acres Farm and that Roger Carbury should preside over Carbury Hall. Sir Felix 
Carbury, fallen from grace, must go to Germany—there is no room for his kind, no club that will accept 
him. Mrs. Hurtle comes from San Francisco and in the end must return there.

Any Trollope lover worth his salt can tell you much about the protagonists simply by such comings and go-
ings. These paths are the code by which our grandparents recognized, in Dominick Dunne’s felicitous title, 
those who are “people like us”: our kind/not our kind. The Victorian reading public needed such short-
hand because things had no brand personalities—manners, places, sinecures—and bloodlines did. Sala-
ries meant little, accomplishments even less. The central acts of The Way We Live Now are the attempts by 
Augustus Melmotte to buy a titled husband for his daughter and get a named estate for himself. He can’t 
do it, of course—how silly to try, even if he is the “City’s most powerful financier.” In his world, meaning 
was generated through such social conventions as the abstract concept of bloodline, the value of patina, 
your club, owning land, acceptable in-laws, your accent, the seating chart for dinner, the proper church 
pew—all things Melmotte could never master. It was a stultifying system—a real old-boy network, but one 
that to Trollope still worked. It was a system presided over by chummy squires, comfortable gentlemen, 
and twinkling clerics.

Compare that to the world of The Jerk. Here, the story is held together by the running joke that when Navin 
R. Johnson is being the most idiotic, he is really being the most savant. After a series of misadventures, 
Navin amasses a fortune by inventing a way to keep eyeglasses from slipping down the nose (the “Opti-
grab”). He wins the hand of his sweetheart, buys incredibly gauche gold chains, swag lamps, outrageous 
golf carts, and ersatz Grecian mansions. Surrounded by things, he is finally happy. But then—curses!—he 
loses his possessions as a google-eyed litigant wins a class-action lawsuit because the Opti-grab has made 
many wearers cross-eyed. Navin’s wife is distraught. She bursts into tears. “I don’t care about losing the 
money, it’s losing all this stuff.” 

Navin, as innocent as he is honest, says he doesn’t really care about these things, he knows who he is 
without possessions. His sense of self is certainly not tied to the material world. “I don’t want stuff...I 
don’t need anything,” he says to her as he starts to leave the room in his pajamas. He sees an old ashtray. 
“Except this ashtray, and that’s the only thing I need is this,” he says, as he leans over to pick it up. Navin 
walks to the door. “Well, and this paddle game and the ashtray is all I need. And this, this remote control; 
that’s all I need, just the ashtray, paddle game, and this remote control.”

Navin is growing progressively more frantic in vintage Steve Martin fashion. He is in the hall now, pajamas 
down around his knees and his arms full of stuff. “And these matches. Just the ashtray, paddle ball, remote 
control, and these matches...and this lamp, and that’s all I need. I don’t need one other thing...except this 
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magazine.” We hear him gathering more things as he disappears down the hall. Navin, jerk enough to 
think he needs nothing, is sage enough not to leave home without a few of his favorite things.

Augustus Melmotte, certified world-class financier, is forever kept at bay. He never achieves his goal and 
finally commits suicide. Navin R. Johnson, certified consumer jerk, achieves (if only for a while) the objects 
of his heart’s desire. He finally becomes a bum on Skid Row, true, but a bum who at least can try it all over 
again. In a consumerist culture, the value-making ligatures that hold our world together come from such 
conventions as advertising, packaging, branding, fashion, and even shopping itself. It is a system presided 
over by marketers who deliver the goods and all that is carried in their wake. It is a more democratic world, 
a more egalitarian world, and, I think, a more interesting world.

That said, commercialism can be a stultifying system too, and wasteful. It would be nice to think that this 
eternally encouraging market will result in the cosmopolitanism envisioned by the Enlightenment philoso-
phers, that a “universalism of goods” will end in a crescendo of hosannas. It would be nice to think that 
more and more of the poor and disenfranchised will find their ways into the cycle of increased affluence 
without contracting “affluenza,” the “disease” of buying too much. It would be nice to think that mate-
rialism could be heroic, self-abnegating, and redemptive. It would be nice to think that greater material 
comforts will release us from racism, sexism, and ethnocentricism, and that the apocalypse will come as 
it did at the end of Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound, leaving us “Sceptreless, free, uncircumscribed...Equal, 
unclassed, tribeless, and nationless...Pinnacled dim in the intense inane.”

But it is more likely that the globalization of capitalism will result in the banalities of an ever-increasing, 
worldwide consumerist culture. Recall that Athens ceased to be a world power around 400 B.C., yet for 
the next three hundred years Greek culture was the culture of the world. The Age of European Exposi-
tion ended in the mid-20th century; the Age of American Markets—Yankee imperialism—is just starting 
to gather force. The French don’t stand a chance. The Middle East is collapsing under the weight of dish 
antennas and Golden Arches. The untranscendent, repetitive, sensational, democratic, immediate, tribal-
izing, and unifying force of what Irving Kristol calls the American Imperium need not result in a Bronze 
Age of culture, however. In fact, who knows what this Pax Americana will result in? But it certainly will not 
produce what Shelley had in mind.

We have been in the global marketplace a short time, and it is an often scary and melancholy place. A 
butterfly flapping its wings in China may not cause storm clouds over Miami, but a few lines of computer 
code written by some kid in Palo Alto may indeed change the lives of all the inhabitants of Shanghai.

More important, perhaps, we have not been led into this world of material closeness against our better 
judgment. For many of us, especially when young, consumerism is not against our better judgment. It is 
our better judgment. And this is true regardless of class or culture. We have not just asked to go this way, 
we have demanded. Now most of the world is lining up, pushing and shoving, eager to elbow into the 
mall. Woe to the government or religion that says no.

Getting and spending have been the most passionate, and often the most imaginative, endeavors of 
modern life. We have done more than acknowledge that the good life starts with the material life, as the 
ancients did. We have made stuff the dominant prerequisite of organized society. Things “R” Us. Con-
sumption has become production. While this is dreary and depressing to some, as doubtless it should be, 
it is liberating and democratic to many more.
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A scene from the Oscar-nominated
Brazilian film ‘‘City of God.’’

And the Oscar
ForWorst
Oscar Goes . . .

By BRYAN CURTIS

TO get a sense of the absurdity of the Acad-
emy Awards’ best foreign-language film
category, consider the story of ‘‘City of
God.’’ In 2002, Brazil submitted Fernando

Meirelles’s urban thriller for the foreign-language
Oscar. Academy voters didn’t seem too impressed,
though, and five other nominees were selected in-
stead. The next year, with a nudge from Miramax,
‘‘City of God’’ opened on more than 150 screens
across the United States, garnered rapturous reviews
and ended up on a number of critics’ 10-best lists.
When the film was up for Oscar consideration a
second time, this time in the general competition, it
scooped up four prominent nominations, including
best director and best adapted screenplay. So what
was not, a year ago, one the best foreign films is now
one of the best films, period. One voting member said
of ‘‘City of God’’: ‘‘That itself is a real insult to our
committee. We didn’t even nominate ‘City of God’ for
foreign film and now it’s got four nominations.’’

As tonight’s ceremony approaches, the foreign-
language category remains Oscar’s annual head-
scratcher. Ask anyone in the industry about this
year’s nominees — which include one critical hit,
‘‘The Barbarian Invasions’’ from Canada, and four
films that barely register — and you’ll find varying
levels of bafflement. ‘‘For the most part, of the films
that are selected, I don’t think anyone understands
why,’’ says Ryan Werner, head of distribution at
Wellspring, which releases a number of foreign titles

Continued on Page 17
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Lora Pertle, left, and Cissie Bonini,
lesbian newlyweds in San Francisco.

F R ANK R I CH

The Joy of Gay
Marriage

Continued on Page 18

HERE’S the denouement of the epic drama
over gaymarriage. It’s going to happen,
it’s going to happen within a generation,
and it’s going to happen even though

GeorgeW. Bush teed off his re-election campaign this
week by calling for a constitutional amendment to
outlaw it. As the country has now had weeks to digest,
it has already happened in bulk in San Francisco,
where images of couples waiting all night in the rain
to be wed finally wiped Janet Jackson off our TV
screens. The first of those couples, Phyllis Lyon, 79,
and Del Martin, 83, were celebrating a partnership of
51 years. Take that, heterosexual marriage! The
most famous practitioner of mixed-sex nuptials this
year, Britney Spears, partook of a Vegasmarriage
that clocked in at 55 hours.

Whatever their short-term legal fate, the San
Francisco weddingsmark a new high-watermark in
one of themost fast-paced cultural tsunamis Amer-
ica has seen. As EvanWolfson, the civil rights lawyer
who founded Freedom toMarry, says, ‘‘An act as un-
remarkable as getting a wedding license’’ has been
transformed by the people embracing it, much as the
unremarkable act of sitting at a Formica lunch
counter was transformed by an act of civil disobedi-
ence at aWoolworth’s in North Carolina 44 years ago
this month. Gavin Newsom, the heterosexual, Irish
Catholic mayor of San Francisco, described his pro-
active strategy for advancing same-sexmarriage to
Timemagazine: ‘‘Put a human face on it. Let’s not
talk about it in theory. Giveme a story. Giveme
lives.’’ And so now there have been thousands of gay
wedding stories, many of themwith the couples’ par-
ents and children in the supporting cast, at the same
City Hall whereMarilynMonroe and Joe DiMaggio

TheReal Boss
Of ‘The Sopranos’

WhyDavid ChaseWill NeverWork in TVAgain

Fred R. Conrad/The New York Times

David Chase, executive producer of ‘‘The Sopranos.’’

Continued on Page 20

NEXT Sun-
day, after a
hiatus of 15
months,

‘‘The Sopranos’’ re-
turns to HBO for its
fifth season— led, as
ever, by David Chase,
the show’s creator
and executive pro-
ducer. Mr. Chase re-
cently spoke with Vir-
ginia Heffernan
about the show’s leg-
acy, the pitfalls of
therapy and the hor-
ror of network televi-
sion.

HEFFERNAN:How is
‘‘The Sopranos’’ dif-
ferent from the rest
of television?

CHASE: The function
of an hour drama is to
reassure the Ameri-
can people that it’s
O.K. to go out and buy
stuff. It’s all about
flattering the audi-
ence, making them
feel as if all the au-
thority figures have
our best interests at
heart. Doctors, law-
yers, psychiatrists:
sure, they have their
little foibles, some of
them are grouchy,
but by God, they care.

HEFFERNAN: So what’s ‘‘The Sopranos’’ about?

CHASE: It’s not about that.

HEFFERNAN:What, then?

CHASE: If I could tell you, I wouldn’t have to do it.

HEFFERNAN:What are the formal distinctions be-
tween ‘‘The Sopranos’’ abd network shows?

CHASE:Network television is all talk. I think there
should be visuals on a show, some sense of mystery to
it, connections that don’t add up. I think there should
be dreams andmusic and dead air and stuff that goes

nowhere. There
should be, God for-
giveme, a little bit of
poetry.

HEFFERNAN:Why do
you think network
television can’t pull
that off?

CHASE: Television is
a prisoner of dialogue
and steady-cam. Peo-
ple walk down a hall,
and the camera fol-
lows them around a
corner. It looks like
they’re off to some
important thing be-
cause they’re walk-
ing 15miles an hour
and they’re talking
and handing papers
off. It’s themodern
style.

HEFFERNAN:And
what do you prefer?

CHASE: I prefer sit-
ting in the therapy of-
fice for a 12-minute
scene. There’s one
rule on the show: the
camera in the ther-
apy office does not
move— forward,
backward or side-
ways. I’ve been in a
lot of therapy, and I
never saw a camera
move in to my face. I

didn’t think we should say, ‘‘O.K., this is the important
part. It’s all about his father, and the time he didn’t
come home on Christmas Eve.’’ I wanted everything
to be just flat. I wanted the audience to have to figure
out what was important, to actually do the same work
that Dr. Melfi was doing. I wanted to present therapy
scenes as they are. Because a lot of therapy— let’s
face it — is [expletive].

HEFFERNAN: Therapists love this show, though.

CHASE: They understand a lot of it’s [expletive]. I’m
sure they know that most of what we, as patients,
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famously got hitched to no good end a
half-century ago.
Like other provocative steps in

this civil rights movement or the
black civil rights movement before
it, the San Francisco weddingsmay
cause amorning-after backlash,
though perhaps not as stormy as the
one President Bush is courting. The
big picture remains the same: this is
a revolution churning unstoppably
through the culture, where it took
root long before the law and politi-
cians, especially those inWashing-
ton, started to catch up. In 1986, for
instance, the Supreme Court upheld
antisodomy laws. But even then Hol-
lywood was advancing the story:
Rock Hudson, heterosexual heart-
throb No. 1 of the 1950’s, had died of
AIDS just months earlier, and his ho-
mosexuality was a revelation in a
country where, polls showed, only 24
percent said they knew anyone who
was gay.

A fewmonths after Hudson’s
death, when I was a drama critic
covering the rise of AIDS casualties
and AIDS plays in the NewYork
theater, Esquiremagazine askedme
to write an essay contemplating the
impact of gay culture on heterosex-
ual American culture. I knew little

about it beyond the theater. But as I
researched the story, I discovered
that the queer eye was everywhere
inmy supposedly unambiguously
straight world, from the Calvin Klein
billboards in Times Square to televi-
sion’s ‘‘Dynasty.’’ Much of this influ-
ence was as unacknowledged, or un-
recognized, by heterosexuals, as gay
people themselves usually were.
It was an education, and some less

compressed version of that educa-
tion has taken place formany Ameri-
cans in the years since— through
real-life stories like thoseMayor
Newsom talks about as well as the
likes of ‘‘Will & Grace.’’ Last year,
the Supreme Court finally struck
down the antisodomy laws it had up-
held just 17 years earlier, and now
polls show that more than half of the
country knows firsthand someone
who is gay. It’s hard to hate people
you know or discriminate against
them by denying them themany civ-
ic benefits of marriage. Though all
polls show that only aminority are
for gaymarriage, that minority is
still substantially larger than the one
that approved of interracial mar-
riage in 1968, a year after the Su-
preme Court made suchmarriages
legal.
More revealingly, the polls find a

clearmajority of those ages 18 to 29
in favor of same-sexmarriage. In
America, generational turnover is
destiny— especially when it’s
plugged into capitalism. In a country
where only half the families are in-
tact heterosexual marriages with
children, those that break the old
mold are a huge developingmarket
— for weddings, tourism, housing
and anything else American ingenu-
ity can conjure up for consumption.
The AIDS epidemic, in retrospect,

made same-sexmarriage inevitable.
Americans watched as gaymen
were turned away at their partners’
hospital rooms and denied basic
rights granted to heterosexual cou-
ples coping with a spouse’s terminal
illness and death. As the gay civil
rights movement gained a life-and-
death urgency, the public started to
come around, and it has been coming
around ever since, at an accelerating
rate. As recently as 1993, the year
TomHanks did his Oscar turn as an
AIDS victim in ‘‘Philadelphia,’’ few-
er than a dozen Fortune 500 compa-
nies offered domestic partners
health benefits and even a city as rel-
atively progressive as Atlanta erupt-
ed over extending them to its em-
ployees. That now seems a century,
not a decade, ago: today evenWal-
Mart is among the nearly 200 such
companies offering these benefits,
and even a conservative city like Cin-
cinnati is contemplating the repeal of
antigay legislation, passed in 1993,
that may be hindering its ability to
recruit businesses.
But for all these changes, hun-

dreds of federal marriage perks,
from a survivor’s right to a spouse’s
Social Security benefits to the spon-
sorship of foreign partners, are still
denied to gay couples, including
those who are granted separate-and-
not-equal civil unions by local gov-
ernments. That’s whymarriage,
whatever the word’s separatemean-
ing as a spiritual or religious rite,
will remain a pressing constitutional
issue in a country founded on equali-
ty. If marriage laws were set in
stone, after all, same-racemarriage
would still be the only legal kind.
As the fulcrum of a culture war in

a presidential campaign year, same-
sexmarriage now promises to ex-
plode with a vengeance as yet absent
in San Francisco. America would be
the loser, and somight either politi-
cal party. If Mr. Bush really believed
that supporting a constitutional
amendment to outlaw same-sex
marriage was a political slam-dunk,
‘‘he would have endorsed it right af-
ter theMassachusetts court deci-
sion,’’ says Patrick Guerriero, the
head of the Log Cabin Republicans.
What caused the delay? In part,

it’s that polls showmost Americans
balk at such an amendment. But
now that the president’s own polls
are down, he’s rolled the dice. He’s
hoping tomotivate his base even if
that means ‘‘embracing the radical
right’s effort to write graffiti into the
Constitution,’’ as Mr. Guerriero puts
it. No one seems to knowwhereMary
Cheney is, but other gay Republicans

in the administration, in the Bush-
Cheney campaign and in the armed
services in Iraq have been driven to
‘‘soul searching’’ by the president’s
move, Mr. Guerriero says. Theymay
have their own stories to tell. The
day when a hypocritical segregation-
ist like Strom Thurmond could dem-
agogue one policy onmarriage in
public and behave quite differently in
private is gone with the wind.

The president is so stymied by the
very subject of same-sex relation-
ships of any kind that he can’t even
say the words ‘‘gay’’ or ‘‘homosex-
ual’’ in public. John Kerry, whose
stance on gaymarriage is nomore
coherent than his position on the war
in Iraq, dodged a reporter’s question
about Mayor Newsom’s weddings
this week with the preposterous re-
sponse, ‘‘I haven’t really kept up
with exactly what he is doing.’’ They
both wish gaymarriage would just
go away.

It won’t. And so the vacuumwill be
enthusiastically filled by Defenders
of Marriage eager to foment the
bloodiest culture war possible. They
are gladly donning the roles played
by LesterMaddox and GeorgeWal-
lace in the civil rights era, even at
the price of turning women like Phyl-
lis Lyon and Del Martin into the new
century’s incarnation of Rosa Parks.
Though it’s easy to laugh at Bill
O’Reilly’s threat to personally make
a citizen’s arrest of Mayor Newsom,
a scene that would be less redolent of
‘‘America’s Most Wanted’’ than
‘‘America’s Funniest Home Videos,’’
the same cannot be said of the cyni-
cal provocations of California’s gov-
ernor, Arnold Schwarzenegger, a
purported supporter of gay rights.
Last Sunday, with no evidence what-
soever, he went on network television
to tell TimRussert that San Francis-
comay erupt in riots. ‘‘The next
thing we know there’s injured or
there’s dead people,’’ he added, as if
to predict a re-enactment of the as-
sassinations of a gay city supervisor,
HarveyMilk, and themayor of San
Francisco, GeorgeMoscone, in 1978.

The rhetoric of die-hard segrega-
tionists is back as well, complete
with its warnings of how untradition-
al marriages can beget polygamy
and bestiality. In a strategy now
adopted by President Bush, the De-
fenders of Marriage repeatedly com-
plain of how ‘‘activist judges’’ are
overruling the will of the people —
and then go in search of activist
judges of their own to quashMayor

Newsom, an official elected by the
people. In three states, it is the legis-
lature, not the judiciary, that is try-
ing to speed same-sexmarriage any-
way.

The full-time Defenders of Mar-
riage also like to pretend that they
are ‘‘tolerant’’ of their misguided
gay brethren, but their priorities
give them away. You’d think they’d
bemost concerned about divorce,
which ends half of all Americanmar-
riages, or spousal abuse, but a study
by the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force last fall discovered that
334 documents on the American
Family Association’s Web site con-
tained the word ‘‘homosexual’’ while
‘‘divorce’’ and ‘‘domestic violence’’
togethermerited fewer than 70men-
tions. Such is the bent of the Family
Research Council and the Tradition-
al Values Coalition that they lobbied
the Justice Department to deny 9/11
compensation to the domestic part-
ners of those killed in the terrorists’
attack, lest it further ‘‘the gay agen-
da at the expense of marriage and
family.’’

By the time the conventions roll
around this summer, gaymarriages
are likely to be a civic fact in Boston,
the site of the Democrats’ gathering.
Mr. Bush is coming into NewYork,
not only a center of gay population
and activism but the home of three
gay-friendly Republican hosts,
George Pataki, Michael Bloomberg
and Rudolph Giuliani, who can only
lose if there’s any replay inside the
hall of the gay-baiting Houston con-
vention of ’92. If a convention like
that could damage the first Presi-
dent Bush’s re-election chances back
then, imagine what a hot culture war
in themuch-changed America of
2004might mean for the second
President Bush, in themidst of a real
war. It sounds like Chicago ’68 to me.
Except, of course, that the current
Mayor Daley has endorsed same-sex
marriage. Ø
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mosexuality was a revelation in a
country where, polls showed, only 24
percent said they knew anyone who
was gay.

A fewmonths after Hudson’s
death, when I was a drama critic
covering the rise of AIDS casualties
and AIDS plays in the NewYork
theater, Esquiremagazine askedme
to write an essay contemplating the
impact of gay culture on heterosex-
ual American culture. I knew little

about it beyond the theater. But as I
researched the story, I discovered
that the queer eye was everywhere
inmy supposedly unambiguously
straight world, from the Calvin Klein
billboards in Times Square to televi-
sion’s ‘‘Dynasty.’’ Much of this influ-
ence was as unacknowledged, or un-
recognized, by heterosexuals, as gay
people themselves usually were.
It was an education, and some less

compressed version of that educa-
tion has taken place formany Ameri-
cans in the years since— through
real-life stories like thoseMayor
Newsom talks about as well as the
likes of ‘‘Will & Grace.’’ Last year,
the Supreme Court finally struck
down the antisodomy laws it had up-
held just 17 years earlier, and now
polls show that more than half of the
country knows firsthand someone
who is gay. It’s hard to hate people
you know or discriminate against
them by denying them themany civ-
ic benefits of marriage. Though all
polls show that only aminority are
for gaymarriage, that minority is
still substantially larger than the one
that approved of interracial mar-
riage in 1968, a year after the Su-
preme Court made suchmarriages
legal.
More revealingly, the polls find a

clearmajority of those ages 18 to 29
in favor of same-sexmarriage. In
America, generational turnover is
destiny— especially when it’s
plugged into capitalism. In a country
where only half the families are in-
tact heterosexual marriages with
children, those that break the old
mold are a huge developingmarket
— for weddings, tourism, housing
and anything else American ingenu-
ity can conjure up for consumption.
The AIDS epidemic, in retrospect,

made same-sexmarriage inevitable.
Americans watched as gaymen
were turned away at their partners’
hospital rooms and denied basic
rights granted to heterosexual cou-
ples coping with a spouse’s terminal
illness and death. As the gay civil
rights movement gained a life-and-
death urgency, the public started to
come around, and it has been coming
around ever since, at an accelerating
rate. As recently as 1993, the year
TomHanks did his Oscar turn as an
AIDS victim in ‘‘Philadelphia,’’ few-
er than a dozen Fortune 500 compa-
nies offered domestic partners
health benefits and even a city as rel-
atively progressive as Atlanta erupt-
ed over extending them to its em-
ployees. That now seems a century,
not a decade, ago: today evenWal-
Mart is among the nearly 200 such
companies offering these benefits,
and even a conservative city like Cin-
cinnati is contemplating the repeal of
antigay legislation, passed in 1993,
that may be hindering its ability to
recruit businesses.
But for all these changes, hun-

dreds of federal marriage perks,
from a survivor’s right to a spouse’s
Social Security benefits to the spon-
sorship of foreign partners, are still
denied to gay couples, including
those who are granted separate-and-
not-equal civil unions by local gov-
ernments. That’s whymarriage,
whatever the word’s separatemean-
ing as a spiritual or religious rite,
will remain a pressing constitutional
issue in a country founded on equali-
ty. If marriage laws were set in
stone, after all, same-racemarriage
would still be the only legal kind.
As the fulcrum of a culture war in

a presidential campaign year, same-
sexmarriage now promises to ex-
plode with a vengeance as yet absent
in San Francisco. America would be
the loser, and somight either politi-
cal party. If Mr. Bush really believed
that supporting a constitutional
amendment to outlaw same-sex
marriage was a political slam-dunk,
‘‘he would have endorsed it right af-
ter theMassachusetts court deci-
sion,’’ says Patrick Guerriero, the
head of the Log Cabin Republicans.
What caused the delay? In part,

it’s that polls showmost Americans
balk at such an amendment. But
now that the president’s own polls
are down, he’s rolled the dice. He’s
hoping tomotivate his base even if
that means ‘‘embracing the radical
right’s effort to write graffiti into the
Constitution,’’ as Mr. Guerriero puts
it. No one seems to knowwhereMary
Cheney is, but other gay Republicans

in the administration, in the Bush-
Cheney campaign and in the armed
services in Iraq have been driven to
‘‘soul searching’’ by the president’s
move, Mr. Guerriero says. Theymay
have their own stories to tell. The
day when a hypocritical segregation-
ist like Strom Thurmond could dem-
agogue one policy onmarriage in
public and behave quite differently in
private is gone with the wind.

The president is so stymied by the
very subject of same-sex relation-
ships of any kind that he can’t even
say the words ‘‘gay’’ or ‘‘homosex-
ual’’ in public. John Kerry, whose
stance on gaymarriage is nomore
coherent than his position on the war
in Iraq, dodged a reporter’s question
about Mayor Newsom’s weddings
this week with the preposterous re-
sponse, ‘‘I haven’t really kept up
with exactly what he is doing.’’ They
both wish gaymarriage would just
go away.

It won’t. And so the vacuumwill be
enthusiastically filled by Defenders
of Marriage eager to foment the
bloodiest culture war possible. They
are gladly donning the roles played
by LesterMaddox and GeorgeWal-
lace in the civil rights era, even at
the price of turning women like Phyl-
lis Lyon and Del Martin into the new
century’s incarnation of Rosa Parks.
Though it’s easy to laugh at Bill
O’Reilly’s threat to personally make
a citizen’s arrest of Mayor Newsom,
a scene that would be less redolent of
‘‘America’s Most Wanted’’ than
‘‘America’s Funniest Home Videos,’’
the same cannot be said of the cyni-
cal provocations of California’s gov-
ernor, Arnold Schwarzenegger, a
purported supporter of gay rights.
Last Sunday, with no evidence what-
soever, he went on network television
to tell TimRussert that San Francis-
comay erupt in riots. ‘‘The next
thing we know there’s injured or
there’s dead people,’’ he added, as if
to predict a re-enactment of the as-
sassinations of a gay city supervisor,
HarveyMilk, and themayor of San
Francisco, GeorgeMoscone, in 1978.

The rhetoric of die-hard segrega-
tionists is back as well, complete
with its warnings of how untradition-
al marriages can beget polygamy
and bestiality. In a strategy now
adopted by President Bush, the De-
fenders of Marriage repeatedly com-
plain of how ‘‘activist judges’’ are
overruling the will of the people —
and then go in search of activist
judges of their own to quashMayor

Newsom, an official elected by the
people. In three states, it is the legis-
lature, not the judiciary, that is try-
ing to speed same-sexmarriage any-
way.

The full-time Defenders of Mar-
riage also like to pretend that they
are ‘‘tolerant’’ of their misguided
gay brethren, but their priorities
give them away. You’d think they’d
bemost concerned about divorce,
which ends half of all Americanmar-
riages, or spousal abuse, but a study
by the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force last fall discovered that
334 documents on the American
Family Association’s Web site con-
tained the word ‘‘homosexual’’ while
‘‘divorce’’ and ‘‘domestic violence’’
togethermerited fewer than 70men-
tions. Such is the bent of the Family
Research Council and the Tradition-
al Values Coalition that they lobbied
the Justice Department to deny 9/11
compensation to the domestic part-
ners of those killed in the terrorists’
attack, lest it further ‘‘the gay agen-
da at the expense of marriage and
family.’’

By the time the conventions roll
around this summer, gaymarriages
are likely to be a civic fact in Boston,
the site of the Democrats’ gathering.
Mr. Bush is coming into NewYork,
not only a center of gay population
and activism but the home of three
gay-friendly Republican hosts,
George Pataki, Michael Bloomberg
and Rudolph Giuliani, who can only
lose if there’s any replay inside the
hall of the gay-baiting Houston con-
vention of ’92. If a convention like
that could damage the first Presi-
dent Bush’s re-election chances back
then, imagine what a hot culture war
in themuch-changed America of
2004might mean for the second
President Bush, in themidst of a real
war. It sounds like Chicago ’68 to me.
Except, of course, that the current
Mayor Daley has endorsed same-sex
marriage. Ø
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At Long Last Love:The Joy of GayMarriage
The 1960 sit-in at a
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Carolina.
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Before politicians
knew it, the queer
eyewas everywhere
in straight culture.
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A
N architect once told me a story that il-

lustrated the futility and imperma-
nence of all grandly conceived con-
struction projects. A wealthy client

had commissioned a complicated living
room that required the labor of a dozen
workers skilled in hand-set stonework. After
a year of work it was clear to the architect
that the workers were fiercely proud of the
project and considered it not just a room in
a house, but also a piece of art in which their
souls were invested. 

When the client saw his new room, he told
the architect it was all wrong; they were to
knock it down and start over, to new dimen-
sions the client was just then sketching on a
napkin and which he would gladly pay for
over and over again until it met his re-
quirements. The architect went back to his
workers: the project was perfect, their
work done. The next day he hired a new
crew to demolish everything and start over. 

I was reminded of this story as I toured
the Prada store in SoHo, a grand and the-
atrical space that stands in the footprint of
the Guggenheim Museum’s former down-
town location. Designed by Rem Koolhaas
and erected at great expense in late 2001,
the Prada “epicenter,” as the company re-
fers to it, could have become a blackly com-
ic joke, a paean to extravagance and con-
sumerism that opened three delicate
months after 9/11. Instead, critics praised it
for its ambitious interior design, technologi-
cal innovations and daring architecture. 

In January, a fire damaged the store, and
it reopened only two weeks ago with an exhi-
bition called “Waist Down: Skirts by Miuc-
cia Prada.” The skirts, designed for previ-
ous collections, twirl from the ceiling on mo-
tors or hang on the wall, their flounces ani-
mated by windshield wipers. Each is accom-
panied by a piece of explicative literature. 

These disquisitions, in a crude blend of
English and artspeak, resemble in minia-
ture the essays one might find in a museum,
but succeed in illustrating the commerce at
the heart of Prada. One skirt “exudes a luxu-

seen. A row of subtle drop-waist dresses in
chalk, pink and gray looked wearable, as did
a cotton dress with elaborate wooden bead-
ing. I liked the sandals teetering not on
wedge soles but cantilevered up on bamboo
stilts, like a Balinese beach shack, and the
jeweled wedge sandals ($850). I didn’t like
the espadrilles with a big Prada nameplate
on the front ($460), which look too logo-
conscious to me, in a way that suggests a
Chanel logo — circa 1986.

Some of the practical machinery at work
in the store is fascinating, like the wheels
that can be turned to change the perimeters
of the lower-level rooms, much like the roll-
ing bookshelves in libraries. The men’s
clothing is now on display upstairs, at the
Mercer Street end of the store; boxes and
cases hang from a complex metal gridwork
overhead and can be switched easily to
change the layout. 

But the most heralded technological
promises fail to deliver. The round elevator,
which was constructed at a cost of $1 mil-
lion, didn’t work during my two recent vis-
its. And even if it did, it (theoretically) trav-
els only between the ground floor and the
basement floor, a distance shoppers can
travel in about four seconds by foot. 

In 2001 the dressing rooms were heralded
as techno-wizardry: touch a button, and the
glass enclosing each room is supposed to go
opaque. But they were not working either
(there are conventional dressing rooms at
the back). So much hard work has gone into
this place, and yet it has succumbed to the in-
sults of time and the colloquial nuisances of
city life, like the fire that, adding insult to inju-
ry, started in American Eagle Outfitters next
door. The interior is such a major structural
statement, and so impractically suited to
most ventures, that whoever the next tenant
is will be forced to destroy it and rebuild it. 

I also suspect that the store has not fully
recovered from the fire’s water damage. In
one room on the lower level, dimly lit and
quite cool, I inhaled and was suddenly seized
by an attack of homesickness. I missed my
parents terribly and craved a Snickers bar.
And then I realized: the room was damp,
and I was remembering summer camp. It
smelled, unhappily, of mildew. 

edged miniature mirrors, which plate the
hem of another, can render the garment
“somewhat uncomfortable when walking.”
Clothing designed to facilitate self-mortifi-
cation. Now I know what I’m wearing to the
premiere of “The Da Vinci Code.” 

For the duration of the show, the women’s
clothes for sale are mostly downstairs, un-
derneath the zebrawood half-pipe that takes
up the center space. It’s as if Mr. Koolhaas
and Ms. Prada decided to thumb their noses
at the enterprise of shopping, creating a
showroom for clothes that hardly has room
to show clothes, a place where the grandiosi-
ty of the architecture takes a premium over
the merchandise. At its heart this store
seems almost ashamed of the fact that it is a
store, veiling its commercial intentions be-
neath an apologetic veneer of art. 

But there is a history of ambivalence
here. Ms. Prada herself is a former Commu-
nist, according to past iterations of the com-
pany’s literature. Yet she has adapted her-
self quite fluently to the world of high-end
fashion, and its prices. Often I found myself
wondering if I was reading a price tag or
bar code. A hand-beaded bolero jacket in
navy-blue duchesse satin costs a bit more
than $20,000. An elaborately embroidered
skirt in orange taffeta is $11,515. 

Downstairs, two young women, their eyes
ringed in kohl, pawed the clothes. “I can’t
believe they let us touch this stuff,” said one,
pointing out the beautifully unfinished hem
on a short evening jacket. It was the most
finished-looking unfinished hem I have ever

riant grace,” while the cut of another is “a
clever way to show off how gorgeous it is in-
side and out.” Thanks. I wouldn’t have no-
ticed the luxuriant grace. Really. 

Several skirts are homages to arte pov-
era, the school of conceptual art that cele-
brates ephemerality and decay: one skirt is
dyed in such a way as “to create a damaged
effect,” while another assumes “a dirtied
look of almost destroyed beauty.” Another is
“painted with shadows to obtain a dirtied ef-
fect in a cancellation of beauty.” Sharp-

At Prada, a Grand Premise Comes Unhemmed

Photographs by Vladimir Milivojevich for The New York Times

MUSEUMLIKE The Prada store in SoHo, designed by Rem Koolhaas, is showing an exhi-
bition of skirts from previous collections, above. The shop recently reopened after a fire.

575 Broadway (Prince Street); (212) 334-8888
ATMOSPHERE Squint your eyes and you could
be in a contemporary art museum in a chic
small city in, say, Spain or Switzerland. 
SERVICE Generally quite friendly. 
PRICES Plastic aviator sunglasses, $220; trol-
ley suitcase in bronze leather, $2,095; men’s
suede car shoes, $370. 

Prada SoHo

Critical Shopper
Alex Kuczynksi

“ ‘Cyber Monday’ Joins Retail Calendar,” by Mickey Alam Khan, executive editor, DM News, No-
vember 21, 2005.

The National Retail Federation’s Shop.org online division has two words for that surge in e-commerce 
activity on the Monday after Thanksgiving: Cyber Monday. 

Shop.org and its member retailers hope Cyber Monday will gain the same stature with consumers that 
Black Friday—the day after Thanksgiving—has in store-based retail. 

“We’d like to position it as the official kickoff to the online holiday season, accompanied by special promo-
tions and offers,” said Scott Silverman, executive director of Shop.org, Washington. 

Shop.org’s christening comes soon after a study from interactive technology provider Atlas stamped 
Monday’s importance for holiday e-commerce. That study expected Mondays to remain the top online 
shopping day for the holidays for the third straight year. Dec. 12 is likely to generate the most online sales 
this holiday season, Atlas said in its survey of 96 retailers. 

Collaborative research from Shop.org bolstered the notion of Cyber Monday. The Shop.org/BizRate Re-
search 2005 eHoliday Mood Study said 77 percent of the responding online retailers experienced a jump in 
e-commerce transactions last year on the Monday after Thanksgiving. This trend persuaded key retailers to 
run enticing promotions this year (see chart). 

Thanksgiving Day typically has been off-limits for marketing overtures. But the following day is an estab-
lished occasion for families to shop together for discounted items in stores nationwide. Black Friday, as 
the day is called, is when retailers are expected to go into the black, or show some profit. 

The rhythm online differs, however. 

Those Thanksgiving weekend consumers who haven’t finished shopping in stores or have browsed online 
or offline then flock to faster Internet connections in offices on the following Monday. Transactions also 
are concluded at home after putting the children to bed on Monday night. 

Cyber Monday shoppers can expect a raft of deal sweeteners this holiday season. The mood study found 
43 percent of the online retailers plan to offer free shipping, gifts with purchase or percentage-off deals. 

The same survey reported that 89 percent of retailers selling jewelry and luxury products online last year 
saw a substantial increase in Cyber Monday sales. Close behind were categories like consumer electronics, 
food and beverages, and furniture and home décor. Overall, 77 percent of the respondents last year regis-
tered a significant increase in Cyber Monday sales. 

Meanwhile, 36 percent of the online retailers plan to offer special promotions and sales on Thanksgiving 
Day itself. The closure of most retail stores that day after noon will help. And they also bank on idle time 
being put to use once the parades are done and leftovers packed. 

How this first official Cyber Monday and the increased Thanksgiving Day promotions work out will be 
gauged from results reported by retailers in the coming weeks. Retailers who wish to participate in the 
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holiday mood study should visit the site at http://www.shop.org/eholiday05. 

E-commerce has been the one bright spot for overall retail sales in the past several years. Fluctuations in 
consumer confidence this year are not expected to impede e-commerce’s upward trajectory as it benefits 
from incremental and channel-cannibalized sales. 

“I think there’s reason to be more optimistic than we were six months ago when gasoline prices were very 
high,” Silverman said. “I also think that we’re now entering the second decade of e-commerce, and it’s a 
competitive marketplace and retailers are reacting with aggressive promotions to get consumers excited 
about shopping online.” 

Mickey Alam Khan covers Internet marketing campaigns and e-commerce, agency news as well as circulation for 
DM News and DMNews.com. To keep up with the latest developments in these areas, subscribe to our daily and 
weekly e-mail newsletters by visiting www.dmnews.com/newsletters
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Fatal Crashes Provoke Debate on Safety of Sky Ambulances

ing victims of possible antitrust re-
quirements of the Federal Trade
Commission and the intensifying re-
ality that shoppers tend to veer be-
tween discounters and high-priced
specialty stores, spending less and
less of their money in places in be-
tween. 

It would be hard on the city to see a
decline in the number of department
stores, said Lizabeth Cohen, a histo-
ry professor at Harvard University
and author of “A Consumers’ Repub-
lic.” May’s flagship store, Lord &
Taylor, is still a looming presence on
Fifth Avenue, and Federated’s main-
stays, Bloomingdale’s and Macy’s,
still thrive in the city, employing
thousands. Together, the two compa-
nies operate more than 180 stores in
New York, New Jersey and Connecti-
cut, including department stores and
smaller specialty shops. 

“When there are these big merg-
ers, the surviving entity carries a lot
of debt and that influences their op-
eration as well,” Professor Cohen
said.

Many of the great stores that flour-
ished in the past are already gone,
like Gimbels, B. Altman, Stern’s and
Bonwit Teller. The city’s department
stores had their roots in the carriage
trade, catering to those well-heeled
New Yorkers who had the time and
the wherewithal to shop till their bug-
gies could hold no more. And yet they
were also the great levelers of pre-
tension, catering, with their multiple
entrances and their staffed eleva-
tors, to one and all. 

“The department store is a demo-
cratic tradition,” said Elizabeth
Hawes, author of “New York, New
York: How the Apartment House
Transformed the Life of the City.” “It
is in the old tradition of the bazaar,
and the way it grew up in this coun-
try was something that brought peo-

By CONSTANCE L. HAYS

They were designed as glittering
temples of consumerism, carefully
planned marble-and-gilt palaces de-
voted to making people want what
was displayed inside. 

For generations, department
stores drew millions who yearned to
shop for just about everything under
one roof, and New York was the na-
tion’s capital of department stores. 

The question raised by the an-
nouncement of the proposed merger
between Federated Department
Stores and the May Department
Stores Company is whether this is
one more step in the long decline of
that tradition or a last-ditch effort to
save it. 

The merger’s effects — in New
York and across the country — are
likely to include layoffs and store
closings, analysts said, and perhaps
the loss of another great name in re-
tail. Some of the chains owned by the
two companies could be spun off and
many of their locations sold, becom-

ple together and brought the city to-
gether and was responsible for mak-
ing the city more lively.”

The stores also tended to be aspi-
rational, pointing the way to a better
life with decorating tips, fashion ad-
vice and cooking classes. For dec-
ades, department store service was
white glove, and simply stepping in-
side one could give the weary work-
ing soul a lift. Shopping online does
not impart the same atmosphere,
Ms. Hawes observed. 

“It’s a very different rush when
you go into a department store,” she
said. “It’s a very big idea.”

For at least a decade, discounters
like Wal-Mart and Target have cap-
tured increasingly large proportions
of sales in areas once controlled by
department stores — electronics, ap-
parel and home furnishings. 

At the same time, specialty retail-
ers have emerged to zero in on many
of those categories, splitting the
market into two distinct groups.
Shoppers who once would only have
admitted to frequenting a certain
class of store now brag about their
savings at discounters or about hunt-
ing down bargains at specialty
stores. Except for the very wealthy,
the notion that where you shop says a
lot about you seems practically
quaint. 

These shifts have forced the big
department store chains to surren-
der or merge, as Federated and May
now intend to do. Professor Cohen
says she believes that shoppers, who
have come to expect bargains every-
where, may discover a downside. 

“I don’t see how this could be good
for consumers, in terms of the
choices in products, in terms of the
price structure of what consumers
buy, and in terms of the range of dif-
ferent kinds of retail environments
that we are able to go to,” she said. 
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Shopping the way it used to be: customers crowded a cosmetics counter at Gimbels in New York in 1941.

More Luster Lost From Palaces of Retailing

over the weekend. 
The deal is subject to approval by

regulators, who are not expected to
block the transaction, but may press
Federated to sell stores in cities in
which it has a stronghold.

Analysts predict that Federated,
based in Cincinnati, will probably
close a significant number of May’s
underperforming locations, perhaps
as many as 200 stores. Federated
may also give the Macy’s name to
many of May’s regional stores, dis-
carding the familiar names that
have been known to generations of
shoppers in those areas. Besides
Lord & Taylor and Marshall Field’s,
which are likely to go untouched,
May owns Famous-Barr, Filene’s,
Foley’s, Hecht’s, Kaufmann’s, Meier
& Frank, Robinsons-May and Straw-
bridge’s, among others. 

“Together, using the Macy’s name,
a powerful national franchise could
be established,” Bernard Sosnick, an
analyst at Oppenheimer & Company
recently wrote in a note to investors.
“This, we believe, is the compelling
force behind a possible merger be-
tween the two, along with cost reduc-
tions due to the elimination of redun-
dant activities.”

Thousands of layoffs are also ex-
pected, although other merchants,
including Kohl’s, J.C. Penney and
Nordstrom, are reportedly already
lining up to take over some of the lo-
cations that Federated may jettison.

May, which is based in St. Louis, is
expected to keep some offices there,
but there will be layoffs. 

Spokeswomen for Federated and
May declined to comment. 

Some analysts worry that the deal
is marrying two companies facing
critical challenges. “There may be
back-office synergies,” Joshua R.
Goldberg, a managing director of
Mercantile Capital Partners, a pri-
vate equity firm in Manhattan, said
last week. “But will a combined May-
Federated be more attractive and ef-
fective with customers than each is
now?”

Still, Terry J. Lundgren, Federat-
ed’s chief executive, has received
high marks for being a disciplined
executive, refusing to overpay for ac-
quisitions. When Marshall Field’s
came up for sale in the last year, he
walked away and let May buy it
when he thought the asking price had
become too high.

And in his negotiations to buy May,
Mr. Lundgren was similarly tough.
While May’s board had been holding
out for more than $40 a share, he was
able to talk them into selling for
$35.50 a share in cash and stock, ex-
ecutives involved the process said.
Shares of May closed on Friday at
$35.35. When Mr. Kahn stepped down,
before speculation began swirling
about talks with Federated, May’s
shares traded at $27.84. Federated is
also expected to assume about $6 bil-
lion in debt. May was in a tough posi-
tion, analysts say, but there no other
natural buyers.

Same-store sales for Federated
grew by 2.6% last year. May, which
has not had sales growth for four
years, had a same-store sales loss of
2.4% last year.

In acquiring May, Federated will
have to decide how May’s 501 depart-

ment stores and more than 700 spe-
cialty stores like the David’s Bridal
chain will fit into the merged compa-
ny.

The new company is expected to
wring hundreds of millions of dollars
in savings, which Mr. Lundgren is ex-
pected to outline today.

Mr. Lundgren has been praised
marks for imposing an innovative
streamlining on his 458-store chain
since he took over the company two
years ago.

He is pushing to increase the
amount of creative private-label
fashions, a way to allow stores to dif-
ferentiate themselves from other
chains and discount stores.

The Federated consolidation be-
gan in 1929, with the combination of
Abraham & Straus; Filene’s; F&R
Lazarus of Columbus, Ohio; and
Bloomingdale’s of New York City.
Federated, in its fact book, said it
created the idea of “pay as you can”
credit policies, as well as grouping
clothes by size as opposed to color,
brand or price.By 1964, Federated
had combined 14 store chains. In the
1970’s, it began developing shopping
centers, bought Rich’s and built a
new headquarters in Cincinnati.

But the 1980’s brought trouble:
Robert Campeau, a Canadian real
estate developer, in a highly lever-
aged takeover, laid claim to Federat-
ed in 1988 and two years later, the
company went bankrupt, emerging
in 1992 as a public company. Two
years later, it bought Macy’s, a tri-
umph, and Fingerhut, a dismal and
very public failure.

The year after Mr. Lundgren be-
came chief executive in 2002, he be-
gan adding the Macy’s name to its
regional store chains, creating Bon-
Macy’s, Burdines-Macy’s, Gold-
smith’s-Macy’s, Lazarus-Macy’s and
Rich’s-Macy’s.

The next year, after what he said
was extensive customer polling, he
decided to remove the old names,
and Federated began concentrating
on its two marquee names: Macy’s
and Bloomingdale’s.

Besides Marshall Field’s in Chi-
cago, which Federated has coveted
for years, the company will acquire
valuable Robinson-May locations on
the West Coast and Foley’s locations
in Texas. Lord & Taylor, particular-
ly, will be closely watched. Jane
Elfers, its chief executive, is in the
midst of a turnaround, and has close-
da third of her stores to concentrate
on sales and profits at the rest.

Ms. Elfers has been mentioned as
a successor to Mr. Kahn, the recently
ousted May chief executive.

Yet by the weekend, new specula-
tion surfaced that Nordstrom had
put in a request for Lord & Taylor’s
grand Fifth Avenue flagship.

To pay for the acquisition, most re-
tailing specialists say Mr. Lundgren
will sell one or both of the company’s
credit card operations. Over the
weekend, they also were speculating
that Mr. Lundgren was likely to shed
David’s Bridal, the successful wed-
ding apparel chain. May also owns
After Hours Formalwear and Pris-
cilla’s of Boston, an upscale wedding
gown retailer.

2 Big Retailers Agree to $11 Billion Merger
This Floor: Mergers, Acquisitions
How Federated Department Stores and May Department Stores stack up.

The New York Times

Sources: Bloomberg Financial Markets; company reports
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By Reuters

Mylan Laboratories Inc. and King
Pharmaceuticals Inc. said yesterday
that they had agreed to terminate an
agreement under which Mylan was
to buy King for $3.8 billion.

In a joint news release, the compa-
nies said that after discussions, they
were not able to agree on terms for a
revised deal. Mylan makes generic
drugs, and King produces brand-
name drugs.

Earlier this month, weeks after
King said it would restate financial
results, Mylan said that a deal was
not guaranteed but that the purchase
was still being considered.

Drug Firms Abandon Deal

http://www.shop.org/eholiday05
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“Stores Should Look Back to Find Future,” by Steven Pearlstein, The Washington Post, May 2, 
2005.

The names—Hecht’s and Woodies here in Washington, Jordan Marsh and Filene’s in Boston, Straw-
bridge’s in Philadelphia, Marshall Field’s in Chicago—conjure up wonderful memories for those of a 
certain age. Visiting Santa Claus and the elaborate Christmas window displays. Buying a first suit or a First 
Communion dress. The satisfaction as you hand the sales lady the quarters and wadded dollar bills you 
and your sisters had saved to buy a bottle of eau de toilette for Mother’s Day, after the initial disappoint-
ment at discovering how much the real perfume cost. The lunches with grandma in the tea room. The 
almost guilty pleasure of bringing home blueberry muffins hot out of the oven at Jordan’s or a large bag of 
Velati’s caramels from Woodies.

Unfortunately, business runs on profits, not nostalgia—and the profits have been slowly draining out of 
these storied retailers for 35 years. Now the survivors will march together under the Macy’s banner in one 
final effort to reinvent the department store on a national scale.

It would be easy to spin a tale of how the decline of the department store is really a metaphor for the dis-
appearance of the American middle class who shopped its aisles and manned its counters. But that would 
be wrong. Mostly it is part of the larger story of the fragmentation of mass markets that is driven by chang-
ing technology, consumer tastes and new and better ways of doing business.

The irony is that the department store turns out to have been unwittingly complicit in its own undoing. 
When developers first offered them sweetheart deals to serve as “anchors” at the early shopping centers 
and malls, it seemed like a no-brainer—an easy way to follow their customers to the suburbs while getting 
the other retailers in the mall to subsidize it. But in time, the Darwinian competition of the mall produced 
stronger specialty stores with national scale that were able to provide a wider array of more interesting 
products in more inviting settings. The rest of the mall, in effect, became the department store, leaving the 
“anchor” to compete with discounters and new big-box retailers at the next highway interchange.

To hold onto customers, department stores were forced to continually cut prices, pare back service and 
stuff their aisles full of merchandise on sale in an effort to make up in volume what they were losing in 
profit margins. They were also forced to rely increasingly on name-brand merchandise—Hilfiger, Lacoste 
and the like—which commanded an ever-greater share of the profit margin and subtly shifted customer 
loyalty from retailer to supplier. In the end, many of these suppliers would open their own shops, compet-
ing directly against their department store customers.

By one rough measure, department stores have lost half their share of the retail market, but in another 
sense, it’s not clear what that means. Is Target a discount store and Nordstrom a specialty store—or is 
each just the new version of the department store?

My own guess is that Federated Department Stores overestimates the advantages of scale that its pur-
chase of May Co. will bring. Consolidating purchasing departments and media budgets is the easy part. 
Harder, but more effective, will be finding buyers with confidence, style and an eye for value—and then 
liberating them from the current order-by-the-numbers orthodoxy. Much harder will be creating inviting 
and exciting selling spaces that are simultaneously well stocked and uncluttered, and staffing them with 
salespeople who really know their stuff. And hardest of all will be weaning shoppers and marketing depart-

ments from their addiction to endless sales promotions.

The trick here isn’t to beat Wal-Mart at the price game—it’s to lure back customers with the kinds of 
merchandise and shopping experiences they’ll remember fondly 50 years from now, the way some of us 
remember blueberry muffins and eau de toilette.

On another note: Last week’s column on Washington’s weather wimpiness generated so many hundreds 
of e-mails I gave up trying to respond to them all. Please accept my apologies.

Steven Pearlstein can be reached at pearlsteins@washpost.com.
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“A Designer Writes: ‘How New Is Eternal?’” by Kevin Walz, Interior Design magazine, October 
2001.

Kevin Walz, a modern day renaissance man, takes a hard look at New York from a Roman window.

New Yorkers like to pride themselves as being unique in the world, but how true is it, really? New Yorkers 
are more like other urban Americans than they would care to admit. Romans, the people who live in the 
city in which I currently reside, are not like Florentines and even less like the Milanese. No one is like a 
Neapolitan. Yet no Italian, no matter what the province, will waver when it comes to how to dress a salad: 
lots of salt, no more than the vapors of plain vinegar, oil until the leaves glisten. Tradition in Italy does not 
waver.

New York, the current center of the earth, is way different from Rome, its ancient center. The heart of 
New York is new and all that new implies. New Yorkers could never agree on a way to dress a salad. There 
would always be too many new ways to do it, and what does tradition mean anyway?

There is an essence to Roman thinking about all interior spaces that is fundamentally, even drastically 
different from the way interiors are approached in New York. When you enter a Roman interior, you are 
immediately conscious of the kind of building you’re in—its history, its nature, so to speak. In Rome, a 
designer will most likely retain as many elements of the existing interior as possible, incorporating them 
into the new design. Usually, even a new design will feel as if it had always belonged in the building, giving 
the occupants a sense of the reality of place, even of their own unique and original reality. Then, there is an 
acknowledgment of architecture. It would be unconscionable to throw away elements of an existing space; 
one would be losing irretrievable aspects of the building’s history, not to mention wasting money. More-
over, materials that are old, that have a certain patina or provenance, look more beautiful than new materi-
als. This reverence for what has been is endemic to Italian culture. But in America we have different ideas 
about life and the spaces we inhabit, and our interior designs reflect that.

Characteristically American is the celebration of the individual. Here, the obsession with individuality has 
been exaggerated in the concept of branding, now a corporate requirement. The brand expresses its own 
distinct, immediately recognizable identity, even though its marketing really serves to render consum-
ers more like one another, less individual as persons. It would not be possible for a Gap store to look like 
anything but the Gap. The Gap belongs to its own reality, severed from any other ties. Each Gap is wallpa-
pered into a site that is surrealistically identical to all other branches. American life has a rather detached, 
alienated quality to it. You may be used to it, but it is creepy.

Personal spaces in America are experiencing a form of branding. The needs of the individual—particularly 
the rich individual—take precedence over an existing structure’s specificity. Huge amounts of money are 
still being spent to transform every inch of an interior to suit personal needs and tastes. There’s a para-
dox inherent in this form of branding, a mindset that caters to the individual while rendering architecture 
neutral and dehistoricized.

Another important characteristic of America is the need to be entertained at all times. When I arrive at JFK 
from Roma Fiumicino, before my passport has been checked I have been updated on all the news of New 
York by six television monitors in passport control aimed at the incoming passengers. That’s it for QUIET 
during my stay in New York. Spaces in America, if they are to be successful, must always be entertaining, 

and often noisy to boot. A restaurant needs a theme; its food needs a concept. Everything must match. Re-
tail spaces feature specially tailored soundtracks that perhaps subliminally enhance the customer’s aware-
ness of brand identity. Presumably, an entertained consumer consumes more. An American house needs 
to have plenty of entertainment sources—I’ve been asked to incorporate up to seven televisions into one 
residence. More and more, you find that entertainment dictates the design of homes.

Americans crave novelty, and nowhere in America is novelty more prized than in New York. New in New 
York means consuming, replacing, redoing everything. New means being relentlessly up-to-date, e.g. the 
latest boutique hotel that provides a range of essential services unknown a few months before when the 
last blast of publicity heralded the formerly latest boutique hotel that is now hopelessly passé. What is the 
life span of a boutique hotel? 

Like London and Paris and many other great cities, poor New York is suffering from one of the major prob-
lems of our time: Design globalization. New York neighborhoods are all beginning to look alike. Soho was 
a destination for a many years, a special, distinct New York neighborhood, but then the clones moved in: J. 
Crew, Banana Republic, Occitane, Pottery Barn, Starbucks. They are everywhere— Tribeca, Chelsea, Mid-
town, Upper East, Upper West, et cetera, et cetera. Global Guggenheims? Frank Gehry, my hero for several 
decades, is looking very branded these days. Wanna buy a billowing monument for your city? Rome is hav-
ing none of this. A very good restaurant in my neighborhood is called the Paris. “That’s the family name 
of the original owners,” explained Laura, the concierge of the palazzo where the restaurant has resided for 
a century and a half. “The new family kept the menu, the décor, and the name,” she told me. “When was 
this, recently?” I asked. “No, not so recently,” she replied. “In ’37.”

We designers were not born to be the conscience of the consuming world. But a little reflection about 
what we’re actually doing doesn’t hurt. Let’s look carefully at what we are being asked for. Our culture has 
become possessed. We need to sneak in some harmony, truth, and reality back into our work when our 
clients aren’t looking.

Kevin Walz is principal of Walzworkinc, a tiny global design firm with spatial design projects in the United 
States and Europe. Walz designs signature collections for noted manufacturers including Tufenkian 
Carpets, Baldinger Lighting, Designtex One+One, as well as KorQinc, of which he is a partner. He has 
won many awards including the Rome Prize for Design and is an Interior Design Magazine Hall of Fame 
inductee.
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“Best Buy Gets in Touch with Its Feminine Side,” by Mindy Fetterman, USA Today, December 20, 
2006. 

Back in the ‘60s when Richard Schulze opened a Sound of Music store in St. Paul, the world of consumer 
electronics was pretty simple: stereos and speakers for your home and car.

But by the 1980s, the company had exploded into a discount warehouse retailer called Best Buy whose 
sales strategy was “grab and go.” Loud music, flashing lights and stacks of VCRs, computers, CD players, 
TVs and other stuff drove Best Buy to become the nation’s No. 1 retailer of consumer electronics.

“We were a boy’s toy store designed for boys by boys,” says Julie Gilbert, vice president of Best Buy.

Well, no more. The “feminization” of the consumer electronics business is underway.

Q&A: CEO Anderson says he would be ‘thrilled’ having a woman succeed him

Instead of hitting high-tech hysteria at Best Buy (BBY) this holiday season, shoppers may notice a softer, 
more personal atmosphere. Music is quieter. Lights are lower. Salespeople talk to customers about their 
lifestyles, what they want the technology to do for them—or the person getting the holiday gift—and how 
they want it to fit into their homes, offices, cars. In some stores, a “personal shopping assistant” will help 
with everything from designing a home entertainment system to picking a digital camera. If you need more 
help, one of thousands of its “Geek Squad” techies will come to your home to hook stuff up.

Stacks of equipment have been whittled down. Aisles have been widened so baby strollers fit through eas-
ily. And more stores are displaying little living rooms with wide-screen TVs and surround-sound speakers 
to show customers what the equipment will look like in their homes.

Women now influence 90% of consumer electronics purchases, from the type and look of the big-screen 
TV to the color of the iPod speakers for the living room, Best Buy says. The Consumer Electronics Asso-
ciation estimates their influence is less, but still significant and growing. It says women influence 57% of 
purchases, or $80 billion of the $140 billion spent on consumer electronics this year.

“Sure, our stores used to have one primary customer in mind … that was the young, techno-savvy male,” 
says Best Buy CEO Brad Anderson in an e-mail interview. “Today we know there are more than just young 
men in our stores—men and women, all ages, all ethnicities and uncountable backgrounds.”

But, he concedes: “Women likely will notice and appreciate some of the changes more.”

What’s your lifestyle? 

About four years ago Best Buy realized that women were warming up to technology. IPods and flat-screen 
TVs and cool, tiny little speakers you can hide around your rooms helped push women into the stores.

Overnight, it seemed, consumer electronics became a design element.

“It’s no longer the days of eight-track tapes and big speakers with the big foam that smells,” Gilbert says. 
“The products we sell and the services we sell are about trends and fashion.”

Best Buy executives started focusing on feedback from female shoppers, and it wasn’t good. Many women 
felt that the sales staff—the “Blue Shirts” that tended to be young men—were dismissive.

“Women couldn’t get anyone to help them,” Gilbert says. “They weren’t treated with respect.”

So in 2002, the company embarked on an ambitious “customer-centric” plan that started out with four 
distinct personalities for its stores to focus on. It gave the personalities names like Barry (an affluent tech 
enthusiast); Jill (a busy suburban mom); Buzz (a young gadget fiend) and Ray (a price-conscious family 
guy).

In 2005, 40% of 300 stores it redecorated were aimed at Barry, with a separate home-theater department 
and specialists in mobile electronics. Jill stores had personal shopping assistants for busy moms. Buzz 
stores had lots of video games, and Ray stores focused on low prices. Some stores had two or more perso-
nas going at once.

“We’ve evolved since then,” says spokeswoman Dawn Bryant. Now the strategy is broader, with a move 
throughout all stores to focus on the individual customer, no matter who that is.

Eventually, all of its nearly 750 U.S. stores will be revamped with a softer, more user-friendly decor and 
more personalized services, basically the Jill model. Some stores have been completely redesigned, while 
others have undergone only small changes so far.

The growing popularity of home entertainment systems helped spur Best Buy’s changes.

In 2000, Best Buy bought Magnolia Hi-Fi, a Seattle-based retailer of high-end home entertainment cen-
ters. After it began putting displays of Magnolia’s big-screen TVs in little living rooms in some stores in 
mid-2005, executives noticed that all different types of customers were coming in.

“It wasn’t just the affluent, early-adopter male customer we’d expected,” Best Buy President Brian Dunn 
told stock analysts in May. “Time-starved suburban moms loved the Magnolia rooms. Our young enter-
tainment enthusiasts raved about it. And the value-oriented family man aspired to it, even if he eventually 
made his purchase in the Best Buy home theater area.”

So Best Buy decided to expand the number of stores with Magnolia displays from 127 to 300 this year. And 
they included more lower-priced TV systems in the displays, too.

“Women are drawn to flat-panel TVs,” Gilbert says. “They want that big, clunky TV out of the living room.”

Changing its style 

To lure more female shoppers, Best Buy also is changing its workforce.

Its approximately 100,000 U.S. employees have undergone or are now in training to learn how to talk 
to customers about their lifestyles and what they want technology to do for them. Plus, the company is 
pushing to add more female Blue Shirts and store general managers. About 25% of its U.S. employees 

http://www.usatoday.com/money/industries/retail/2006-12-20-best-buy-side_x.htm
http://stocks.usatoday.com/custom/usatoday-com/html-quote.asp?symb=BBY
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are women. Though that percentage hasn’t changed, the total number of employees has risen, so more 
women are employed at Best Buy.

The company also is beginning to promote more women. Since January, it has increased the number of 
female store general managers by 4% and the number of women in training to be general managers by 
4%. It has doubled the number of women working in home theater departments in the past four months, 
it says. The company does not release specific numbers.

“Women consumers are seeing a lot more women in our stores, and that makes it less frightening and 
less intimidating,” says Anna Gallina, general manager of Best Buy’s North Palm Beach, Fla., store, which 
has 40% female employees. She says she’s seen big changes in the company since she joined 10 years ago 
as assistant manager of a store in Miami.

“We don’t just say a camera has 10 megapixels,” she says. “We concentrate on how the technology fits into 
a customer’s lifestyle and needs.”

To find more female employees, the company has started recruiting not just from electronics competi-
tors—such as Wal-Mart, Target and Circuit City—but from other types of retailers. “We’re recruiting from 
Nordstrom’s, Victoria’s Secret, Origins or other stores where women love to shop,” Bryant says. “We can 
teach them about consumer electronics. But we want them to understand and be excited about women’s 
lifestyles.”

Gilbert, who has helped direct the feminization of Best Buy, also leads 22 groups of about 25 female 
employees each who meet once a month. The women are from all ranks of the company, and the groups’ 
goals are to build leadership skills, network and push innovation through the company. The so-called wolf 
packs are part of a strategy to train, support and promote women within Best Buy.

Their goal is for 50% of the workforce to be women, including one day the CEO, says Gilbert, whose title is 
vice president of Women’s Leadership Forum (WoLF) and Entrepreneurial Initiatives.

“We’re working with the Girl Scouts, with private female colleges and others to recruit amazing women so 
we can delight our women customers,” Gilbert says. “Imagine opening your front door, and it’s a woman 
on the Geek Squad.”

Some aren’t buying it 

But for some women, the old Best Buy image will be tough to shake.

“I avoid Best Buy like the plague,” says Susan Bejot of Lincoln, Neb., who is part of USA TODAY’s Shop-
pers Panel. “I find it difficult to get the attention of an employee, and then they seem to be somewhat 
terse. They rarely have offered options or helpful advice. If I really need something from there and I can’t 
find it elsewhere, I send my husband.”

Others, like Jennifer Kagan of Westland, Mich., have started avoiding brick-and-mortar stores altogether 
for the convenience of online shopping. Sales of consumer electronics on the Internet are up 31% this year 
vs. last year, according to market researcher ComScore Networks.

“My major electronics purchases are all done online via sites like Amazon.com or Buy.com,” says Kagan, 

also part of the USA TODAY panel. “I can get more info based on the descriptions and customer reviews, 
without the hassle.”

But the changes Best Buy is making haven’t gone unnoticed.

“I have shopped at Best Buy quite often the past few weeks. I am getting my boyfriend a new …(Editor’s 
note: Gift shall remain unnamed; it’s a secret!) for Christmas,” says LeeAnn Hall of Chicago. “I do like the 
layout of the new store. It is easier to find things (because) they are grouped together.”

Best Buy’s effort to attract and keep more female shoppers is a good beginning, says John Champion, a 
strategist at retail consulting firm Kurt Salmon Associates. “Women control shopping in retail today, and 
Best Buy is still trying to figure that out.”

He says that to continue to grow, electronics retailers have to sell “more than an array of products. They 
have to put product in the environment, put the shopper in the environment, and help the consumer see 
how it fits into their lives.”

Best Buy is starting to do that, but it is “conscious about stepping too far, too fast from its hard-core con-
sumer,” he says. That would be the tech geek. Remember him?

Gilbert agrees.

Despite the changes underway, the company is “not going to alienate the guys,” she says. It will still have 
the newest, fastest, biggest, shiniest stuff. And the changes will be good for all customers, she says.

“We’re not going to paint the stores pink.”
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“Chula Vista ‘lifestyle center’ trumps mall,” by Jenifer Goodwin, San Diego Union-Tribune, Octo-
ber 27, 2006. 

Photo by Nelvin Cepeda /Union-Tribune. Rafael Sarogusa helped spruce up the Otay Ranch Town Center a day 
before today’s opening of the Chula Vista shopping center. 

It has a Macy’s, a Banana Republic and a Victoria’s Secret. Must be a mall, right?

Better not say that too loudly around Chula Vista. The Otay Ranch Town Center, opening today on what 
was recently the chaparral-covered hills of southeast San Diego County, isn’t one of those two-story boxes 
squatting on a sea of asphalt.

Otay Ranch Town Center is a “lifestyle center”—a more evolved shopping hub with al fresco dining, movie 
theaters and tree-lined streets that mimic an urban downtown, without that annoying grit.

In the retail world, enclosed malls with a department store at either end are as out as penny loafers and 
prairie dresses. What’s hot are places such as Otay Ranch Town Center, where shoppers can bring Fido to 
an off-leash dog park with 6-foot fire hydrants, see their kids frolic in popper fountains or people-watch on 
cushioned chairs in front of an outdoor fireplace.

Nearly everyone in the South Bay considers the county’s first lifestyle center a boon. Chula Vista city of-
ficials can’t wait for the anticipated $3 million-plus in annual sales tax revenues. Residents in the rapidly 
sprouting housing developments adjacent to the center are thrilled to have the shopping and restaurants 

they’ve longed for. It is also expected to draw shoppers from Tijuana who would normally make the trip to 
Fashion Valley.

But a few see lifestyle centers as just one more example of the corporatization of American culture. Com-
munity gathering places used to be mom and pop stores, churches, public parks and city streets. Now it’s 
Pottery Barn and P.F. Chang’s.

“When you confuse an urban neighborhood with a shopping mall, civic spirit becomes where you shop, 
not the community you live in,” said Andrew Blum, contributing editor of Metropolis magazine, which 
examines how architecture influences modern life.

The creators of Otay Ranch Town Center aren’t too troubled by the criticism. When Americans moved from 
cities and small towns to the suburbs, malls became a part of the culture, as legitimate a gathering place 
as any.

“These places are the social hubs of our community, whether we like it or not,” said Robert Anderson, the 
shopping center’s lead architect. “People might criticize that they’re commercially driven by a bunch of 
national retailers, but shopping is a big part of people’s lives. So let’s make it great.”

Even critics such as Blum admit that lifestyle centers are awfully nice. Hours before opening, construc-
tion workers feverishly planted shrubs, laid pavers and finished facades. About half of the center’s 80-plus 
stores will be ready for opening day, which will include clowns, jugglers and local marching bands.

The overarching style is called “California heritage,” meant to evoke the elegance of Old Spain and the 
pueblos, missions and ranchos of early California.

The shops, set along streets lined with wide sidewalks and California pepper trees, each have a unique 
storefront, from sunset yellow on Barnes & Noble to slick steel on the Apple store to stonework, striped 
awnings, wooden trellises and limestone pillars in front of others.

Kestrel Falls Road, which everyone on site refers to as Main Street, has about 100 meterless parking spac-
es in front of the shops. Though the bulk of the parking is more standard-issue lots, the storefront spaces 
“bring a level of activity and street life you don’t get in a pedestrian-only shopping center,” Anderson said.

Malls have come a long way since 1956, when architect Victor Gruen built the first two-story, fully enclosed 
mall, Southdale Center near Minneapolis. Gruen’s design, with two department store “anchors,” became 
the model for malls across America, said Steve Schoenherr, professor of history at the University of San 
Diego.

Over the next decades, malls continued to evolve. San Diego’s Horton Plaza, finished in 1985, showed 
that a mall could draw people back to run-down city centers. Other developers added movie theaters, 
children’s play areas and more restaurant choices to compete with discount chains such as Wal-Mart and 
Target, as well as the Internet. 

Still, suburbanites felt they were missing something—the energy and vitality found on city streets. That’s 
what lifestyle centers aim to deliver.
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There’s an irony to the very concept of a lifestyle center. Suburbs led to the creation of the mall. Malls con-
tributed to the decline of traditional downtowns. Now mall developers are trying to emulate aspects of the 
downtowns that were once nearly destroyed. 

Which makes some shop owners along Chula Vista’s authentic town center, Third Avenue, wonder: Why 
not come visit the real thing?

Like downtowns across the nation, Third Avenue, hurt by National City’s Plaza Bonita and the Chula Vista 
Center Mall, has been down at the heels decades before Otay Ranch Town Center was conceived. Home 
to a Social Security Office, the Chula Vista Heritage Museum and small shops like Burdick’s Sewing & 
Vacuum, a beauty shop and a tailor, Third Avenue’s shopkeepers struggle to get enough foot traffic to stay 
afloat.

“I get people here who live two blocks away say, `God, I haven’t been down to Third Avenue in ages,’ “ said 
Janet Goff, owner of My Cup of Tea & Gifts.

Jan Cano, who has run the Frame Gallery with her mother for 28 years, couldn’t resist riding her Harley to 
sneak a peek at the shopping center. All the fancy tile and the fountains can’t convince her otherwise: A 
mall is a mall, and she’s not particularly fond of any of them.

“Our customers feel like they know us. We’re just family people, rather than corporate people,” she said, 
leaning on a counter in a store cluttered with art and porcelain figurines. “People come in here, and they 
feel at home. Unless they live in one of those homes that are always clean all the time.”

It’s not the sanitized version of a streetscape that bothers Blum, the architecture writer. What troubles him 
is that old-school malls were clearly private enterprises, while lifestyle centers are designed to look like 
Main Street, or at least the Disney-esque Main Street of our dreams.

Only they’re not public spaces. They’re under the control of management, and the rules of free expression 
don’t apply.

“Lifestyle centers are really about making a place where you trade in your basic right to expression for a 
pleasant shopping experience,” he said. “If Grannies Against the War wanted to set up a table there, they 
couldn’t.”

Otay Ranch Town Center has a “code of conduct” in which patrons are prohibited from activities that pre-
vent “a tranquil shopping experience,” said senior general manager Tim Colby.

Colby said such things as spitting, swearing, rowdiness, skateboarding and congregating in large groups 
are prohibited. Security guards carry copies of the conduct code, printed on business cards, to hand to 
anyone caught misbehaving.

The dozen or so shoppers interviewed at the center, who seemed far more interested in having a Cheese-
cake Factory nearby than organizing a political protest, shrugged off concerns about the blurring of public 
and private space.

Alma LaFarga, who works at Plaza Bonita, rushed to Otay Ranch Town Center on her lunch break two days 
before it opened to check it out. “Oh, I love it,” LaFarga said. “The outdoors. The design. One of the build-
ings looks like an old Southwest-style church. But it’s not a church. It’s a Starbucks.”

Well, praise the Lord and pass the Frappuccino.
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By KATE ZERNIKE

IT’S 11:30 p.m., and my upstairs neighbors are run-
ning their washing machine, again, though only the
experienced would know that it is not a helicopter
landing. Three polite notes have done nothing to

stop it. But now, the tap of a button takes me away. I am
not in a small Manhattan apartment but in Hawaii. The
sounds of waves, far more real than I would have ex-
pected from my new Tranquil Moments Plus sound ma-
chine, lull me to sleep.

Leaving the house the next morning, I pop on my other
new experimental purchase, a pair of noise-canceling
headphones. The subway becomes a silent movie, my
desk, a muted bubble amid news of war and campaign
madness. 

No one even looks at me funny. But then, I had noticed
a colleague wearing the same headphones in the office
the day before, and, after I waved my arms in front of
him to grab his attention, he informed me that Colin
Powell wears them on planes. If the secretary of state
can maintain the world’s respect wearing black plastic
bagels on his ears, why can’t the rest of us?

We have e-mail filters and air filters, noise-canceling
machines, noise-canceling headphones, and in one cata-
log, a wrap-around eye-and-ear pillow that blocks out all
light and noise.

Tivo allows you to ignore commercials, and caller ID,
your friends. Minivans, the original suburban bubble,
now come equipped with DVD screens and headphones
that allow parents to effectively wall off the front seat
from those squabbling siblings in the back.

With self-serve airport kiosks, A.T.M.’s, online gro-
cery delivery services, clothing catalogs, restaurant
reservations, and, of course, the ubiquitous iPod, it has
become possible to filter almost every possible human
interaction. V-chip your television, V-chip your mom.

Given the uncertainty of terrorism and war, perhaps
it’s not surprising that people might look for ways to get
away from it all. But is filtering the latest form of denial,
the latest protective bubble we have blown for our-
selves, or are we just becoming better editors of our life
experiences? 

“It’s not about bubbles, it’s about figuring out which
products work, which ideas work, which relationships
work for you,’’ said Robbie Blinkoff, the principal an-
thropologist at Context-Based Research Group, a con-
sulting firm in Baltimore. “It’s partly because of all the
stuff that’s available out there, the amount of channels
you can get it through. You had to create a survival
strategy.’’

So never mind that as I completed a week of experi-
menting with life on filter, a colleague said to me, “You
hate us!’’ I wasn’t a snob or antisocial, but practicing
what Mr. Blinkoff calls “critical consumption.’’

Modern filtering has been around since the most an-
swering machines allowed people to screen calls. But
the popularity of Tivo and noise-canceling headphones
suggest that demand for filtering is growing — hardly
surprising in an age when people’s cellphone conversa-
tions and blogs are giving you more far more informa-
tion than you really wanted. Now, at the supermarket,
Mr. Blinkoff said, “the coupon dispensers pop out at
you.’’

As Kristin van Ogtrop, the managing editor of Real
Simple magazine, said, “We have noise from the minute
we wake up in the morning to the minute we go to bed.’’

Real Simple has built its readership over the past four
years — circulation has grown from 400,000 to 1.55 mil-
lion — largely on people’s desire to filter that noise.

Each month, the magazine tests products and picks
what it considers the best, from a huge array — 70 types
of bandages, 24 can openers, 30 self-tanners.

“We’re such a rich country that you have 30 different
kinds of paper towels,’’ Ms. van Ogtrop said. “I’m not
sure Americans want 30 different kinds of paper tow-
els.’’

Tivo and filtered e-mail messages are nothing more
than a form of organizing, she said, which may have be-
come the new American hobby. A new organizing maga-
zine, Organizing Good Things, by the publishers of Mar-
tha Stewart Living arrived on newsstands last month,
and The Container Store is expanding across the coun-
try.

“As the rest of the world gets scarier and bigger and
weirder,’’ Ms. van Ogtrop said, organizing “helps us to
feel more controlled.’’

Bose, which makes a popular high-end version of
noise-canceling headphones, first began producing them

for pilots and the military. In 2000, it began marketing
the product to consumers, in more modest form. As
Carolyn Cinotti, a company spokeswoman, said, con-
sumers don’t want to wear helmets. At least, not yet.

“Its success surprised even us,’’ Ms. Cinotti said. Most
people use the headphones on flights, but, increasingly,
they are used to block out the neighbor’s lawn mowers,
colleagues’ chatter, fellow commuters’ irritability, or to
sleep and meditate. 

But do these filters create an alienable world, one too
cushioned, too impermeable to surprise? 

Janna Malamud Smith, a psychotherapist and the au-
thor of “Private Matters: In Defense of the Personal
Life,’’ released in paperback last month, said increased
mobility has increased people’s craving for bubbles. 

“As we have infinite space in which to expand, we’re
sort of finding that self-soothing in these little bubbles
seems to be more comfortable,’’ she said. “We’re trying
to deal with the fact that most of the people we see are
strangers. If we have our own music with us, we’re cre-
ating our own reality. We think, ‘I’m going to keep them
out, they’re strangers, and they’re really annoying.’ ’’

But even as she bubbles her walks around her suburb
with Italian lessons on her CD player, Ms. Smith worries
that all this will become the ultimate form of what the
social scientist Robert Putnam famously called “bowl-
ing alone.’’ Look, she said, at the decline in participation
in things like the traditional New England town meeting.

“A democracy rests on everybody feeling that they
have a stake in being part of a conversation,’’ she said.
“In running into our bubbles we are abdicating our more
public roles in a way that turns the public realm over to
people who may not have our interests at heart.’’

Filtering does make the return to reality all that much
harsher — when I take the earphones off at work at the
end of the week, even the clicking of my own keyboard
seems too loud.

As for participation in democracy? That one I have
figured out. I voted. Wearing headphones.

Sounds of Silence

First, Your Water Was Filtered. Now It’s Your Life.

Victoria Roberts

When everything becomes
too much, put on a pair of
noise-canceling headphones.

The Nation

The Body Views 

“Her plus-size strategy: Charming Shoppes CEO saw growth in the sector,” by Wendy Tanaka, 
Philadelphia Inquirer, August 18, 2005.

Dorrit J. Bern envisions a future where her typical customer wakes up each morning under Lane Bryant 
sheets, makes breakfast using a Lane Bryant toaster, dresses in Lane Bryant clothes, and sprays on Lane 
Bryant cologne before dashing out the door. 

And when she is relaxing at home, she reads Figure, the magazine that Lane Bryant’s parent, Charming 
Shoppes Inc., launched in 2003 for plus-size women. 

“The idea is we can truly become, with the power of the existing brands, a lifestyle player for women,” 
Bern, chairwoman and chief executive officer of Charming Shoppes Inc., said in a recent interview. 

Getting Charming Shoppes to the point where it might become a one-stop-shopping destination for plus-
size women has been a decade’s work for Bern, who took the helm of the Bensalem company in 1995 and 
kept it out of Bankruptcy Court. 

Now, with annual revenue of $2.3 billion, Charming Shoppes is the nation’s second-largest retailer of plus-
size apparel, behind only Wal-Mart Stores Inc., and its earnings have increased dramatically in the last two 
years. 

For the fiscal year ended Jan. 29, Charming Shoppes reported net income of $64.5 million, or 52 cents a 
share—a 70 percent increase from the previous year. 

In June, it acquired Crosstown Traders Inc., an operator of 11 apparel, shoes and gifts catalogs, for $218 
million. 

“Now everyone has arrived at the party. Now we’re able to have a three-channel business,” said Bern, 55, 
referring to Charming Shoppes’ 2,236 Lane Bryant, Fashion Bug and Catherines Plus Sizes stores; its e-
commerce sites for those brands; and, now, catalogs. 

Through Crosstown’s catalogs, which include Monterey Bay, Old Pueblo Traders and Figi’s, customers, 
Bern said, will be able to buy shoes in wide widths, clothing up to size 36, and other items. 

Perhaps more important, Crosstown Traders gives Charming Shoppes the customer service centers and 
warehouses it will need when it assumes control in 2007 of the $300-million-plus Lane Bryant catalog 
business, which New York-based Redcats USA has been operating. 

Bern—a former Sears vice president who was an architect of the “softer side of Sears” revamp—said she 
saw only opportunity in the Crosstown acquisition, opening more sales channels for Charming Shoppes’ 
26 million customers. 

Jeffrey Stein, an analyst at KeyBanc Capital Markets in Cleveland, said the three-pronged strategy should be 
a good fit. 

“The plus-size customer has a higher propensity to shop via catalog and online” because very large sizes 
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are sold more commonly through these channels than at stores, Stein said. 

Before the acquisition, Charming Shoppes had begun impressing investors by sharpening the focus at its 
three retail brands over the last two years:

Lane Bryant targets fashion-conscious women who do not mind spending more for high-quality clothing. 

Fashion Bug caters to budget-minded women in plus, misses and junior sizes. 

Catherines serves older plus-size women. 

Charming Shoppes has also closed underperforming stores and invested in new technology—all of which 
improved profit margins. 

Stein credits Bern for having seen growth in the plus-size sector. 

“I view Dorrit as a visionary in that space,” he said. 

Charming Shoppes’ primary brand when Bern arrived was Fashion Bug, but she began refocusing the com-
pany in 1999 as a plus-size retailer. 

Modern Woman Holdings Inc. of Lancaster was her first acquisition. Then in 2000, Charming Shoppes 
bought Catherines Stores Corp. of Memphis and folded Modern Woman into Catherines. The following 
year, Charming Shoppes acquired Lane Bryant, which had been a division of Limited Brands Inc., of Co-
lumbus, Ohio. 

Today, 77 percent of Charming Shoppes’ revenue comes from sales of plus-size apparel. 

Stein estimates that the plus-size-clothing sector rang up $15 billion in sales last year—about 20 percent of 
the $90 billion women’s apparel market. 

He expects plus-size sales to increase about 5 percent annually—1 to 2 percentage points faster than other 
retail categories—due to the expanding American waistline. Today, the average woman wears a size 14, 
compared with a size 8 about 15 years ago, Stein said. 

While the shifting demographics would seem to bode well for Charming Shoppes, Stein said, it is not a 
slam-dunk. 

“This customer has a propensity to spend less, as a percentage of her disposable income, on apparel,” 
compared with women who wear misses and junior sizes, because retailers generally have not done a 
good job making fashionable clothes in larger sizes. 

“It’s a market that we think has generally been poorly served,” Stein said. “Fit and fashion are huge is-
sues.”

Charming Shoppes has become a “fit specialist” recently, he said, but this was not always the case. In 

2002, for instance, it carried very low-rise jeans and chunky sweaters that did not fit or flatter its custom-
ers. 

“The good news for this company is that it doesn’t have to be on the leading edge of fashion,” he said. “It 
can follow the fashion trends. The customer is concerned with fit as much as fashion. “

Last year, Charming Shoppes jumped into the white-hot premium-jeans market. It started selling Seven7 
brand jeans, which retail for about $80. Most recently, it rolled out Deluxe brand jeans at Fashion Bug 
stores that sell for about $40, plus jeans from pop star Jessica Simpson. 

Charming Shoppes declined to provide sales figures for the premium jeans, but Bern said they were selling 
well so far for fall. 

“We had a nice nibble on the Seven7 product,” she said in a conference call with analysts yesterday. “It’s 
still a little early in the season, but performance has been quite good. “

Contact staff writer Wendy Tanaka at 215-854-2752 or wtanaka@phillynews.com. 
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hen the legendary interior designer David Hicks
died in 1998, at age 69, he had specified that his
sycamore coffin have no handles. They were, he said,
‘‘frightfully common.’’ Snobbish and opinionated,
handsome and debonair, with an aristocratic wife and

a glamorous client list, Hicks was the very essence of swinging 60’s British
style. He revolutionized decorating with his startling color combinations,
bold geometric patterns, unexpected juxtapositions of antique and
modern, and a knack for branding that made him a lifestyle guru.

Now Hicks’s mod panache is inspiring a new generation of trendsetters.
At the spring men’s shows in Milan, Christopher Bailey’s collection 
for Burberry paid homage to Hicks and to two other dashing British
peacocks of the time, the photographers Patrick Lichfield and Antony
Armstrong-Jones (better known as Lord Snowdon). Hicks inspired the
most dapper, formal part of Bailey’s collection — snappy trench coats,
tailored blazers and wide-striped cardigans in the kind of rich colors for
which Hicks became famous.

‘‘His design was very classic, but always with a sense of whimsy,’’
Bailey says. ‘‘That’s very British — a sense of being conservative, but
doing it in a playful way.’’

Bailey is just the latest young fashion designer to be smitten with
Hicks’s distinctive style. Tory Burch’s printed tunics owe a clear debt 
to his work, while Reed Krakoff, Coach’s executive creative director,
was inspired in part by Hicks’s geometric H logo when designing the
crossed C’s of Coach’s Signature line. Meanwhile, a new generation of
decorators has been channeling Hicks. Jonathan Adler, perhaps the
most ardent admirer among this group, calls the master’s work ‘‘totally
optimistic, playful, over-the-top and panache-riddled.’’ 

What Hicks would have made of all this adulation is anybody’s guess.
He might well have publicly disdained the attention while secretly
relishing it. Hicks had a higher opinion of himself than almost anyone,
but then he worked hard to achieve it. He shook up the genteel world of
English decorating, combining a modern outlook with an informed sense
of history; banished chintz and tepid colors in favor of scarlet and pink;

MALE-PATTERN BOLDNESS
THIS SEASON’S MEN’S WEAR 

OWES A DEBT TO DAVID HICKS AND HIS INTERIORS.
PILAR VILADAS RECALLS THE DECORATOR DU JOUR.
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DAVID HICKS AND HIS
MAVERICK DESIGNS,
CLOCKWISE FROM
OPPOSITE LEFT: HICKS
SEATED UNDER HIS H
LOGO; A LONDON LIVING
ROOM; THE LIBRARY 
AT BRITWELL, HICKS’S
BELOVED COUNTRY
HOUSE; OP MEETS POP 
IN A BEDROOM IN
LONDON; AND A
SCRAPBOOK SPREAD 
OF HIS CARPET DESIGNS.

lacquered walls the color of Coca-Cola; and artfully arranged groups of
objects, both grand and humble, that he memorably called tablescapes. 
It was a look that attracted clients from Vidal Sassoon to Prince Charles.

Moreover, Hicks became a global brand in a way that his peers and
predecessors never had, jetting around the world to promote his
interiors and products (fabrics, carpeting, sheets, umbrellas, neckties
and even men’s shoes for Bally) in stores and on talk shows. He
published numerous books on design, which have become highly
collectible. His son, Ashley, himself an architect and furniture
designer, said his father’s ‘‘preoccupation with making interiors that
grabbed the eye when published is a perfect recipe for designers now 
in our genuinely media-obsessed world — he was 40 years ahead of 
his time in this.’’ (Ashley has revived some of his father’s fabric
designs, which are sold through Lee Jofa, as well as the geometric-
patterned carpets, which are made by Saxony Carpet Company.)

David Hicks was born in 1929, the son of a doting, artistically inclined
mother and a stockbroker father who was already in his 60’s when his

son was born and who died in 1941. Hicks had been interested in design
and art since childhood, and in 1953, after art school and a miserable
stint in the army, he persuaded his mother to sell the family home and
buy a house in London. Working more on instinct than experience,
Hicks filled the house with intense color, covering a room in bright red
with curtains of blue felt, upholstering a sofa in yellow and painting its
frame dark green, and hanging pictures in tight groups, each with a
different-colored mat.

Hicks was ambitious and strategic. ‘‘It is a difficult thing to say,’’ he
once wrote, ‘‘but I think charm never hurts.’’ One of the people he
selected to see the finished house was an editor at British House &
Garden, who returned the next day with a photographer. The resulting
article made Hicks an overnight sensation, attracting clients like 
Mrs. Rex Benson, the former wife of Condé Nast, and Mrs. Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. Labels that read ‘‘David Hicks, London’’ were sewn onto
curtains and cushions as if they were dresses. His 1960 marriage to 
Lord Mountbatten’s daughter, Pamela, nearly killed his career (everyone
assumed that he’d be off shooting and yachting), but Hicks found his
way back into the limelight with a commission to decorate the beauty
magnate Helena Rubinstein’s London apartment. When he asked her
what color walls she wanted, Rubinstein cut a piece of purple silk from
the hem of her Balenciaga dress. 

At the same time, the Hickses bought Britwell Salome, an 18th-
century house in Oxfordshire that became the designer’s laboratory,
showplace and refuge for 18 years. It was there that his love affair with
gardening began, and he designed elegant landscapes that were virtual
outdoor rooms with carefully framed vistas. After selling Britwell in
1978, the Hickses moved to the Grove, a smaller house on the estate, as
well as a set of rooms in Albany, the legendary early-19th-century
London apartment building. There, Hicks created a crimson drawing
room and bedroom with a bed lavishly draped in red damask, which 
he described as ‘‘a bed to receive one’s doctors from, a bed to die in.’’

Hicks did not die in that bed but rather in his bed at the Grove,
surrounded by beloved objects and gazing at the landscape. He
orchestrated his own funeral, spelling out the arrangements in a book
that he made called ‘‘The Demise of David Hicks.’’ His coffin was
carried to its final resting place on an ivy-covered trailer attached to
Hicks’s Range Rover. He was wearing a David Hicks tie, and 
his pockets were stuffed with his obituaries and press clippings. ■
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Name Brand: Queen Latifah, 50 Cent and Eve join swelling ranks of celebrity designers,” by Booth 
Moore, Los Angeles Times, August 9, 2003.

In a hotel suite near Central Park recently, Queen Latifah spent her day talking about bras.

Why bras?

“Why not?” she responded, waxing on about her new Curvation line of full-figure lingerie for Wal-Mart. 
“It’s where we start getting dressed.”

Her own experience as an amply endowed woman is what got her thinking about building a better bra. 
Even a recent breast reduction surgery—she went from E cups to DDs—hasn’t made bra shopping that 
much easier: “I’ve had trouble finding things that didn’t make me look like I was wearing something that a 
construction guy could use as a harness, or the Coast Guard could use to lift someone out of the ocean.”

A couple of days later, on the set of “Barbershop 2” in Chicago, rapper Eve took a break from filming 
to chat up her new line of dresses and track suits, Fetish, which will be available this fall in department 
stores. She said she liked the idea of wearing something she helped design. She chose Fetish because “I 
wanted a name that was sexy and strong, that caught your ear,” she said. “A lot of people hear it and they 
say, ‘I want to see what these clothes are about. Are they sexual clothes, or what?’”

Celebrity clothing labels are multiplying as fast as California gubernatorial candidates. Mariah Carey, 50 
Cent and Gwen Stefani have announced plans for fashion lines. Tween queen Hilary Duff, formerly Dis-
ney’s “Lizzie McGuire,” is hoping her forthcoming Stuff clothing line will give billionaire twins (and cloth-
iers) Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen a run for their money. In September, Sears will launch women’s clothing 
by Lucy Pereda, a Galavision TV star who has been dubbed the “Latina Martha Stewart.”

“It’s a normal next step,” Latifah said, “because we set the fashion trends throughout the year by our style 
and what we have chosen to wear.”

Industry analyst Marshal Cohen agreed: “Very few celebrities are one-dimensional anymore. It’s all about 
increasing value and revenue through multimedia exposure.” Last year, Jennifer Lopez’s J. Lo clothing and 
perfume empire registered sales of $130 million, while P. Diddy’s Sean John line did close to $500 million 
in retail business.

More like a consultant

Celebrities, of course, aren’t really fashion designers. And much of the merchandise that bears their names 
is hardly what can be called “fashion”; it’s jeans and track suits and casual dresses, often indistinguish-
able from one another. After they ink the deals with apparel manufacturers, stars have varying degrees of 
involvement.

“I design all of the lingerie personally,” said Latifah, in a stern Matron “Mama” Morton voice. Pause. “I’m 
lying,” she said, and erupted into a throaty laugh.

“I don’t sketch,” said Eve, “but I do look at everything from my team of designers. They send me line 
sheets wherever I am, and I approve or disapprove. I change colors or ask for zippers to be taken off.”

Rapper and “Law & Order: SVU” detective Ice-T said he has “100% approval” on his IceWear department 
store line of jerseys and jeans. What makes IceWear different from Rocawear by Jay-Z and Damon Dash, or 
Eminem’s Shady Limited?

“Nothing,” he said Thursday from his home in New York City. “It’s just my style. What separates Hugo 
Boss from Valentino?”

Idol worship aside, shoppers may be drawn to celebrity labels because so much of today’s fashion is 
uninspiring. (It’s difficult to get excited about choosing between one pair of distressed cargo pants and 
another pair in a slightly darker green.) “Going shopping is like stumbling into an overcrowded forest,” 
said David Wolfe, a creative director at the Doneger Group, a fashion trend consulting and forecasting firm 
in New York City. “We are all searching for an identity for ourselves, and it’s so much easier to hitchhike on 
a celebrity’s identity. If every celebrity had a clothing line, we could all find something to buy.”

In the 1990s, fashion was driven by designers who were celebrities in their own right—Calvin Klein, Ralph 
Lauren, Donna Karan, Giorgio Armani, Gianni Versace, Karl Lagerfeld. “But people today are immune to 
designer names,” Wolfe said. “The designers themselves messed things up by diffusing their own names. 
Pierre Cardin for example, we should all be so rich, but his name no longer means anything.”

Celebrities have cachet—so much so that in recent years they have replaced models (remember super-
models?) on the covers of most fashion magazines. “Generation X and Y have grown up with music, mov-
ies and fashion all interrelating as one in their lifestyle,” said Denise Seegal, president and chief executive 
officer of Lopez’s 2-year-old Sweetface Fashion Co. “As a result, celebrity branding is the new status for 
fashion apparel.”

Wolfe thinks the trend will grow. “Eventually, consumers are going to stop paying attention to all the other 
brands in stores,” he said. “As long as celebrities have exposure in the media, and there’s no end to that in 
sight, I can imagine a day when every brand out there will have a celebrity name attached to it.”

(Even Michael Jackson has a line of suits and jackets in the works in Japan—the only place anyone still 
cares about him, quipped one fashion insider.)

Celebrity fashion lines are alluring to stores because they have instant name recognition, and they come 
with the possibility of exclusive launches and personal appearances. But buyers don’t jump on every 
star-studded bandwagon. “Quality, value and fashion come first,” said Kal Ruttenstein, fashion director of 
Bloomingdale’s, where P. Diddy’s Sean John line launched in 1999. “If those aren’t there, the name means 
nothing.” Ruttenstein said he may be interested in Stefani’s line, but has passed on Eve’s. “We don’t think 
it’s quite right for us.” Bloomingdale’s does not carry the J. Lo line either.

The symbiotic relationship that stars have developed with high-profile fashion designers over the years—
wear my gown to the Oscars, I won’t make you pay for it—probably won’t be adversely affected by stars 
infringing on designers’ turf. After all, J. Lo can’t exactly strut down the red carpet in a track suit. And why 
would she want to when she can get a Gucci gown for free?
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“Maybe at the MTV awards you’ll see Gwen Stefani stepping out in her creation, instead of a John Galliano 
gown,” said Elycia Rubin, talent and style director for E! Networks. “But for the majors, you’ll still see YSL, 
Dior, etc.”

In any case, a new kind of symbiosis may be developing. Rather than appear in advertisements for her own 
clothing line, Lopez is the face of Louis Vuitton’s fall ad campaign. “It’s image manipulation to a great 
degree,” Wolfe said. “Because the prestige of Louis Vuitton will spill over to her own line, which has no 
prestige.”

Strong competition

Despite their apparent loyalty to high fashion (and all its perks), celebrities are making some civilian 
designers a wee bit nervous. “It makes me realize that I have to brand myself harder, maybe do more 
TV,” said Bradley Bayou, the recently appointed head designer at Halston, which is known for red carpet 
dresses. “I’m a couture designer, and I don’t think you’ll see the celebrity group designing couture, but 
when we do jeans or handbags, it will be head-on competition.”

What a strange twist it would be if Lopez, Queen Latifah and the like cornered the market on jeans, hand-
bags and other affordable merchandise—the stuff of licensing deals that keeps real designers financially 
afloat—and celebrities actually had to start paying for clothes. In the meantime, Wolfe suggests Bayou and 
other designers could take a few cues from their Hollywood counterparts.

Tom Ford, Donatella Versace and Karan are close to being celebrities on the scale of entertainers Lopez 
and P. Diddy, he said. “But we want more access to their private lives. So many male designers are gay, 
so we are not interested in their romances, and most female designers are married. What Donna Karan 
should do is get a 15-year-old rock star boyfriend.”

Paging Ashton Kutcher

As pervasive as celebrity clothing licensing is today, it is not new. Some say it began in the 1930s with the 
Hollywood studio system. “There were a lot of [sewing] patterns that were available at the time that stars 
such as Claudette Colbert gave their approval to,” said Kevin Jones, museum collections manager at L.A.’s 
Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising. “If it was a dress that the star approved of, they would put 
that star’s photo on the pattern packet. And the studio would get a kickback.”

Others cite athletes as the trendsetters, beginning with golfer Arnold Palmer, who licensed his name for 
the first time in 1960, and today has more than 100 licensing and endorsement deals in more than 30 
countries.

But the true celebrity fashion innovators are probably hip-hop artists and record producers such as Rus-
sell Simmons and Master P, who launched their own clothing brands in the early 1990s. Their brands may 
have targeted urban black youth, but before long, they had made it to every small town on the map, and 
spawned a lot of imitators.

For a label to succeed beyond a couple of seasons though, it must transcend the personality behind it and 
reach a wider audience, said Jeffrey Tweedy, executive vice president of Sean John Corp. “A celebrity name 
means you have a fan base, so your fan base is going to buy your product right out of the box,” he said. 
“But you also need a vision, because that fan eventually grows up, or moves on to another celebrity.... 
Regis Philbin is the perfect example. When he came out with his line a few years ago, every store wanted to 
launch it,” said Tweedy. “And eight months later, where did it go?” (Philbin, for those who have forgotten, 
launched a monochromatic line of dress shirts and ties on the coattails of his “Who Wants to Be a Million-
aire?” success.)

“It doesn’t matter if you are a marquis name,” said Latifah. “That can be tough too, because as soon as 
your record plays out, your line may play out. There is a lot of pressure on entertainers starting clothing 
lines. They have to outlast all the trends, including themselves.” 
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“Ralph to the Rescue: Lifestyle Guru Creates Private Brand Division,” by Marc Karimzadeh, Wom-
en’s Wear Daily, Monday, January 8, 2007.

“There is a world out there that I don’t want to put Ralph Lauren in because Ralph 
Lauren is exclusive ... But there is more business, more growth. And there’s a lot 
of potential in the stores that really need help, and they want what Ralph Lauren is 
about and see what we can do.”

—Ralph Lauren 

NEW YORK—Ralph Lauren is about to enter a new, private world. 
 
Today, the Polo Ralph Lauren Corp. is expected to unveil the formation of Global Brand Concepts, a group 
that will focus on developing lifestyle brands in exclusive partnerships with department and specialty 
stores. The collections could range from women’s and children’s wear to accessories and home furnish-
ings. But make no mistake: They will not carry a Polo label, nor will they in any way be marketed to suggest 
Ralph Lauren is behind them.  
 
But Polo would own the trademarks developed under any deals, giving the corporation the potential to 
significantly boost its revenues and gain control over more real estate in department and specialty stores. 
And in another unusual twist, the stores would own the product, sparing Polo any headaches over inven-
tory. 
 
The new division’s mission is to develop non-Ralph lifestyle brands that are exclusive to its retail partners 
using Polo’s extensive resources and brand-building expertise, from design to manufacturing, marketing 
and advertising. After 40 years in business, there is no doubt in Lauren’s mind that he has what it takes—
the Rx—to give a boost to department and specialty stores. 

“I look at this industry and walk around the stores to see what is going on,” Lauren said. “I think one of 
the things stores need is an ability to be individual, the ability to say, ‘This is mine.’ They have to be able to 
say, ‘Come to my store because we have something you don’t have.’”  
 
The idea for Global Brand Concepts came from the designer’s recent observation that many large stores 
are plagued by sameness, with little to set them apart from one another.  
 
“In this day and age, there are a handful of designers and brands that are very strong,” Lauren observed. 
“They can grow, but at a certain level, they start to overlap. Consumers are looking for something new, 
retailers are looking for something new and the brands are looking to grow their business.” 
 
With Global Brand Concepts, Lauren is making an aggressive push into the arena of exclusive retail 
brands. The move raises the question whether talks with J.C. Penney for an exclusive lifestyle collection 
under a different name, first reported in WWD last June, triggered this new concept, which could set the 
stage for a deal with the mid-market retail chain in the near future.

Lauren is tight-lipped about any such partnership, other than to say, “I have spoken to them, and I have 
spoken to other companies. I have companies that wanted me to do the whole store and give them a 
whole image.”  

 
The designer has already had a taste of exclusive retail brands with Chaps. Polo inked an exclusive deal 
with Kohl’s to sell Chaps branded apparel in 2005. Until 2003, Chaps was marketed as Chaps Ralph 
Lauren, but although it still embodies the preppy, Anglo-Saxon sensibility Lauren has made his trademark, 
there is no longer any indication the designer is behind the brand. The introduction of Chaps was the big-
gest launch in Kohl’s history.  
 
More recently, exclusive retail brands have been gaining traction elsewhere, even though almost all of 
them carry an established designer’s name. This spring, Oscar de la Renta is relaunching his better-priced 
O Oscar sportswear collection exclusively at Macy’s, which is already home to the T Tahari line that is ex-
clusive to Federated. And Vera Wang signed a deal last year to create an exclusive line for Kohl’s. 
 
Observing the retail scene overall, Lauren said, “There are a lot of things that need to be addressed. The 
large stores...sometimes don’t see what they need or they want a new brand that says something about 
their company and gives them an identity, the way you need a face that says, ‘Who am I, what do I stand 
for and what separates me from this other guy across the street?’ We are big enough and have a team that 
is strong enough to develop individuality for these stores.” 
 
By creating Global Brand Concepts, Lauren is moving a notch closer to what many (jokingly) assume is his 
ultimate goal: world domination, at least in floor space. The new division gives his company an opportuni-
ty to gain significantly more real estate at retail, and it’s not limited to luxury stores. Since Lauren will offer 
the brands under a different guise, the concept could, in theory, be expanded to retailers at any tier, from 
class to mass. It allows the designer to dodge the dangers of downgrading or diluting the Polo moniker.  
 
“There is a world out there that I don’t want to put Ralph Lauren in because Ralph Lauren is exclusive,” 
Lauren said. “It is a luxury brand, and all our brands have their designations. But there is more business, 
more growth. And there’s a lot of potential in the stores that really need help, and they want what Ralph 
Lauren is about and see what we can do.”

He certainly has the track record to back up his confidence. Today, Polo is one of the healthiest and fast-
est-growing fashion and luxury businesses, with revenues of $3.75 billion in its most recent fiscal year. In 
the run-up to its 40th anniversary year, Lauren and president and chief operating officer Roger Farah have 
created a business model based on a multitude of Ralph Lauren-related labels; a strategy of buying back 
licenses to gain better control, and a focus on freestanding retail, from bringing Ralph Lauren stores to To-
kyo and, this spring, Moscow, to new store concepts like Rugby and Double RL. Polo has been stepping up 
brand recognition efforts by becoming the official sponsor of high-profile sports events like the U.S. Open 
and Wimbledon tennis tournaments.  
 
“If you look at our company, you see Ralph Lauren, Polo, Purple Label, Black Label, Lauren and children’s,” 
the designer said. “These are all concepts that grew out of a tie. It’s all done under these offices. And 
there’s Rugby retail and Ralph Lauren retail. There will be Lauren retail. They are all different concepts with 
a soul that has to do with Ralph Lauren.  
 
“This is a place that is designed on every level, and we develop our advertising,” he added. “It is like a 
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school here. We do our own branding, our own planning as to how we’re going to advertise. That kind of 
flexibility, that sort of dimension, says, ‘What can we do that would be interesting?’”  
 
Farah said in a statement, “This fits into our overall strategy of continuing to invest in the breadth of our 
unique offering. We are setting up a structure which can basically be a one-stop shop for companies in 
need of niche opportunities to meet customer’s demands.”  
 
In its premise, Global Brand Concepts resembles a private label development business, though Lauren 
hopes to create brands that will offer more than the own-label assortment usually found in department 
stores.  
 
The group’s strategy is flexible, and each arrangement will be customized, the details depending on the na-
ture of the relationship. Retailers can approach Lauren about developing an exclusive line for their stores, 
or, if he sees an opportunity in a retail chain and envisions a particular brand concept, he can suggest it. 
The designer will be involved in each brand and will work closely with his design teams.

Hypothetically, a chain like Penney’s could contact Lauren about developing a new lifestyle collection. 
Global Brand Concepts would then enter a contract agreement with Penney’s, and Lauren and his team 
would develop the brand from scratch, a process that would include concept, design, sourcing the fabrics 
and contracting out production. Then the group would work on brand-building through advertising and 
marketing, all of which the retailer would finance. 
 
The organization’s structure would loosely resemble a wholesale operation. A retail client would be re-
quired to carry the entire product line, which it would then own and would be responsible for inventory is-
sues such as markdowns. Polo will oversee its presentation at retail. If the lines proved successful enough 
to merit stand-alone stores, it would be up to the retailer to finance such an extension. Legally, however, 
Lauren would own the brand’s trademark since Polo Corp. would manufacture and ship the product as 
part of the arrangement, but the company does not plan to deal with markdowns or excess inventory. 
 
“I love breaking the rules and the ability to have other niches,” said Lauren. “There’s no limit. I think this is 
very important for retail. Can they do it by themselves? Maybe and maybe not. Many retailers have tried to, 
but they are in the retail business. It’s very hard to develop a brand internally. You can develop a name and 
say, ‘OK, we will make this a private label,’ but is it a leader? How do you promote it, advertise it, build that 
brand and market it? Our sense is to develop a new concept with a partner. We would say, ‘This could be 
interesting for your store.’” 
 
The designer said it was too early to disclose the kind of lines he envisioned at retail but noted they could 
be at any tier as long as they were “within the world of what I am seeing and what I think is missing,” Lau-
ren said. “It doesn’t matter if that’s hip-hop. Maybe I am thinking I want to do a new jeans brand or a new 
career look, a young look or home. It can have that diverse sensibility, but it has to be something I really 
want to do within this company.”

Skeptics may wonder if Lauren runs the risk of creating lines that will directly compete with Ralph brands 
on the selling floor, but he downplayed the notion. 
 
“The goal is to make them all individual. The goal is not to make them copies,” he said, adding that while 
they could compete on some levels, there would be plenty of nuances and details to differentiate them. 
 
He added that Global Brand Concepts would be positioned to develop brands for retailers around the 
world. As chairman and chief executive officer of Polo, Lauren will oversee the operation and assemble a 
separate team of executives that will work at Global Brand Concepts to develop the new exclusive brands. 
 
Lauren wouldn’t disclose projections for Global Brand Concepts but indicated the division would fit in with 
the company’s momentum.  
 
“This is a public company and a company that has to perform, so we sharpen up. We try and look at the 
future and see what we haven’t done, what no one else has done and where we can be original,” Lauren 
noted. “That’s the premise. The fun for me is the newness.” 
 
Despite this push to build non-Ralph brands, the market for Polo extensions has not been saturated. Far 
from it, said Lauren, “but I am not going to build a brand unless I have a reason.”  
 
“I want to take this company to greater heights than I have,” he added. “This is my baby. It started with a 
tie, out of a drawer in the Empire State Building. I was the only one in the company and had to pick up the 
phone. One year, for Thanksgiving, my wife, my father-in-law and my mother-in-law were sewing on labels 
in a warehouse downtown. I can’t even believe that ever happened. The most important thing for me is 
building this company and this brand.”
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 “Smoke and Mirrors,” by Chandler Burr, The New York Times, August 7 2005.

They are ingenious works of art (Donna Karan’s delicate apple of glass and metal). They are pieces of 
humanity (the curve of JLo’s behind in your hand). They are semaphores (Issey Miyake’s inverted cone), 
runes (Castelbajac) and fertility idols (Jean Paul Gaultier’s Le Male). They are Second Empire (Guerlain), 
Disneyland (Lolita Lempicka), 1950’s Paris (Miss Dior), alien organism (Comme des Garçons 2), mystical 
riddle (Kenzo Air) and spaceship engine (Sander for Men). 

They are perfume bottles, of course. 

The industry hires artists and artisans to create them: Serge Mansau sculptured the delicate block that 
held Diorella. And René Lalique designed perhaps the most beautiful fragrance bottle ever created, the 
frosted globe filled by Jacques Worth with Je Reviens. Publicly, Dior hardly ever talks about Diorella as 
Mansau’s creation but as the receptacle for Edmond Roudnitska’s juice. But privately those in the indus-
try benchmark their scents by the beauty of these small creations. They refer obsessively to ‘’the Chanel 
square.’’ (Chanel says the bottle comes from the shape of a ‘’gentleman’s flask’’; industry mavens main-
tain that it is actually a modified stock bottle from a lab—purity, simplicity and luxury mixed with function.) 

Bottles can be hugely expensive to develop. Rumor has it that just the pump for Gaultier’s Fragile cost 
$200,000 to devise because the company wanted one you could press from the bottom. The negotiations 
begin immediately. The house lays out its vision. The designer replies that it is not technically possible 
to do this, but it can do that, and it will cost X. The house recoils, then sets its limit. The designer replies 
that he cannot do it for that price, and they wind up compromising on a cap in metal and no round edges. 
Rounded glass edges are truly expensive. Ninety degree glass edges are even more difficult and expensive 
to produce. According to Thierry de Baschmakoff, a glass bottle exits the mold at 600 degrees and is still 
red at 100. When he designed the bottle for Mauboussin’s Histoire d’Eau, the manufacturer had to come 
up with a way to suspend the bottle in the air to preserve the rounded bottom until it cooled. 

It takes 12 people to hand-make each bottle for A Modern Perfume by Michael Kors, which the designer 
describes as ‘’the black evening dress: something you always need and love.’’ For his second women’s 
fragrance, Island, Kors was looking for something ‘’sleek, sexy and a combination of textures. It’s more 
the ‘white shirt’ of fashion, winter or summer, casual or black tie.’’ And so Chad Lavigne, a bottle designer, 
had to give that concept form. He demanded perfect corners on the rectangular prism, which took incred-
ible precision and many attempts by the glassmakers. The bottle, which weighs in at nearly 10 1/2 ounces, 
features a wave pattern embedded in the heavy glass. It is like a life raft floating on a turquoise sea, as if a 
piece of a tropical scene had been cut out and set upon a shelf. 

Fabien Baron has designed the bottles for CK One, Contradiction, Truth, L’Eau d’Issey and Pure for Jil 
Sander, but his hand grenade for Viktor & Rolf’s Flowerbomb is his most daring. ‘’The most important 
element,’’ the designers say, ‘’the one that we started with, was the name. We wanted an explosion of a 
thousand different flowers, a flower bomb.’’ So Baron designed a glass hand grenade, complete with pull 
pin. Viktor & Rolf saw a diamond grenade—‘’a combination of power and romance, preciousness and 
rareness’’—and critics saw things that kill children in certain parts of the world. If the bottle combines 
luxury goods and explosives, well, to the designers their fashion is often recognized as playing with op-
posites, combining masculine and feminine, like their inserting men’s trousers in classic ball gowns. ‘’We 
believe that our bottle is unique on the market today,’’ the duo say, which is probably true, if only because 

few designers would be willing to tell people a story of terrorism when buying a fragrance. 

When Thierry Mugler created the original star-shaped bottle for Angel, he was channeling both his love of 
everything Gothic—‘’It’s why he loves New York,’’ says Vera Strübi, president of Thierry Mugler Parfums, 
‘’it’s a Gothic city’’—and his interest in architectural forms, lines and facets. ‘’You’ll never see any rounds 
at Mugler,’’ Strübi says. ‘’The feminine is not our aesthetic approach.’’ 

As a child, Mugler was utterly absorbed by stars because they made him dream of things to aspire to at-
tain, and yet they were unreachable. Mugler’s new Angel Garden of Stars bottles are derived directly from 
the star Mugler sketched out in 1990 for Angel. For these Violet, Lily and Peony iterations of Angel—one 
single floral note floating on elements of the Angel formula—Mugler made this bottle look more like a 
flower than a star, the cap reaching up to heaven, to the stars to which it aspires. It’s worth remembering 
that Mugler’s sketch was considered unmakable. Strübi took it from him and thought, Oh, no. The manu-
facturers, the French company Brosse, sent the sketch back, saying, ‘’This is impossible to make.’’ Strübi 
replied, ‘’If it works, it will be a miracle.’’ They worked on it for two years and figured it out. 

They made the bottle. Angel arrived. 

And Strübi was right. 
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By ALEX WILLIAMS

AS unthinkable as this might
sound now, the marketing peo-
ple at MasterCard actually

considered building the splashy ad
campaign that they first presented
on Oscar night around something
other than a Boston terrier.

‘‘Originally, the campaign wasn’t
even about a dog,’’ Larry Flanagan,
the top marketing executive at Mas-
terCard, said. That was before the
creatives at McCann-Erickson, the
advertising agency working with the
company, stepped in with the key
ingredient of what came to be called
the Lost Dog Trilogy. The ads would
involve a wide-eyed — or as it turned
out, bug-eyed — young seeker who
endures triumphs and heartbreaks,
dreaming of home as he undergoes a
perilous journey. The agency lined
up Billy Crudup for the voice-over.
But still, they needed a star that
millions of people could connect to.

In choosing a Boston terrier, the
agency showed a remarkable attune-

ment to the moment. Before long,
Bostons had starred in campaigns by
McDonald’s, Geico and Coca-Cola.
‘‘Baxter,’’ the pitch-pup for Pfizer’s
Zyrtec campaign, became a pop sen-
sation. Decades after the ‘‘American
gentleman’’ had peaked in cachet
(the Boston was the country’s most
popular breed for many years be-
tween 1905 and 1940), it was hip
again.

In the first five months of this year
alone, registration of the breed with
the American Kennel Club was up
10.4 percent. But as students of the
abstruse semiotics of status in New
York’s dog runs know, no sooner is a
breed in than it is already on its way
out. There is always a new It dog.

‘‘I think the cycles do turn over
more quickly,’’ said Gail Miller,

For the status obsessed,
exotic breeds are a potent
form of self-branding.

The Fleeting Joy
Of Being Top Dog

Robert Dowling/Corbis

THEMASCOTOFMADISONAVENUEABoston terrier.

Indie Designers Pin Hopes
(And Clothes) on Indie Singers

Rahav Segev for The NewYork Times

David M. Russell/CBS

ONTHEVERGEChristian Joy,
left, designs clothes for Kar-

en O, shown above on the
David Letterman show.

By JULIA CHAPLIN

COVERED with sticky beer spills, the floor at the
Orchard Bar on the Lower East Side bears no
resemblance to the pristine red carpet at the

Academy Awards. But that was not how the Bellmer
Dolls, an all-male punk band fromGreenpoint, Brooklyn,
saw it on a recent Thursday night.

As the trio strutted through the bar in suits that
Herman Munster would have loved, a group of young
women sitting in a worn banquette flashed flirty looks
from under jagged bangs. ‘‘Love the suits!’’ called out
one woman, in 1980’s slouchy boots and a tutulike dress.

That was music to the ears of the Dolls bassist,
Anthony Malat, 28, who is also the band’s fashion
designer. Mr. Malat was vamping to pump up sales — or
at least drum up some attention — for his fledgling label,
Sinner/Saint. Only about 40 people were at the bar,

.K
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spokeswoman for the American Ken-
nel Club. ‘‘Because of television and
Internet giving a lot more recogni-
tion to a lot more breeds, that proba-
bly has led to shorter cycles of popu-
larity for breeds.’’
That is putting it mildly. In New

York in particular, the concept of
dogs-as-fashion accessories has ex-
panded well beyond the world of
10021 women who smuggle expertly
coiffed Shih Tzus around in their
Gucci bags. This is a city where dog
runs have become the new singles
bars and where New Yorkers, lack-
ing cars, have turned to exotic
breeds as the next most potent form
of self-branding. And the cycles
churn furiously. In the last two years
in Park Slope, where I live, the pug
era has given way to the French
bulldog epoch, then to the Boston
terrier interregnum and now to the
dawning shiba inu ascendancy.
Breeds explode, then fall out of fash-
ion as quickly as Ugg boots.
The hunger to chase down the It

breed of the season seems to have
grown more desperate, perhaps not
coincidentally, as potential dog own-
ers find themselves both enticed and
overwhelmed by the near-migraine-
inducing choices now available. A
visit to dogbreedinfo.com turns up
reams of information on 57 hereto-
fore obscure breeds, from the affen-
pinscher to the Arubian cunucu dog
to the azawakh. And that’s just the
A’s.
Whether you choose an It dog or

stumble onto one, as my wife, Luisa,
and I did 18 months ago when we
happened to buy a Boston shortly
before the boom, the pressures
quickly become oppressive. Every
walk becomes a new obligation to
measure your progress along the
fashion curve.
Because a true It dog has what

aficionados of high-caliber handguns
like to call ‘‘stopping power.’’ Any It-
dog owner knows the arc. If you get
in early enough on the trend, people
halt your progress to coo, ‘‘Ooh, what
is that?’’ Before long, it’s ‘‘Oh, one of
those.’’ I’m not even sure my dog
was an It dog yet when I was already
worrying he was over (although
packs of preteenagers squealing
‘‘Baxter!’’ did eventually confirm
my fears beyond any doubt).
It’s a cycle all too familiar to Wil-

liam Wegman, the artist, who almost
single-handedly created an It dog
back when you could milk your chic
breed for perhaps a decade before
people started turning up their noses
at your obviousness. In the early 70’s,
Mr. Wegman was living in SoHo
when he discovered the Weimaraner,
a pointing breed dating to 19th-centu-
ry Germany, that he found attractive
for its ‘‘neutrality.’’
‘‘Their chalkboard gray was easy

to work with,’’ he explained. In 1992,
he published his first book of photog-
raphy starring his dogs Fay Ray and
Man Ray. Within months, Mr. Weg-
man recalled rather wearily, Weima-
raners were suddenly everywhere
else. Between 1990 and 2000, the
breed shot from 45th most popular in
the United States to 32nd. ‘‘I used to
get, ‘What kind of dog is that,’ ’’ Mr.
Wegman said. ‘‘Just recently, I was
standing on the corner of 18th and
Seventh Avenue and I overheard a
guy say, ‘I used to like those dogs
until Wegman.’ ’’
The ascendancy of the It dog used

to be fairly predictable. The German
shepherd, for instance, rocketed to
the top slot on the American Kennel
Club’s list of most-registered breeds

in 1926, not long after Rin Tin Tin
made his big-screen debut in the film
‘‘The Man From Hell’s River.’’
Charles M. Schulz, the cartoonist,
introduced Peanuts — and Snoopy —
in 1950. Within three years, the hum-
ble beagle was topping the kennel
club charts, and did so for seven
years running.

But as consumers became more
media savvy, the It dog phenomenon
became harder to predict. No longer
could the mass media simply create
demand for a dog by making it a
star. Anheuser-Busch seemingly
tried to in 1987, when it rolled out its
‘‘original party animal’’ campaign
centered around the then-unfashion-
able bull terrier, which it christened
Spuds MacKenzie. Spuds may have
moved six-packs, but he (actually,
she) didn’t do much for puppies. Per-
haps because the entire enterprise
seemed a bit Monkees-like — a huge
corporation trying to manufacture
spontaneous cool — the breed regis-
tered only a small blip in popularity
for the few years Spuds hawked suds.

But one must be clear. There is
popular and there is hot. The Irish
setter soared to No. 3 in popularity in
1973, right after Richard Nixon gave

King Timahoe run of the White
House. That didn’t make it chic. The
Labrador retriever has been the
country’s most popular breed every
year since 1990. But a Labrador will
never be hip, any more than a Honda
Accord will.

There are no scientific formulas
for divining the next hot dog and,
oddly, there appear to be no well-
compensated consultants trying to
create them — yet.

Clearly, the dog must somehow fit
the spirit of the times. It’s not sur-
prising that the elegant, mannered
Boston terrier in his tuxedo coat, for
instance, reigned supreme during
both the Gilded Age and Fitzgerald’s
Jazz Age, but gave way to shaggy,
blond, free spirits like cocker span-
iels and collies by the time Frisbees
started to fly in the 60’s.

Those looking to score fashion
points with dogs also learn that, as in
the stock market, the biggest re-
wards often go to those who make
bets on out-of-favor issues. Want a
tip? Forget Boston terriers. Online, I
find that breeders are already work-
ing to revive a behemoth alter ego of
the breed that they’re calling the
Olde Boston Bulldogge, which can
grow to 45 pounds. Today’s efforts at
animal husbandry are tomorrow’s
sensations strolling Central Park.
Comically out-of-scale features, such
as the bug eyes of the pug, also seem
to help, implying as they do that the

owner is not only smart enough to get
the joke but modest enough to laugh
at himself — or at least at his dog.
The same goes for funny names,
such as the suddenly ubiquitous La-
bradoodle. ‘‘I swear to you, three-
quarters of the people I run into are
proud of themselves just because
they have a dog with a name like
that,’’ said David Frei, an on-air
commentator for the Westminster
Kennel Club’s dog show for the last
15 years.
In only a few visits to any major

NewYork dog run, it becomes appar-
ent that lineage counts, as it does in
any status equation. Judging by what
I’m seeing and hearing at off-leash
time in Prospect Park, Asia, at
present, is cool (the shiba inu), Eng-
land, inevitably, cooler (the Cavalier
King Charles Spaniel, the same dog
owned by Charlotte on Sex and the
City). But lately, it seems that Conti-
nental Europe is perhaps the coolest
of all. Italian Greyhounds still turn
heads, and no less an authority than
Mr. Frei (who also liked the odds on
soft-coated Wheaton terriers, affen-
pinschers and bichon frisés) thinks
the next true It dogmight be, get this,

the petit basset griffon vendéen.
Indeed, that breed would seem to

have it all: French roots, comic looks
— imagine a shaggy basset hound —
and, yes, a high sticker price. Even
the name is perfect. It sounds like a
vintage Bordeaux one would order at
Per Se. When one titrates it down to
PBGV, as owners do, it sounds like
either a new luxury S.U.V. or an elite
hedge fund.

Mr. Frei, however, counseled that
obscurity in itself is not always an
indicator of a dog’s breakout poten-
tial. Some breeds are esoteric for a
reason, and are likely to stay that
way. Otterhounds were 150th out of
151 breeds registered with the Amer-
ican Kennel Club last year. ‘‘That’s
not a big surprise,’’ Mr. Frei said.
‘‘They’re a big dog with an oily,
waterproof coat, bred to swim in the
rivers of England and Scotland and
kill otters.’’

But before you succumb to the
next trend in canine companionship,
perhaps it’s best to hear the opinion
of a woman who helped make, and
break, the Boston terrier in the first
place, Lisa Brandriff, the copywriter
on McCann’s Lost Dog ads.

‘‘I tend to look for the unusual dogs
that you don’t see much,’’ Ms. Bran-
driff said. ‘‘I think the scrappy mutt
might come back in — just because
they’re so out.’’
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AHEADOF THECURVEPossible can-
didates for the next It dog include
the affenpinscher, above, and the
petit basset griffon vendéen, left.

An article on July 11 about the
resilience and appeal of haute cou-
ture misspelled the given name and
nickname of the empress of Austria
in the second half of the 19th century.
She was Empress Elisabeth, not
Elizabeth, and was known as Sissi,
not Sissie.

•
Because of an editing error, an

article last Sunday about events
planned for the Democratic National
Convention in Boston misidentified
the Massachusetts office for which
Chris Gabrieli, the host of two par-
ties, ran in 2002. It was lieutenant
governor, not governor.

Corrections

On daily walks, coos of
‘Ooh, what is that?’ turn
to ‘Oh, one of those.’
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“The Home Front: The Philippe Starck in 4A (and 5B and 17C); Developers Sign Big Designers To 
Prepackage Condos; $445,000 for Furnishings,” by Troy McMullen, The New York Times Maga-
zine, Friday, November 25, 2005.

THERE’S NOTHING Nicole Tzougrakis likes more than telling guests her new almost $1 million condo in 
South Beach was outfitted by French designer Philippe Starck, from the stainless-steel lighting fixtures to 
the white-marble bathrooms.

The fact that Ms. Tzougrakis never met Mr. Starck—and that he also provided prepackaged designs for 
about 100 other apartments in the same building—doesn’t take away from her pleasure “at all,” she says. 
Working with the designer personally “would have taken me way too much time and money,” adds the 31-
year-old Internet entrepreneur.

In their scramble to attract high-end buyers, condominium and co-op developers are adding another item 
to their list of amenities: design and furnishings packages from famous names like Barbara Barry and Jade 
Jagger. Unlike furnished apartments offered in the past, which were stocked with off-the-store-floor sofas 
and tables, the new packages include one-of-a-kind designs and six-digit price tags. Some of the packages 
offer just the basic design elements, like bathroom tiles and lighting fixtures. Others include furnishings, 
too, down to sofas, silverware and bedsheets. Buyers are typically offered a number of models to choose 
from, with names like “nature,” or “modern,” and pay between $40,000 and $450,000 for the service.

The downside, of course, is what happens when neighbors think alike. Adrienne Krieger, for example, 
recently paid $85,000 for the design package at Turnberry Towers in Las Vegas. A retired media consul-
tant, Ms. Krieger, 58, says she likes the apartment’s finished contemporary look, from the black Italian-
made leather sofa to a teak coffee table, but wishes she’d thought about other buyers’ taste. Having paid 
$900,000 for the two-bedroom home, “It’s a little embarrassing to see the same furniture at your neigh-
bor’s place,” she says.

In Las Vegas, the developers of the Turnberry Towers condominiums are working with Home of Fine Deco-
rators, a Florida-based firm, to offer furnishings packages for $50 a square foot and up. Buyers interested 
in the W Fort Lauderdale Hotel & Residences, which broke ground in May, have the option of two looks 
from Clodagh Aubry, a New York designer known for spa-like interiors, for $60,000 to $70,000 extra. At 
110 Central Park South, a co-op under development in New York City, the option is straight up or down: 
Buyers can take—or not—the Art Deco-inspired design package with furniture from makers including Ms. 
Barry and Holly Hunt (it’s $245,000 extra for a one-bedroom, $385,000 for a two-bedroom and $445,000 
for a three-bedroom).

Investment Question

At a time when consumers are more brand-oriented than ever, teaming up with a prestigious designer is 
one way developers can add cachet to a project. It’s also a way for them to attract second-home buyers too 
busy to do their own decorating. But since buyers are investing in design that is somewhat prepackaged, 
they rarely meet with the designer personally; instead, they furnish their homes by consulting catalogs pro-
vided by the building, taking virtual tours and visiting model apartments. What’s more, appraisers say the 
investment may not hold up over the long term, because taste varies from buyer to buyer.

The offering at Avenue East, a new condominium tower under construction in Chicago, includes interiors 
by local designer Helen Velas, known for her hotel entertainment spaces. Customers pay $68 a square foot 
for either a “tailored, contemporary” look or “classic traditional.” They have four color schemes to choose 
from, and a 50-page furniture catalog with about 30 fabric samples from designers including Ralph Lauren 
and Donghia.

Yet some buyers are showing resistance to the idea. New York’s 110 Central Park South, which offers one 
set design for each apartment size, has sold about half of its 65 units. But no buyers have opted for the 
design option, says Stephen Glascock, who is developing the property. Of the 281 apartments sold at the 
Icon in Miami, 40% have opted for the design by Mr. Starck, for an extra $75,000 to $125,000. (Buyers 
chose from four decorating looks: minimal, classic, culture, nature.) Clients “want unique interior spac-
es—not something off the rack,” says New York interior designer Jasmine Lam. “If they wanted a packaged 
look, they’d go to Ikea.”

In theory, the packages help new condos stand out in an increasingly crowded and uncertain market. The 
National Association of Home Builders estimates that 35% of all new-home construction in the U.S. this 
year consists of condos, up from 20% in 1998. Las Vegas has 40,000 to 50,000 condo apartments in the 
planning stages. Developers in Miami have applied for building permits for more than 50 new condomini-
um towers. In New York, more than 25,000 new units will hit the market by the end of this year, according 
to some estimates.

In this market, developers need more “bells and whistles” to reel buyers in, says Jonathan Miller, of New 
York appraisal firm Miller Samuel. He points out that while celebrity designers are an important marketing 
tool for developers—and can benefit investors who are seeking to flip apartments for immediate gain—the 
impact of a designer package on resale is minimal over the long term. It “diminishes as you get further 
away from the initial sale,” says Mr. Miller.

Hotel and real-estate developers have long used furnished homes to woo buyers, and model homes have 
been a fixture in suburbia for decades. But the looks of these offerings were often generic, or down-mar-
ket. That started changing in the late 1990s, when big name architects like Robert A.M. Stern and Richard 
Meier began teaming with developers to push high-end condos.

Ms. Jagger Designs a Lobby

Indeed, designers stand to benefit from the prepackaged trend almost more than the developers. To 
custom-design a private home, a designer typically earns between 10% and 15% of the cost of a project, 
or charges the client an hourly rate of between $50 and $200. By teaming with a developer, a designer not 
only helps brand himself, he can get a cut of the whole project. For the Icon project in Miami—where Ms. 
Tzougrakis bought—Mr. Starck has been paid between 5% and 10% of the total price of all 281 units sold, 
according to the developer. (The designer has also recently joined with a European developer and Ms. 
Jagger, the daughter of Rolling Stone Mick Jagger, to launch Yoo Design; the firm works with developers to 
create elements like floor plans and entrance lobbies.)

Deborah DiMare, a designer on the Learning Channel’s “In a Fix” decorating show, says she’s hoping her 
profile will rise, now that she’s signed up with three developers, including one in the Miami area, to work 
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on condominium projects. She says will be paid a fee of about $90,000 per apartment by the buyer. “As a 
designer, you don’t want to miss the boat on opportunities like these,” says Ms. DiMare.

---

Loading On the Extras

With more condominium units coming on the market every month, developers are racing to throw in ame-
nities. Here are some of the extras builders around the country are offering, and how well the buildings are 
selling.

PROPERTY/LOCATION/PRICE: The Caribbean Miami Beach, $1 million to $7.5 million. 
AMENITY: 6,000-square-foot communal wine cellar and cigar humidor 
COMMENT: Each unit will have a private wine locker and humidor assigned to it. The cost is included in 
the sales price of the condo. About 70% of the 103 units have sold since early November.

PROPERTY/LOCATION/PRICE: Vegas 888 Las Vegas, $750,000 to $10 million 
AMENITY: “European” topless sun deck 
COMMENT: The 12,000-square-foot deck, spa, and lounge will be on the 35th floor; shy sunbathers can 
pay an extra $1 million for a private poolside villa. Sales of units begin in January 2006.

PROPERTY/LOCATION/PRICE: The Legacy at Millennium Park Chicago, mid-$300,000 to more than $3 
million 
AMENITY: Sky garden lounges 
COMMENT: Located on the 15th, 42nd and 60th floors, these indoor-outdoor gardens will measure be-
tween 400 and 1,000 square feet each, come with full kitchens, and bars for entertaining—but you have to 
reserve if you want a lounge for a private event.

PROPERTY/LOCATION/PRICE: 170 East End Avenue New York, Prices start at $2 million 
AMENITY: Golf simulator 
COMMENT: When you hit the golf ball into a 9-foot-by-12-foot screen, cameras track the ball for distance, 
loft and centering to the fairway. Units, all designed by architect Peter Marino, went on sale last week.

PROPERTY/LOCATION/PRICE: Museum Residences Denver, $340,000 to $1.1 million 
AMENITY: Rooftop garden 
COMMENT: Measuring about a third of an acre, this concrete space is being designed by architect Daniel 
Libeskind. About 75% of 55 units have sold since the condos went on sale in March.

 “Symbols,” from Living with Design, pp. 264-271, by David Hicks, with Charles Jenkins. William 
Morrow (Harper Collins), 1979.

I use my sign on everything: ties, front doors, writing paper. I used to fly it as a flag on my speedboat in the 
south of France and still do on my Land Rover in the country. All my Japanese product designs bear the H 
logo or symbol and I now wear belts, suits, ties and carry attaché cases bearing it. Part of the business of 
being a stylish designer is projecting your personality and your image on merchandise and on the public. A 
sign, monogram or logo is a recognizable and important identification. 

My sign was designed for me by a local farm manager’s son. Rob Pullen. I got him a job at the age of 
sixteen and a half with Terrence Conran, making tea. He eventually became a successful designer but when 
he first got the job, he asked me if there was anything he could do to repay me. I suggested that he might 
try to design a monogram, logo or sign for me, he came up with some alternatives and I chose the pres-
ent H logo. Monograms and logos are all part of geometrics in which I have an enormous delight: H is a 
particularly geometric character and lends itself well to pattern. 

*

A flat where I lived in Paulton’s Square in London had H logos in chromium on the two identical front 
doors. After I had sold the flat I asked the builder to remove the logos and replace them with suitable 
numerical plaques. The new owners were determined to keep the logos; they were even prepared to pay 
for copies to be made because they wanted what they considered to be my signature. The owner of the 
Octagon House in Britwell similarly wanted an H logo on her home as a signature, which I found very flat-
tering. 

*

Because the Japanese had on occasion produced the H logo in the wrong proportions, they issued a de-
sign manual which showed how it should be used and, on the end page, how it should not be used. 

*

Note-blocks with alphabetical geometric headings developed from my tie designs sell well. They all stem 
from the original logo concept. 

*

I do not think that anyone who is not himself a working gardener can have a really good garden. I was 
brought up in the world of gardening: my mother and father were born very keen on their garden and our 
gardener and his wife were my best friends when I was a boy. I myself dig, fork, hoe, prune, plant and 
sow. Many of my ideas have come from what I have seen in other people’s gardens—in Japan, India and 
America a well as in Europe. 

*
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Planning and planting in a stylish way make up good garden design. It is no use having small groups of 
plants mixed up together; you must be very bold with your planting. If you have old-fashioned roses, have 
a lot of them; the massing of plants is very important. If you have a formal rose bed then make sure that 
all the roses are the same colour, or at least are planted in blocks of colour. 

Design is the essence of a good garden. Gardens should be like houses and have rooms; spaces should be 
contained by hedges, walls, fences or rows of trees. One of the greatest gardens in the world is at Sissing-
hurst in Kent, on which the Nicolsons lavished so much love and care. It is a sad thing that when the own-
ers of beautiful houses and gardens depart, most of the character of their gardens disappears very quickly. 
John Fowler’s garden near Odiham had great magic and one hopes that it will survive. Having taken a lot 
of trouble and care with my garden at Britwell Salome I hope that the new owners will try to maintain it as 
I did. I am now enjoying planning my new garden—a secret old-rose garden, a spring garden and some 
allées, which are the most rewarding planting of all. 
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